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SECRETARY'S REPORT.
The previous Report was very cordially received and 1 must at the
outset express my gratitude to all those who so willingly contributed
to make it so generally appreciated. As the first number of a new
volume issued under changed conditions it w,as necessary that it should
in elude a wide range of subjects indicating directions in ~which future
work is desirable and interest is already aroused. It was also imperative that it should again emphasilSe the need for accuracy and UOJllpleteness in all records of the distribution of British plants, otherwise
they are valueless as the basis of further generalisations. Further,
our membership iilcludes such different types of individual seientifie
attainment, that our Reports must include both highly critical articles
and others that are elementary and educative. In addition they must
afford the most valuable and authentic records of the present distribution of British plants available and must afford space for necessary
corrections of erroI'S or omissions in the' past records of the same.
As the result of keeping all the foregoing aims in view the Iteport
beeame unduly bulky and expensive but achieved the objects intended
by its publication. Among the papers contributed pathetie interest
attaches to those by the late Dr Eric Drabble and W. F. Miller as
being the last those able botanists were able to write.
The present Report follows much the same lines as the last and we
trust that every member will find in its pages something of personal
interest and stimulus. During the past year we have made some progress toward securing Local Secretaries for given areas and a list of
those already appointed will be found herein.
The Annual Conversazione on November 15, 1933, was a great success in every way. The
members of the two societies got to know each other more intimately
and were afforded opportunities of obtaining information or advice
and of discussing matters of common botanical interest with others.
We are again very greatly indebted to Mrs Gertrude Foggitt for her
untiring efforts to make the occasion so thoroughly enjoyable.
The
date of the next Conversazione has been fixed for Wednesday, 14th of
November 1934.
It may not be generally known that this Society takes the greatest
interest in plant prese'rvatiol1 and is represented on the Wild Plant
Conservation Board. During the past year the Board has given much
time to the consideration of such matters as the undue trimming of
roadside herbage, county bye-laws for the protection of wild plantsand 'legislation for the same-and the danger to the flora of particular
districts through road alterations, golf-courses or building. There may
be some members who find it difficult to reconcile our zeal for plant
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protection with our annual distribution of plants for exchange. In
regard to the latter the rule "No specimens of any rare plant should
be g,athered if its existence in that habitat might thereby be endangered " is most honourably observed by our collecting members. Further, it is not generally known that the first charge on the plants sent
in for dist;ribution is the supply of specimens of each species to the great
national herbaria at the British Museum and Rew. There are so many
questions which can only be answered by the study of extensive systematic collections of plants that. we are bound to collect all the evidence
possible.
With a view to affording further opportunities for field-work, a
series of excursions to places of botanical interest has been arrangeda list of which has already been sent out-and it. is hoped that these'
will be well attended.
We are much indebted to all those who have
worked so hard to make the necessary arrangements to ensure the
success of these gatherings.
Our financial position continues to be extremely satisfactory and
members will be glad to know that 35 new membe-rs have joined the
Society since the issue of the last Report. A list of their names and
addresses is appended.
For many years it has been felt that our Reports should be puhlished earlier in the year so as to be of use in the same year's fieldwork. Many attempts were made by Dr Druce to achieve this desirable result but inevitably many articles, records, and other contributions were received while the Report was going through the press and
publication was thereby delayed. It seems to us that the whole difficulty lies in the fact that nobody has ever known the last date upon
which MS. will be received. We propose, therefore, to suggest that all
Records should be in by December 31st. As each record has to be cardindexed it would save much time and labour if members would use
cards 12.5 X 7.5 cm., ,and on each write (1) The number according to
the Oxford List, (2) the name of the plant, (3) the locality, giving the
vice-county, (4) any additional note of scientific interest, (5) collector's
name. As no record can be published without the name or number of
the vice-county in which the plant was found, failure to give this information in the case of some obscure locality has frequently caused
much arduous and unnecessary research.
'
As regards MS. the latest late upon which any can be received is
Jo,farch 31st in each year. As a general rule it is well to send in artIcles,
papers or other lengthy contributions before the preceding December
31st. We trust members will co-operate in all such efforts to ensure
earlier publication of the Report.
Altogether apart from the value of the Society's publications is that
of its correspondence. Members are invited to submit any of their
botanical difficulties to the Secretary, who assures them that he is
always delighted to render any assistance in his power. Although the
bulk of this correspondence is with members working at a distance from
adequate libr,ary or herbarium facilities and yields little or no material
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for publication, its educational and social value is very considerable
and should be taken into account in estimating the value of the Society's
work. In this connection we are deeply grateful for the very willing
and invaluable co-oper,ation of all those who have rendered assistance
in the critical examination of British plants. Among foreign botanists
we are indebted to Prof. O. E. Schulz, Dr K. Ronniger, Dr Almquist,
Dr 1;>. Aellen, Prof. B. H. Danser, Dr H. Dahlstedt, Dr F. Jaquet,
Dr R. Probst, Dr K. H. Zahn, Dr H. Schinz, Prof. J. Holmboe and
Dr G. Kiikenthal. To the authorities of the Royal Botanic Gardens
,at Kew and of the British Museum at Cromwell Road we tender our
sincerest thanks for much kindly advice and ready assistance in many
instances.
Among British botanists we are deeply appreciative of
kindness shown by Mr A. J. Wilmott, Mr J. S. L. Gilmour, Dr W. B.
Turrill, Dr T. A. Sprague, Mr A. B. Jackson, Mr George Taylor, Mr
A. D. Cotton, Mr Noel Sandwith, Lt.-Col. A. H. Wolley-Dod, Rev. H.
J. Riddelsdell, Mr W. C. Barton, Mr E. B. Bishop, Mr H. W. Pugsley,
Mr W. O. Howarth, Mr P. M. Hall, Dr W. A. Sledge, Mr J. Fraser,
Mr C. E. Britton, Mr A. E. Wade, Dr R. W. Butcher, Dr F. W.
Stansfield, Mrs H. Drabble and Miss G. Wigglesworth.

NEW MEMBERS.
Mr A. W. Anderson, Curator, Gardens and Parks, Timaru, New Zealand.
Mr F. T. Baker, Assistant Curator, City and County Museum, Lincoln.
Mr W. H. Blyth Martin, Taymouth, Dundee.
Mr J. P. M. Brenllan, Cape Cottage, Tonbridge, Kent.
The Hon. Guy Charteris, 24 Oxford Square, London, W.2.
The Rev. G. H. Chilman, Dalton Parsonage, Thirsk, Yorkshire (1\):l4).
Mrs l"hilippa German, Newlands, 'fhe Plantation, Darrington, Worthing, Sussex (1934).
The Viscountess Gladstone, 27 Chester Terrace, London, S.W.1 (1934).
Misls B. Gullick, RSc., Crane Bridge Road, Salisbury.
Miss May Heron, Erclands, Ercall Lane, Wellington, Salop (1934).
Mr S. Ashton Hill, Hillfields, Bewdley, Worcestershire.
Department of Botany, University College, Hull.
Mr Francis Jekyll, Munstead House, Godalming, Surrey (19:34).
Mr Rex Knowling, Hertford College, Oxford (1934).
Mr E. D. l'tiorgan, South View, School Lane, Crowborough, Sussex.
Mr E. Nelme,s, The Herbarium, Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew, Surrey
(1934).
Mrs J. Vandeleur Phelps, Woodbury, East Avenue, Bournemouth
(1934).
'1'he Rev. G. C. Pownall, "Norman Dene," Charlton Kings, Cheltenham (1934).
Mr Cecil T. Prime, RA., Whitgift School, Raling Park, Croydon,
Surrey (1934).
Mrs L. Samuels, Quarry Bank House, Styal, via Manchester.
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Mr A. L. Still, RA., Roslyn, Dower Avenue, Wallington, Surrey (1934).
Mr G. Taylor, B.Se., British Museum (Nat. Hist.), Cromwell Road,
S.W.7.
Mr H. Stuart Thompson, A.L.S., 11 Buckingham Place, Clifton,
Bristol.
Mrs R. M. Tristram, F.L.S., Cox's Mill, Dallington, Sussex (1934).
Mr A. J. Wilmott, M.A., J!~.L.S., British Museum (Nat. Hist.), Crolllwell Road, S.W.7.
Miss Lucy Burton, Stott Park, Lake Side, Ulverston, Lancs.
Mr Ronald Burn, Whatfield Rectory, Ipswich.
Miss A. M. Cory, Fullerton Manor, Andover, Hants (1934).
Mrs R. S. K. Eyre, "\Voodside, Crowborough, Sussex.
Miss G. Wotherspoon, Mount Ephraim Mansion, Tunbridge WelLs, Kent.
Rev. A. J. Young, Seam ark, Lloyd Road, Hove, Sussex.
Mrs Hugh \iVillan, Ladies' Empire Club, 69 Grosvenor Street, London, \iV.I.
Miss Ruth Yeoman, The Green, Brompton, Northallerton.
Mr \iV. E. Warren, "Selborne," Horsell Rise, HOI"llell, Surrey.
Godalming Nat. Hist. Society. E. R Bishop, Lindfield, Marshal! Road.

LOCAL SECRETARIES.
Carnarvonshire. Norman Woodhead, Esq., M.Sc., University College
of N. Wales, Bangor.
Yorkshire, N. Riding. Miss C. M. l~ob, Catton Hall, Thirsk, Yorks.
Lincolnshire. F. T. Baker, Esq., City and County Museum, Lincoln.
Essex. Miss M. S. Campbell, Layer Marney Hall, Kelvedon, Essex.
Glamorgan. Miss EleallOl" Vachell, 8 Cathedral Road, Cardiff.
South Wilts. Miss Barbara Gullick, B.Sc., Crane Bridge Road, Salisbury.
Hants. P. M. Hall, Esq., F.L.S., 12 High Street, Fareham, Hants.
Cornwall. Edgar Thurston, Esq., C.I.E., Queen's Hotel, Pcnzanc.:e.
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t95/6.
+SAPONARIA CALABltICA Guss. PI. Rar., 164, t. 3l.
Graec.
Waste heap, \Velwyn, Herts, v.-c. 20, H. PHILLIPS.
SCIDNZ.
t122(2) / l. +GOSSYPIUlVI l'UNCTA·TUlVI Schum. et Thonn.
Docks, ·W. Gloster, 1933, SAND WITH and GIBBONS.

1ta1.,
Det.

Avonmouth

tl32/13. +OXALIS SElVIILOBA Sand. A South African alien not given
in the Oxford List. Polzeath, East Cornwa.ll, v.-c. 2, J. DONALD GROSE.
Det. Kew. The brui~ed leaves of this plant are used by the Zulus to
rub over the mouths of infants suffering from thrush and similar ailments (ED.).
t178/1.
LATHYltUS LATIFOLIUS L. Found in 1913 growing on the
face of the cutting near the r.ailway station at Hitchin, HertB. Speeimens were sent for drawing purposes to E. ·W. Hunnybun. It has per. sisted in this station up to 1932.
There were also formerly several
plants in more accessible places round the lime kilns, but these have
now disappeared. It was in all probability originally an outcast from
the garden of A. Ransom, which extended to the edge of the cutting.
The figure of E.B., tab. 1108, drawn from specimens sent by the
Rev. Dr Abbot from Hawnes and Bromham, Beds, represents L. sylvestris L. (fide R. A. Pryor, Journ. Bot., 1881) and not L. lntifolius,
to which it is credited. See Notes by F. A. N. Garry, on the Drawings
for" English Botany" (Journ. Bot., 1903).-J. E. LITTU.
178/2.
L. SYLVESTRIS L. In North Herts this plant is very rare.
A specimen is in Pollard's Herbarium, dated 1868, but during forty
years qf fie1c1 work I had never seen a living specimen from Herbs until
1933, when flowering pieces from Little Wymondley were brought to me
by A. Bygrave, who had known it there for a number of years.-J. E.
LITTLE.
194/14j. +A new variety of ROSA MWRANTHA Sm. Early in July
1932, whilst my sister and I were collecting Roses on a favourite bushy
hillside near Haslemere, Surrey, I found what seemed to be a fine
bush of Rosn micrantha, var. tlfPica, with glorious deep rose flowers,
and with immature fruit of a rich vinous tint (very suggestive of that
of good Burgundy or claret). Its prickles also seemed flushed with the
juice of the vine, but more restrainedly so than the fruit, being pale
and translucent, akin to the glow of a very old and delicate port.
Further, the young leaflets had a rosy suffusion as though they had
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been dipped in wine. Altogether, the effect was most pleasing, and I
took a specimen, without ,any further study at the time. Next day ut
home, the usual careful examination revealed-to my great surprisethat the styles were densely hispid, indeed they might well be ealled
woolly. Naturally, for a minute or two, I was inclined to suspect that
it might be R. n~biginosa, but the stem armature, exserted styles,
shape of leaflets and general appearance together soon convinced me
that it must be R. rnicrantha. A further gathering in greater quantity,
a fortnight or so later, showed spreading sepals, and I sent specimens
to Col. Wolley-Dod for his opinion. He then thought it might be var.
Sagorskii Chr., or near it. (Probably that was before he saw Keller's
Synopsis Rosarum Spontanearu1n EU7'opae :Mediae, or before he. had
time to digest it.) Circumstances prevented me from getting any later
material (with riper fruit) in 1932, but I made a special journey to get
sueh in September 1933. Meanwhile, Col. Wolley-Dod had kindly lent
me Keller's bulky Synopsis, from a careful study of which 1 came to
the conclusion that this Rose is a new variety of R. micTantha, somcwhere near var. drinensis Rob. Keller. Again 1 submitted a good supply of material to Col. Wolley-Dod, with evidence in support of s11('11
view. I quote from his reply its essential sentences, which are not impaired by the context. "This certainly seems to be a 'lni crantha forlll
. . . . Although in the youngest gathering the sepals are reflexed, the
later ones rise definitely enough. The shape of the fruit definitely
excludes drinensis, so we must make a new var. of it." This confirmation of my opinion by Col. 'Volley-Dod is very gratifying to me, seeing
that almost all my knowledge of the genus Rosa is derived from his
publications, his correspondence with me, and his very numerous diagnoses of my '!Specimens. But he is far too busily engaged on the COlIlpilation of his new FlOT(~ of St~ssex to spare time, during the next year
or so, to describe this Rose and get it published. In view of the uncertainty of life, I do not cure to wait so long, a11(1 have appealed to
Mr W. H. pearsall for help. With his usual kindness he has agreed
to have my commonplace English trall!Slated into the good Latin,
which appears toward the end of this note, and so fulfil the conditions
requisite for the publication of a llew variety.
At this stage it seems desirable to trace down, from Keller, the steps
which have led me to my destination. The descriptions of R. micrantlw,
and the 75 varieties and forms thereof recorded from Middle Europe,
occupy no leSlS than 16 pages of the Synopsis.
I must add that the
pages are about 12 inches by 9, and are closely printed. R. micranth((,
is here divided, and again and again sub-divided, into 25 little (shall
we say P) "groups." The following are my steps.
A.

Roseiflorae: Flores ± intense rosei.
I. Hispidae: Pedu,nculi glanduLis stipitatis hispidi.
b. Glabrescentes: Foliola glabra vel subtus tantum ad cos2.

tam ±, pler1~'lnque disperse pilosa.
Eriostylae; Styli pilosi.
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The respective ,alternatives to above would be:Albiflorae: Jnores albi.
1I. Nudae: Peduncul'i nudi 'Vel tant'um singtLlis glandulis stipitatis
obsiti.
a. Pubescentes: Foliola utrinque 'Vel tantu111 subtus ± dense
pilosa; petioli pubescentes tLsque tomentosi.
1. Liostylue: Styli glabri.
In succession, each of these obviously i,s ruled out.

B.

Here, it may be fitting to point out that vaI'. Sagorskii ChI'. comes
under A. 1. a, with petioles" aZbo-tomentosi," ,and with leaflets " s1.btomentosa. "
To return to my first four steps above. The one and only var. or f.
which appears in Synopsis under A. 1. b. 2 is var.drinensis Rob. Keller,
and is thus described: -Rami ucuZeis ctLr'Vatis mwniti; ramuli jiorije1'i
iner1nes; petioli laxe et disperse pilosi usqtLe subglabri, crebre glandulosi; joUola subpar'Vu, ±' 20 : 11 mm., elliptica, 'Versus basin in aCtLtum cacumen fastigiata, subt'us ad costam l,axe pilosa, creb7'e glandulosa; pedtLnc'uli disperse gZanduZoso-hispidi; sepaZa in dorso et 1nar'gine g la,ndulo sa, post anthesin rejiexa; receptacula fructifera globosa,
disco lato; stylri elongati, ± dense pilosi.
My own decided opinion, with which Col. Wolley-Dod virtually
agrees, is that the H'J,slemere Rose differs con,giderably from var. drinensis, and must be regarded as a distinct variety. Here are the chief
differences. In the Haslemere Rose-I. Flowering br,anches are not
unarmed.
2. Sepals are not 'permanently re flexed after flowering,
but at least spreading, and often tending to be suberect.
3. Fruit
certainly not globose, but almost elongate.
4. Styles hardly elongate.
Recogni,ging the almost infinite v,ariation so characteristic of the
genus, 1 and 4 might pass, but 2 and 3, perhaps more especially the
latter, seem vital.
I am not aware of any previous record in Britain of the occurrence
of either Sagorskii Chr., drinensis Rob. Keller, or any other R. micrantha form with densely hi,gpid styles. The only British Rose even distantly appro.aching the variety which is the subject of these notes (as
regards styles), ]s a very thinly hispid-styled form from Hayling Island.
This has been passed (not without reluctance) by Col. Wolley-Dod as
f. trichostyla Rob. Keller, "but not typical." The indeterminate Hayling Rose is quite different from that now under consideration.
I must conclude these notes by naming and describing my new Rose,
expressing deep indebtednelSs to Mr W. C. Barton for his translation
of such description.

Rosa micrantha Sm., var. Burgessi var nov.
Frutex robustus erectus decem pedes altus turionibus lllultis rohu<ltis arcuatis densus formOlsus; turiones aculeis subuequalibus falcatis vel
saepe aduncis modice arm uti ; rami floriferi longitudinis mediocris
aculeis turionum aculeis similibus armati; flores saturate rosei; petioli
mod ice glandulosi, paene vel ol11nino glabri; foliola mediocria vel parvu,
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in nervis parce pubescentia, cetera glabra, nonnulla ad basin cuneata;
pedunculi modice, interdum parce glandulosi, vulgo I-flori, nonnunquam 2-3-flori; fructus ovatus, saepe sat elongatus; styli valde hispidi
vel etiam lanati, mod ice exstantes; sepala patula, saepe aliquantum
suberecta.
Bush compact and shapely, 10 feet high, strong and erect, with
many stout arching stems; stems moderately armed, with prickles subequal, falcate, often hooked; flowering branches of medium length, with
prickles as on stems; flowers deep rose; petioles glabrous, or almost so,
moderately glandular; leaflets medium to small, glabrous except on
midribs, which are very feebly pubescent, some leaflets cuneate-based;
peduncles moderately glandular, occasionally weakly so, usually solitary, but sometimes 2 or 3-flowered; fruit ovoid, often rather elongate;
styles strongly hispid to woolly, moderately exserted; sepals spreading,
often tending to be suberect.
When young, the immature fruit is of a rich deep vinous colour,
and prickles of much paler vinous, but both f.ade in drying, especially
the latter. Also, the young leaflets often have similar vinous suffusion.
It has affinity with var. drinensis Rob. KeUer, differing chiefly in
shape of fruit and direction of sepals.
.
I have great pleasure in naming, as above, this interesting variety
as a slight tribute to our very good friend, Mr Charles Burgess, the
esteemed Honorary Life President of the Godalming Natural History
Society, so well known and respected by all inhabitants of the Borough
of which he has been six times Mayor.-EDMuND B. BISHOP.
t197/7.
oIcOoToNEASTER RAOEMIFLORA K. Koch. Goblin Combe, near
Bristol, N. Somerset, 1933. No doubt planted. .J. GIBBONS. Det.
MARQUAND.

t210/4. oIcCoTYLEDON OPPOSITIFOLIA Ledeb. ex N ordm. Stony ground
near a garden at Matlock, per Mrs A. E. EASTES. Det. Kew.
282/2c. oIcDAuous GUMMIFER All., var. VILLOSA (Thellung).
ton Head, Dorset, v.-c. 9, H. PHILLIPS. Det. SOHINZ.

t362/3.
+TAGETES PATULA L.
H. PHILLIPS.

Durles-

Waste heap, Welwyn, Herts, v.-c. 20,

t365/11(2). +AOHILLEA SIBIRIOA Ledeb., vaT. TYFIOA Regel.
wharf, Bristol, 1933, J. GIBBONS.

Railway

t404(2). oIcZoEGEA L. Mant. i, 15 (1767). Benth. & Hook. f., ii, 477.
Syria, Mesopotamia.
t404(2) /1. Z. LEPTAUREA L. Mant. i, 117.
Haven Street, Ryde, Isle of Wight, 1932, J. W. LONG. Det. SCHINZ.
t532/25(2). oIcLINARIA SIEBERI Reichb. Tip, Bristol, v.-c. 34, 1933.
First British record. N. Y. SAND WITH. Mediterranean region.
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HIERAOIUlIr-OORREOTIONS.
419/69(2). HIERAOIUlIr SAXIFRAGUlIr Fries. With reference to Hieracium saxifragum Fries, modification, in H. H. J ohnston's " Additions
to the Flora of Orkney," Sixteenth Paper, p. 3 (4th March 1933), Dr
Hugo Dahlstedt, in a not€, dated 25th October 1933, on specimens of
Reference No. 4731, from Enegars, near the Kame, Hoy, 8th July 1933,
informs 001. Johnston that the specimens of James Sinclair's Reference
Nos. 760 and 770 from Berriedale and Enegars, respectively, which he
formerly determined as Hieraci1&m saxifragum Fries, modification, on
3rd January 1933, belong to a good species, namely, Hieracium pse'udomicrodon Dahlstedt, n. sp., in H. H. Johnston's "Additions to the
Flora of Orkney," Thirteenth paper, pp. 5-6 (1st December 1929),
which belongs to Zahn's capital or group-specielS Hieracium -saxifragum
Fries.
[Delete 419/69(3) in Rep. B.E.C., 1932, 23. See Rep., 1929, 24.J
419/157. H. SAGITTATIOEPS Dahlstedt. With reference to Hiemcium sagittaticeps Dahlstedt, n. sp., in H. H. Johnston's "Additions
to the Flora of Orkney," Fifteenth Paper, pp. 4-5 (8th March 1932), Dr
Hugo Dahlstedt, in a note; dated 23rd October 1933, to 001. J ohnston,
says that this species is the same as Hieracium bi/idwrn Kitaibel, subspecies subtenue W. R. Linton, and that as Linton's name is the oldest
it should be used in preference to Hieracium sagittatireps Dahhtedt,
which is therefore a synonym of it.
[Delete 419/110(2). See Rep. R.E.C., 1931, 729.J
419/242. H. INULOIDES TaulSch, subspecies STRIOTUlIr Fries, form
ANGUSTIFOLIA Dahlstedt. With reference to this plant in H. H. Johnston's "Additions to the Flora of Orkney," Twelfth Paper, p. 8 (1st
May 1929), James Sinclair's two specimens of his Reference No. 596
from the north-east side of Aith Hope, South Walls, Hoy, Orkney,
9th August 1928, were determined under the above-mentioned name by
Dr Hugo Dahlstedt, on 20th February 1929; and my forty-one speci- .
mens of my Reference No. 4258, from the same station, 20th August
1929, were ,also determined under the same name by Dr Hugo Dahlstedt, on 18th October 1929.
On 22nd August 1931 Mr John F. G. Ohapple, in my company, collected specimens at the same station, identical in character with the
specimens collected by James Sinclair and me in 1928, and 1929, respectively, which the late Dr George Claridge Druce sent to Professor
Karl Hermann Zahn, who determined them as Hieraci1&m 1&mbellat1&1Il
Linnaeus, ISubspecies maritimum (F. J. Hanbury) Zahn, in 1931.
On 14th September 1933 I resubmitted specimens of J ames Sinclair's
Reference No. 596 and my 4258 to Dr Hugo Dahlstedt, who, in a note
dated 31st October 1933, wrote as follows: - " I have determined this
species as Hieracium strictum Fries, form angustijolia, but I see that
it is more allied to Hieraci1&m umbellatum Linnaeus, from which it
differs through the hairy heads, but which it resembles through the numer-
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ous narrow leaves. It seems to be a species connecting Hieraciwm umbellatum Linnaeus with HieraC'ium strictum Fries. As the name that
Hanbury has given it is the oldest it may retain this name Hieracium
maritimum (Hanbury) Zahn, under" [Zahn's capital or group-species]
Hieracium wmbellatum Linnaeus.
The only other station for this species is Melvich, in Sutherland,
Scotland.
[See Rep. B.E.C., 1929, 26.J
HIERACIUM-ADDITIONS.
419/15(2). +H. PATENS Dahlstedt, n. sp. Caulis mediocriter altus
ubique dense mollipilosus supra folium caulinum eti.am parce glanduliferus, efloccosus.
Folia rosularia plurima supra obscure subtus pallidius glaucescenti-viridia exteriora ovalia-ovata ± obtusa sparse
acute et breve denticulata interiora ± late ovato-lanceolata basi praesertim sparse dentata ± acuta supra glabrescentia vel rare pilosa, subtus dentiuscule in nervo dorsali dense et molliter et sat longe pilosa,
petiolis pilis longis diluti.s crebre vestitis; foliwm caulinwm parum anguste ovato-lanceolatum ad basin acute denticulatum sessile et ± amplectens, acutum supra fere glabrum subtus ± pilosum. Inflorescent-ia
furcata expansa 2-3-cephala saepe ramo longo ex axillo folii caulini
acuta, ramis acladium 30-40 mm. longum ± et saape Isat longe superantibus ± canofloccosis pilis sparsis vel nullis et glandulis obtectis.
I11volucntm mediocre obscure canoviride.
Squamae lineares exteriores
breves obtusiusculae longae acutiusculae pilis densis basi nigra apice
albidis et glandulis sparsis vel parcis parum conspicuis vestitae exteriores praesertim in margine ± floccosae.
Galathium circa 40 mm.
diametro.
Lig1~lae
obscure luteae.
Arntherae polline carentes.
Stylus cum stigllwtibus obscurus siccus ater.
This species belongs to Cerinthoidea. It is especially characterised
by the numerous rosular bro.ad sparsely dentate leaves, the long and
densely pilose stem somewhat glandular upwards, and the furcate inflorescence, with sparsely pilose more richly glandular peduncles and
densely pilose sparsely glandular heads. I think it may be placed under
Hieracium olivaceum Grenier et Godron, ne,ar Hieraci'll,m flocc1tlosum
Backhouse, or Hieracium jac1!lifoliwm F. J. Hanbury.
Hieraci1!m
patens Dahlstedt belongs to Zahn's capital or group-species Hieracium
oli,vaceum Grenier et Godron, and in " The London Catalqgue of British
Plants," Eleventh Edition (1925), it should be inserted between Nos.
1025 and 1026.
I am indebted to Dr Hugo Dahlstedt, Skarsatra, Lidingo, Sweden,
for the above description and remarks on this new species, described
by him, on 30th October 1933, from my two specimens of Reference No.
4741, which have been seen by him, as well as my one specimen of Reference No. 4742.
LocaUty.-(l) Reference No. 4741, small, heathery, freestone, rocky
ravine on hillside, 450 feet above mean sea-level, west side of Nowt
Rield, Wf\rd Hill, Hoy, Orkney, 10th July 1933, H. H. Johnston.
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obscure viride (atro-viride). Sqttamae erleriores ± ovato-lanceolatae in
apicem acutiusculum ± purpurascentum sensim acutatae ecorniculatae,
anguste marginatae, initio ± adpressae deinde ± patentes, interiores
lineari-lanceolatae, ecorniculatae. Oalathium pa(["vum. Lrig'Ulae angustae sat obscure luteae marginales extus stria ± purpurascente notatae. Antherae polline carentes. StylJ.[,s cum stigmatibus luteus. A.chenium pallide vitellinum apice acute spinulosum, caeterum ± tubereulatUll1 vel infernc laeve circa 3.5 mm. longum, 1 mm. latum in pyramiden
0.5 mm. longum conicum abiens.
.
This species belongs to Spectabilia, and it seems to be related to
Taraxacnm ungt.ilobt.m Dahlstedt, but it differs from it through stouter
growth, darker green leaves with longer curved or frequently hamate
lobes, ordinarily with more and longer teeth, and pale yellowish-red
achenes. The cusps of the lobes are often more elongated, narrower and
turned upwards, especially on the inner' leaves. The outer phyllaries of
the heads are loosely adpressed or ordinarily spreading.
I am indebted to Dr Hugo Dahlstedt for the above description and
remarks on this new species, described by him, on 18th October 1933,
from my three specimens of my Reference No. 4638, all of which have
been seen by him.
'
Localifll.-Reference No. 4638, grassy, rocky sea-cliffs, 10 feet above
mean sea-level, south-east side of Holm of Houton, near Orphir in
Mainland, Orkney, 5th June 1933, H. H. Johnston. Native. Common.
Plants in unripe and ripe fruit mostly shed, and sparingly in flower.
Outer phyllaries spreading both in flower-bud and flower; inner
phyllaries simple (not gibbous or appendaged) at the dark purpJe
apex. Corolla yellow, striped purplish beneath in the outer florets.
Style and its two recoiled branches yellow. Achenes paJe yellowish-red.
Fruit-receptacle flattish-convex. 'rhis new species grows at the same
station as Taraxacum tmguilobum Dahlstedt (fide Hugo Dahlstedt, who
saw my three specimens of my Reference No. 3638A on 6th October
1933).-H. H. JOHNSTON.

+T.

423/79(3).
PLICATUM Dahlstedt, n. sp.
Folia obscure viridia
supra maculis atropurpureis parvis-mediocribus sparsis praedita paree
pilifera-subglabra, subtus pallidiora et pilis articulatis brevibus ± dense
vestita, exteriora et intermedia ± lineari-lanceolata-anguste lanceo; lata-anguste lanceolata crebre lobata lobis mediocribus basi lata-latissima in apicem obtusiusculum parum productis, in margine superiore
saepe convexis superioribus ± integris inferioribus ± dentieulatis ±
retroversis vel ± patentibus, in angulis loborum saepius ± plicata, 10bo
terminali mediocri ± sagittato, obtusiusculo, lobulis lateralibus brevibus ± retroversis, interiora anguste obovato-lanceolata, lobo terminali
mediocri-magno sagittato integro marginibus convexis obtuso-obtusiusculo, lobis caeteris ± recurvatis subhamatis magis acutis saepe paullum
distantibus; petiolis pallidis. Scapi folia plerumque aequantes ± eo10ruti. Int'ol·ul'T11.m sat magnum crassum ± obscure viride. Squamae exteriores in alabastro ± adpressae-erecto-patentes, de in de ± recurvalll
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± lanceolatae-ovato-lanceolatae subtus obscure virides, supra pallidiores et saepe ±purpureo-violascentes, interiores sat latae lanceolatae,
apice obscure purpul'ascentes, omnes ecorniculatae. Galathiu'ln circa
30-35 mm. diametro. Ligulae subobscure luteae marginales extus stria
badio-violacea notatae. Antherae polline carentes. Stylus W'ln stig'lnatibus luteus. Acheniu'ln badio-stramineum circa 3 mm. longum ad 1
mm. latum apice breve spinulosum, caeterum ± tuberculatum vel fere
laeve in pyramiden brevem 0.5 mm. longum sat abrupte abiens.
This species belongs to Vulgaria, and it is allied to such Scandinavian species as Taraxacu'ln pallescens Dahlstedt, Taraxac'u'ln expallidU'ln
Dahlstedt, and related species. It is characterised by dense lobed leaves
with broad somewhat obtuse slightly recurved lobes, sagittate more or
less prolonged end lobes in the outer leaves, more ,acute lobes and more
or less broad sagittate-ovate end lobes with convex margins on the
inner leaves, but especially by the dense short articulated hairs on the
under surface of the leaves.
I am indebted to Dr Hugo Dahlstedt for' the above description and
remarks on this new species, described by him, on 14th October 1933,
from my two specimens of my Reference No. 4639 and three specimens
of my Reference No. 4644, all of which have been seen by him.
Locality.-Grassy, rocky sea-cliffs, 15 feet above mean sea-level,
north-east side of Holm of Houton, near Orphir in Mainland, Orkney.
(1) Reference No. 4639, 5th June 1933, and (2) Reference No. 4644, 10th
June 1933, H. H. Johnston. Native. Common. 1;'lants in flower and
unripe fruit, and also sparingly in ripe fruit in Reference No. 4644.
Leaves dark green -and spotted dark purplish above, paler green beneath. Outer phyllaries re curved both in flower-bud and flower; inner
phyllaries simple (not gibbous or appendage d) at the dark purple apex.
Corolla yellow, striped brownish-purple beneath in the outer florets.
Style and its two recoiled branches yellow.-H. H. JOHNSTON.
44617. ERICA VAGANS L. Mr R. Kempthol'ne sent in specimens of
some very interesting new forms of this, gathered on the Lizard Downs.
Dr Turrill will deal with these in a subsequent paper, but herewith are
given preliminary notes by Mr Kempthorne.
Forma campanulata. The lobes of the corolla are everted, and not
parallel to the stamens or turned in towards them as in the type. The
corolla is therefore truly bell-shaped. Lizard Downs, 1930, 1, 2.
Forma t1tbulosa. The corolla is long, narrow and tubular, roughly
square in cross section and not inflated.
Lizard Downs, 1930, 1, 2, 3.
Forma reflexa. The distal half of the corolla is turned back on the
proximal half and so the corolla appears only half the size of that of
the type and less than a third of the length of the stamens.
Lizard
Downs, 1933.
Flore pleno.
Two plants.
The corolla in each is replaced by a
rosette of bl'ucts and the peduncle covered with scattered bracts. Lizard
Downs, 1922, 3. R. KEMPT:E{olINE.
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457/4. LIMONIUM RETICULATUM Mill. "With reference to the note on
this species in our last year's Report (1932, p. 27), Mr l' .. G. Beak has
sent in a fine vouching specimen gathered by nil' T. R. Peace on the
gravelly edge of the salt-marsh, Holme-next-the-Sea, near Hunstanton,
'V. Norfolk, \T.-C. 28, in July 1933.
'Ve are greatly obliged for this
definite proof that the plant is not extinct in v.-c. 28, and have added
the specimen to the Society's herbarium.
543/17(2). "X.VERONICA PR..ECOX All. As already recorded in a short
note in the Journal oj Botany (A. J. Wilmott, Jount. Bot., lxxi, p. 159
(1933», this plant was discovered in t·he Breckland area of Suffolk on
April 16th, 1933, and is an interesting addition to the British Flora.
Veronica prcecox is a good species of the "Bentha.m" standard, and
at once attracted attention as something plainly distinct from the known
British species of that genus, and good photographs of the plant in situ
were obtained hy A. W. Gravesol1.
Partially pressed specimens sent
to Mr Wilmott at the British Museum (South Kensington) were immediately identified.
Veronica prcecox is most clo~ely allied to V. triphyU08, from whioh
it may be known by the smaller and much less deeply cut stalked leaves,
the stiffer spicate inflorescence, the hrighter colour of the corollas, the
capsule being longer than broad (instead of about as broad as long), and
hy the calyx heing shorter than the corolla. As in triphyllos the seeds
are greatly hollowed out on one sidE" (pelviform); hut they differ from
those of that species in heing smooth instead of finely rugose.
From wrvensis it is distinguished hy the deeper serrations of the leaf,
the much larger brighter coloured corolla which exceeds the sepals,· and
the fruiting peduncles exceeding the hracts.
From verna it is easily known by the less cut leaves, less crowded
racemes of larger flowers, fruiting peduncles exceeding the bracts, and
longer capsules. Both verna and aT1wnsi., have seeds plane or convex
on ~oth surfaces.
The. habitat WaJS a typical Breckland fallow where V. prcecox was
. associated with Erophila ver11a, Bilene conica, Si,ene Otites (round edge
of field), Cerastiurn semidecandrum and viscosy,m, SteUaria Borceana,
Arenaria tenuifoUa, Medicago minima, Vicia lathy·roides, PotentiUa
argentea, Saxi/raga tridactyUtes, Anthemis ul'vensis, Veron·ica ar'vensis,
Myosotis eoUina, Phleum al'enarium, Fest"wa ambigua, Apertt inteTT1Lpta, etc. (some of these were listed on the June visit)
Such a flora
is characteristic of the fields in which 17. tr'iphyUos occurs, and indeed
these two rare Veronicas grew together at a locality discovered by M1'
N. Y. Sandwith and friends about two miles distant.
This second
locality greatly strengthens the claim for the inclusion of V. prl£cox in
the British Flora. The continental distributioil is in favour of it being
native here as it occurs in Germany associated with a very similar
". Steppe" type of flora (see Salisbury "The East Anglian Flora,"
. Trans. NOT/olk and Nor11:ich Natn?'a7ist.~' Society, Vo!. xiii, Part 3
(1931-2), pp. 2:33-240). The species also occurs in Belgium, and. through-
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out most of France, being frequent in the district round Paris (Cosson
and Germain, B'l. des Environs de Pa1;is, p. 350, 1861), and certainly
extending as near to Britain as the Deparlements of Eure and SeineInferieure (Brebisson, B'l. de la Normandie, 1879).
The fact that,
wliereas V. triphyllos was known in Britain from East Anglia as long
ago as 1670 (Ray Cat.), prcecox has eluded discovery until 1933, may well
be explained by the very early flowering of the latter. By April 16th it
was well in flower and bore numerous capsules containing immature
seeds. On June 6th the plants were completely dried up, leaves were
unrecognisable, and only rattling seed capsules with the characteristic
seeds remained. The discovery of a second locality three weeks after
the first was known indicates the likelihood of further stations being
fQund in the near future by careful search early in the Spring.
A formal description of Veroniw prceCO:1' is appended:VERONICA PR1ECOX Allioni, Auct. Fl. Pedem., 5, t. 1, f. 1; V. romana
Scop., Fl. Carn., 1, p. 18; V. ocyrnifolia Thuill., Fl. Paris, ed. 2, p. 10;
V. segetalis Pers. V. vis6da 'V. & K. V. viscosa Kit.
lcones.-Reichenbach, mdccxxi.
Hegi, G., Fl. van Mittel-Europa,
Vol. viii, p. 50, fig. 30 (h-l). Caste, H., Fl. France, Vol. iii, t. 2732.
Cosson & Germain, "Atlas," t. xvi (fig. 6 and 7), 1845.
Plant annual.
Stem erect, 5-15 cm., glandular-pubescent, simple
or with somewhat spreading branches. Leaves rather fleshy in texture,
often a purplish-red below.
Leaves of the mid-stem shortly stalked,
opposite, deeply toothed, lowest. leaves less deeply cut. Bracts oblong,
slightly.toothed, the uppermost often almost entire. Flowers in loose
bl'acteolate terminal racemes. Cor,olla bright blue (about 6 mm. in diameter), equalling or exceeding the calyx. Calyx of foul' oblong unequal
lobes, clothed in long ,,·hite hairs.
Fruiting peduncles ascending,
equalling or exceeding the bl'acts. Capsule oblong-sub orbicular, slightly
longer than broad (about [) x 4 mm.), notched, glandular-ciliate. Style
about 2 llun. long, considerably exceeding the notch in the capsule.
Seeds smooth, bright brownish-yellow, pelviform (convex on one face and
deeply hollowed out on the other).
DistTil)'ution.-Central and Southern Europe (France, Spain, Belgium, Holland, Germany, Switzerland, Italy, Austria, Czecho-Slovakia,
Balkans, South Russia), Asia-Minor, Caucasus, Northern Africa.
Hauitat.-Sandy fallow field near Barton Mills, 'Vest Suffolk, J. E.
LOUSLEY, April 16th, 1933, and June 6th (fruit), 1933); also from a
similar field about two miles distant, Mrs SANDWITH and friends, May
7th, 1933. J. E. LOUSLEY.
558/3.
xMENTHA NILIACA Jacq., vaI'. VVEBBERI Fraser, vaI'. novo
(M. LONGIFOLIA X ROTUNDIFOLIA). Stem stout, erect, 2-3t feet high, each
face of the square measuring 5-7 nun. wide, glabrous below and polished,
brown,± densely pubescent above with short recurving hairs, much
branched above the middle, with a dense inflorescence on strong plants;
bra.nches slender, sharply ascending,. flexuous, 3-9 in. long.
Leaves
oblong, obtuse, the upper ones becoming acute, sessile, cordate or sub-
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cordate at the hase, 7-9.5 cm. long, by 2-3.5 C111. wide, gradually shortening towards the apex of the stem, irregularly and sharply serrate,
puberulous above, softly pubescent be~eath on the lower leaves, the
uppermost tomentose with short hairs beneath, and dull, glaucous green,
rugose, and netted with sunk veins when dry; serratures mostly incurved at the tips, 0.5-1.5 mm. deep. Leaves of the branches small,
oblong, and otherwise like those on'the stem. Hairs on all parts of the
plant simple, 5-9 jointed on the leaves. Inflorescence on the stem and
branches once or twice trifurcate, with slender spikes 2-5 cm. long;
bracts linear, plumose, hidden by the corolla during anthesis. Oalyx
tube thinly puberulous with 1-3 jointed hairs; calyx teeth ciliate with
1-4 jointed hairs; pedicels with 1-2 j~inted, recurved hairs, sometimes
subglabrous. Corolla thinly hairy externally, pale pink, with a purple
spot on each lobe, sometimes fading to white. Stamens included; flowers
functionally ¥. August and September.
The above is a strong-growing Mint, notable for the length of its
oblong very rugose leaves both fresh and dried, and the 'lnuch branched
and dense infiorescence, when in good form. Allied to var. nemorosa,
but without the broad base to the leaves. Oanal bank, Slateford, and
waste ground near Temple, both in Midlothian, 1933, D. H. WEBDER;
bank of Ben Looter Burn, Arran, v.-c. 100, 1929, E. M'ARTIrUR.
t577/7.
STAOHYS ANNUA L. In" The Naturalist" for 1st January
1932, Mr R. J. Flintoff has an interesting note on the discovery of this
species at Dalby Nut Wood Tops on the 5th October 1931, by Mr James
Green of Thornton-Ie-Dale-a new record for the North Riding of
Yorkshire, v.-c. 62. On 26th July 1933 the plant was again gathered
by Mr J ames Green on the limestone near Pickering, and was sent to
me by Mr Flintoff for confirmation of the name. As there is only one
short description of this species (Bab. Man., 1922, 335) in our British'
Floras-and many erroneous references-it seems advisable to give herewith a more extended description and to amplify or rectify some publffihed details.
It is generally described as a " south European annual" (Benth. &
Hook., 1924, 367) or " Native of Europe (not northern portion) "-Fl.
Surrey, 1931, 530-but Ooste (Fl. Fr., iii, 117) gives it as annual or
perennial and there seems little doubt that in Britain it is not invariably an annual species. Its distribution is not confined to southern
Europe but extends to Belgium, Germany, and even to the middle and
south of Sweden as a rare plant. (Lindman Svensk Fanerogamfiora,
1918, 473).
As an alien species it is not included in Druce's Comital I!'lora but
both Beeby and Salmon suggested that it was possibly native in Kent,
where it has been known for at least ,a century. It was first found near
Gad's Hill in 1830, later plentifully in cornfields above Strood (1855)
and abundantly on the open downs at Trottescliffe (1875) and at various places between Gad's Hill and Sevenoaks (1883). It occurred plentifully by the canal ne,ar Aintree, West Lancs., for many years prior to
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1892 and many of the plants were at least a foot in height, but it subsequently disappeared from this station. In 1895 it was reported from
Gomshall in Surrey and since that date has been recorded from Cornwall, North Somel'lSet, 'Vest Gloucester, S. Hants, Surrey, Sussex, Oxfordshire, Hertfordshire, Buckinghamshire, Northamptonshire, Notts.,
Glamorgan, E. Suffolk, S.W. Yorks. (63), Mid-West Yorks. (64), N.E.
Yorks. (62).
These are all the records known to me, but they suggest that the
plant is much more generally distributed than is usually imagined and
is extending its range. To facilitate its identification in other stations
the following description may be helpful.
Stachys annua L. Plant annual or perennial (P), from 4 in.-16 in.
in height, erect, branched, stem finely pubescent. The leaves are not
" glabrous" (as usually stated) but minutely pubescent on both surfaces, especially the lower; cauline leaves oval-oblong or oblong-lanceolate, blunt, crenate-serrate, narrowed into the petiole. Floral leaves
lanceolate, acute, entire or nearly so. The flowers vary in colour but
the terms " yellow" and "cream-white" are misleading. The yellow
is always very pale (but distinct) and is usually confined to the lower
lip, the upper lip being most often white. The flowers are in whorls
of 3-6. The calyx is very distinctive; narrowly campanulate, densely
hairy with fine spreading glandular and eglandular hairs-the latter
the longer. The teeth are arcua.te, lanceolate-acuminate, with a short
ciliate point. As a rule the teeth are shorter than the tube. Both on
the Continent and in this country the plant appears to have a preference for calcareous soils. W.H.P.
t600(34(6). +CHENOPODIUM ROSTRATUM AeHen (sp. novo ined.). (In
Medd. Goteb. Bot. Traedg., viii (1933), p. 176). First found in Sweden.
Viewfield Road, Arbroath, Angus, 1912, R. & M. CORSTORPHINE. Det.
AELLEN.
t615/7g. +POLYGONUM PERSIOAruA L., subsp. HIRTIOAULE Danser.
Cf. Bull. Jard. Bot. Buitenzorg, ser. 3, viii, p. 184 (1927). Probably
from S. Eastern Asia. Salby, V.-c. 61, W. A. SLEDGE. Det. DANSER.
t615(35. +P. BUNGEANUM Turcz.
Cf. Contr. Gray Herb. Harv.
Univ., 88 (1930), p. 87. Olympia Sidings, Selby, V.-C. 61, W. A. SLEDGE.
Det. DANSER.
t615/36. +P. PENNSYLVAl'<IOUM L. Cf. e.g. Britton & Brown Illust.
Fr. North U.S., 2, p. 557. Olympia sidings, Selby, V.-C. 61, W. A.
SLEDGE. Det. DANSER.
t628(25. +EUPHORBIA PEPLOIDES Gouan Fl. Monsp., 174. Europe,
Afr. bor. Hitchin, Herts, V.-C. 20, H. PHILLIPS. Appeared in the garden after some spring plants from Meran (Italy) had been planted.
Det. SCHINz.
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633/2(2). +ULlHUS ELEGANTISSIMA Horwood, III Flora of Leics. and
Rutland, 1933, 482. The Midland Elm.
"A. U. cal'pinijvZia differt
habitu diffusiore; ramulis minoribus; foliis minoribus angustioribus
sub-cordatis et subaequalibus ad basin subglabris, margine crenato;
fructibus minoribus, lobis Isinus samarae incurvatis falcatis.. Floribus
et fructibus serotinis. Maio."
650/10. SALIX CINEREA L. Mr J. E. LITTLE writes: "I notice that
in consequence of the opinion of Floderus, Mr J. Fraser now says that
S. cinerea is not native in Britain (Rep. B.E.C., 1932, pp. 450, 369 and
29). I enclose some evidence that this statement may need qualification.
In 1921 I distributed sheets of'this species from Sootfield Green, Herts
(Rep. B.E.C., 1921, 578), which were passed as being correctly named by
Pearsall and Fraser. A sheet from the same bush was sent to Dt Rudolf
Gorz of Brandenburg. On this he commented that whereas he had previously been inclined to deny the existence of typical S. cinerea in England, this sheet (to which I .afterwards added the Ref. No. 739 in my
herbarium-now at Cambridge-of the same bush), altered his opinion.
He writes: "From the sheet which you have sent me, there appears to
be no doubt that the true S. ci·ne1·ea is native in England."
t651/10. +POPULUS REGENERATA Schneid., ¥.
Somerset, 1932, N. Y. SAND WITH.

Near Keynsham, N.

658/1.
HYDRILLA VER'£ICILLATA. Twenty years having elapsed since
we discovered this species in Esthwaite vVater, N. Lancs, and as we are
often asked to account for the presence of this sub-tropical species in
Britain, it may be of interest to briefly review its origin and progress.
It was discovered by us in July 1914 and specimens were included in
the distribution of that year. After a sufficiently lengthy interval Dr
W. A. Sledge is again distrihuting the plant this year, and for that
reason also this note is compiled.
Hydrilla is a native of Asia (E. Indies); Central Africa, Madagascar
and Mauritius; and Australia.
It is also found in Pomerania (N.E.
Prussia) and some of .the vVestern provinces of Russia,. but .how far indigenous in Europe it is difficult t,o say. These stations are, however,
by far the nearest to Britain and it is, therefore, from them that the
species could have been most easily transported. .We have known the
local conditions at Esthwaite intimately for 25 years and have visited
it monthly for many of these. vVe have, therefore, ample grounds for
the following Isuggested explanation of the plant's introduction there.
T.he lake is about 3 miles long, a private water on the Graythwaite
Estate, very secluded and quiet, with abundant reed-swamps .andfens
at its northern and southern extremities. These covers are the haunts
of great numbers of aquatic birds of many species and in winter you
can put up large flocks of wild duck at any time.
In Europe the farther you go East, the colder the winters, those of
Pomerania (the nearest continental station and 700 miles due East of
Esthwaite) being much more intense than ours and waters freezing
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much earlier: We may re3c!1ily imagine wild dl,ck-divil1g and feeding
,aljlOng Hydnlla ther(3--being ultimately uriven off by the formation of
ice.W·ii;h )lnerrilig instinct they fly:West t.o,a milder climate; passing
oyer the English Lake District the quietude, seclusion, and abundant
cover of Esthwaite. attract them and they alight.
Some of th~m may
have slender threads JOf the aquatic plants among which they .had ·been
feeding stIll hanging round their necks, or Rticking totheii' plumage.
Much more certain is it that in the mud or clay,.on their webbed feet
are embedded seeds or winter-buds of H lIdl'illa and other delicate linearleaveu species.
The ducks swim about, t11e mud or clay softens and
falls off, carrying witb. it winter-buds of Hycl'l'illa., , which, finding a congenial habitat of the richest silt, establish themselves and grow. ,The
reader who knows little of Nature may call this a fanciful. picture; but
it~ main details are beyond dispute and have boon allthoritatively e~stab
lished by many competent observers.
It may be contellded tbat 700
miles is too great a distance fQr such suggested transport, but wHd duck
have been caught and ringed on the shores of the Caspian Sea and
during the same winter shot on Lough Neagh in Ireland-a distance
twice as great as t,hat tentatively here advanced, and along the same
E. to W. line of flight.
The. only alternative hypothesis, that Hycl'1'1.11a is in its European
stations vestigial, presents far too many difficulties to be seriously entertained, we consider.
It is gratifying to know that JIyd,rilla in 1933 is as flourishing as in
1914 and shows no signs of decrease. Having promised Mr A. J. "\Vil1110tt the first flowers we found, diligent search has been made for these
for yery many years, but so far none have been ,discovered.
On the
contrary the plants produce abundant winter-buds and these are probably the only means of propagation in this country. W. H, p.
t719j9.
LuzuLA ALBlDA DC. L. nemorosa (Poll..) Mey. This European species of vVoodrush has already .been reported from the following
yice-counties: -3, 8, 17, 22, 38, 40, 60, 70, 76, 80, 83, 90, 97.
It is
most often fonnd in damp places by streams, or in woods, preferably on
siliceous soils.
The plant is loosely caespitose, 16 in. to. 32 in. in
height, hairy. Leaves long, linear-lanceolate, erect, ± hairy, the basal
up to 3-5 m.m. wide. Inflorescence diffusely corymbiform, lax, slightly
shorter than the floral leaves, spreading, with divaricate branches, the
ultimate branchlets terminated by 3-8 flowered glomerules.
Flowers
ashy white or occ3Jsionally rose-pink, 3-4 I11m. diam., subsessile: perianthsegments lanceolate-acute, three of them distinctly shorter than the
other three.
Anthers, yeIIo\Vish, slightly longer than the filaments.
Capsule trigonous-ovoid, dark, apiculate-beaked. Seeds terminated on
one shoulder by a small 'tubercle. June-July. (See New. County
Records.)
737/5.
POTAMOGETON ,ALPINUS Balb.,f. I,ONGIFOLIUS Laestadius ap.
Benr!. Syn.' in Bot. ~N-ot., 1853, 88. (= longifolius Tiselius, Pot. Suec.
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Exsicc., I, 1894, n.15).
This interesting form was collected byMr
Geo. Taylor at Arne, near vVareham, Dorset, v.-c. 9, on September 16,
1933, and is now in Herb, Mus. Brit. It is the first British example of
its kind which I have seen.· The leaves are all submerged, of delicate
texture, translucent, very long and narrow-up to 150 mm. x 10-15
mm.-tapering above and below. The apex is blunt, the margins
entire and the midrib strongly reticulate, as is always the case in this
species.
The British examplelS possess an unusual character in their
inordinately long and gradually tapering bases which in some cases
become obvious petioles It in. or 1Il!Cl'I'e in length.
T.he plants were
sterile but it is hoped that fruiting examples may eventually be procured.
Similar specimens in Swedish exsiccata are frequently labelled longifolius Tis.-a· synonymous but later and invalid name.
It was, however, adopted by Graebner in Engler's Pjlanz13wteich, iv, 2, 73, and
is twice used on the same page in hopeless confusion-as a sub-var. of
var. ang?)'stifolius A. & G. and as a var. (for sub-var.) of vaI'. obscwrus
(DC.). The same reference to Exsicc. n. 15 is given in each case, with
identical descriptions. In the former the date is (1886) and in the
latter (1894). '1'he late Mr Arth. Bennett called attention to the unreliability of some of the nomenclature in this volume (Heft 31), and a
further example on the same page may be instanced. The same Exsicc.
-Tisel. n. 136 (1896)-is cited 011 p. 73 for b1'ev·ifolia Tis., a sub-var. of
var. ang~!stijolius, and on p. 74 for b1'f!l'ijulius Tis., a sub-var. of var.
obSctb1'US. Two names (one mis-spelt) for the same form.
737 i 18. P. ZOSTERIFOLIUS Sehum. In attempting to separate this
species from the rather similar P. a.c·utifolius it is still the practice to attach too much importance to the leaf-apex asa diagnostic character."
If the inset figure of the leaf-apex of P. zoste'l'ijoli,tls-Butcher, 387D,
or Fryer, Plate 50-be compared with that of P. acutiiolius-Fitch, 966,
or Fryer, Plate 51-it will be seen that they are very dissimilar and
suggest that the two species could be readily distinguished by the leafapex alone. Unquestionably this has often been assumed and frequently
with disastrous results. P. aC1•.tifolius occasionally occurs in Britain
(and more commonly abroad) with leaves possessing a leaf-apex exactly
like that of P. zoste1'iioli-t!s as figured by Butcher, l.c. It is necessary,
therefore, always to examine the epidermal cells of the. stem before making a decision in such cases. As the stem of P. acutifoz.ius is more flattened than that of any other species of the genus it is not difficult to do
this under the high power of the microscope. The cells of P. zoste1'ifolius are always short, It-3 times as long as broad. Those of P. acutiiolius are constantly long, 4-6 (or more) times as long as broad: I re_
cently collected from a pool near the R. Ouse between Barcombe Mills
and Lewes, Sussex, plants which I put in my vasculum as p.. zosterifolius. There were 110 fruits or winter-buds present, but microscopic
examination showed them to be,· certainly P. acutijolius.
The older
leaves were up to 5 mm. wide, blunt and abruptly cuspidate, but the
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younger leaves were more acute. In view of the difficulty ill ~eparat
ing this form of P. acutifolius from the similar P. zosterijolius, I shall
be pleased to examine any such doubtful forms as may be sent to me.
W.H.P.
753/19. CAREX FULVA Host.
O. IIostiano, DC.
This species continues. to be oonfused' with O. biner~is, especially when the latter is
immature. A most useful diagnostic character is the female glume. In
O. fulva this has broad silvery-white hyaline margins. The midrib does
not reach the apex, which is therefore not mucronate, entire and smooth.
On the contrary, the glume of O. binervis has narrower scarious margins, the midrib is exserted (making the glume mucronate), and the
apex is eroded, denticulate, and often ('iliate. In dealing with doubtful
plants it is, therefore, well worth the trouble to detach one or two uninjured glumes and'to exa,mine them under a microscope.
O. f'lilva
also has the male spikelets smaller and more acute; the female spikelets
shorter and more remote than those of O. binervis.
t763/3.
+SORGHUM CERNUUM Host. Avonmouth Docks in rV. Gloster, 1933, J. GIBBONS. The" White Durra" of trade. Not in the
Oxford List.
E,xtracted from The Journal of Botany, 1933.
185/8(2). +RUBus NOBILISSIMUS W. Wats., described as subspecies
of R. opacus Focke in J.B., xxxi, 132, 1933.
185/40(2).
1933.

+RUBUS RHODANTHUS W. Wats.

111

J.B., xxxi, 223 seq.,

396/9.
+CIRSIUM PALUSTRE (L.) Scop. x TUBEROSUM (L.) All.
C. SEMIDECURRENS Richter, Nash Point,' Glamorgan, v.-c. 41, J. L.
Bruce, vide Gilmour, J.B., x=i, 17, 1933.
416/9.
+CREPIS FOETIDA L., var. a. VULGARIS Bisch., vide Drabble
in J.B., xxxi, 63, 1933.
+Var. b. HISPIDA Bisch., vide Drabble in J.B., x=i, 63, 1933.
543/17(2). +VERONICA PRAECOX All. First record for Britain, near
Barlon Mills, W. Suffolk, V.-c. 26, 16th April 1933, J. E. Lousley, vide
A. J. Wilmott in J.B., xxxi, 159, 1933.
545(-12. +EUPHRASIA FRIGID A Pugsl., J.B., xxxi,' 86, 1933. This
name was proposed in' substitution of the invalid E. la.tifolia Pursh
in Revision of the British EuphTasias, Journal Linn. Soc., xlviii (1930),
490, footnote.
+Var. b. LAX1\. J;>ugsl., J.B., xxxi, 307, 1933.
545/15. +EUPHRASIA MICRANTHA
Pugsl., J.B., xxxi, 85, 1933.

Reichb:,

vaI'.

b.

JOHNSTONI~
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545/19(4). >IoEUPHRASIA ANGLWA Pugsl. X PSl!:uDo-KERNERl Pugs!.,
.Friday Street,. Surrey, September .1899, in Herb. C" E. Salmon, Pugsley in J.B.,. xxxi, 89, 1933.
573/1.
>IoPRUNELLA VULGARIS L., var. e. PALLIDA Gilmour, J.B.,
xxxi, 321, 1933. A low-growing form from Kenfig Burrows, Glamorgan, v,-c.· 41, with small flowers of a, pale bluish-mau,ve colour and no
purpJe coloration in the calyx and brads.
c 615!.
l'OLYGONUM. In ,a. paper entitled "British Polygona, Section Persicaricb," J.B., =xi,.90-9t3, 1933, Mr C. E. Britton revises the
British forms of this section of the genus. The following forms, varieties and hybrids are additions to the British Plant List.

615/5.
+POLYGONUM AMPHIBIUM L., var. d. NATAl'S Moench, vide
Britton in J.B., xxxi, 91, 1933.
>IoVar. e. DECUMBENS Klett. & Richt., vide Brittcin in J.B., =xi, 91,
1933.
615/6.· +POLYGONUM LAPATHIFOLIUlI'[ L. (SCABRUM Moench), vur. a.
GENUINUM Gren. & Godr., vide Britton, loc~ cit., 93.
>IoVar. d. ANGUSTIFOLIUM Peterm., vide Britton, lac. cit., 93.
+Var. e. RUDERALESchuster, vide Britton, lac. cit., 93.
>IoVar. f. TOMENTOSUM Beck, vide Britton, lac. cit., 93.
(?=var. b. incanurn Lej. & Court.).
615/6.
+POLYGONUlI'[ LAPATHIFOLIUM L. X PERSICARIA L., . BrittoJl,
lac. cit" 96 ..
615/7.
>IoPOLYGONU1;I PERSICARIA L., var. g. PRO STRATUM Breb.,
vide Britton, lac. cit., 92.
615/8.
>IoPOLYGONUM NODOSUlIf Pers. (PETECTICALE Dr.), var. b.
[INCRASSATUM Rouy], forma STENOPHYLLUM C. E. Britton, 10('. ci.t., 94.
+Var. c. OVATUM A. Braun, vide Britton, lac. cit., 95.
>IoVar. d. ERECTUM Rouy, vide Britton, lac. cit., 95.
>IoVal'. e. INUNDATUM C. E. Britton, lac. ci.t., 95.
>IoVar. f BRITTINGERI (Opiz) C. E. Britton, lac. cit., 95.
615/9.
+POLYGONUM HYDROPIPER L. X MITE Schrank, Brittoll,
lac. cit., 97.
615/11. >IoPOLYGONUM MINUS Huds., var. a. COMlIIUNE A. Br., Britton, lac. cit., 98.
>IoVitr. b. LATIFOLIUM A.· Br. (1824), replacing E·LATUM Moss (1914),
Britton, lac. cit., 98.
737/2.
POTAlIIOGETON POLYGONIFOLIUS Pourr. x PRAELONGUS '''ulfen = P. MACVICARII Ar. Benn., this name to be deleted from the. List,
W. H. Pearsall in J.B., xxxi, 45, 1933.
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Extracted from Col. Godfery's Mo'(!,ogmph of the British Orchidaceae.
668/1.
+EPIPACTIS PALUSTRIS Crantz, var. c. OCHROLEUCA BarIa,
Godfery, Monograph and Iconograph of Native British Orchidaceae, 6l.
Flowers yellowish-white, lip pure white; Freshfield, 1,ancs, and Kenfig,
Glmnorgan.
668/2. '+EPIPACTISLATIFOLIA All., yar. e.PuRPUREA Celak., Godfery, lac. cit" 65. "Flowers dirty red-purple."
668/2.
+EpIPACTIS LATIFOLIA All. X LEPTOCHILA Godf. = x E.
Stephensonii Godf., in Monograph, loco cit., 76'.
668/4.
+EpIPACTIS VIOLACEA Dur. Dug., var. PURPURATA (Bm.)
Godf., in llionogmph, lac. Cl:t., 68. Godfery applies the name violacea
Durand Duquesnay to the Rpecies, reducing Smith's P1P'plwata to yarietal rank. Purpurata is said to be based on a single specimen "glowing with a beautiful red-lilac colour."
Godfery suggests that this
brighter colouring is due to saprophytism.
668/7c.' +ORCHIS INCARNATA L., Yar. PULCHELl,A Dr. x LATIFOLIA

L., lac. cit., 189.
668/7c. +ORCHIS INCARNATA L., var. PULCHELLA Dr. x PRAETERMISSA
Dr." loc.cit., 19l.
668/7d. ORCHIS INCARNATA L., var. DUNENSIS Dr. x PRAETERMISSA
Dr., lac. cit., 192.
669/3.
+[ORCHIS BIMIA Lam.], var. b. MACEA (Lindl.) Godf., lac.
cit., 166. Godfery differentiates between the English and Continental
plants, placing the former as a variety and using Lindley's specific name.
It differs from the type by its darker, more grey-green, leaves, lllCre
cylindrical' spike, bluer lip-segments, broader mid-lobe with smaller
spots, and whiter spur.
669/6.

+ORCHIS LATIFOLIA ,L. x PRAETERMISSA Dr., lac. cit., 202.

669/6.
+ORCHIS LATIFOLIA L. x MACULATA L. (FUCHSII Dr.) = x
O. Braunii Halacsy, lac. cit., 201.
669/6.
+ORCHIS LATIFOLIA L., var. b. EBORENSIS Godf., lac. cit.,
219. A dwarf for.111 from Yorkshire and Durham.
669/6b. +ORCHIS LATIFOLIA L., vaT. EBORENSISGodf. x MACULATA
L., lac. cif., 220.
669/7.
+ORCHIS INCARNATA L., x LATI:FOLIA L. =
sonia,na Hausskn., lac. cit., 188.

x O. Aschfr-

+OPHRYS APIFERA L., var. ALBIDA Garnier & Poulter, lac.
Labellum normally coloured, sepals white.
This name was
proposed by P. M. Hall in Rep. B.E.C., 451, 1930.
672/3.

cit., 238.
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PLANTS AND HUMAN ECONOMICS, by Ronald Good, I\LA. (Cantab.),
Head of the Department of Botany, University College, Hull. With
8 maps, xii + 202, price 5(-.
Cambridge University Press, 1933.
This is an outstanding book in many ways-it meets a pressing and
long-standing need; is packed with most reliable information unavailable in similar form elsewhere; is written in an admirable and readable manner, and is printed in excellent type. Considering its manifold attractions I am surprised ,at its cheapness. I strongly advise any
person who reads these lines to procure a copy without delay. As I
have been vainly looking for a book of this character for many years
my personal reaction to it was one of delighted welcome.-W.H.P.
From the Preface we learn that "It is remarkable that the aspect
of botany most intimately concerning human affairs and activities,
economic botany, is the aspect least taught. The fact remains that in
the educational circumstances of to-day there is often a tendency for
botany to be 'regarded merely as a constituent of certain scholastic.
fences which have to be surmounted before what is popularly suppose'd
t,obe open country is reached. The student's view of the science tends
to be bounded by a syllabus, and of its implications he learns little.
My object has therefore been to combine in small compass not only the
botanical facts but also the frequently more important historical and
economic facts required to give to those who begin the scientific study
of botany a:q. adequate humanistic background of reality to their subject. I have tried to give them the evidence that the science of plants
is something more than a mere mental discipline. Although this book
is intended primarily for those in the senior classes of schools and the
junior classes of universities, I have been at some pains to make it also
of potential value to those who do not happen to be students of biology."
TRANSACTIONS OF THE BOSE RESEARCH INSTITUTE, CALCUTTA. Vol. vii,
1931-32. Edited by Sir J. C. Bose, F.R.S. Longmans, Green & Co.,
1933. 25/- net. 343 pp., with 161 illustrations. Whilst the majority
of the papers comprised in this volume relate to further investigations
of the motile and conducting mechanisms of plants, in continuation of
the work described in previous volumes, there are also chemical, zoological and anthropological papers. This volume will therefore appeal
to a wider public than did its predecessors, and can be most highly
commended. Of the 17 chapters 13 are botanical and many of these
are of absorbing interest to British readers. Of the remainder the
chapter on The Fish-eating Spiders in Bengal is a fascinating study.
To the writer of this review the second chapter made an immediate
appeal: it is entitled Capture of. Fish by Drugging a Stream and desC'ribf's how large quantities of fish used to be captured in the hill-
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streams of Darjeeling by the Lepcha fishermen applying to a stream
extracts. from the stems, roots, and fruits of various plants. The fish,
though regarded as poisoned, prove, nevertheless, to be safe as human
food. "Clearly the plant-extract works not as a diffuse protoplasmic
poison, but acts locally on some definite organ and function. . The present investigation was undertaken to ascertain what this organ might
be, and how it is rendered ina.ctive."
It was found that the main
effect of the introduction of extracts was a local paralysis of the respiratory activity: the fish can be revived by artificial respiration.
The experiments were extended to the various gases and solutions
which have a fatal effect on fish. The results of exact and lengthy
experiments with Coal Gas, Sulphuretted Hydrogen, Carbon Disulphide, Copper Sulphate Solution and Potassium Cyanide are given in
detail, and are of great value. Chapter ,eight, on the Modifying Effect
of Change of Environment on the Irritability of N eptunia oleracea
will be read with great intemst by all botanists of discernment. The
volume is excellently produced and should be widely appreciated.
THE FLORA OF THE CLYDE AREA: A HANDBOOK OF THE FLOWERING
PLANTS AND FERNS OCCURRL>;G S¥ILD OR ESTABLISHED WITHIN THE
DRAINAGE AREA OF THE RIVER AND FIRTH OF Cr,YDE, by John R. I,ee.
F'cap. 81'0., pp. xvi + 391. . Glasgow: John Smith & Son (Glasgow),
I~td., 1933; 7 ! 6 net. It is now more than 40 years since the late Prof.
King's revision of Htmnedy's Olyclesdale l!'lflra was published l1l1d this
has been long out of print. A modern guide giving the results of local
field-work and the general advance of botanical knowledge is therefore
extremely welcome. The area included in the Flora is practically that
of the Handboolh ~ssued in 1901 on the occasion of the meetings of the
British Association at Glasgow, rtnd is thus described by the author:
This embraces the whole of the land surface draining to the river
and firth of Clyde, and comprising the political counties of I~anark,
Renfrew, Dumbarton, and Bute, together with large parts of Ayrshire.,
Stirlingshire, and Argyll, a portion of western Perthshire, and slllall
fragments of W-est Lothian, Peeblesshire, Kirkcudbrightshire, and
Wigtonshire. The area as tb.us defined, is characterised by-great variety
and scenery, well marked geological zones, a considerable range of altitUde and much diversity of surface features, with a corresponding wealth
and variety of plant species. The line of the great fault, which divides
Scotland .naturally into its two historic regions of Highland and Lowland, passes through the middle of the Clyde area, crossing the Isle of
Bute, the eastern extremity of the Cowal district of Argyll and tbe
southern end of the Rosneath peninsula, and extending across I.och
Lomond from below Luss to the Conic Hill behind· Balmaha.
North l1nd west of this line the flora differs considerably from that.
of the southern and eastern portion of the area.
In the high ground
included within this northern part many of the " alpine J> plants characteristic of the richer mountains of central and northern Scotland occur,
and theflom gem'rally is of a distincly horeal and sub-arctic type. E::'!;-
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tensive stretc1~es of peat-moor and of heath and hill-pasture are found;
and t.he. natural woodlands are mostly of Oak and Birch, with their
usual associates. In the l.owland area a large proportion of the ground
is under cultivation; but a considerable part consists of grass-moor,
heath, and peat-moor also. Great· tracts of country of this nature are
found on the uplands of Lanarkshire and AYl"shire, where stretches of
boggy gr.ound dominated by grasses, sedges, and similar plants extend
.for long distances.
"\VoocUands of considerable extent, however, OCCllr
in the lower-lying parts, and along the banks of the Clyde and its
nu.meroustributaries; and here a rich variety of sylvan vegetation is to
be found. The maritime flora is of a varied charactei· and many of the
most interesting plants typical of the western sea-board of Britain are
found along the shores of the Firth and on the isla11d.
The book contains brief and admirable descriptions of Orders and
Genera. 'Where a genus contains more than one local species a Key
to enable' these to be easily distinguished is provided. The descripti.ons
of the various species are quite good, adri1irably worded,' and fairly
complete.
An exhaustive Glossary of Botanical Terms at the end of
the book enables the student to understand the text without 'reference
to another volume. 'At the end of each specific description are short
but valuable notes on habitats and distribution. 'Two features of
especial interest to the writer are noted: the inclusion of .many established species and the suppression of actual localities in the case of the
rarer species.
There is a growing demand for the full description of
the commoner alien plants in our native floras. They are so frequently
met with and cause so much trouble in identification to the amateur
botaliist that we welcome any attempt to help in this direction. The
general presentation of the Flora is excellent and the price very reasonable.
In view of the prohibitive additional cost of providing an adequate coloured map we consider its omission a wise choice.
My own
experience of such maps is that they very soon become a liability rather
than an asset anci, if folded, often indeed a nuisance.
W. H. P; .
THE FLORA .oF THE LIVERPOOL DIST~ICT, edite~ by C. Theodore Green,
M.KC.S., L.R.C,P., D.P.H. Arbroath, T. Buncle & Co., 1933. Price,
20 I~. xi + 163; illustrated by drawings and photographs. The plan
of this volume differs materially from that of the usual district or county
Flora, its illost conspicuous. feature being a series of 791 illustrations of
species. These are, on the whole, most carefully drawn and will appeal
to botanists in general as they repreS<?nt the majority .of the commoner
British species. The letterpress is reduced to It minimum, few localities being given, and no collertors' names. The nature of the habita-i
and the local frequency receive brief notice. Special chapters on Geology, . Meteorology,The Sand Dunes, The Mosses, Heat.hs, and
Estuaries of the district are added, and there is an excellent, series of
photographs of typical plant associations or other not.e'ivorthy ·scenes .
.The printing and general presentation are both extremely good an~
the Flora forms a handsome volume.
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')?LANT PHYSro'LOGY: With Reference to the Gre~n Plant, by Edwin
C. Miller, Professor of Plailt Physiology, Kansas State Agricultural
College, and Plant Physiologist, Kansas Agricultural Experiment Station. 900 pages, 6 x 9, 38 illustrations. McGraw-Hill Publications.
42/- net. This book gives a complete survey of the field of plant physiology in a comprehensive and minutely detailed treatment that makes
it suitable both as a text for advanced college students and as a reference work for inve~tigators. The work is confined entirely to the physiology of the green plant; the findings of the leading American, English mid Continental investigators are summarised.' Review 'questions
and unusually coniplete bibliographies follow each chapter.
PLANT SOCIOI,OGY, by J. Braun-Blanquet. Translated, revised and
edited by G. D. Fuller and H. S. Com·ad. McGraw-Hill Publications.
27/- net. Essentially an ecological study of plant communities in
which there is an attempt made not only to analyse the climatic, chemical and physical factors which control vegetation, but also to evaluate
the vegetation itself in a quantitative manner. Emphasis is placed On
the intimate relationship of different species as members of the plant
community. These social relationships are shown to have a decided inc
fiuence in determining the composition and succession of plant associations.
PLANT ECOLOGY, by John E. Weaver, Professor of Plant Ecology,
University of Nebraska and Research Associate in Ecology, Carnegie
Institution of Washington, and Frederic E. Clements, Associate in
Ecology, Carnegie Institution of Washington. 520 pages, 6 x 9, 262
illustrations. McGraw-HiIl Publications. 30/- net. A comprehensive
textbook for students of plant ecology and a guide for workers in related fields, written from the standpoint of development, instrumentation, and experiment.
The book discusses the intimate relations between plants or groups of plants and their environment--the relations
of plant to habitat, whether the latter be natural or modified by cultivation. Experiments and exercises for. greenhouse and laboratory are
outlined in detail and field studies are suggested.
PRINCIPLES OF GENETICS: An Elementary Text, with Problems, by
Edmund W. Sinnott, Professor of Botany and Genetics, Connecticut
Agricultl{ral College, and L. C. Dunll, Geneticist, Connecticut (Storrs)
Agricultural Experiment Station. 431 pages, 6 x 9, 138 illustrations.
McGraw-Hill Publications. 21/- net. The object of this book is to
set forth the essential principles of genetics in as clear and concise a
manner as possible. The fact that one of the authors is a botanist and
the o'ther a zoologist makes for a well-balanced, well-rounded tre,atment.
Distinctive features of the book are its Questions for Thought and Discnssion, its Problems, and its Reference Assignments, all aimed to induee the student to think independently and apply for himself the
principles discussed
the text.

in
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CYTOLOGICAL TECHNIQUE, by John H. Baker, wLA., D.Ph. 1933;
Methuen & Co., Ltd.
F'cap 8'1'0.
3/6 net. This small but excellent
manual is written primarily fo.r advanced students in Zoalagy and Co.mparative Anatamy and meets a pre~sing need in tharaughly explaining
to. the student exactly what he is doing and why the variaus fi..'(atives
and ather fluids he uses are to be preferred to. others 0.1' even to different
prapartians af the same.
Instead of warking mainly' 0.1' altagether in
the dark he shauld passess a full knowledge af the substances used, af
the Po.ssibility af reactians between them and af the results af chaasing
particular substances and mixing them in certain proportions. The number af methods recommended is reduced to a minimum but each is an9
af the best af its kind and is described in the fullest detail. Fortunate
indeed will be the .student who has tharoughly made him.sel:f master Qf
thase here included.
He sho.uld certainly then be able to. appreciate
ather existing methads and passibly to. imp rave an them by ane af his
awn. The baDk can be unreservedly recammended.
RESPIRATION IN PI,ANTS, by 'Walter Stiles, M.A., Sc.D., F.R.S., and
William Leach, M.Sc., Ph.D.
Methuen & Co.., Ltd.
F'cap 8va.
3/6 net.
This i,s hy far the best presentatian af the subject I have
seen, and I read it thraugh with sustained interest hefare even glancing at the Preface-an inversion af the usual order. Hawever, I subsequently discovered that the apening page cantained a remarkably
accurate descriptian af the impressian praduced by my reading-set aut
as the object af the authars. It is seldam tllat the authars' avowed aim
strikes the .reader sa exactly as intenrled.
No. wards af mine wauld
mQre clearly summarise the nature Df the impressians praduced-" In
the present baak we have aimed at giving an accaunt of the nature of
plant respiratian which is readahle and understandable by the elementary student af botany and which at the same time cantains sufficient
information to. render it af value to. the' advanced student.
We have
thraughaut endeavQured to. indicate the principle.s ofphll1t respiratian
rather than to. catalague a mass af detailed abservations fro.m researches
often of very dubiaus value."
Fram the reader's paint af view these
abjects are splendidly achieved and the authal's are to be heartily cangratulated an sa excellent a' summary af madern knawledge an this
impartant subject.
PLANT ECOLOGY, by Dr William Leach. Methuen & Co., Ltd. 1933.
F'cap. 8va. 3/6 net. This is anather af Methuen's ManQgraphs on
Bialogical Subjects-a series wDrthy of the highest praise. As Ecalogy
is, for the greater part, an autdaar study, a mo.dern develapment an
more exact scientific lines of "field batany," and Qne af its future
main lines af advance, this valume will be warmly welcamed.
Again
and again we are asked "What is Ecalagy P" and there is an abviaus
and increasing desire for infarmatiaIi. as to. its methods and aims. In
this small and admirable baQk 'will be found as cancise, clear and ca.t:n."
prehensiY(1 a treatment af the madern aims af the ecalagist as, could
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possibJy be desired.
Having read it with the greatest interest and
enjoyment I can unreservedly recommend it to our members. If I may
be permitted a suggestion, it is that the last chapter on " British Vegetation" should be expanded to form an additional volume to this excellent series.
THE FLORA OF LEICESTERSHIRE AND RUTLAND, by Arthur Reginald
Horwood, F.L.S., and the late Charles William Francis Noel, third
Earl of Gainsborough. Crown 8vo., pp. ccxcvii, 687, 32 pIs., 2 folding
maps. Oxford University Press, Milford: London, 1933. Price 35/-.
A great achievement.
Mr Horwood must be heartily congratulated
upon the completion of this large and comprehensive volume by September 1933, ~he date of the meeting of the British Association at
Leicester.
Even with unlimited leisure such an undertaking would
have been great but it became doubly difficult in restricted time. Its
successful accomplishment under the latter conditions is, therefore, a
striking tribute to Mr Horwood's ability, industry and determination.
One is impressed at the outset by the enormous amount of information the work contains. The Introduction includes chapters on Soils,
The Relation of Agriculture to Natural Vegetation, Altitude and Vegetation, Geology, Rivers, Botanical Districts-Charnwood Forest and
the Woodlands of outstanding botanical interesi--Climate and Meteorology, Natural Types of Vegetation, the History of Botanical Research,
and Biographies. Each county is separately treated. Then follow a
Plan of the Flora, notes on the Libraries and Herbaria consulted, and
a lengthy Bibliography. The treatment of the Botanical Districts is
exceptionally good-upon modern lines-but after reading through the
297 pp. of the Introduction the conclusion was inevitable that the enforced omission-from lack of space-of the " ecological details of some
160 species" (referred to in the Preface) might have been avoided by
curtailment of the space given to Botanical Research and Biographies.
As the ecological treatment throughout is one of the most valuable
features of the volume we should have been gre,atly pleased to have seen
it thus extended.
The second part of the book is occupied by the Flora (pp. 1-683)
which is admirably arranged. The details of distribution are very fully
given; and the notes on habitat and the frequent comparative descriptions of similar plants are both excellent. The names given to some of
the genera are unfortunate-Cervicina, Cammarum, and Capnoides
rather than Wahlenbergia, Eranthis and Corydalis respectively. The
latter names are certainly given as synonyms but we note that the
author says that the generic names are "as far as possible cited in
accordance with the law of priority." The last three names, however,
are included in the "Nomina Conservanda" and should take precedence over the .earlier synonyms adopted. Incidentally, in this connection . we noted that not one of the generic names-Cammarum,
Erant.his, Helleborus, Aquilegia and Nigella-given onp. 21 is included
in the Index.
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The volume is well 'illustrated by maps, diagrams of regional survey's, and admirable photographs of typical aspects of vegetation. The
printing and presentation are alike excellen~even the smallest type
sometimes necessarily employed being singularly clear. 'We have seldom ,seen ,a volume in which the use of so many different kinds of tyPe
has been more happily justified. The Flora has certainly set a high
scientific standard and has 0111' warmest commendation.
RECENT DLSCOVERIES 'IN THE NEWFOUNDLAND FLORA, by Prof. M. L.
Fernald. Reprinted from Rhodora, Vol. xxxv, Nos. 409~420, JanuaryDecember 1933. l'p. 403, with 43 full-page photographic plates and
,several maps of distribution. This is an exceptionally fine volume whose
general presentation reaches an extremely high standard and leaves US
a little envious. In a brief review it is impossible to do more than indicate some points of g~eat intere,st to British botanists which the
volume contains. Noteworthy additions to the flora of North America
are Gardamine flexuosa With., and our familiar Barren Strawberry,
Potentilla sterilis, discovered in Newfoundland. Here also many unglaciated tablelands were explored and their flora of endemic relicspecies studied and recorded. Ruppia maritima is treated in accordance with the revision of this species by Fernald and vViegand-Rhodora xvi, 119-127, t. 110 (1914), and a Key to the eastern American
form,s of Festuca rubra is given. On pp. 168-185 is a detailed account
of Agropyron in the same area,. The American variations of the ubiquitous A. rep ens (L.) Beauv. are fully de,scribed and splendidly figured
(PI. 245). Ju,ncus conglomeratus L. appears as a var. of J. effusus on
p. 233, and the author finds himself "unable to follow the extreme
segregations of J. alpinus recently proposed in Europe," and gives rea,sons why the name J. alpinlls should be preferred to that of J. alpinoariiclllatus Chaix (pp. 234-5). A new hybrid x J. alpiniformis (J. articulatus x alpinus) growing with typical and fertile J. alpinus Vill.and
.J. articulatus L. is given on p. 235, but this hybrid has been recorded
as British and already has a name X J. .B1whenaui Dorfl., see Rep.
R.E.G., 1930, 373.
We note that. Fernald retains the name Ha.benaria for all the divisions of this genus. H. stmminea being clo,sely related to albida would
be placed with Gymnadenia by Godfery. An interesting account of the
American species of Euphmsia is fO'und on pp. 298-307. The author
deals with the names E. arctica Lange and E. latifolia Pursh .at considerable length and concludes" Surely if there is any doubt }vhatever
(which I am. unable to discover) regarding the exact identity of" E1£phrasia arctica Lange, there is hopele,ss doubt regarding the exact identity
of E. fri.gida Pugsley-as a substitute without any type designated for
E. latifolia Pursh ex Wettstein." He also shows that E.' americana
Wettst. is quite distinct from E. b7·evi.pila Burnat & Gremli. On pp.
::169-::186 is a long and intere\~ting article on the species of TaraxaIYl.£m
in Eastern Alllf'f iea . This is illustrated by fine photographic plates and
an elaborate Ker "If we could ~ee with th\' eyes of some &andimivifin
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.and English botanish we should recognise in TUTUXUC um pul ustre many
scores of species. Every slight divergence in the cutting of the leave~
or the color of the corollas or the shade of the achenes would become a
, species.'. Personally 1 can match the specimens pn the lawn outside
my window with authentic; sheets of ten of Dahlstedt',s , specific' propositions. Genetically they are not species nor anything but· trivial
v,ariations which, under normal sexual reproduction, would quickly be
lost in a common blend. Unless the Taraxaca have very real and deep'seated differences cif involucre, flower and fruit, and definite geographic
segregation, it seem,s like stultification of science to treat them as
species. vVe must not ignore the facts that, all plastic and modern
species consist of innumerable minor trends, but that these slight tendencies are utterly different from the true (' Linnean ') species which,
through millions of years, have stood the long test of competition and
physiographic change."
We have given this quotation at some length, but must take exception to its first sentence. No English botanist of repute would to-day
" see" as Prof. Fernald imagines, but most of them would rather endorse the main argument here advanced. The article contains valuable
information as to the most important characters of these plants. "The
most fundamental character in TaTaxacum, it seems to me, is in the
mature achene, whether tuberculate its entire length or only at the
summit, whether with a slender or thick pyramid, and, lastly, rufescent
or drab. The 00101' is less satisfactory than the other characters, since
it often changes as the fruit matures.
The length of the filiform beak
is, also', a very satisfactory character.
Consequently, for really satisfact()ry study, ripe jncit is essential. Much immature or merely flowering material can be placed only approximately. The characters of the
involucre are next in importance, whether with many or with few or
no bracts corniculate." As regards nomenclature T. palustre (Lyons)
Lam. &DC. replaces palu.dosurn Schlecht., and T. pal,ustre, var. vulgare
(Lam.) 'F·ern. apparently = officinale Web.
T. lapponicurn Kihlman
replaces T. croceurn Dahlst.
.
Under Ca?'ex, C. incurvtt Lightf. is renamed C. ma1"itima Gunner and
C. alpina Swartz gives way to Vahlii Schkuhr.
C. alpina Swartz
(1798) is invalidated by the earlier O. alpi'nr~ Sc.hrank (1789) and C.
alpina HOllCk. (1792). O. Hallwri GUl1llerus, FL No'l'v., ii, 106 (1772),
clearly antedates the name of Swartz, but Gunnerus obviously had no
material himself; his species was based on HaIler's 1356 and his brief
diagnostic phrases were taken directly from Haller's description of it.
Chief weight should therefore be given to HaIler's very full description
and from this it is abundantly clear that it has nothing to do- with C.
alpina Swartz.
This is a further instance-if one were necessary-of
the folly of making a fetish of priority. Paradoxical as it may appear,
priority is of secondary importance, to validity. When you have made
a list of all legitimate names to he considered then priority functions.
C. Halleri~-a nomen con!tlsu,1Ji,-would not appear on such a list.
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Exigencies of space prevent a fuller reference to the many' subjects
dealt with in this most interesting volume. It marks a high standard
of scientific achievement and is a valuable contribution to the best
botanical literature.
W. H. P.
WILD FLOWER MAGAZINE. We have the greatest admiration. for the
high ideals and self-sacrificing labours of Mrs Dent and her talented
colleagues and wish them still further success in their efforts to help
others to appreciate the beauties of the countryside.
It is a great
pleasure to read through -the reports of the various branches of.the
W.F. Society and to note the fine spirit of kindly service which pervades the,m and to estimate the substantial addition to human happiness which they suggest. Who can over-assess the amount .of real joy
.the oompilation of those individual diaries must have yielded?
We
were impressed also with the extent and value of the. contribution to
our present knowledge of the distribution of British plants which is
here revealed and we gladly acknowledge the help which the Wild Flower
Society is making toward the oompleteness and accuracy of existing
records.
Among the many items of excellent advice with which the pages of
the Magazine abound we noticed one which so perfectly expressed our
own ideas that we trust Miss Hilda Salmon will allow us to reproduce
it, "Go on sending ,me your doubtful plants and telling me what you
think they are." Here you have embodied the offer of kindly service
contingent upon the applicallt's own preliminary individual effort. A
well-known axiom in education is " Never do for a child what that child
can-with a fair effort-do for itself." This is a principle capable of
wide-spread application and we l1re quite certl1in that many of our own
referees will be grateful for its reproduction here. May we also indulge
the hope that it may catch the eye of some of our members who can
appreciate its subtle implications.

W. H,.P.
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ABSTRACTS OF PAPERS BEARING ON THE, STUDY OF THE
BRITISH FLORA, 1933.
A. J.

WILlIIOT·T AND

J. S. L.

GlLlIIOUR.

L.'<TRODUCTORY NOTE.

The authors regret that, owing to pressure of work, it has not been
possible to expand these abstracts on the lines mentioned in the last
Report. It is hoped, however, that the following notes, though incomplete and somewhat compressed, will be of use to British botanists.
INDEX OF PLA.."'-T NAJlfES AND LOCALITIES.

Alderney...................................... 22

Man's influence ........................... 56

A topecurus pratensis ........ ...... ....
Antn,yUis vuLneraria ...................
Beta maritima ........................ 51,
B. vuLgaris ..................................
BupLeurum tenuissimum ...........
CaLluna vuLgaris ........................

Carex contigua ...........................
C. aiVuLsa ....................................
C. Pairaei ....................................
C. pauciff,ora ...............................
Centaurea .................................... 35

M eLica .. .................... ...... ..............
Mentha nemorosa .......................
MercuriaLis perennis ..................
Narcissus Pseudo-Narcissus .......
Orchis mascula ................. ..........
Papaver d1!biUm .........................
P. Rhoeas ....................................
P. somnife1·um............................
PimpineUa Saxifmga ..................
Poa pl'atensis ..............................
PoLygonum ..................................
Potamogeton MacVicarii ............

Characeae ..... ...............................

Potterne experiments .................. 28

Calthorpe Broad, Norfolk .........

39

32
00
60

63
24
18
57
57
57
47

7
Chenopodi1!nl gLaucum ............... 11
CirsHtm heteropll!!fUumxpaLustre 67

C. tuberosumxpaLustre ..............
Corynephorus canescens ............
Crataegus ....................................
Crepis ...........................................
Cuscuta e1!ropaea ................. .......
Cystopteris {ragiLis .....................
DactyLis gLomerata .....................

16
8

52
12

15
37
36

Dates of Flowering ..................... 34
Daucus Carota .......... .................
Epilobium angustifolium ...........
Equ'lsetum ...................................
E. maximum ...............................
Euplwrbia Cyparissias ...............
Euphl'asia ....................................
Festuca .........................................
F. rubra .......................................

63
4
27
10

13
49

55
39

Finnish sand dunes .................... 25
Glamorgan ..................... ............. 16
GLaucium tLavum .......... .......... .... 62
Hedera HeLfu; .............................. 63
Helianthemum guttatum ........... 23

41

61
20
48

53
14
14
14
63
39
5
42

PrimuLa veris ........................... 1, 59
P. vuLgm'is .............................. 29,59
PruneLLa vuLgaris ....................... 17
Pulicaria dysenterica ................. 54
Rubus BeUardi ........................... 21
R. CoLemanni .............................. 64
R. crudeLis ......... ........ .................. 64
R. LatifoLius ................................. 66
R. Laetus ....................................... 66
R. opacus ................ 0................... 65
RoO rlrodant711!S ............................ 64
R. rhombifoLius ........................... 64
Rumex rupestris ......................... 16
St KUda .... ........ .......... ................ 43
Sedum RhOdiola .......................... 26
Silene ........................................... 35
Silene CucubaLus ........................ 58
S. maritima ............................ 30, 31
SteUaria mediaxnegLecta .......... 45

Sussex ............................ ...... ........ 69
19

Holme-next-the-sea, Norfolk ......

9

Juncus aLpinus ............................
Lamium ampLexicaule ...............
L. purpureum .............................
Lathyrus Aphaca ........................
Linum ..........................................
Lolium ........................................

50

Taxus baccata ....... ..... ....... ..........
Trinia vuLgaris ...........................
Typha .............. ,............................
T. angustifoUax LatifoLia ...........
Vaccinium uLiginosum ...............

46

Vegetation in Rivers ..................

46

Veronica praecox ....................... 68
VioLa arvensis ....... ...................... 46
V. tricoLor ................................... 46

3
38
40

63
33

2
44

6
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1. AKERLUND, E, "En fribladig l'ri-mnlavwri"," Bot, Not, (1933),
2il-278,
Des8ription and iIlustrutions of a pbtllt with free sepals
and petals.

2. AhM:, C. G., and WEIMAROK, H. "'llyrpha o,ngu.~tifol';a L. X lai'ijolia
L, funnen i Skane." Bot, Not. (1983), 279-284,
The hybrid is
descrihed and figured; it or similar hybrids should be sought in
Britain.
3. BARNES, B, "Notes on Lathyl'us Apho,cu L," Jowl'n. Bot., lxxi,
10-15, 25-33. A full aceount is given of forms in which the stipule
ends in or bears a small leaflet.
The pods lllay be yellowish or
hrown. The testa lllay he purple-black or variegated with yellow;
diagrams arc given of two plants which bore both kinds and intermediates.
4. BRENOHLEY, W. E., and HEINTZE, S. G. "Uolonisation by EpiloUi'lHn ung'ustifol-iu1n."
Journ. Ecology, xxi, 101.
An account is
given of the differential colonisation by Epilouiurn angustifoZiwrn of
experimental plots at Rothamsted which had received varying dressings of artificial nitrogen manures.
The conclusion is reached
that differential colonisation is due to varying degrees of competition rather than to hydrogen-ion concentration or other chemical
factors.
5. BRITTON, C. E.
" British Polygona, section Persicaria."
Journ.
Bot., lxxi, 90. The British species are described with many varieties and ,hybrids.
The following new names are given under P.
nodosum Pers. :-f. stenophyll·um., var. inundatu'ln and var.

Brittingeri.
6. BUTOHER, R. '\iV. "On the Distribution of lVlacrophytic Vegetation'in the Rivers of Britain."
Jo·urn. Ecology, xxi, 58.
The
author shows that the chief factor governing the distribution of the
larger plants in running water is current. Torrential, non-silted,
partly silted, and littoral communities are distinguished and correlated with the nature of the river bed. The quantity of vegetation
is continuously reduced in rivers with large and sudden ft,oods. T.hc
nature of the communities is modified by the Calcium content of
the water, by excessive silting and by pollution. Observations are
given on the perennation and permanency of the vegetation, 'and it
is shown that the growth of macrophytic vegetation can considerably modify the physical condition of a river.
" Die Chaniceen Finnlands."
jj,ie'ln. Soc. pro
The Finnish species of
this family are discussed and a key tD genera and species given.

7, CEDEROREUTZ, C.

li'cmna et Flo-ra Fenn., viii, fi.i.z. 5, 241.

8. CHATER,E. H.
"Oorynepho'l't£.~ ClLncs{~ens Beauv. on the Moray
Coast." J o'urn. Bot., lxxi, 15 (short note), A few plants at Kingston-on-Spey and one west of Lossiemouth (Elgin).
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8. UONWAY, V. M.
"Purther Observations on the Saltmtl,rsh at
Holme-next-the-Sea, Norfolk.';
.Tot/rn. l'jcuZogy, xxi, 263. Additional observations and experiments O~l tliis area since Peace. published' his paper (192S) are recorded.
A map of the present 'statL!
of the yegetation is given and several tentative suggestions on the
course of the succession. are put forward.
10. CORRADI, It.
"Anol11alie Dell' 'Eq-uiset Win 'IIi.ctxi'lnUln L.'"
Nuovo Gio1'n. Bot. Ital., xl, 127. An abnormal form of this species,
with faseiated fertile spikes, is described.
1L DRABBLE, E. "Note on Chenopodium Oll1'lLC'UITL L." JO'U'f1&. Bot.,
lxxi, 7-9. The edge of the seed is not acutely keeled as .often deBen'iLed, but rounded. An entirely spreading plant (1. of Wight)
seems to be var. p1'ost-rat'lJ;fn Beck.
The leaf varies-obtuse to
acute-and may be very small, narrow and acute (var. -mic1'Ophyllu'llt
Murr: 1. 'of Wight).
12. DRABBLE, E. "The Genus C1'epis in Great Britain, II."
Jour-n.
Bot., lxxi, 57-63. A key to the species is given, fol101yed by descriptions of the British species.
13. DYMEs, T. A.
" The Germination of Euphor-bia C.ypa1'issias L."
Joum. Bot., lxxi, 321/2 (short note).
The seeds (ovoid-not
" globose") failed to germinat~ until sown after removal of the
elaiosome, when a small percentage germinated.
14. FEHER, J.
"Kleiswgamie an Papaver-Arten."
Bot. Kozle-Inenyek, xxx, 194. In June 1932 the author found Papaver- dubium,
P. Rhoeas, and P. so-mnije1''Um with c1eistogamous flowers.
The
;stamens aIldstyle ripen in bud, autogamy takes place, and frnits
are developed which have the petals and even the sepals adhering
to them. The phenomenon is probably due to wet, cold weather.
15. GERTZ, O.
"Till Kannedomen om Ousc-uta. eur-opaeas vardvaxtflora."
Bot. Not. (1933), 505-50S.
A long list of host plants observed in Skitne is followed by a discussion.
16. GILMOUR, J. S. L. "Notes from Glamorgan."
Journ Bot., lxxi,
16-17 (short note).
Rumex r-upestris Le Gall and Oi'l'sium tUbC1'.osu-m All. x O. palustr-e Scop.-new to the county.
17. GILMOUR, J. S. L. "New Varic-ty of PTunella vulqanll."
Jou1'n.
Bot., lxxi, 320/1 (short note). A small, pale flowered plant with
green bracts is described as var. novo pallida.
lS. GODWIN, H., and 'TURNER, J. S.
"Soil Acidity in 1~lation to
Vegetational Succession in Calthorpe Broad, Norfolk."
Jour-n.
Ecology, xxi, 234.
This brQad is surrounded by concentric plant
communities consisting of (a) reed swamp, (b) carr, and (c) woodland.' These are considered to represent stages in a primary
hydrarch succession which is still ill progress. The ground becomes
gradually higher and the Ph value' decrealSes .from the edge of the
alkaline broad inland, and exteilsive Sphagnum undergrowth occurs
in can, ill .mown marshes and in pastures. . It is suggested that the
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broads represent an intermediate stage between typical Hochmoor
and decidUJOus forest climaxes.

19. GROSS, H. "Die Eibe in Ostpreussen." "Beih. bot. Oentralb., 50,
ii, 552-576. Full records with map of the distribution. of Taxus
baccata L. in East Prussia.'
20. GUFTA, P. S. "Reaction of Plants to the Density of Soil." JO'1k1'n.
Eco~ogy, xxi, 453.
Experiments are described showing that the
mechanical properties qf soil as determined by its texture have
consider,able effect on plant growth, especially on the growth and
development of the root system. lHercurialis perennis was especially studied.
21. GUSTAFSSON, A. "Zur Entstehungsgeschichte des Rubus BellUll'dii
Whe. & N." Bot. Not. (1933), 231. The distribution (map) and
cytology (figures) have been investigated. The species is highly constant and widely spread, but the chromosome number at somatic
: "metaphase is constantly 35: it can therefore scarcely develop fertilised egg cells, and is of hybrid nature. "
22. JACKSON, A. B. & A. K. "Alder~ey Plants."
Jo'urn. Bot., lxxi,
106 (short note). Several additions are made to the list published
by Marquand in 1900.
23. JUBY, D. V., and PHEASANT, J. H. "On Intermittent Germination as Illustrated by Helianthe1l1um guttat'lk1l1 Miller." Journ.
Ecology, xxi, 442. Experiments are described showing that the
seeds of this species are dimorphic, types with "hard" and "soft"
testas being present. The latter germinate within a few days of
sowing, while the former show very varying degrees of permeability
and hence exhibit a remarkably discontinuous ,germination, lasting
for as long as 300 days.
24. KNUDSON, L. "Non-symbiotic Development of Seedlings of Ca 1luna vulgaris." New Phytol., xxxii, 115-126. Seed free of fungus
germinated and developed roots on various culture media.
25. LEMBERG, B. "Uber die Vegetation del' Flugsandgebiete an den
Ktisten Finnlands." Acta Botanica Fennica, xii.
The vegetational succession on the moving sand dunes of the Finnish coast is
" described, > many British species beingmentioned.
26. LEVAN, A. "Uber das Geschlechtschromosom in" SedWJi1 Rhodiola
DC." Bot. Not. (1933), 195-197. The species has 2n = 22 chromosomes (figured), one pair unequal in' size (heterochromosomes regarded as sexual heterozygoty).
27. MARRO, G. "11 Riconoscimento Delle Specie It.aliane Del Genere
'Equisetum,' Fondato Sui Carattari Anatol11ici Dell' Appurato
vegetativo."
Nuovo Giorn. Bot. !tal., xl, 94.
The anatomical
characters of the vegetative parts of the Italian species of the
genus are fully described" and ,a key is given based on these characters. The great majority of the species mentioned are British.
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28. MARSDEl,<-JONES, E. M., and TURiuLL, W. B: ," Second Report on
the Transplant Experiments of the British Ecological Society at
Potterne, Wilts.'~ J ourn. Ecology, xxi, 268. Meteorological' data
for 1930 and 1931 are given, and the detailed obseryations, carried
out on each of the five species since the last .repor-t are recorded,
Several interesting general conclusions on the relation between
plants and their environment are drawn from these observations"
29. MARSDEN-JO~"'ES, E. M. "Alleged Change of Colo11r i Il Primula
'Vulgaris." JOUTlt. Bot., xxi, 17 (short note). Specimens planted
upside down did not produce pink flowers next year, as has been
alleged to happen.
30. MARSDEN-JONES; E. M., and TURRILL, W. B. "Genetics or Petal
Size and other Characters in Silene maritima." Kew Bull., 1933,
357. It is shown that the pair of characters "fully developed"
and "poorly developed" 'petals indicates a monohybrid genetic
basis and segregates in 1<'2 in a ratio of 3 " fully" to 1 "poorly."
The genetic basis 01: some dozen other characters is also discussed.
,31. MARSDEN-JO:r-TES, E. M., and TURRILL, \iV. B. "A Statistical Study
of Charactel's in two Wild Populations of Silene mariti1l'w." Kev:
BuU., 1933, 479. A statistical analysis is given of samples of two
populations of S. maritima growing (1) on the Chesil Beach, and
(2) on cliffs near Land's End. Character differences between the
two populations are correlated with differences in environment.
The full significance of this analysis will not be apparent ,till 'after
"the publication of comparable analyses on high mountain populations.
32. MARSDEl'!-JoNEs, E, M., and TURRILr" \iV. B. "Notes on the Tax.onomy of British Material of A.nfhyllis VUlneTa1'ia." JouTn. Bot.,
lxxi,207-213. The authors have carried out extensive breeding
experiments' and studies of fieldpopulations with forms of this
species. The genetic~l results appear in the Journal of Genetics
(this year), and the taxonomic matters arising .are dealt with here.
The relations of vai·. Tu-bra L. and var. coccinea L. are explained,
the former probably including the grassland (often inland) redflowered variation found, e.g. on 8alisbury Plain, and the latter
retained for the sea coast deeply coloured Cornish plant. The var.
A.Zl.ionii DC. is not British. Some pale yellow British plants are
var. ochToleuca Corb. and the Par Harbour" Amaranth Purple"
is near but not identical with A.. tricolor Vukot. Descriptions of
v.ar. lutea, var. ochroleuca, var. coccinea, and le Amaranth Purple"
in terms of Ridgway's colour standards are given.
33. MEYER, F. J. "Beitrage zur vergleichende Anatomie del' Typhaceen (Gattung Typha)." Beih. bot. Oentralbl., 51, i, 335-376. The
study includes our British species.
34. MINIO, M. "Le Osservazioni Fitofenologiche DelIa Rete Italiana
NeI,1932 (Annata XI)."
Nuovo Giorn. Bot. Ital., xl, 453. The
dates of flowering of a' la'rge· number of species, many of them
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British, in q.ifferent Italian localities during 1932 are recorded, and
the res1;!lts analysed.
MORI SON, C. G. T. "The Composition of the Soils used in the
Potterne Transplant Experiments and of Portiom of Centawrea
and Silene grown thereon."
Journ. Ecology, xxi, 475. This account forms an ,addendum to the main Report, xxi, 268-93.

~l6,

MUNTZING, A.
"Quadrivalent formation and anellploic1y ill
]Jactylis glomemtll."
Bot. Not. (1933), 198-205.
Of 33 plants
exa.mined 16 had 211 =14, 9 plants 2n = 28, and 7 plants 2n = ±
28. One was trisomic, 2n = 29, and its progeny was investigated.
Various kinds of open and closed rings OCCllr in the tetraploid, D.
ylome1·at(t. The diploid plants (2n = 14) are D. Asche'l'Soniana,
and intermediate hybrids occur. D. !/ifJ'/l/cnttu. is cytologically unbalanced.
l\IuSSAcK, A.
"Untersuchungen iiber Cystopfer-is jr-(I,gilis." Be?!..
bot. Oentmlbl., 51, i, 204-254.
A general iuvestigation of the
habitat of the plant and its characteristics is followed by an account
of the germination and the effect thereon ,of various nutrient solutio1;ls, light intensities, and salts.
38. NESTLER, H.
"Beitriige zur systematischen Kenntnis del'
Gattung Linum." Beih. bot. CentralbL, 50, ii, 497-576. TJ1e characters useful in the sub-division of thl' genus have been investigated and a general key to the main groups of species in the genus
is given. Figures of series of petaJR of L. altg'uBtifolium Huds., L.
usitatissinh·um L., and L. perenn~ L. are given on pp. 508/9, and
of the stamens on pp. 524/5.
39. NILSSON, A. F.
"Self and cross-fertility in J/est'llca rubra L.,
Poa pratensis L., and .' . . ,4lopcGU1"lIS pndensis L."
Bot.
Not. (1933), 206-230, Engl. summary, 221-223. There is wide variation in this respect among different individuals of each species,
and genotypical differences .are considered responsible for this.
40. NILSSON, F.
" Self-fertility in the GenUs Lolinm."
Bot. Not.
(1933), 563-576. Lolium perenne and L. lImltifioru'ln have a low
,average of self-fertility, while the annuals L. remot1&m and L.
temulentum are highly or completely self-fertile. In the first two
various gradations occur, and in L. pCTcnne hereditary differences
between individuals occur.
" No correlation could be found between pollen development and tllf' dcgree of self-fertility," but
some insignificant positive correlatioll between pollen development
and general fertility in free iiowering was found. Inbreeding produced lethal and sub-lethal types, a recessive lethality being indicated by high mortality rate in certain families.
41. PAPP, C. "Contributiuni La 8istematica Si Distributia Geografictt
a Genului MelicaL. in Romania." Bul. Gmd. Bot. Si al Mm;. BO,t.
Gluj., xii, 105. The Roumanian species, varieties and forms of the
,genus are enumerated, inclnding lIl. 'lL'tttans and M. 'u,nifio'm.
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42.

IV. H. "Potwmo(Jdon MacVicarii Al'. Benn.;' Jonrn.
Bot., lxxi, 45-47.
SpecimEms collected by G. Taylor in the loch
whence this supposed hyhrid 'originally came are identical with the
poor original material in Herb. Al'. Bennett and are considered to
he P., a,lpin'us Balb.
There IS no evidence of either P. pmelongu.s
or of P. polY(Jonifoli1l;S.

43.

C. P.
" The Vegetation of St Kilda."
J ourn. Ecology,
xxi, 92. An ecological survey of t~le vegetation of Hirta in the St
Kilda group was made with particular reference to,' th€ future
effect of the remoyal of the factors of grazing and cultivation,
Special attention is paid to the areas affected by sea spray and by
puffin colonies.

44.

PETERSEN,

45.

PETERSON, D.
"StellaTia 'fI1,edia L. [sic] x Stella1'ia neglecta
IVeihe."
Bot. Not. (1933), 500-504.
Thl' hybrid is described,
and figured analytically between the parents.
It is completely
sterile. Chromosome numbers given were S. media 2n = " 36-42 " ;
" n = c. 20" ; the author's investigations give S.,media 2n = 44, S.
neglecta 2n = 22. The authorl1otes the description by Beguinot
from Italy of several fertile hybrids between different forms of these
two species.

46.

PETTERS SON, P.
"The Action of Extre.me Temperatures on Species
of 'Viola and Lami1tm."
]}Iem. Sor.. pro J/ac!l,'n{~ et Flora Fenn.,
, viii, 79.
Genotypes of Violet trieolor, 1I. nrvensis, Lamium purpure1tm and L. amplexicaule were grown in high temperatures in a
greenhouse. Alterations in the authocyanin content, size'and shape
of the corollas were recorded.
F. a.7"l:p.nsis grown at 38°_40° C.
showed anomalies in the flowers evidently produced by the action
of extreme heat in the early developmental stages of the flower.
'rhe possibility is discusSed of extreme tenlperature chal1ges producing similar effects in nature.

47.

PHILIPSON, \V. R.
"Oo,1'ex pa.u,cillom Lightf. in Lake District."
.lm/rn. Bot., lxxi, 76 (short note). New record for Cumherlancl.

48.

PUGSr.EY, H. \V.
"A Monograph of Narci,~slls, sub-genus Ajax."
Jow'n. Boy. Hort. Soc., lviii, 17. A very full and elab9rate monographic account, fully illustrated, of the sub-genus is given, including the native N. Pse'lId()-N(Jl'~is,ms, of which six new varieties and
orie new form are described. v'ar. hlWlli:li.s grows in the northern
r-mmties bfEngland, and viii'. 'insign:is is kl10wn froin Hoss (Herefordshire) 'und D~'mock (Gloucest"l'shire).

PEARSALL,

\

PETCH,

H. E.
" Om Behaaringen hos gronlandske og danske
Individer af Vaccini1Lm uligino.mm L."
Bot. Tids7cr., xliii, 251256. A table of percentages of five categories of hairiness in Greenland (N.E., N.W., §.E., S'-W.) and Denmark is given. The percentages vary in different areas, but all categories occur in: each
of these five areas.
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49. PUGSLEY, H. W.
" Notes on British Eup,hrasias, IlL"
.Tou·rn.
Bot., lxxi, 83-90.
These notes result mainly from a study of the
herbaria of C. E. Salmon, Arthur Bennett, and Col. H. H. Johnston.
E. caerulea [non TauschJ Bucknall is described as E.
micrantha, var. .Tohnstonii vaI'. nov.
E. f1'igida Pugsley is still
left untypified after examination of the Labrador material in Herb.
vYettstein.
Some Orkney material is described as a new forma
f!randiflora of E. con/usa.
The Devon plants which had been
referred to E. salisb~irgensis Funck are determined as E. con/ttsa
Cf. albida).
50. PUGSLEY, H. VY.
Review of "Taxonomical Remarks on .Tuncus
alpinus Villars and some related species," by Dr Lindquist. .Tourn.
Bot., lxxi, 167-168. T,he Blair Atholl plant is thought to be probably .T. MaTShallii Pugsley, not ,T. alpinus Vill.
51. RASMUSSEN, A. J. "Nagra iakttagelser over Beta maritima L."
Bot. Not. (1933), 316-324. This is an account of wild B. maritima
populations investigated by the author in 1932, mainly in Great
Britain.
52. RAUN.KI1ER, C. "De danske Crataegus-Arter." Bot. Tidskr., xliii,
232. Four species between O. oxyacantha and O. monogyrw are
described: the synopsis of them (translated) is as follows:A. The lowest lateral nerves of the middle leaf of long shoots ± 111curved, 0 curved upwards at the leaf apex.
a. Ovaries glabrous, O. oxyacantha.
b. Ovaries ± hairy, O. Palmstruchii.
B. The lower lateral nerves of the middle leaf of long shoots
straight, or in some leaves a little inwardly or outwardly curved.
a. Ovaries glabrous, O. Schumacheri.
b. Ovaries ± hairy, O. eremitagensis.
C. The lower lateral nerves of the middle leaf of long shoots curved
outwards especially at the base, C) curved away from the. leaf
apex.
a. Ovaries glabrous, O. raa'Dadensis.
b. Ovaries ± hairy, O. monogyna.
Statistics of variation in the number of styles in each form are
given (of about 100,000 flowers in all). [These characters should
he investigated in this country, and flowers and fruits of the same
trees collected: any such pairs of specimens will be welcomed at
the Natural History Museum and Kew.]
53. RENDLE, A. B. "Pentandrous Form of Orchis mascula L." .Tourn.
Bot., lxxi, 352-4 (short note). Description and figure of an abnormal specimen from Suffolk (R. Burn) in which the labellum bore
two pollen sacs, in addition to the normal pair and an additional
lateral imperfect pair.
54.< RODoLIco, A. "Appunti Sulla Cariologia E, Sull' Embriologia Delle
'Muleae'." Nuo'DQ Giorn. Bot. !tal., xl, 421.
The chromoRome
nllmber of P-nUcaria dysenteTica Bernh. is shown to be n""lO.
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55. SAINT-YvES, A. "Notes critiques sur quelques especes du Festuca." Bull. JardJ. Bot. Acad. Sc., U.R.S.S" xxx, livr .. 5-6, 711.
Several new subspecies and :varieties of British species are described.
56. SALISBURY, E. J. "The Influence of Man on Vegetation." . Trans.
S.E. Union Sc. Soc., 1933, 1. The author first emphasises the importance of man, both past and present, in the distribution of seeds,
and comment<s on the unwillingness of botanists to admit this factor
in phytogeographical work. Numerous instances, such as seeds carried in trouser turn-ups, are quoted. He concludes that when human
intercourse between Britain and Europe commenced, plant introduction was considerably accelerated. The second half of the paper
is devoted to an historical survey of the deforestation of Britain by
man and its effect on the vegetation. It is pointed out that by
maintaining wooded areas in a coppiced condition many ~pecies
which would be absent in the primaev.al forest· are allowed to develop freely through man's activities.
57. SAMUELSSON, G. "Garices Muchlenbergianae Tuckerman i Norden." Svensk Bot. Tidskr., xxvii, 1. An historical account of the
treatment of this difficult group of sedges in Scandinavia is given
and three species are finally recognised-G. contigua Hoppe, G.
Paimei F. Schultz, and G. divulsa Good.~and its subspecies Leel'sii
(F. Schultz) VV. Koch. A key, figures and full distributional data
are given for these forms in Scandinavia.
58. SPRAGUE, T. A., and GREEN, M. L. "Silene Guc'ubalus: the correct
name of the bladder-campion." Keto Bltll., 1933, 151. It is shown
that, owing to the rule passed at Cambridge in 1930 rejecting all
later homonyms, the correct name for the bladder-campion is Silen e
.Cucubalus Wibel.
59. STIRLING, J. "Studies of Flowering in Heterostyled and Allied
Species: Part 1. Primulaceae."
Publication of the Hartley
Botanical Laboratories of the University of Li'verpool, No. 8 (1932).
Primula vulgaris and P. veris are part of the material in which the
rates of growth of flower parts are investigated as· well ·as genet.ics
of. heterostyles, and phylogenetic theories are deduced therefrom.
60. TJEBBES, K. "The Wild Beets of the North Sea Region." Bot .
. Not. (1933), 305-315. The author considers the distinction between
B. v1ugaris and B. maritima· is practically untenable for nearly all
the distribution of " Beta. (vulgaris x mariti.ma) L., a polymorphic
species." "Forms with prostrate stems may be annuals and perennial types with ascending or erect stems are quite as common as
perennials with prostrate stems (at least in Southern Europe and
. Afric.a). It seems as if all possible combinations of the so-called
distinctive characters are somewhere realised. But in' the North
Sea, on the contrary, B. maritima shows little variation,. and this
extends to Devon ,and Cornwall, but less so in the Channel Islands
and Northern France. Cultivation experiments .aredesqribed and
the origin of the " North Sea ecotype'.' is discussed. This, is 1'e-
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gardee} as possibly dne to gene selection by the harder conditions
of life [rather than what would appear more probable to us~that
this B. ma7"iti'/1].(l is one species and the Mediterranean variability
and the cultivated beet strains are due to hybridisation.-A.J~'V"].

61. TRAUTMANN, R. ":Mentha ne7n07'OSa 'Villd. und ih1' Formenkreis."
Bot. Kozlemenyek, xxx, fiiz, 1-4, 26.
A full description of M.
nemorosa \Villd. (sensu lat.) is given, followed by a key to its
varietielS.
62. TURRILL, ViT. B.
"A Study of Variation in Glwucium flavu'l11."
Kew Bull., 1933, 174. From' an intensive study of gross morphological characters from herbarium material it is shown that G.
flavwn (sensu lat:) is most polymorphic in E. Mediterranean regions and that, in spreading westwards, certain biotypes become
" weeded out," leaving a population with longer and broader fruits,
yellow flowers and adaptation to coastal conditions. To this western population the name G. flavum senstl stricto should be given.
Eastwards from the Balkan Peninsula forms with shorter, more
slender, glabrous fruits and darker flowers predominate; these
should be called G. flavum, var. leiocarJYtw1 Stoy. et Steff. Various
other forms are discussed, .some of which are considered distinct
species and some merely variations of G.· flwm&m sensu lat.
A
scheme for comparing plants showing different charactcrs within
a polymorphic species is applied to the present plant.
6:3. 'VANSCHER, J. H. "Studies on the Chromosome Numbers of the
Umbelliferae, IlL" Bot. Tidskr., xliii, 384-399. British species
mentioned are: -(Biforaradians 2n = 22); Bupleurum tenuissimum 2n = 16; Trinia vulgaris (?) DC. 2n = 18; Pimpinella })axifruga subsp. e1lrSaxifraga Thell. n = 18 (in suhsp. ni,gra (Willd.)
n = 9); Daucus Carota L. (four varieties) n = 9, 2n = 18. Numbers for Hedem Helix L. are :-t1IPica 2n = 44-48, hibernica 2n=
88-98.
64. WATSON, WM. "Notes on Rubi. 1. What is R1~b1Ls rhombifolius
Weihe? "
,Tourn. Bot., lxxi,223-228.
The plant so named by
British botanists, following Focke, is dese-ribed as R. rhodanthus,
sp. nov., "the true R. rhombifolil1S remained unrecognised until
very recently" (Rep. B.E.C., 1931, p. 643 infra),
n." Rul)'IJ,s
Colemanni Bloxam." Ibid., 228-229. 'Bloxam's original PackingtOll plant is different from 'SOli1eother plants which have been ~o
lHtmed and which are described as R. c1'lldelis, Sp. n()v.
615. WXTSON, W. "Rubns OPIIC1(,S, subsp. nobil'issinms nov." J01I,rn .
.Rot., l),xi, 130-134. A new plant from Surrey (Abrook Common).
66, 'VATSON, 'W. "R7I.7ms latifolius Bab. and R. lap-hiS Wm. 'Vatson."
.Tourn. 'Bot., lxxi. 127-130. A reply to e-riticism by Messrs BartoJ1
aml Riddelsdell. 'discnssing the charaders of the fOl'mer"in Perth'iihire and the nomenclature of the btter.
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67. WILMOTT, A. J. "Oirsi-um heterophyllum x palustre in Inverness."
Journ. Bot., lxxi, 17 (short note).
68. WILMOTT, A. J. "An Addition to the Breckland Flora: Veronica
JOUTrt. Bot., lxxi, 159-160.
An account of this
praecox All."
species, discovered by J. E. Lousley near Barton Mills.
69. WOLLEy-DoD, A. H. "The Markwick Manuscripts." Journ. Bot.,
lxxi, 348-351. Markwick lived at Catsfield Place, Sussex, and wrote
a number of botanical books and diaries now in the Hastings
Museum. They include Phenological calendars from 1768 to 1776
(Catsfield) which contain a large number of first records of plants
for the county, and descriptions of plants accompanied by drawings.
At the Linnean Society there is a foolscap MS. Plantae Sussexien. ses, or a Catalogue of Plants growing wild in the County of Sussex
(descriptions and notes of over 550 species) and a folio MS. of 37
illustrations of Grasses and Sedges with full descriptions.
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': OBITUARIES.
DR ERICDRABBLE. It ii? with the deepest regret that we have tq
reoord the passing of Dr Eric Drabble at Freshwater, the Isle of Wight,
on August" 3rd, 1933. :i:-Ie has rendered ~onspicuous service to" the membe.r& of. this Society for ov.er 20 years, and his willing and self-sacrificing
efforts on our behalf ,have been of the highest value." As a hotanist he
possessed the true scientific spirit, approaching each prob'lem with an
open mind h:ee from preconceptions, painstaking t() a" high .. de"gree in
ascertaining the facts" of the" c;a!Se and impartially weighing the evidence
they" afforded," As a result of this his determinationswere always of
the Illgh~st yalue.
Hisdeqeasi? is. a heavy blow to Brltis'4:systen~atic
botany, and his !Services will be greatly missed. To the writer it is a
keen personal loss, only tempered by the most pleasant recollections of
his unfailing friendship and kindliness of spirit.
The following authentic account of his career appeared in the" Derbyshire Times" of August 12th, and will be read with much interest by
his numerous friends.
Dr Eric Drabble was born in 1.B-n at Herne House, near Ohesterfield. He came of an. old Derbyshire family, and was the son of Mr
.Tohn Drabble, .T.P. Being a delicate boy, he was educated privately
and at Chesterfield Grammar School, where he became head boy, and
in 1899 proceeded to University College, Sheffield, where he worked in
the Science Department and later in the Medical Department.
Becoming keenly attached to the study of biology, he proceeded to the
Royal College of Science, S.out,:l Kensington, and there obtained the
London B.Sc. degree, 1st Class Honours in Botany, the Associateship
of the College (1st Class), and later the Honours Associateship.
In 1901, on the death of A. W·. Bennett, he was appointed Lecturer
in Botany at St Thomas' Hospital Medical School, and in 1903, Lecturer
and Senior Demonstrator at the Royal College of Science, under Professor (now Sir .Tohn) Farmer.
He was awarded the London D.Sc.
degree in 1903. In 1905 he was appointed Lecturer in Economic Botany
at the UniversitY"Df Liverpool, but the commercial atmosphere was very
distasteful to him, and in 1908 ,he returned to London as head of the
Botanical Department at the Northern Polytechnic. Here the charge
of the University work was most congenial to him, and he retained the
post until 1924, when he retired for reasons of health, but remained
hon. head of the Botanical Department at the Polytec.hnic, in" which
he took a keen interest. In 1908 he was awarded the D.Sc. degree of
the University of Sheffield.
During the war hJe was repeatedly rejected for active service, on
account of ftBthma find heart trouble, so he took over the botanical
classes at the Birkheck College, and comhined this work with t,11at of
the Northern Polytecl1lli!', Tll-health caused his retirement to the Isle
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6f'Wight ih1924, and though he suffered less in subsequent years, events
proved that he niust have had ohronic -euremia all' his life.
This dis~e; though the cause of his asthma, did not reveal itself until the
long illness of the past fiv~ months, and caused his death on August
3id;'1933.
"He was keenly interested in British plants, and was the chief autho.
rity on t.he British pansies, which he monographed and listed for Engiand, Scotland and Ireland. He continually published papers on various
gemera, especially those which needed re-investigation owing to errors
in identification and nomenclature having been made by previous authors,
and then repeated in subsequent notes.
He also contributed papers
to various scientific journals, inc~uding those of the Linnean Society,
the Royal S9Ciety of London, the Botanical Society,and to the Journal
iJf

Botany.

I

After his retirement, a larg-e- part of his time was occupied inidentifying British plants for collectors all over the country, and he
was appointed one of the't.hree referees for the Watson Bo,tanical Society
cif the British Isles. He also published various supplementary lists to
the Flora of Derbyshire and the :Lsle of Wight.
His herbarium contains authentic examples of almost every British plant, and it will
finally find a home in the Natural History Museum, South Kensington:
Both before and after his retirement, Dr Drabble was continually in
de.rna.rio as a.n examinm· in botany and biology for the University of
London, the Northern Universities and for Oxford, and he welcomed
these appointments as giving him an opportunity of keeping in touch
with his wide circle of scientific friends.
His interests were very varied, including, besides those associated
with biology, a keen appreciation and lov,e of English literature,
especially that of the 18th century.
His considerable knowledge of
church history and his devotion to the presence of Ch:rist in the Holy
Eucharist, led him to be an enthusiastic Angla-Catholic, though his
p.atural reserve made him reticent on the personal side of this subject.
An early enthusiasm for the Gilbert and Sullivan operas was shown
by his frequent attendance at the performances of these plays in London and later by his association with the well-known Northern Polytechnic Operatic Society from its start until his death.
He was for
some time the hon. business manager to the Society ,and a welcome and
popular non-acting member.
His sense of humour, quick wit and
generous spirit ~ade him friends with all classes and all ages. He hated
cant and self-assertion, but had a great admiration for the natural
('!ourtesy- and good sense of country folk, with whom he loved to chat,
especially when in his own beloved native ,county of Derbyshire.
He was buried at Freshwater on August 5th, and a requiem was
said for him by Archdeacon Clayton in Chesterfield Parish Churoh, for
which he had such pride and love.
- He marriC'd in 1906 Hilda Lake, second daughter of Thomas Henry
Lake, J.P.;, of Moresk, Truro, Co'rnwall, who survives hi'&'.
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WILLlAM DUPPA MILLER, who died November 7, 1933, was born on
July 5, 1868, at " The Poplars," Tupsley, Hereford, the eldest of several
brothers and silsters. The family later moved to Oxford, and, curiously
-enough, bought No. 3 Crick Road, only a few doors from the house
where Dr Druce spent the latter part of his life. In those days Druce
had not yet moved from his business premises in the town; but it- was
inevitable that the Miller children, keen nature lovers· as they were,
should come to know him and take him the plants to name which they
found on their long country rambles. In this way was laid a friendship frequently afterwards renewed throughout life.
Miller was educated at St Edward's School, Oxford, and subsequently
gained an Exhibition at Hertford College. While there he coxed his
college boat so successfully that under his care it rose from the bottom
of the river into the first division-a record for wJ:J.ich, alas, he paid
all his life, for his efforts to reduce his weight at the time greatly impaired his health. .After leaving the University he started his career
as an engineer in an uncle's shipbuilding yard at Bristol, until a horrible accident there temporarily broke his nerve and set him on new
lines. For a while he took up scholastic work, later becoming Private
Secretary to Lord Salldon, afterwards Lord Harrowby, at Sandon Park,
Staffs. Subsequently for nearly twenty years he held a similar post to
the late Hon. E. W. F. Portman (and afterwards to his widow), acting
as .Agent for the Hestercombe estate. Whenever possible, he travelled
widely, both at home and on the Continent, always welcome and popular
wherever he went, not only for his genial presence but also for his keen
love of Isport--shooting, deer-stalking, fishing, golf, tobogganing, skating and the like, in all of which he delighted and in several of which
he excelled ..
.Always keen on natural history and an out-door life, Miller's botanical bent was finally. settled by an accidental meeting, in Devonshire,
with that magnificent botanist, the late Rev. E. S. Marshall, and his
family. For y:ears in succession he and Marshall went botanical holidays together-to the Highlands, Teesdale, Cornwall and the like, and
on these trips he also met Mr F. J. Hanhury and other well-known
systematists. Thus his hotamcal tastf'..8 were fostered and encouraged
until, as an older man and with fewer ties, he was enahled to give himself heart and soul to the pursuit he best loved.
For the last years of his life field botany practically absorbed all his
time and energies, and in its cause he roamed anew through all the
flower haunts of England, Scotland and Ireland.
He was especially
keen on the flora of his own adopted county of Somerset, and personally tracked down almost everyone of its recorded plants. His local
knowledge was unrivalled, as witness two articles from his pen, "The
Southern Distribution of Listera cordata" and "Extinct and Rare
SpecielS of the County or Somerset" in the last Report. He was Hon.
Secretary to the Botanical Section of the Somerset ~~rchaeological and
Natural History Society for twenty years or more, and an active member of the Soutl~ Western Naturalists' Union; while to the·Wild Flower
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Society he gave his unfailing help and support. Indeed, he was never
happier than when he was aiding other field botanists (provided always
they were not "exterminators," for on this point he was careful and
conscientious to a fault).
To lead his botanical friends to t,he happy
hunting grounds of Shapwick Moss, Brean Down, Cheddar Gorge, the
Mendips, or Steep Holme to pay their respects to the Peony, was a real
delight to him, and an unforgettable ple-asure and inspiration to those
who accompanied him.
Only those privileged to share the hospitality of Miller and his
devoted sister in their pleasant home at Burnha.m-on-Sea, can have any
real idea of the vast amount of unselfish labour that every spring and
summer brought to both.
One would think that every British field
botanist and every lover of wild flowers must have sought. Miller's assistance at one time or another either personally or by letter. And to all
alike, even to the veriest tyro, he gave of his best with a patience and
care that were inexhaustible.
The demands upon his strength and
leisure, in fact, became overwhelming, and after a severe operation,
two years ago, proved too heavy for his failing vitality, so that in
,'ery truth he may have been said to have given Jlis life for his botany
and for his friends. Perhaps this was as he would have wished it, since
in no man was the instinct" to help" more keenly developed, even as
no man drew. keener pleasure from the fascinating pursuit that he
made his own.
G. F.
DR O. STAPF, F.R.S. 1857-1933. DJ" Otto Stapf, F.R.S., was born
at Isch1 in Upper Austria on 23rd March 1857. Muoh of his boyhood
was spent at Hallstatt, where his father was in charge of the saltsprings. He studied under Professor Wiesner in Vienna, and took his
Ph.D. degree with a thesis on crystal and crystalloid structure in plants.
The manuscript of this thesis is now preserved in the library at Kew,
but has app;trently never been published. In 1882 he became Assistant
to Professor Kerner von ~iarilaun and was made a Privatdozent in the
University in 1887.
In 1885 he travelled in Persia, making valuable
collections which are now at Kew.
Unfortunately, the full results of
his travels were never published. During the years 1885-1889 he published several valuable papers on the f!ol'a of the Nearer East and a
His interest in the flora and
classic revision of the genus Ephedra.
vegetation of the Orient lasted all his life.
In January 1891 Stapf commenced work at Kew as Assistant for
India, and from that date till his death he made Kew his home,· In
1899 he was appointed Principal Assistant and from 1909 to 1922 was
Keeper of the Herbarium and Library. After his retirement he edited
the Botanical Magazine for the Royal Horticultural Society (9 volumes)
and acted as Honorary Editor of the Index Londinensis (6 volumes).
He served as Botani,caI Secretary to the Linnean Society from 1908 to
1916.
Stapf's pUblished work, prepared while a member of the Kew staff,
included accounts of the Sonerileae, the flora of Kinabalu in North
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Borneo, the Gl'amineae (part) of Indiao South Africa, and Tropical
Africa,
African Apocynaceac,
(h'obanchaccae,
Lentibulariaceae,
Pedalineae, .lvlY1'ist-icaceae, Laur-acene, Yl'oteaceae, plants of, Liberi.a
and Uganda, the Aconites of India, and Staticesof the Canaries, .A
select list of his works in chronological sequence, is published in the Kew
'Bulletin, 1933, 374.
The economically, most important family of the' Gr-amineae occupied
,much of Stapf's official time.
Not only did he prepare certain genera
for Hooker's Flora of British India, the whole of the account of the
family for the Flora CapelliSis, and most of the genera so far published
i~ the Flora of 'l'mpical Africa, but he investigated, with or without
subsequent publication, grass coIlections from all parts of the world.
The much abbreviated list of his researches given in the last paragraph
shows, however, that he was no narrow specialist.
Many of his later
papers moreover indicate how keenly he kept in touch with research in
other branches of botany than taxonomy, and he was always willing, to
discuss, in a constructively critical spirit, all recent work in genetics,
ecology, and other wider aspects of biology.
It is somewhat difficult' for one wJJ.o worked intimately with Stapf
for nearly 25 years to appraise him as a botanist and as a man without seeming biased.
His abilities are unquestionable.
None could
concentrate, with apparent disregal'd of time 'and space, like he could.
Every point bearing, however remotely, on the problem on hand was
investigated as fully as possible with meticulous care. Perhaps this is
nowhere more clearly shown than in his work for the Botanical Magazine, wJ:iich periodical he raised to a point of excellence it had never
before attained.
His wide knowledge of languages, his considerable
artistic powers, and the respect felt for him by foreign colleagues were
all used in his botanical studies. His correspondence was vast and His
help was never sought in vain.
Stapf had a fine figure and a good presence. Though quiet and unassuming, he invariably refused to accept or reach conclusions on any
subject without either making his own investigations or giving much
thought to data supplied to JJ.im. Superficially he sometimes appeared
l'ather autocratic and he certainly felt at times the irksome and frequently unnecessary restraint imposed on some of his botanical activities.' He was actually endowed with almost superhuman patience, constantly devoted hours of labour for the benefit of his friends, was at
heart kindness itself, and looked on the broad aspects of the world's
affairs with a humane sanity whic,h withstood' even the terrible years
of war. For Stap£ the war was a difficuli and trying period, from his
personal and from his official standpoint. Though always loyal to the
country of his adoption, and a severe critic of the Central Power~,his
wide knmvledge prevented him from condemning all individuals of any
nation but could not prevent the heart-strain: of one' with friends on
both sides.
It is fitting that special mentioil should be made here of. Stapf's more
important contrilrlltiol1s to 'British' Botany. ' Firstly thel'e' ~ere his
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"studie<i of. single 8peeil'~.
Of tlwse that on Spn'rlina. Townsendii was
most, prolonged, illY.olving, as it did, ltlUcl.t field' work.
Stapf upheld
the theory of hybrid origin of this species in papers published in Gard.
Ohr01L, sel:,; 3, xliii, 33 (l9DS)and-Journ. Bot., xlvi, 76 (1908);, in spite
of the ,difficulty, at that time, of~xplaining how a plant of hybrid origi;n
. with, two distinct species .for its parents, could breed true.
.A more
recent account is given by Stap£ in Bot. Mag., tab. 9125 (1927). Stapf's
hypothesis has since been most strongly supported by, cytological
examinationof Spartina Townsendii and its putative parents, S. stricta
and 8. alternifiora. Huskins (in Nature, cxxvii, 781 (1931) and Genetica,
xii, 531 (1930» has :shown that the somatic chromosome number of S.
Townsendii is 126, that of S. str'icta56, and that of S. alternifiora 70.
lt therefore seems very probable that S. Townsendii arose by two steps.
Firstly, S. stricta (with n = 2S) crossed with S: alternifiora (with n =
35) and gave a sterile hybrid with 2S + 35 = 63 somatic chromosomes.
This chromosome number was doubled in a vegetative part of the hybrid,
with the formation of a flowering shoot with 2n = 126.
This shoot
being fertile established the true breeding S. Townsendii which, on
account of its hYbrid-vigour, quickly spread over suitable terrain even
at the expense of its parents.
In technical expression S. Townsendii
is an allopolyploid.
In the Botanical Magazine tab. 9088 (1926) Stapf described, as a new
species, Aconitum anglicum (A. Napellus auct. pIuI'. non L.).
This
, is the wild British monkshood whioh is also the one n10st commonly cultivated in country cottage gardens.
The original account should be
consulted by every British botanist as an example of painstaking taxonomic research and as illustrating the need of comparing our British
plants most carefully with continental species.
Stapf described several plants discovered as aliens in the British
Isles or Europe as new species, e.g., Millotia depauperata Stapf (Oompositae), Koeleria advena Stapf (Gramineae), and Thellungia advena
Stapf (Gramineae).
His researches on the Southern Element in the British Flora published in Engler's Bot. Jahrb., 509 (1914) and Proc. Linn. Soc., 129th
Session, SI (1917), are of the utmost importance to students of plantlife in this country. Stapf showed that "the Atlantic and Mediterranean elements in the British flora amount to. about 9 per cent. of the
phanerogams and vascular cryptogams. Of these little more than twofifths are referable to the Atlantic and almost three-fifths to the Mediterranean ele.ments." His analysis of the ecological differentiation of the
southern element is most important, as is also the very clear conclusion
that examples of discontinuity of distribution must be oonsidered in
oonnection with the facts of distribution for the whole flora and not
isolated as inexplicable miracles. It is probable that more recent research in the geological, palaeometeorological, and palaeobotanical
branches of science, especially studies on the history of the Quaternary
Ice Age and on the pollen content of peat beds, will .modify some of
Stapf's conclusions, as indeed he would seem to have thought not un-
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likely (see espee. p. 83 of Proc. Linn. Soc., 129th Session), but the facts
brought forward by him wiil always have to be taken· .into account in
framing any history.of ··mU" flora and vegetation.
In conclusion, the writer would like to place on record his deep sense
of gratitude to one who was always a dear and valued friend and teacher.
The sense of personal loss has increased with the fuller realisation that
no' more can help, inspiration, or community of interest be sought
from a respected and beloved chief.

W. B ..

TURRILL.

MISS A. A. M. TULK, w,ho died ,on Ealster Sunday, 1934, was a very
keen seeker of wild flowers, especially about her Surrey home.
Some
eighteen years ago she, with Miss Bacon, re-established Oarex tornentosn
on Chertsey Meads, which had been first recorded in the neighbourhood
some yea,rs before, but seemed to have been. lost sight of. Clever, popular and most unselfish, she had a host of friends, especially among the
field botanists whom she was ever ready to help, and many will have
happy memories of pleasant and profitable hours spent under her skilful guidance.
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t3/4. fo.NEMONE APENNINA L. Near Mitcham, Surrey, well established in two places, H. S. REDGROVE.
4/1.
ADONIS ANNUA L.
v.-c. 12, W. SIMPSON.

Harmvood, near Andover, N. Hants,

5/1.
MYOSURUS MINIMUS L.
V.-c. 11, P. M. HALL.

Castle Farm, Southwick, S. Hants,

6/6.
HANUNCULUS LINGUA L. Fleet Pond, N. Rants, v.-c. 12-only
the second recorded habitat in this vice-county, Lt.-Col. G. "WATTS.
*6/21b. H. CIRCINATUS Sibth., var. SUBAQUANEUS (Wahl.) Pear~.
Cauldshiels Loch, near Galashiels, V.-c. 79. A form with leaves rather
nearer to those of R. trichoph'Yzz,us in shape but in size and dispositiotl
more nearly akin to those of B. ci·rcinfl.{ns. The peduncles are those of
the latter species and mainly terminal, N. DOUGLAS SIMPSON.
*6/22(2). R. RADIAl.'1'S Rev., var. GODRONII (Gren.. ). l?ond, Mundham, W. Sussex, v.-c. 13. A new vice-county record for this variety,
Miss E. S. TODD.
*6/24. R. HETEROPHYLLUS Weber.
'v.-c. 81, G. TAYLOR.

Coldingham Loch, Berwickshire,

6/24c. H. HETEROPHYLLUS Weber, var. SUBMERSUS Bab.
Thirsk, v.-c. 62, T. J. FOGGITT, teste PEARSALL.
6/25. R. PELTATUS Schrank.
Reservoir, Edinburgh, G. TAYLOR.

Pond,

'With glabrous carpels, Harperrig

6/26. R. PSEUDO-FLUlTANS Baker & Foggitt.
Cheddar, N. Somerset, H. S. HEDGROVE; Kemble, W. Glos., V.-c. 34, April 18, 1933, Lady
DAVY.
6/27. R. SPHAEROSPERMUS Boiss.
Hants, Lady DAVY.
6/30.

H. LUTARIUS Bouvet.

6/33. R. FWARIA L.
19, 1933, J. D. GROSE.

Hunton,near Stoke Charity,

Slapton, Devon, Miss E. S. TODD.

Damp ditch, Oaksey, N. Wilts, V.-c. 7, April

tl0/1.
ERANTHIS HYEMALI9 SaIisb.
Near Mitcham, Surrey, well
established and abundant, H. S ..REDGROVE.
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tl2 / 1.

NIGELLA DAMASCENA L:

"Taste heap, I,etchworth, Harts,

Y.-c. 20, H. PHILLIPS.

*t24/1.
ROEMERIA HYBRIDA DC. 'Vaste ground near railway sidings,
Nottingham, V.-c. 56, R. BULL~.,
: t30/3.' ,CAPNORORIS EXIMH (DC.) Dr.' One patch naturalised in a
wood at Menabilly', E. Cornwall, V.-c. 2, J. D. GROSE, teste FRASEIt.
31/1.
CORYDALIS OLAVICULATA DC.
Near Tavistock, V.-c. 3, Dr
H. B. W'ILLOUGHBY SMITH; *Glenquiech, Angus, R. and M. CORSTOR, PHINE.

32/10b. FUMARIA OFFIOINALIS L., 1'ar. ELEGANS Pugsl. Park Farm,
Hambledon, S. Hants, y.-c. ll-to be confirmed'by Pugsley, P. M.,HAJJL.
BARBAREA INTERMEDIA Bor.
t36-/5.
Hants, V.-c. 11, Lt.-Col. G. WATTS,

N ear West Meon Station, S.

37/3.
ARABIS SCABRA All. Somerset side of River Avon, abundant
in one place; Durdham Down" B:ristol, Glos., rather scarce, H. S. RlmGROVE.
37/6.
A. GLABRA Bern.
Berks, H. S. REDGROVE.

Between Twyford and Loddon Bridge,

*39/3.
CARDAMINE IMPATIllli."S L. ,Fothringham, Angus; an extension of its northern range in Scotland, It. and M. CORSTORPHL"TE.
t39/6.
C. TRIFOLIA L.
Found in two places a mile apai-t, near
Casterton, Westmorland, J. B. FOGGITT.
39/7.
Sl'ANLEY.

C. BULBIFERACrantz.

t42/9.
ALYSSUM INCANmr L.
wall, v.~c. 1, Miss E. S. TODD.
'43'f.4,' DRABA' MURALIS L.
Somerset, H. S. REDGROVE.

Etchingham, E. Sussex, v.-c. 14', Miss
Between Truro arid Malpas, CornBetween Cheddar and Charterho'Use,

44/1e. EROPHILA VERNA "E. Meyer, var. ],UJUSOULA (Jord.)." Canal
bank, Fleet, N. Hants, v.-c. 12, Lt.-Col. G. WATTs;tes.teDRABBLE~
*49/5.

SISYMBRIUM IRIO L ... Waste ground at Dover, JOHN 'J>ACOB.

t'49/12'. S.''ERYSIMOIDEs,Desf., versus var. XEROPHILUM: Fourn: Avonmouth Docks, W. Glos., 1933, SANDWITH.
,-

ILl"']
""t 54'l 2.
BRA8sICA NAPUS L., 'sensu lato '(fide :A. R:,':H orwot.iu;'
W 10
saw my specimen at the Royal Herbarium; Kew, on 21st NovEmiber
!
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19331.-Ref. No. 4883, grassy,gravelly, waste ground near .a: wooden
ponltrychonse, 160 feet .above mean sea-level, Ramal' Honse, Stromness,
Mainland, Orkney, 22nd September 1933, HENRY HA~CRO JORNSTON.
Not native. Introduced with poultry food into Orkney. One plant, ill
. flower without fruit developed, only seen by me.' Petals yellow.' A·new
record :for this alien 'species for v.-c. HI, discovered by James Sinclair,
junior, in my company, on 22nd September 1933.
f54/16. B. JUNCEA Coss.
Staffs, E. S. EmlEs.

Waste ground, Stoke~on-Trent, new

*t54,J20 . .ERUCASTItUM POLLICHl~ Sch. & SpenD..
waste ground at Dover, ".-c. 15, .JOHN JACOB.
54/22. B. INCANA L·. (B.ADPRESSA Boiss.).
Cornwall, v.-c. 2, Miss E~ S. TODD.
.
t61j3,
LEPIDIUM DRABA .L..
v.-c. 15, 'Dl~ J: C. M. GIVEN.

to

A few plants. ()ll

Adventive at Par,

Broadstairs?.L of

N.

~hanet,

)~.

E. :Kent,

67.(1... HUTCHlNSIA PET.RAEA Br. Somerset siqe of the River Avon,
very sparingly.; ,Durdham Down,·Bristol, Glos., very sparingly and
burnt up, H. S. RED GROVE.
t70jl.
VOGELIA (NESLIA) PAN'ICULATA (L.) Hornem. Dunbridge'Station, S. Hants, v.-c. 11, Lt.-Col. W. A. PAYN; Crookham, N. Hants,
v;-'c. 12,. Lt.-Col. G. WATTS.
t74j2.
BUNIAS ORIENTALIS L.
Waste ground between Truro and
Malpas, E. Cornwall,'Miss E.S. TODD.
80/1b. RAPRANUS RAPRANISTRUM L., var. FLAVUS Schub.& Mart.
Lower Yard Farm, Godshill, 1. of Wight, v.-C. 10, P. M. HALL .
. 87 /3~
liEj,IANTREMuM POLIFOLIUM Mill.
j
S. REDGROVE. .' '

Bleadon, N. Som~rset, H.

1932 and 1933 VIOLA Records seen by P.M, Hall.
88/1.' VIOLA STAGNINA Kit. Woodwalton Fen, Hunts, v:-c. 31; J.
E. LOUSLEY .
.. 8813.
V. SILVESTRIS Lam. Type ,andf. pallida from Berkeiey, W.
Gloster, v.-c. 34, E. NELMES; as a garden plant, ColwaIl, Hereford, 'v'.~c.
36, F. M. DAY; Lane; 'S.W. of Capel, 'SurreY,: J. E. LOUSLEY.:
'88 j 3." . V. '. SILVESliRIS Lamarck; ef. PALJJIDA "Newman, Gardenweed
at Brockwood, The Downs School, C61wati, Herefordshire, F. M.DAY.
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88/3b. Y. SILVESTRIS Lam., var. PUNOTA/rA Dr. East Tytheriey, S.
Hants, v.-c. 11, P. M. HALL; Colwall, Hereford, v.-c. 36, F. M. DAY;
near Brixham, S. Devon, v.-c. 3, F. M. DAY.

V. RIVINIAc'fA Reichb. Near Brixham, S. Devon, v.-c. 3., F.
Berkeley, W. Gloster, v.-c. 34, E. NELMEs; Lane, S'-W. of
Capel, Surrey; Chailey, East Sussex; near Dagnall, Beds, J. E. LOUSLEY.
88/4.,

M.~DAY;

88/4. ,Y. RIVINIANA L. X SILVESTRIS. Scabbacombe and near Brixham, S. Devon, v.-c. 3, F. M. DAY.
88/4b. Y. RIVINIAJ:<A ,Rchb., var. DIVERSA Greg. Roborough Down,
Plymouth, S'. Devon, v.-c. 3, 'E. MASSON PHILLIPS; Scabbacombe, S.
Devon, v.-c. 3, F. M. DAY; near Barnstaple, N. Devon, v.-c. 4, R. TAYLQR; Blagdon Hill, S. Hants, v.-c. 11, P. M. HALL; Epsom Common and
Mitcham Common, Surrey; Copthorne Common, E. Sussex, J. E. LousL1iJY.
88/4c. Y. RIVINIANA Rchb., f. MINOR Murb.
Devon, v.-c. 3, F. M. DAY.

Scabbacombe, S.

88/4e. 'Y. RIVINIANA Rchb., f. NEMOROSA N.W. & IVI. Scabbacombe,
S. Devon, v.-c. 3, F. M. DAY; cliffs, W. side cif Plymouth Sound, E.
Cornwall, v.-c. 2, E. MASSON l'HILLIPS; Berkeley, W. Gloster, v.-c. 34,
E. NELMEs; Colwa11, Hereford, v.-c. 36, F. M. DAY; by disused canal,
Tickner's Heath, Surrey, J. E. LOUSLEY.
88/6.
Y. OANINA L. X LAOTEA Srn.
J. E. LOUSLEY.

Chailey Common, E. Sussex,

88/6b. Y. CANINA L., var. EJ,UOETORUM ,Reichb. ,Near Barnstaple,
N. Devon, v.-c. 4, R. TAYLOR; on chalk, Itchen Stoke Down, N. Hanh,
v.-c. 12, P. M. HALL; Richmond Park, Surrey, v.-c. 17, C. E. HUBBARD;
Mitcham Common, Surrey, J. E. LOUSLEY.
88/6b. Y. OANINA L., vaI'. ERICETORUM Reichb. X RIVINIANA Reichb.
var. DIVERSA Greg. Pentridge Hill, Dorset, v.-c. 9, P. M. HALL.
88/6d. Y. CANINA L., var. PUSILLA Bab. Braunton Burrows, N.
Devon, V.-c. 4, Dr F. R. E. "TRIGHT; Scolt Island, Norfolk, ex KEW;
coast of Glamorgan, v.-c. 41, Miss E. YAOHELL. N.B.-The Braunton
plarrt,and perhaps the others, may be var. sabuZosa Reichb., At the
moment I am not satisfied that these two varieties can be separated.
88/6g. Y. OANINA L., var. CRASSIFOLIA (Gronv.) Dr.
Woodwalton
Fen, Hunts, J. E. LOUSL1iJY.
XSTAG,NINA. Woodwalton,Fen, Hunts, J. E. LOUSLEY.
XRIVI:r:<IANA. Ramshorn Down, Bickington, S. Devon, v.-c. 3, Miss
C. E. LARTER; Glamorganshire coast, v.-c. 41, Miss E. YACHELLj Chailey
Common,E. Sussex, J. E. LOUSLEY.
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88/7.
V. J,ACTEA Sm..
Hayton , S. Devon, v.-c. 3, Miss TEAGE;
Heathfield, E. Sussex, v.-c. 14, Col. A. H. WOLLEY-DoD; Chailey Common, E. Sussex, .I. E. LOUSLEY.
XRIVINUNA. Heath:fteld, E. Sussex, v.-c. 14, Col. A. H. WOLLEYDOD, also from chalk near Eastbourne, its presence in this situation
apparently to be explained. by the occurrence of pockets of acid soil
overlying the chalk; also ChaileyCommon, E. Sussex, .I. E. LOUSLEY.
88/7.
GROVE.

V. LAC-TEA Sm.

Copthorne, E. SURsex, V.-C. 14, H. S. RED-

88/8.
V. ODORATA L. Copse below Kits Coty House, Aylesford, E.
Kent, an unusual ('aespitose fot-ill with pubescent peduneles, but not a
hybrid with hirta, .I. E. LOUSLEY.
88/8.
V. ODOR,\,TA L., f. IMBERllIS (Leight.).
keley, "\V. Gloster, v.-c. 34, E. NELMES.

Bevington, near Ber-

88/8d. V. ODORATA L., var. DUMETORUM (.Iord.). Scabbacombe, S.
Devon, v.-c. 3, F. M. DAY; f. UfBERllIS (Leight.). Bevington, near Berkeley, W. Gloster, v.-c. 34, E. NELMES; Longdon, Worcester, v.-c. 37,
F. M. DAY.
88/8h. V. ODORATA L., var. SUBCARNEA (.Iord.). Bessilsleigh, Berks,
v.-c. 22, Miss E. S. TODD; an allied form, not typical of this variety and
possibly var. lilacina Beck. Longdon, Worcester, v.-c. 37, F. M. Day.
The same form as the last but f. imbM'bis (Leight.). Bevington, Berkeley, W. Gloster, v.-c. 34, E. NELMES.
88/9.
V. HIRTA L.
Near Hill, W. Gloster, V.-c. 34, E. NELMES;
Woodwalton Fen, Hunts, .r. E. LOUSLEY.
88/9.
V. HIRTA L. X ODORATA. Near Brixton, E. "MASSON PHILLIPS. and near Brixham, F. M. DAY. Both S. Devon, v.-c. 3. Aldbou;ne, N. Wilts,"v.-c. 7, MissE. S. TODD; Mickleham, Surrey, v.-c. 17,
.I. E. LOUSLEY; Inkpen Hill, Berks, approaching x sepincola .Iord.,
.I. E. LOUSLEY.
88/9b. V. HIRTA L., var. FOUDRASI .Iord.
S. Devon, F. M. DAY.

Berry Head, Brixham,

88/9b. V. HIRTA L., var. FOUDRASII (.Iord.)' R. & F. Berry Head,
S. Devon, v.-c. 3, F. M. DAY; Aldbourne, N. Wilts, V.-c. 7, Miss E. S.
TODD; Box Hill, Surrey, v.-c. 17, .I. E. LOUSLEY.
88/9d. V. HIRTA L., var. INCONCINNA .I. Briq.
Devon, v.-c. 3, F. M. DAY.

Berry Head, S.

88/9j. "V. HIRTA L., var. PROPERA (.Iord.) Gillot.
Scabbacombe, S.
Devon, V.-c. 3, F. M. DAY; Box"Hill, Surrey; v.-c. 11, .T. E. LOUSLEY;
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88/10. V. CALCAREA Greg. A few plants agreeing with the descriptionofthis,';species, Fleani,;Dyke,. Cambs, J. E.LouSLEY; Boxhill;Sur"
rey, plentiful, H. S. REDGROVE.
. .."
88./11. V_ PALUSTRIS,;L. . Dartmoor;· F. M. DAY, and .Goodameary, .
E.,MAssON PHILLIPS. ,Both S. Devon,: v.-c.3.·. Landford Common, S.·.
Wilts; v."c. 8, P. M. HALL; St Leonard's Forest,near Colgate, W. SUS-.i,
sex, .T. E, LOUSLEY.
";.'

88/14. V. CONTEMPTA .Tord.
MisS E. S. TODD.

Near Silchester, N. Hants, v.-.c .. 12,.

88/1.5.,· V.VARIATA .Tord.··, Near Sundridge, W. Kent, v.-c. 16, P.
HALL and W. H. PEARSA=.
*538/27, V. ANG"ICA Drabble.
7, J. D. GROSljl.
88[28 .. V, DESEGLISEI Jord.
wall, v._c. 1, Miss E. S. TODD ..

!

M~.

Waste ground, Broome, N., Wilts, v.-c.

St Martin's, Scilly Isles, W. Corn-

88/31. V. LEPIDA Jord. Near Sundridge, W. Kent, v.-c .. 16, P.M,
HALL and W. H. PEARSALL.
'*89/4;.
POLYGALA DUBIA Bellyuck, var. DlTNENSE (Dum.).
Braun-'
tOll Burrows, N. Devon, 1'.-c. 3, Dr F. R. ELLISTON WRIGHT.
[First
record for this variety in N. De"ITon~flowers pink; upper leaves ±
adpressed, narrowly lanceolate or sub~linear; :mature capsules ovalcuneiform, distinctly shorter than ,the wings and broader.-ED.]
89/5.
P. CALCAREUM F. Schultz.
12, P. M. HALL.

Itchen Stoke Down, N. Hants,

"IT.-C.

92/1.
DIANTHUSCAESIUS Sm. Cheddar,. N. Somerset, very abundant and plenty of it, in accessibJe places, H. S ..REDGROVE.
t96/11. SILENE ITALICA L.
H.S. REDGROVE.

Still at Greenhithe, Kent; ab'~ndant,

CERASTIUM PUMII.UM Cilrt.
100/7.
ltEDGROVE.
102/8.
ARENARIA TENUIFOI,IA L.
Lt.-Qol.G. WATTS.

Rleadon, N. Somerset, H. S.

Old Bllsing, N. Hants, "IT.-C. '12,

103/5.
SAGINA SCOTICA Drnce. Ben More, Am Binnein, Creag na
Caillich; qam Chrellg, :Mid-Pnth, V.-c. 88, G1PI1 Callat€'r, S. Aberdeen,
v.-c. !)2:, R.l\L~oKEOHNIE and E. C. WALr.... CE.
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,*103/9.
S. REUTERI Boiss... On granitic soil, Lundy Island, N.
Devon, v.-c. 4, .Tuly 1933, Dr. Jr. R. ELLISTON WRIGlLT., . ,This ,is a~
interesting addition to the stations in the British Channel area. The
plants were excellent. examples of the species as described in R.ep.
B.E.G., 1927, 460-2, and the first I have Been from soil on granite. The
Comital Flom should be ,amended to read 4, 6, 10, 37, 41, 45.
All
other reoords should be deleted, 'V.H.P.
105/4.

SPERGULARIA

CAMPESTRIS (Kindb.) Willk. & Lge. (S.
Par, E. Cornwall, v.-c.' 2, Miss E.

atheniensis Aschers. & Schweinf.).
S. ,TODD.

*tl07/1.
J;'ORTULACA OLERACEA L. Weed in kit'chengarden, Blackmoor, Liss, Hants, Hon. 'V . .T. L. PALMER.
.Plant prostrate, yery
. smooth.,
Leaves fleshy, sessile or shortly stalked, opposite or upper
alt~rnlJ.te; ooovate or wedge-shaped. Flowers sessile (opening only on
sunny 1l;lOrnings); petals 4-6, oboval,yeilow.
Sepals 2, keeled t.o the
summit.
Many stamens.
Style deeply 5-6 parted.
Flower-bud flat
and acute. European, also naturalised in N. America.
tl08/I.
CLAYTONIA ,sIBm~cA L. (G. alsinoides Sims).
Blackmoor,
N. Hants, 1'.-c. 12. Although the Gomital Flom gi1'es 12, it does not
appear either in Tow}lsend's Flora or in Rayner's S-upplement, Hon.
W.,;T.L. ,PALl1ER andP. M. HALl,; "Whitehall Plain, Epping Forest,
near Chingford, v.-c. 18, 1933, B. T. WARD. In the Gomital Flom nQ
recorcl for this species is given fo'r v.-c. 17, but Salmon (Fl. 'Surrey,
1931,. I!J3) gives two localities for it in that, county. Mr Ward reports
that the plant is still flourishing exceedingly in the Felday locality.
'108/2. 'C. PERFOLIATA Donn.
G. WATTS.

Fleet, N. Hants, v.-c. 12, Lt.-Col.

112/7.
HYPERICUM MONTANUM L.Forge Valley, near Scarborough,
v.-c. 62, .T.' CRAPPLE.
112/12. H. DUBIUM Leers.
Lamlach, Ari"an, v.-c. 100, R. MAcKECRl'<"IE. Recorded in Top. Bot., Supp. ,2, but not in Gomital Flora.
+117/4.
MALVA PUSILLA Sm.
By canal between Fleet and Aldershot; V.":C4 12, I.tt.-Col. G. WATTS,- teste DRABBLE.
' ..
j

*t1l7 j4.
:M. BOREALIS Wallm., forma (MAT.VA PUSILLA Smith) (fide
A. IL Horwood, who saw four specimens of my Ref. No. 4869 at the
Hoyal Herbarium, Kew, on 21st November ]933.
Grassy, gravelly,
waste ground near a wooden poultry-hrouse, 160 feet above mean seaIevei, (i) Ref. No. 4869 (plant in 'flower andspari,ngly in young unripe
fruit), 6th September 1933, and (2) Ref. No. 4910' (plant' in flower and
unripp fruit),,3Jth Octoher 1933, H. H . .TORNSTON. Not native. James
Bincl~il;'~ ,Rpecil:neuof bi!). Rd. !"o.,,968 was collected hy him, in m~
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c.ompany, from the same plant, on 22nd September 1933.
record for this alien species foOl' V.-C. 111.

A new

tU7/7.

NL NICAEENSIS All.

'rip, Bristol, v.-c. 34, 1933, SANDWITH.

tU7/9.

M. PARVIFLORA L.

Phillack, Cornwall, Miss E. S. TODD.

127/7.
GERANIUM PYRENHCUM Burm. f.
Ashley, S. Hants, v.-c.
11, Rt. Hon. H. T. BAKER and P. M. HALL.
127/10. G. MOLLE L., var. AEQUALE Bab.
Glos., 1933, SANDWITH.

Avonmouth Docks, \V.

t133/4.
IMPATIENS GLANDULIFERA Royle.
Penylan, near RuabDn,
Denbigh, V.-c. 50, Miss V. G. OWI,ES; *Lamlach, Arran, v.-c. 100, R.
MACKECHNIE; *near Coldstream by the R. Tweed, extending for. a mile,
v.-c. 68, E. C. WALLACE; *by canal, Higham, W. Kent, v.-c. 16, E. C.
WALLACE.
153/1.
MEDICAGO FALCATA L.
Shalf.ord CDmmon, near Guildf.ord,
Surrey.
First seen Jlere in 1917, and under DbservatiDn since.
It
blossoms each year but never sets seeds, F. CLARKE.
The var. tenuifoliolata Vuyck qu.oted in l!'l. Surrey (p. 230) at Pewley Hill, Guildf.ord,
is no IDnger in existence there, having been destrDyed by t.o.o vig.or.ous
trimming.
t153/1b. M. FALCATA L., var. TENUIFOLIOLATA Vuyck. Between Dawes
Green and Betchworth, Surrey, A. L. STIJ,L.

tl53i4b. M. HISPIDA Gaertn., var. DENTIOULATA (Willd.).
Isles, Miss E. S. T.oDD.

Scilly

t155/19. TRIFOLIUM AGRARIUM L. P.ondtail, Fleet, N. Hants, v.-c.
Lt.-CDI. G. WATTS; tip, Brist.oI, v.-c. 6, 1933, SANDWITH.

n,

155/20h; T. PROCUMBENS. L., var.MAJUR K.och.
Hants, v.-c. 11, Lt.-C.ol. G. WATTS.

Bramsh.ot, N.

1~6 / 1.
ASTRAGALUS GLYC);'PHYI,L08 L.
Taynt.on, BUrf.ord, Ox.on,
new statiDn foOl' district 5 (Isis) .of the Fl. Oxon, T. H. LEE per H. W.
POWELL; Chllham, E. Kent, JOHN JACOB.

tl66/4..
BURGES.

A. eWER L.

\Vaste gr.ound, Burton-on-Trent, R. C. L.

t170/1.
CORONILLA VARIA L.
d.on, v.-c. 7, J. p. GROSE..

Stone wall-n.ot near a garden-Swin-

176/4.
VIOlA OROIlUS DC. In one spot .on the Mendips, S.omerset; n.ot· very abundalit, but apparently increasing, H. S. REDGR.oVE.
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178/3.
LATHYRUS TUBEROSUS L.
1933, J. GIBBONS.
183/2.
ABELL.

PRUNUS PADUS L.
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Portishead Dock, N. Somerset,

Foxcote, E. Gloster, v.-c. 33, Miss L.

t184/4.
SPIRAEA TOMENTOSA L.
Quite naturalised in a copse near
Crobkham, N. Hants, v.-c. 12, Lt.-Gol. G. WATTS.
*185/26. RUBUS SOHEUTZII Lindeb. Roadside, Abbethune, Arbr~ath,
Angus, 1932, R. and M. CORSTORPHINE, teste W. WATSON.
*185/35. R. VILLICAULIS Koehl.
Between Lethnot and Edzell,
Angus, 1932, R. and M. CORSTORPHINE, teste W. WATSON.
*185/36. R. ATROOAULIS P. J. M. (rectangulatus Maass.). Magdalen
Green, Dundee; We.stwater at Edzell, 1932, R. and M. CORSTORPHINE,
teste W. WATSON.
*185/56. R. SCHLECHTENDALII Weihe.
M. COItSTORPHINE, teste W. WATSON.

Edzell, Angus, 1932, R. and

185/92. R. ECHINATUS Lindl., f. or hybr. (Ref. No. Z.508.) Stem
stout, low arching, purple. Petals faint lilac or white, ovate, obtuse.
Styles green, exceeded by the white stamens.
Wood, near Chinnor,
Oxon, P. G: BEAK. "R. echinatus Lindl., a f. or hybrid," H.J.R.
185/92. R. EcIiINATUS Lindl.
(Ref. No. Z.502.)
Stems arching,
rather low, .but stout.
Petals lilac, elliptic obtuse, not contiguous.
Styles green, exceeded by the white stamens. Hillside, ChiniIor, Oxon,
P. G. BF..AK.
"R. echinatus Lindl., which is not the same as R.
discerptus p'. J. MueH," H.J.R.
*185/94. R. OENOMANENSIS Sudre. Muirhead of Liff; ArbroathDundee Road, 1932, R. and M. CORSTORPHINE, teste W. WATSON. New
to Scotland.
*185/110. R. FUSCUS W. & N. Between Tannadice and Memus; near
Cononsyth, Arbroath, Angus, 1932, R. and M. CORSTORPHINE.
Var.
HYPOSERICEUS Sudre.
Greens of Gardyne, Angus, 1932, R. and M.
CORSTORPHINE, teste W. WATSON.
185/115. R. soAilER W. & N.(Ref. No. Z.488.) Stem.s low-arching,
rather weak.
Sepals l'efiexed.
Petals white, elliptic; styles green,
shorter than the white stamens. Under oak-wood, Bagley Wood, Berks,
P. G. BEAK.
" The Boar's Hill plant which Focke taught up to put
under R. SCABER W. & N.," H.J.R.
189-14.
POTENTILLA ARGENTEA L.
Gloster, 1933, J-. Gni:l'ioNs.

Casual, Avonmouth Docks, W.
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*189/6.
P. YERNA L. Chalk. railway embankment, Micheldever
Station, N. Rants, V.-c. 12.
Its origin here unknown; it occurs in
about half a dozen strong tufts quite high up the slope of the embankment. Possibly introduced by the agency of the railway from Bristol,
Lt.-Col. G. WATTS; Axbridge, N. Somerset, and abundant at Durdham
Down, Bristol, Gloster, R. S. REDGROYE.
tl89/11. P. NORYEGIOA L.
Roadside between Fleet and Aldershot,
N. Rants, v.-c. 12, Lt.-Col. G. WATTS.
*189/25. P. PALUSTRIS Scop. Near. Chingford, Epping Forest, V.-c.
18, removes the exception as to this v.-c. (London Nat. Rist. Soc.),
J. Ross.
*190/4.
AWHEMILLA MINO,R Ruds.
V.-c. 11, P. M. RALL.

Near West Wellow, S. Rants,

191/2.
AGRIMONIA ODOR.iTA (Gouan) Mill.
ham, N. Rants, v.-c. 12, Lt.-Col. G. WATTS.

Bramshot and Crook-

*t191/3.
A. AGRIMONOIDES L. Kinnordy, Angus, R. and M. CORSTORPHINE, det. A . .T. WILMOTT.
193/4.
POTERIUM OFFICI!'iULE (L.) A. Gray.
v.-c. 11, Miss RARDOASTLE.

Near Burley, S. Rants,

194(19(1). RosA TOMENTOSA, var. DIMORPHA (Bess.) Des. Crianlarich,
Mid Perth, v.-c. 88~ E. C. WALLAOE. Det. A.R.W.-D.
*194(21(b). R. YlLLOSA L., var. b. MOLLIS Smith [= RosA Jl[OLLIS
Smith, var. a. TYPIOA Wolley-Dod] (fide A. R. Wolley-Dod, who saw my
two herbarium specimens of my Ref. No. 376 in May 1926; and two
specimens of my Ref. No. 4887, one specimen of my Ref. No. 4888, and
James Sinclair's one specimen of his Ref. No. 969, on 11th November
1933).-(1) Ref. No. 376, grassy banks at burnside, 220 feet above mean
sea-level, Red Glen, between Burandie and Dwarfie Ramal'S, Roy, Orkney, 16th September 1914, H. R. Johnston. Native. Rare. Plants in
unripe fruit. (2) Ref. Nos. 4887 and 4888, heathery, grassy, rocky
ravine at burnside, 410 feet above mean sea-level, west side of Nowt
Bield, Ward Rill, Roy, Orkney, 27th September 1933, H. H. JOHNSTON.
Native. Rare.
194(21d. R. MOLLIS Sm., f. CAERULEA Woods. "Coldstream Bridge,
Cheviotland, v.-c. 68, E. C. WALLACE. Det. ,A.H.W.-D.

ROSA NOTES FOR 1933, BY EDMUND B. BISHOP.
The following are a few additions to those mentioned in other commllnicatiOllR o.f mine, printed elsewhere in this Report, and also to thos\l
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commented on by me in the Report of the Exchange Section.
They
arise out of personal submissions to me by the members named.
As in ,all my notes on Rosa, "N.C.R." means new to Col. WolleyDod's own records, whilst the nomenclature is that of his "Revision
of the British Roses." The corresponding numbers of the "British
Plant List," 2nd edition, have been inserted "for convenience of reference.
Collected by Miss E. S. Todd in West Cornwall, during 1933, being
N.C.R.s for v.-c. 1:194/7. R. CANINA L., var. DUMALIS (Bechst.) Dum. Crowles, near
Penzance.
194/7b. R. CANINA L., var. DUMALIS (Bechst.), f. CLADOLEIA (Rip.).
Devoran.
194/7e. R. CANINA L., var. BISERRATA (Mer.) Baker. Devoran.
Collected by Mr J? G. Beak in Oxfordshire, during 1933, being
N.C.R.s for v.-c. 23:194/5h. R. STYLOSA Desv., var. SYSTYLA (Bast.) Baker, f. LANCEOLATA
Lindl. Bampton. (Ref. No. Z.540).
194/10g.R. DUMETORUM Thuill., var. CALOPHYLLA Rouy. Bampton.
(Ref. No. Z.543).
194/8f. Also collected by Mr Beak at Bampton, Oxon, v.-c. 23, is
an interesting Rose submitted by him as R. canina L., var. verticillacantha (Mer.) Baker, f. Lemaitrei (Rip.) W.-Dod r. Mr Beak sent
gatherings from three different bushes, which seem practically identical
in form, all irregularly serrate only. Wolley-Dod says that Lemaitrei
has biserrate leaflets, and it is included by Keller in his Group C. (Biserrato-Compositae). My own decided opinion (for what it is worth)
is that Mr Beak's Z.310, 311, and 541 all come under var. hirtella Chr.,
which is included in Keller's Group B (Transitoriae) and has passing mention in Wolley-Dod's "Revision," p. 40 (under Lemaitrei).
These sheets have not yet been submitted to Col. Wolley-Dod. Unless
h~ adopts hirtella, of course they must remain under Lemaitrei.
194/20e. Amongst other Roses submitted by Mr Beak, but collected
by Mr T. R. Peace, in Mid Perth, is one which I think is R. Sherardi
Davies, var. typica W.-Dod, f. pseudo-molUs W.-Dod (= R. tome'litosa
Sm., var. pseudo-mollis E. G. Baker). As this would be an N.C.R. for
the well-worked v.-c. 88, perhaps I had be,tter give it as such with a r.
Although not an N.C.R., the following note, recording a slight extension of the area of the only known station for one of our very rarest
Roses, may be of interest to critical students of the genus:194/11g. R. DUMETORUM Thuill.," var. SElTICAULIS W.-Dod. On
August 16th, 1933, my sister (Mm C. L. Wilde), Mr Biddiscombe and I
set out on a long-delayed attempt to find this elusive. floral aristocrat
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of our adopted county, guided solely by the note in Flora of Surrey
(Salmon), p. 673.
We all know how difficult it usually is to locate a desired plant,
even when furnished with elaborate instructions. Mr Biddiscombe and
I, worki~g the problem out beforehand on the I-inch Ordnance map,
were each quite certain as to the exact spot. Such spots are about a
mile apart, and at neither did we find our Rose. My sister came out
with no pre-conceived notions on the subject, but at it nondescript junction of lanes suddenly said" I am goiIig down here," and went down
there, ignoring our sceptical protests. A very few minutes litter she
climbed over a stile into a field, and then strolled along by the hedge
examining Roses, we meekly following doing likewise. After proceeding thus for about 50 yards, we were quietly informed that she had a
Rose with pubescent leaflets, with acicles on branches and glands on
peduncles. With delight and no little surprise w-e hurried up to the
bush, by which time subfoliar glands had also been added. The diagnosis was now fairly obvious, seemingly it must be seticaulis, though not
an absolute fit by the book description.
But this is not the en'd of the story. In due course 1 sent specimens
to Col. Wolley-Dod, accompanied by a rough sketch-plan showing the
actual situation of the bush. Here are extracts from his reply:" Most interesting. Not exactly my seticaulis, nor from the same
bush, but it can go under that name. The chief differences are as follows : -Your leaflets are mostly more truncate, or at least rounded at
base, and are narrower in proportion to their length than mine, which
have quite rounded sides. Your petioles are much mote glandular and
pubescent, but strikingly long stipules agree. Your fruit is subgldbose,
mine ovoid, quite It times as long as broad. Your styles are longer
and more hispid, but I thInk mine are more definitely hispid than I
have described them . . . . Mrs Wilde's is a new bush, hardly a new
station."
We did not make any considerable gathering from this bush, but I
will send specimens (as f,ar as they can be spared) to the first three or
four members, actively interested in the genus, who apply to me for
them. If possible, I will distribute further specimens to Exchange memhers next year.
195/1b. PYRUS MALUS L., var. PARADISIAOA L.
V.-c. 33, Miss L. ABELL.
195/2.
ABELL.

P. COMMUNIS L.

Foxcote, E. Gloster,

Foxc9te, E. Gloster, v.-c. 33, Miss L.

*195/10. SORims PORRIGENS Hedl. Castle Coch Woods, Glamorgan,
v.-c. 41, 1933, A. J. WILM07'T and E. VAOHELL.
*195/13. PYRUS ARIA (L.) Ehrh. x AUCUPARIA (L.) Ehrh. = P. PINNATIFIDA Ehrh. Ashley; S. Hants, v.-c. 11, P. M. HALL and Rt. Hon.
R. T, B.~~ER., net, A. J. Wrt.MOTT.
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t198/1.
AMELANCHIER CANADENSIS (L.) Med. Naturali~ed near West
\Vellow, S. Hants" v.-c. 11, G. W. :!?IEROE; Canal bank, near Fleet, N.
Hants, v.-c. 12, Lt.-Col. G. WATTS.
t198/3.
Bu~oBER

A. LAEVIS Wieg. Holmsley, S. Hants, v.-c. 11, Dr R. W.
and J. CHAPPLE, det. FRASER.

199/10. SAXIFRAGA BYPNOIDES L.
Very abundant in one spot at
Cheddar, to which it is restricted in the district-its most southerly
station in Britain, H. S. REDGROVE.
199/17. S. GRAl'roLATA L.
A. L. STILL.

Cheam, Surrey, a new station, v.-c. 17,

*207/5.
RIBES ALPINUM L.
STORPHINE..

Near Dunninald, Angus, R. & M. COR<

*209/1.
TILLAEA MUSOOSA L. Blackmoor, N. Hants, v.-c. 12. Occurs in several places in Woolmer Forest. It is somewhat remarkable
that it should not have been recorded before from a habitat very typical
for th~ plant, Hon. W. J. L. PALMER and P. M. HALL.
213/1.
DRosERA ANGLICA x ROTUNDIFOLIA, with both parents.
Lower slopeI'! of Ben Douran above Bridge of Orchy, v.-c. 98, Argyll, R.
MA9KEOHNIE and E. C. W ALLAOE.
214/1.
HIPPURIS VULGARIS L.
MACKECHNIE.

Bowling, Dumbarton, v.-c. 99, R.

216/1.
MYRIOPBYLLUM SPICATUM L. Basingstoke Canal, Odiham,
N. Hants, v.-c. 12; Pevensey Levels, E. Sussex, v.-c. 14, E. C. WALLAOE.
216/2.
M. ALTERNIFLORUM DC.
Frensham Little Pond, Surrey,
v.-c. 17; shores of Loch Tay, Killin, Mid Perth, v.-c. 88, E. C. WALLACE.
216/3.
M. VERTICILLATUM L.
v.-c. 14, E.C. WALLACE.

Marsh ditches near Lewes, Sussex,

216I3b. M. VEj:tTIOILLATUM L., var. PECTINATlJJ![ (DC.). Wicken Fen,
Oambs, V.-c. 29, H. PBILLIPS.
217/2.
CALLITRICBE OBTUSANGULA Le Gall.
v.-c. 12, Lt.-Col. G. WATTS.
*217/3.

O. PALUSTRIS L.

Near Fleet,N. Hants,

Farlington Marshes, S. Hants, v.-c. 11,

Dr W . .1\.. SLEDGE and P. M. HALL, det. W. H. :!?EARSALL. *Austwick
Moss, V.-c. 64, H. W. PUGSLEY.

Excellent fruiting examples.

217/5.
C. INTE;RMEDIA HoffIn. Pool near Bewdley, Worcs., v.-c. 37,
E. C. WALLACE.
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217 j5d. ,C. INTERMEDIA Hoffm., var. HOMOIOPHYLLA Godron.
shiels Loch, near Galashiels, v.-c. 79, A. DOUGI,AS SIMPSON.

Cauld-

217 j6.
C. AUTUMNALIS L. *Cauldshiels Loch, near Galashiels, v.-c.
79, N. DOUGLAS SIMPSON; Loch Clunie, E. Perth; Loch Ussie, near Dingwall, E. Rosls; Lintrathen ReserV'ou:, Angus, G. TAYLOR; *Eaglesham,
Renfrew, v.-c. 76, R. MACKECHNlE.
*219 j 1.
LYTHRUM SALIOARIA L.
Near Friockheim and at Forfar
Loch, Angus, R. & M. CORSTORPHINE.
220 j 14. EPILOBIUM PALUSTRE L. With white flowers, Pevensey
Level, E. Sussex, v.-c. 14, E. C. WAU,ACE.
221 j 1.
LUDWIGIA PALUSTRIS (L.) Ell.
This species fruited very
freely this year (1933) in the station S.E. of Lyndhurst, where it is' very
abundant. Last year it was discovered by Mrs Tindall in a new station,
extending its range several 'miles to the south, and it was rediscovered
here this year independently by M1"£ Ashby.
The new station is one
much frequented by botanists and it is possible that the plant may
have been introduced here accidentally or otherwise by human agency,
P. M. HALL.
*234j1.
CARPOBROTUS EDULIS N. E. Br. CMesernbryanthernurn edule
L.). In quantity on cliffs of the Cornish coast near Wadebridge, v.-c.
2, R. J. FLINTOFF.
*239j1.
ERYNGIUM CAMPESTRE L. Waste ground between the docks
and the sand-dunes at Port Talbot, Glamorgan, v.-c. 41, R. L. BURGES.
245j3.
BUPLEURUM ROTUNDlFOLIUM L. On waste ground near Skipton, Yorks, v.-c. 63. New to the Craven district, T. H. HOLMES and
J. N. FRANKLAND.
t245j6.
B. PROTRACTUM Hoffm. et Link. (B. subo'Vatwm Link). Near
Lewes, Sussex, Miss K. PIOKARD.
246j1.
TRINIA GLAUCA Dum.
Bleadon and Uphill, N. Somerset;
plentiful on Durdham Down, Bristol, Gloster, just blooming, April,
H. S. REDGROVE.
251j1.
SISON AMoMuM L.
Co.mmon at Staplehurst and other
places in Kent; I never saw it in the Lake District, W. H. PEARSALL.
t252/1.
FALCARIA VULGARIS Bernh.
1933, SANDWITH.

Portishead Dock, N. Somerset,

277/2b. HERACLEUM SPHONDYLIUM L., var. ANGUSTIFOLIUM Huds.
Bewdley, Worcs.; v.-c. 37, J.B.D. ex E. C. WALLACE.
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. t279/1.
CORIANDRUM SATIVUM L.
v.-c.20, H. PHILLIPS.

Waste heap, Welwyn, Herts,

*285/2.
CORNUS SUECIOA L.
Near the top of Whiteoombe, Dumfries, v.-c. 72, among heather, JUly 30, 1931, Miss H. M. LOGAN HOME.
*287/3.
SAMBUCUS EBULUS L.
76, R. MACKECHND.

Near Polnoon Castle, Renfrew, v.-c.

291/2b. LONIOERA PERIOLY:MENU:M L., var. QUERCIFOLIA Ait.
lash, Arran, v.-c. 100, R.. MACKEOHNIE.
296/5.
GALIUM SYLVESTRE Poll.
set, H. S. REDGROVE.

Lam-

Plentiful at Cheddar, N. Somer-

*296/5d. G. SYLVES,TRE Poll., var. HISPIDUM Schrader.
ground, Marlborough, v.-c. 7, J. D. GROSE.
296/7c. G. PALUSTRE L., var. LANOEOLATUM Uechtr.
Fen, Hunts, H. PHILLIPs.

Heathy

Woodwalton

301/1.
VALERIANA OFFICINALIS L.
Cheddar, N. Somerset, apparently growing with V. sambucifolia Mik., but these two so-called species
seem to me to run into one another, H. S. RED GROVE.
*304/4.

V ALERIANELLA CARINATA Loisel.

Old Basing, N. Hants,

v.-{). 12, Lt.-Col. G. WATTS.

306/1.
DIPSACUS SYLVESTRIS Huds.
Lewes, Sussex, Miss K. PIOKARD.

(D. FULLONUM L.).

t306/3.
D. SATIVUS (L.) . . (FULLONUll auct.).
Herts, v.-c. 20, H. :J;lHILLIPS.
t307/2.
LEPICEPHALUS SYRIACUS (Schrad.).
V.-c. 10, J. W. LONG.

Near

Waste heap, Welwyn,

Newport, Isle of Wight,

t308/2.
SCABIOSA ATROPURPUREA L. A continental species naturalised
at Folkestone (see Fl. Kent, 187). On the Leas, Folkestone, September
1931, Miss P. M. PEARSALL.
t318/1.
.ASTER SALIGNUS L.
G. WATTS, det. KEw.
t318/4.
G. WATTS.

.A. NOVI-BELGII L.

Fleet Pond, N. Hants, v.-c. 12, Lt.-Col.
Fleet Pond, N. Hants, v.-c. 12, Lt.-Col.

t318/7.
A. TRADESCANTII L. Fleet Pond, N. Hants, v.-c. 12, Lt.-Col.
G. WATTS, det. BRIT. Mus.
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324/5b. FILAGO MINIlIrA Pers., var. SUPINA .Rouy & Camus. Sandy
ground, Pondtail, Fleet, N. Hants, v.-c. 12. A rather remarkable form
with horizontal branches, simulating Ji'. spathulata, Lt.-Col. G . WATTS
and 1;>. M. HALL, det. E. DRABBLE.
328/1.
GNAPHALIUM LUTEO-ALBUM L.
ter, 1933, SAND WITH.

Avonmouth Docks, W. Glos-

t341/3.
XANTHIUM SPINOSUM L. In fine flower near Thirsk, Yorks,
v.-c. 62, September 30, 1933, Miss C. RoB.
t356/1.
HEMIZONIA PUNGENS TOrT. & Gray.
on.Trent, new to N. Staffs, E. S. EDEES ..
t368/1.
ANTHEMIS TINOTORIA L.
of Thanet, v.-c. 15, GUY CHARTERIS.
*368/4.

A. COTULA L.

"'\Vaste grounu, Stoke-

North ];'orelanu Golf Course, ble

Lamlash, Arran, v.-c. 100, R. MACKECHNIE.

t368/8.
A. RUTHENICA M. Bieb.
1933, J. GIBBONS.

Avonmouth Docks, W. Gloster,

371/1.
MATRICARIA INODORA L.
Miss P. A. LEAKE.

Lulworth Cove, Dorset, v.-c. 9,

"t371/2.
M. CHAMOMILLA L.-Ref. No. 4875, grassy, gravelly, waste
ground near a wooden poultry-house, 160 feet above mean sea-level,
Hamar House, Stromness, Mainland, Orkney, 6th September 1933, H.
H. JOHNSTON. Not native. A new record for this non-native species
for v.-c. Ill, found on 6th September 1933. Note.----,-In Magnus Spence's
Flora Orcadensis, p. 37 (1914), .Matricaria Ohamomilla L. is recorded by
him from Beaguoy, Birsay, Mainland, Orkney, but the four specimens
of his Ref. No. 352, collected by him at this station in 1898 and labelled
under the name of this species, are, undoubtedly, A.nthemis nobilis L.
See" Bot. Exch. Club Distributor's Report for 1921," vol. vi, part iv,
p. 564 (September 1922).
t378/16. ARTEMISIA BIENNIS L. Waste ground, Stoke-an-Trent, new
station in N. Staffs, E. S. EDEES; Byfleet, Surrey, v.-c. 17, H. PHILLlPS.
t383/7.
SENECIO SQUALIDUS L.
Hailway bridge, Tonbridge, W.
Kent, V.-C. 16, E. D. MORGAN and G. E. SHAW; *Warl'enley, near Hedcar, N.E. Yorks, v.-c. 62, Miss CATHERINE ROB.
*383/8.
S. VISCOSUS L.
100, R. MACKECHNIE.

Shingle, Ben Lester Burn, Arran, v.-c.

t385i1. CALENDULA OFFICINALIS L.
V.-c. 20, H. PHILLIPS.

Waste heap, Welwyn, Herts,
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t389/1.
EoHL.'wPS SPBAEROOEPBAT,U8 L.
y.-c. 22, J. D. GROSE.
396/1.
CNIOUS ERIOPHORUS Roth.
y.-c. 33, Miss L.A:aELL.

Railway ba)1k, Uffi)1gton,

Near Andoversford, E. Gloster,

396/4.
C. AOAULE (L.) Weber x TUBEROSUM CL.) All.
North Wilts, V.-c. 7, J. E. LOUSLEY.
396/8b. C. ARVENSE (L.) Soop., var. MITE Koch.
H. PBILLIPS.

Near Avebury,
Byiieet, Surrey,

396/8e. C. ARVENSIS Hoffm., var. SETOSUS M. Bieb. A bed of thi~
variety in cl, lane at Silsden, Yot·ks, V.-c. 64, T. H. HOL:MES and J. N.
FRANKLAND.
396/9.
C. PALUSTRE (L.) Scop. x PRATENSE (Huds). DC. (= x C.
FORSTERI Srn.). Swamp west of Hedge Court Mill-pond, Surrey, v.-c.
As there
17. O. pratense, f. pseudo-Forsteri (Wats.) also occurred.
is a proposal to utilise this lake for boating, this rare hybrid, which was
recorded thence by Beeby many years ago, is likely to be lost, J. E.
LOUSLEY.
405/11b. CENTAUREA NE:MORALIS Jord., yar. DIVERSIFOLIA C.E.D.
Tillywhim, near Swanage, Dorset, H. PHILLIPS.
405/11c. C. ~"'EMORALIS Jord, var. SUBINTEGR.!). C.E.B.
Highdown,
)1ear Hitchin, Herts, v.-c. 20; Chippenham 1!'en, Hunts, and Wicken
Fen, Cambs., v.-c. 29, H. PHILLIPS.
405/11d. C. NEMORALIS Jord., var. ML.'UMA C.E.B.
near Hitchin, Herts, v.-c. 20, H. PHILLIPS.

High Down,

405/11f. C. NE)IWRALIS Jord., var. DEBEAUXII C.E.B.
Herts, v.-c. 20, H. PHILLIPS. All teste C. E. BRITTON.

High Down,

405/11c. C. NEMORALIS .Iord., var. SUBTNTEGRA C.E.. B.
Reed Lane, Matfield, Kent, W. H. PEARSALL.

Bramble

405/13g. C. SOABIOilA L., f. INOISA C.E.B. in Rep. B.E.O., 1922, p.
770. Letchworth, Herts, v.-c. 20, H. PHILLIPS.
405/16. C. ASPERA L. Waste. ground between .the docks and the
sand-dunes at Port Talbot, Glamorgan, v.-c. 41, R. L. BURGES.
t405/35.
W. LONG.

C. PALLESOENS Delile.

t405j43.
PHILLIPS.

C. DILUTA Ait.

Newport, Isle of Wight, V.-c. 10, J.

Waste heap, Welwyn, Herts, v.-c. 20, H.
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CARTHAMUS TINCTORlUS L.

Near Lewes, Sussex, Miss K.

Clanchlands, Arran, v.-c. 100, R.

CrCHORIUM INTYBUS L.

MACKECHNIE.

410/1.
ARNOSERIS MINIMA (L.) Schw. & Koerte. Near Bramshot
Links, Fleet, N. Rants, v.-c. 12, Lt.-Col. G. WATTS; Isle of Oxholme,
N. Lincoln, v.-c. 54, Dr H. B. W. SMITH.
411/1b. LAPSANA COMMUNIS L., var. PUBESCENS Koch.
Hants, v.-c. 12, Lt.-Col. G. WATTS.
416/3.
G. WATTS.

CREPIS BIENNIS L.

Fleet, N.

Winchfield, N. Hants, v.-c. 12, Lt.-Col.

t416/11. C. SETOSA Haller f. In fair abundance on waste ground,
Splott, Cardiff, v.-c. 41, Miss E. VACHELL.
419/54. HIERACIUM LIMA Hanb. Cheddar, N. Somerset, specimens
sent to Kew Hbm., H. S. RED GROVE.
422/2b. LEONTODON AUTUMNALIS L., var. PRATENSIS (Koch).
Ben
More, Mid Perth, v.-c. 88; Ben Dom'an, Argyll, V.-c. 98, R. MACKECHNIE
and E. C. WALLACE.
*425/6.
LACTUCA ALPINA Benth. (Mulgedi'u-m alpinum Less.) . . In
moist rocky situation above Ullswater at about 500-600 ft. elevation,
between Patter dale and Pooley Bridge, Cumberland, v.-c. 70, Miss
AGNES K. Sw AINE.
427/3e. SONCHUS AI:!PER Hill, var.' INTEGRIFOLlUS Wallr.
Herts, v.-c. 20, H .. PHILLIPS.
427/4f. S. OLERACEUS L., var. LAC'ERUS Wallr.
Beds, v.-c. 30, H. PH=IPS.
t427j5.

S. TENERRlMUS L.

Hitchin,

W ooton Pillinge,

Biggleswade, Beds, v.-c. 30, H. PH=IPS.

433/1.
"\VAHLENBERGIA HEDERACEA Reichb.
\".-c. ]2, Lt.-Col. G. WATTS.
435/2.
CAMPANULA LATIFOLIA L.
Surrey, in quantity, F. CLARKE.
435/5.
C. RAPUNCULOIDES L.
11, G.W.PIERCE.

Fleet Pond, N. Hants,

Near the R. Wey at Guildford,

Near 'Vest Wellow, S. Hants, v.-c.

439/1.
OXYCOCCUS QUADRIPETALUS Gilih.
Woolmer Forest, N.
Hants, v.-c. 12, Hon. W. J. L. PALMER and P. M. HALL; still on Ockley
[A most
Common in abundance, Surrey, 1'.-c. 17, E. C. WALr,AcE.
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interesting record. We have often been surpriseJ to find that
botanists fail to recognise this species unless in flower.-ED.J.

so many

t443/1.
GAULTHERIA SHALLON Pursh. Well established on the south
slope of Leith Hill, Surrey, district Xa, Miss FLORA RUSSELL.
'*453/2.
PYROLA MEDIA SW. Hindon, Wilts, V.-c. 8. First seen in
1931 arid again in 1932 but not until ]933 were flowers ,observed and
the plant's identity established.
It has apparently been known to
the village children as " a sort of Lily of the Valley" for many years,
Miss BARBARA GULLlCK.
453/3.
P. MINOR L.
Plantation on downs near Crundale, Kent.
'i'his confirms an old record for distriet 7 in Pl. Kent.
There were
about a dozen plants, flowers just. opening, May 20, 1933, W. H.
PEARSALL and H. D. STANLEY.
457/1.
PHILLIPS.

LIMONIUM VULGARE Mill.

Holrne, ,V. Norfolk, v.-c. 28, H.

457 i 5.
L. BINERVOSUM C. E. Salmon.
28, H. PHILLIPS.

Holrne, W. Norfolk, v.-c.

467/3.
ANAGALLIS FOEMINA Mill.
In gardens at Dover, Kent, J .
.JACOB; in garden at The Green, Millom, Cumberland, W. H. PEARSALL.
469 / 1.
SAMOLUS V ALERANDI L.
Miss P. A. LEAKE.

Lulworth Cove, Dorset, v.-c. 9,

477/'1.
BLACKSTONIA PERFOLIATA Huds. Two new stations for district 5 (Isis) of Oxon, v.-c. 23-Stonesfield, W. D. CAMPBELL; Leafield,
Swinbrook Common, G. GORDON. Both per H. W. POWELL.
478/4.
ERYTHRAEA PULCHELLA Fr. (CENTAURIUM PULCHELLUM (Sw.)
Dr.)Edge of dried-up pond, Bampton, Oxon, P. G. BEAK.
478/4c. CENTAURlUM PULCHELLUM Sw., var. SIMPLICISSIMUM. Schmidt.
Kenfig sand dunes, Glamorgan, v.-c. 41, 1933, ELEANOR VACHELL, teste
J. S. GILMOUR.
t485/9.
GILIA SQUARROSA H. & A.
Appeared on the newly-made
lawn of a house at Topcliffe, 3 miles from Thirsk. The plant was kindly
determined by Mr A. J. Wilmott. It is a native of California, and as
..the doors of the house came as planks directlyirom that country the
plant's origin was easily traced, Miss CATHERINE M. ROB.
486/1.
POLEMONIUM CAERULEUM J,.
Small marsh near Shalford
Church, Surrey, probable garden escape, J. G. LAWN.
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t492j2.
PLAGIOBOTlIRYS STIPITATUS (Greene) Johrrston. (Allocaryu
st'ipituta GreeneJ. Avon.mouth Docks, "'IV. Gloster, 1933, SANDWITH.

t493/2.
LAPPULA ECHINATA Gilib.
Lt.-Col. G. WATTS.

Bramshot, N. Hants, V.-c. 12,

t494/1.
ASPERUGO PROCUMBBNS L.
1933, SANDWITH.

Waste ground, Bristol, v.-c, 34,

506/7.
MYOSOTIS SYLVATlCA (Ehrh.) Hoffm.
Quarry near Upton
-Grey, N. Hants, v.-c. 12, presumably not native but well established,
Lt.-Col. G. WATTS.
507/2.
LITHOSPERMUM PURPUREO-CAERUI,EUM L.
Abundant in two
places near Cheddar, N. Somerset, H. S. REDGROVE; <-rubbish tip on the
outskirts of Burton, v.-c. 39, R. C. L. BURGEs.
*t509/2.
EClIIUM PLANTAGINEUM L.
In cultivated ground near
Folkestone, probably introduced with seed potatoes from the Channel
Islands, JOHN JACOB.
t515/1.
CUSCUTA EPILINUM Weihe. On Li,nwm at extreme north of
Northamptonshire, with the two following species, E. B. BISHOP.

515/2.
C. EUROPAEA L. Parasitic on various herbaceous plants but
not on adjacent nettles, bushy and grassy tract of land in the extreme
north of Northa.mptonshire, V.-c. 32, E. B. BISHOP.
515/4.
C. TRIFOLII Bab.
tonshire, E. B. BISHOP..

On clover at extreme north of N orthamp-

t515/7.
C. SUAVEOLENS Ser.
On beetroot in an allotment garden,
Skipton, v.-c. 63, T. H. HOLMES and J. N. FRANKLAND, confirmed by
KEW.
t516/1.
LYCOPERSICUM ESCULENTUM Hill.
Devon, v.-c. 4, J. D. GROSE.

Braunton Burrows, N.

*t517/2. SOLANUM NIGRUM L.
Flower border in a garden, 90 feet
above mean sea level, Holland House, Papa Westray, 011kney, (1) 7th
September 1933 (plant in flower and unripe fruit), and (2) 17th September 1933 (plant in unripe fruit and spal'ingly in flower and ripe
fruit), WILLIAM TRAILL. Not native.
t517/9'.
S. TRIFLORUM Nuttall.
land, E. C. WALLACE.
t517/14.
LONG.

S. SISYMBRIFOLIUM Lam.

Holy Island sands, N orthumberNewport, Isle of Wight, J. W.
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t522/1.
DATURA STRAMONIUM IJ.
In the village near the station,
Braunto:tl, N. Devon, W. H. PEARSALL and Dr F. R. E. WRIGHT.
524/1.
HYOSOYAMUS NIGERL. Pool Bottom, district 5 (Isis), Oxon,
v.-c. 23, new station for this district, H. W. POWELL; in fruiting condition, Braunton Burrows; N. Devon, in October, J. D. GROSE.
*t524/1.
H. 1'.'IGER L. Grassy, gravQlly, waste ground near a wooden
poultry-house, 160 feet ahove meail sea level, Hamar House, Stromness,
Mainland, Orkney, (1) Ref. No. 4868 (plant in unripe fruit and sparingly in flower), 6th September 1933., and (2) Ref. No. 4881 (plant in
unripe and ripe fruit mostly dehisced and most of the seeds shed)., 22nd
Septemher 1933., H. H. JOHNSTON. Not native. James Sinclair's specimen of his Ref. No. 962 was collected by him, in my company, from the
same plant, on 22nd September 1933. A new record for this non-native
species for v.-c. 111.
t527/5.
VERBASOUM BUTTARIA L.
V.-c. 11, G,. W. PIEROE.
532/1.
LINARIA VULGARIS Mill.
R. MAOKEOHNIE.
*53.2/7.
L.
MAOKEOHNIE.

MINOR

Desf.

Near West Wellow, S. Hants,
Lamlash shore, Arran, v.-c. 100,

Clarkston,

532/24.L. SPURIA (L.) Mill.
v.-c. 11, F. ESOOMBE.
53.2/25. L. ELATINE (L.) Mill.
S. Hants, V.-c. 11, P. M. HALL.

Renfrew,

Peloriate form.

R.

E. Meon, S. Hants,

L., b. GLANDULOSA
H. CORSTORPHINE.

n.

*543/9c. V. AQUATICA Benq., var. LAi'IOARPA Krosche.
Wilts, v.·c. 7, J. D. GEOSE.
V. SPURIA L.

76,

B'etween Clanfield and Hambledon,

543/8b. VERONICA ANAGALLIS-AQUATJOA
Sands of Barry, Angus, G. rl'AYLOR, comm.

t54.'3/23..
GIBBONS.

v.-c.

Dr.

Ogbourne, N.

Avonmonth Docks, W. Gloster, 1933, J.

t543/31. V. PEREGRINA L. On the walled garden of Farington House,
Farington, v.-c. 59, H. E. BUNKER.
543. 141.

V. FILIFORMIS Smith.

Ayr, V.-c. 75, R. MACKEOH1'.'IE.

545/5.
EUPHRASIA NEMOROSA Lohr, near var. c. CALCAREA Pugsl.
Hohnsley, R. Hants, v.-c. 11, H. PHILUPS. Near var. (1. COLLlNA Pugs!.
Chippenham Fen, CaTI?bs, V,-c. 29, H. PHlf,r,IPs.
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545/5b. E. NEMOROSA Lohr, var. CILIATA Drabble. Sandy turf, ,St
Helen's Spit,. 1. 'of Wight, V.-c. 10, Dr W. A. SLEDGE and P. M. HALL,
det. PEARSALL.
545/10. E. OCCIDENTALIS Wettst. Winspit, south of Worth, Matravers, Dorset, H. PHILLIPS; Brean Down, N. Somerset, V.-c. 6, CHAS.
WATERFALL,
545/12b. E. FRIGIDA
Binnein, Coire Ardrain,
Caillich, Mid Perth, V.-c.
Douran, Ben Dothaidh,
MACKECHNIE.

Pugsl., var. LAXA Pugsl. Ben More, Am
Cam Chreag, Creagan Lochain, Creag na
88; Glen Callater, S. Aberdeen, v.-c. 92; Ben
Argyll, v.-c. 98, E. C. WALLACE and R.

*545/15. E.' MICRANTHA Reichb.
Hants, v.-c. 11, H. PHILLIPS.
545/19(2). E. ANGLICA Pugsl.
Hants, v.-c. 11, J. CHAPPLE.

Hatchett Pond,

Beaulieu,

S.

Highland Water, near Lyndhurst, S

546/4.
BARTSIA VISCOSA L.
In fine flower, September 10, 1933,
near the bulb-farm, Braunton, N. 'Devon, W. H. PEARSALJ,.
550/2.
JACO:B.

ORO:BAJ.'<CHE CARYOPHYLLACEA Srn.

550/4.
O. ELATIOR Sutton.
Miss A: M. NEILD.
551/l.
JACO:B.

Near Dover, Kent, JOHN

Cold Ash, Newbury, Berks, v.-c. 22,

LATHRAEA SQUAMARIA L.

Lyminge, E. Kent, v.-c. 15, J.
\,

552/2;
UTRICULARIA MAJOR Schmidel. In flower, ditches in Easton
marsh, Freshwater, 1. of Wight, v.~c. 10, Dr W. A. SLEDGE and P. M.
HALL.
'fownsend, Flora 0/ Hants, gives U. v'U,lgaris for this station,
but Rayner's Supplement and Drabble and Long's List (Rep. B.E.G.,
1931) both correctly give U. major.
Only one species grows here and
there is no other recorded station for either species in the Island.
Druce, Gomital Flora, gives V.-c. 10 for both species and this number
s'2ould, therefore,be deleted in the case of U. vulgaris, P; M. HALL.
552/2.
U. MAJOR Schmidel. In August 1929 Mr Francis Druce discoveted a form of Utricularia in Oxwich Bay, Glamorgan. 'fhe plants
were in abundance, but there was only one flower.
With Miss E.
Vachell the site was visited again in 1930, but no flowers were seen.
In 1933 flowers were numerous and the species proved to be U. ma,jor,
which has not been recorded for Glamorgan since 1907, E. VACHELL.
552/4.
U. OCHROLEUCA Hartm. Loch Dochart, Lochan Lairig
Cheile, Mid Perth, V.-0, 88, R. MAOKEOHNIE and E. C. WA:LLACE.
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ACANTHUS MOLLIS L.
J. D. GROSE, det. KEW.
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Menabilly, East Cornwall, v.-c. 2,

558/1.
MENTHA ROTUNDIFOLIA (L.) Huds.
Abundant in many
pastures away from houses between Tintern and Redbrook, Wye Valley,
Y.-c.s 34 and 35, J. E. LOUSLEY.
558/3.
M. LONGIFOLIA (L.) Huds. Well established by River Cam,
Little Chesterford, North Essex, V.-c. 19, A. W. GRAVESON and .T. E.
LOUSLEY.
558/3.
x M. NILIACA .Tacq., var. AJ.OPECUROIDES (Hull) Briq. Well
established, Norton Heath, near Ongar, North Essex, v.-c. 19, A. W.
GRAVESON and .T. E. LOUSLEY.
558/3. M. LONGIFOLIA (L.) Hudson.
Letchworth, Herts, V.-c. 20,
H. PHILLIPS.
Var. b. NEMOROSA (Willd.). Letchworth, Herts, v.-c. 20, H. PHILLIPS.

*558/6.
KECH~;

M. PIPERITA L.
Clarkston, Renfrew, V.-c.' 76, R. MAC*Crookham, N. Hants, V.-c. 12, Lt.-Col. G. WAT,TS, det. FRASER.

558/7.
xM. PALUSTRiIS (Sole) Fraser.
Valley near Mount, Cardiganshire, v.-c. 46, 1932, SAND WITH, det. FRASER.
558/7.· M. AQUATICA L. [Ref. A.59]. Bampton, Ox{)n, August
1933, P. G. BEAK. "The dry summer has made the leaves of this smaller
than usual, but by technical characters it cannot be separated from the
type. The slender stems are due to their struggle with rank vegetation."-FRASER.
558/7.
M. AQUATICA L.
[Ref. Z.551J.
Bampton, Oxon, August
1933, P. G. BEAK. "This simulates the variety nicaeensis Briq., but the
upper leaves and their serratures are too' acute, and t}le verticils or
capitula are too large."-FRAsER.

558/7.
M. AQUATICA L. [Z.577J. 1;'ort Meadow, Oxford, Septemher 1933, P. G. BEAK. "An approach to the var. sub glabra Baker, but
the upper part of the stem, the upper leaves and their petioles are too
hairy. There is no exact line of demarcation between the type and the
variety, for M. aquatica varies greatly between the very hairy M. hiTwta Hudson and the var. subglabra Baker."-FRASER.
558/7.
M. AQUATICA L. [Z.578J. Port Meadow, Oxford, September 1933, P. G. BEAK. "An approach to the var. subglabra Baker, but
the main stem and branches throughout, and the petioles of the leaves
are too hairy."-FRASER.
558/7b. M. AQUATICA L., var. SUBGLABRA Baker.
[Z.l576].
Port
Meadow, Oxford, September 19::13, p. G. ,BEAK. "The ,leaves are large,
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and that is usually the case with subglabrous mints, because they grow
in watery or very wet places."-FRAsER.
558/9.
xM. VERTICILLATA (L.).
H. PHILLIPS.

Ohippenham Fen, Oambs, v.-c. 29,

558/10. M. GENTILIS L., emend.
Westend Common, Esher, new
station for Surrey, A. L. STILL. This plant ,has a rather faint smell of
Spearmint. Also at Leith Hill, Surrey, with the scent of M. citrata,
H, W. PUGSLEY and A. L. STILL.
558/10. M. GENTILIS L. Killin, Mid Perth, v.-c. 88, E. O. W ALLACE;
East Meon, S. Hants, v.-c. 11, F. ESCOMBE, det. FRASER.
558/11. xM. GENTILIS (L.), var. CARDIACA (Baker) Brig. By farm
buildings, Sharpham Moor, near Glastonbury, N. Somerset, 1933, SANDWITH, det. FRASER.

*0158/12. xM. R1JBRA Srn.
46, 1932, SAND WITH.

Valley near Mount, Oardiganshire, 'V.-c.

558/13. M. ARVENSIS L., var. BREVIDENS Fraser.
mon, Surrey, v.-c. 17, .T. E. LOUSLEY.
,558/13. M. ARVENSIS L., f. HIRTIPES Fraser.
v.-c. 9, H. 1;'HILLIPS.

Holmwood Oom-

Stoborough, Dorset,

558/13j. M. ARVENSIS L., var. DENSIFOLIATA Brig. [Ref. Z.fi50].
Oornfield, Bampton, Oxon, August 1933, 1;'. G. BEAK. "The leaves of
this variety are broadest at or near the hase, and in open fields or
amongst corn, it makes a much-branched densely leafy plant."-FRASEIl..
*558/14. M. PULEGIUM L. Near Braunton, N. Devon, V.-c. 4, W. H.
PEARSALL ,and Dr F. R. E. WRIGHT.
560/1b. ORIGANUM VULGARE L., var. MEGASTACHYU:M: (Link).
ton, S. ,Devon, v.-c. 3, E. C. WALLACE.

Sea-

t565/1.
MELISSA OFFICINALIS L.
v.-c. 12, Lt.-Ool. G. WATTS.

Near Hook Station, N. Hants,

t566/11. SALVIA BERTOLONII Vis.
R. O. L. BURGEs.

Waste ground, Burton-on-Trent,

t566/17. SALVIA VERTICII.LATA L.
By Bramshat Links, N. Hants,
v.-c. 12, Lt.-Ool. G. WATTS; waste ground, Stoke-an-Trent, new to N.
Staffs, E. S. EDEES.
572/2.
SCUTELLARIA MINOR Huds. Found at Keasden near Olapham, Yorks, v.-c. 64, July 1933. First re('oro for the Crp,ven district
of this vice-county, O. A. OHEETHAM.

l\"'EW COUNTY AND OTHER RECORDS, 1933.
573/2.
PRUNELLA LACINIATA L.
H. S. RED GROVE.
tQ7~/2.
SIDER,ITIS ROMAN:A L..
to N. Staffs, E. S. EDEES .
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Cheddar, N. Somerset, sparingly,
Waste. ground, Stoke-on-Trent, new

. 577/1." STACHYS ALPINAL.xS. GER~ANICA L. (xS. DIGENEA Legue).
Spontaneously in Lady Davy's 'gardenat Byfieet from parents of British
origin. It agrees well with specimens collected by Legue in Herb. Brit.
Mus., and with a useful note attached to the sheet. See also Salmon
in Journ. Linn. Soc., xliv, p. 357 (1919). J. E. LOUSLEY.
577/4.
S. PALUSTRIS L. X SILVATICA L.
(S. AMBIGUA Sm.) .. Near
Spitchwick, Widecombe Parish, S. Devon, F. M. DAY.
*577/7.
S. ANNUA L. Thornton Dale, North Riding, Yorks, v.-c. 62,
found by Mr James Green on limestone, R. J. FLINTOFF.
577/13. S. OFFICINALIS Trevis. (S. BETONICA Benth.).
mouth, Dorset, with pure white flowers, R. MILES.
581/6.
LAMIUM AMPLEXICAULE L.
Lt.-Col. G. WATTS.
t583/1.

BALLOTA RUDERALISSW.

Near Wey-

Crookham, N. Hants, V.-c. 12,
Par, E. Oornw,all, v.-c. 2, Miss

E. S. TODD.
586/2.
TEUCRIUM SCORDIUM L.
Braunton Burrows, September
1933, W. H. PEARSALL and Dr F. R. E. WRIGHT.

586/3.
T.. BOTRYS L. Near H;:trewood, N. Hants, v.-c. 12, an interesting extension of range westwards from the well-known Micheldever station, W. SIMPS'ON; in a field at Godmersham, E. Kent, where
it has been growing for some years, JOHN J ACOB.
587/4. . AJUGA CHAMAEPITYS (L.) Schreb.
. Hants, v.-c. 12, W. SIMPSON.

Near Harewood, N .

593/3.
HERNIARIA HIRSUTA L.
Milber DoiWll, Newton Abbot, S.
Devon, where it had not been seen for 15 years, Rev. W. KEELE MARTIN.
t596/6.
AMARANTUS RETROFLEXUS L. Lockerley, S. Hants, v.-c. 11,
Lt.-Col. yr. A. PAYN; He,adington, Oxford, V.-c. 23, J. GRAPPLE.
600/1.
CHENOPODIUM RUBRUM L.
12, Lt.-Col. G. WATTS.
600/5.
TODD.

C. URBICUM L.

Near Aldershot, N. Rants, V.-c.

Penryn, W. Cornwall, v.-c. 1, Miss E. S.

C. OPULIFOLIUM Schrader. Scilly Isles, v.-c. 1, Miss E. S.
600/7.
TODD; Ritchin, Herts, v.-c, 20, H. J;>HILLIPS.
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600/8k. C. VIRIDE L. (C, SUECICUM Murr).
v.-c. 90, R. & M. CORSTORPHINE.

Invergowrie, Angus,

600/13. C. GLAUCUM L. Near Aldershot, N. Hants, v.-c. 12, Lt.Col. G. VVATTS. This species is recorded in Oomital Flora from both
v.-C.s 11 and 12, but neither Townsend's Flora nor Rayner's Supplement gives any records from the mainland of Hants, P. M. HALL; Ascot
Place, Berks, v.-c. 22, A. H. CARTER and J. E. LOUSLEY; Byfieet, Surrey, v.-c. 17, H. PHILLIPS.
600/15. C. POLYSPE;I.tMUM L.
Garden weed at Fishbourne Ferry,
Isle of Wight, V.-c. 10, Dr W. A. SLEDGE and P. M. HALL.
*606/6.
ATRIPLEX DELTOIDEA Bab. Above Tayock, Montrose, and
. North Water Bridge, Angus, R. & M. CORSTORPHINE. Var. b. PROSTRATA Bab. Sands, Montrose, Angus,' R. & M. CORSTORPHlNE.
606/8.
A. MARITIMA Hallier (ARENARIA Woods).
Angus, R. & M. CORSTORPHINE.

Sands, Montrose,

t60!3/11. A. TATARICA L. Lurgies, Montrose, Angus, 1914, R. & M.
CORSTORPHINE. Dr Aellen suggests A. oblongijoli1l1n W. & K. PI. Rar.
Hung., iii, 278, t. 211, as the name of this plant.
611/1.
SALICORNIA RADICANS Srn.
Dr W. A. SLEDGE and P. M. HALL.

Newtown, I. of Wight, V.-c. 10,

611/2.
S. LIGNOSA Woods. Porchester and N. Hayling, S. Hants,
v.-c. 11, and pagham, W. Sussex, v.-c. 13, Dr W. A. SLEDGE and P. M.
HALL; Dawlish Warren, S. Devon, FRANCIS M. DAY.
611/3.
S. DOLICHOSTACHYA Moss. Porch ester, S. Hants, v.-c. 11;
Pagham, W. Sussex, v.-c. 13, Dr W. A. SLEDGE and P. M. HALL; Prinstead, W. Sussex, v.-c. 13, and an erect form from N. Hayling, S. Hants,
V.-c. 11, P. M. HALL.
611/4b. S. EUROPAEA L., vaI'. STRICTA (Meyer).
Hants, v.-c. 11, P. M. HALL.

N. Hayling, S.

611/5.
S. RAMOSISSIMA Woods. Newtown, 1. of Wight, V.-c. 10;
Pagham, W. Sussex, v.-c. 13, Dr W. A. SLEDGE and p. M. HALL; N.
Rayling, S. Hants, v.-c. 11, with forma si.mplex and f. bmchiata (teste
Wilmott), P. M. HALL.
611/7.
S. GRACILLIMA (Towns.) Moss. Newtown, 1. of Wight, V.-c.
10, Dr W. A. SLEDGE and P. M. HALL. A very small red-coloured plant
which showed stereids when sectioned by Sledge; superficially very different in appearance from the orange-brown Pagham plant determined
by Wilmott as this species in 1932.
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N. Hayling, S. Hants, v.-c. 11, P. M.

611/8.
S. APPRESSA Dum.
HALL, det. WILMOT,T.

611/9.
S. DISARTICULATA Moss. N. Hayling, S. Hants, v.-c. 11,
P. M. HALL; Newtown, 1. of Wight, v.-e. 10, J. W. LONG.
615/5e. POLYGONUM AMPHIBIUM L., var. GLANTIULOSUM Sehonheit.
Lamlash, Arran, v.-e. 100, R. lHACKECHNIE.
*615/8.
1? NODOSUM Pers. (PETECTICALE (Stokes) Dr.).
Sidings, Selby, v.-e. 62, W. A. SLEDGE.

Olympia

615/10.
G. WATTS.

P. MITE Sehrank.

Fleet Pond, N. Hants, V.-c. 12, Lt.-Col.

615/11.
G. WATTS.

P. MINUS Huds.

Fleet Pond, N. Hants, v.-c. 12, Lt.-Col.

615/15.

P. AEQUALE Lindm.

Byfieet, Surrey, v.-c. 17, H. PHILLIPS.

t615/31. P. POLYSTACHYUM Wallich. Between Fleet and Crookham,
N. Hants, v.-c. 12, plentiful and quite naturalised, Lt.-Col. G. WATTS.
t615 / 32. 1;>. CUSPID.A.TUM Sieb. & Zucc.
Hants, v.-c. 12, Lt.-Col. G. WATTS.

By Aldershot Club, N.

t628/9.
EUPHORBIA VIRGATA W. & K. Greenhithe, Kent; Mitcham,
Surrey, H. S. REDGROVE.; Forrester's Drive, S. Beddington, Surrey,
A. L. STILL.
628/11. E. CYPARISSIAS L.
JOHN JACOB.

Abundant at Elm's Vale near Dover,

628/13. E. PORTLANDICA L.
A maritime form of E. segetalis L.
Lulworth Cove, Dorset, v.-e. 9, Miss P. A. LEAKE.
*t635/1.
CANNABIS SATIVA L. (fide A. R. Horwood, who Isaw my three
specimens of my Ref. No. 4885 and James Sinclair's specimen of his Ref.
No. 968 at the Royal Herbarium, Kew, on 21st November 1933).-Ref. No.
4885, carrot plot in a vegetable garden, 160 feet above mean sea-level,
Whiteglen House, Hay, Orkney, 27th September 1933, H. H. JOHNSTON.
Not native. A single 0 plant, near the Hayling Ferry, Portsea Island,
S. Hants, v.-c. 11, Hon. W. J. L. PALMER.
*646/1.
QUEReus ROBUR L. The common species in N. Lancs is Q.
sessiliflora, but there is a good specimen of Q. Robur near the western
shore of L. Windermere, N. of the Ferry Hotel, v.-c. 69b, Dr W. H.
PEARSALL.
*646/4.
Q. hEX L. Wood near Flagstone Hill, Weston-super-Mare,
North Somerset, v.-c. 6, CHAS. ,VATERFALL, det. A. B. JACKSON.
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650/3.
x SALIX UNDULATA Ehrh. (S. ALBA X TRIANDRA).
lands, Berrow, N. Somerset, 1933, SANDWITH, det. FRASER.

Ditch-

650/3. ·S: ALBA L.X ,FRAGILIS L., f. MONSTROSA Floderus. Ro.adside, Warwickwold, 'Bletchingley, Surrey, v.-c. 17, J'. E. LOUSLEY.
650/3.
S. ALBA L. X PENTANDRA L. (S. EHRHARTIANA Sm.). Near
Bordeaux Farm, Little Chesterford, North Essex,v.-c. 19, J'. E. LousLEY and A. W. GRAVESON.
650/10. S. ATROCINEREA Brot. X AURITA L. Hedgerow in lane between Worm's Heath ,and Chelsham, Surrey, v.-c. 17, J'. E. LOUSLEY.
650/12. S. NIGRICANS Sm. X PHYLICIFOLIA L. By Lawers Burn; on
island at mouth of Dochart, Loch Tay; Stob Garbh, Ben Lui, 'Mid
Perth, all v.-c. 88, J'. E. LoUSLEY.
'
650/14.· S. ARBUSCULA L. X HERBACEA L. (x S. SIMULATRIX F. B.
White). Rocks at head of AUt Innischoarach, Mid Perth, v.-c.' 88, J'.
E. LOUSLEY.
650/17. S. MYRSIl'<-:£TEs L., VUI'. PROCU:I!IBENS (Forbes).
Rocks at
head of AUt Inni~choarach, Mid Perth, v.-c. 88, J'. E. LOUSLEY.
,.651/.1.
POPULUS CANESCENS Sm. X TREMULA L.
Bieb.). Corston, N. Somerset, 1932, SANDWITH.

(P. HYRIDA M.

651/3c. P. NIGRA L., var. VIRIDIS Lindley, O.
set,. 1932, SANDWI~H, det. FRASER.

Nailsea, N. Somer-

*652 11(2).EMPETRUM HERMAPHRODITUM Hag.
G. TAYLOR, comm. R. H. COR1!TORPHINE.

Glen Doll, Angus,

653/2.
CERA,TOPHYLLUM DEMERSUM L.
*In boat-house at WI'ay
Castle, Lake Windermere, v.-c. 69b, Dr W. H. PEARSALL; in pond at
Staplehurst, Kent, fruiting on 12th August 1933, H. D. STANLEY; *Balloch Pond, Crieff, Mid Perth, v.-c. 88, R. MACKECHNIE. [0. aquatiC1tm
is recorded for v.-c. 88 in Top. Bot., Supp.1].
*654/1.
HYDROCHARIs MORSUS-RANAE
N. Hants, v.-c. 12, Lt.-Col. G. WATTS.

L.

661/1.
CoRALLORI\HIZA TRIFIDA Chat.
Mid Perth; v.-c. '88, .E. C. WALLACE.

Ditches of Fleet Pond,
Near Auchmore, Killin,

*665/1.
GOODYERA REPENS CL.) R. Br. In Rep. B.E.O., 110, 1932,
this is recorded forStuston Common, near Diss, E. Norfolk. Stuston
Common is in E. Suffolk, v.-c. 25. According to the Oomital Flora,
this isa new vice-0onnty for Goodyem, :I<J, MU,NFl,R.FlDRFlAD.
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~'667 /1.
CEPHALANTHERA RUBRA Rich. "Near Trowbridge, Wilts,
V.-c. 8, T. Ga.dner, June 1906," ex Herb. J. B. DUNCAN.

668/2.
EpIPACTIS LATIFOLIA Allioni. Waterworks wood, Matfield,
Kent. First fully open flowers, 18th July 193q, W. H. PEARSALL. ;
668/3..
E. LEPTOCHILA Godfr. *Woods in East Sussex some miles
south of Tunbridge Wells, v.-c. 14, ·W. H. PEARSALL and Col. A. H.
WOLLEy-DoD; *Nonington, E. Kent, v.-c. 15, JOHN JAOOB.
668/5.
E. RUBIGINOSA Crantz. (=E. ATRORUBENS Scliultes). Seen
by several members on limestone scars ne1:lr Settle, Yorks, v.-c. 64, III
July.
*669/10. ORCHIS ELODES Gris.
13, E. O. WALLAOE.

Henfield Common, W. Sussex, v.-c.

699/11. O. FUCHSII Druce. North Leigh, distriCt 5, Oxon, v.~c. 23,
spike 5 in., stem 27 in. = 32 in., with several other equally fine spikes.
Sent to Kew, 3rd July 1933, W. D. CAMPBELL and H. W. POWELL.
674/6.
PLATANTHERA CHLORANTHA Reichb.
*Castle Coch Woods,
June 1900, and Rhubina, both GIamorganshire, Miss E. VACHELL, teste
P. M. HALL. ' N.C.R. for v.-c. 41.
*MQorland near Burnley, v.-c. 59,
W. MUMBERSON and A. TURNER.
·674/7.
P. BIFOLIA Reichb. Grwney Valley, GIamorganshire, V.-c.
41, June 1912, E. & C. T. VAOHELL, teste p. M. HALL.
·669/18. HUIANTOGLOSSUM HIRCINUM Koch. (= ORCHIS 'HIRCINA
Crantz). Stonesfield, the Isis district, Oxon, v.-c. 23, W. D. CAMPBELL,
per H. W. POWELL. Found by Winnie Gatford, taken by her to Mr
Campbell, science master, Charlbury Central School, who visited the
habitat. Specimen sent to Kew, 30th June 1933. First record for district 5 (Isis).
678/2.
CROCUS VERNUS (L.) All. Holywater, N. Rants, v.-c. 12,
Hon. W. J ..L. PALMER and P. M. HALL; *in the middle of a meadow,
blooming fully, 3rd March 1934, in an exposed situation, East Burham,
Bucks, V.-c. 24, E. B. BASDEN.
686/2.
LEUOOJUM. AESTIVUM L.
Between Twyford an'd Loddon
Bridge, Berks, abundant, H. S. REDGROVE.
707/1.
ORNITHOGALUM PYRENAICUM L.
Growing as a weed---;-one
plant only--'-by the side of a bed of onions in the garden of Mr Henry
'Ward, signalman, Railway Cottages, Goathland, N.E. Yorks, Y.-c: 62,
introduced, R. J. FLINT OFF .
707/2.
O. UMBELLATUM L. *Near Lee Place by Wey and Arun
Canal, near Billingshurst, W. Sussex, V.-c. 13, ·E. C.WALLAOE; in flower,
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21st May 1933, Tunbridge ·Wells Common, v.-c. 16, E. D. MORGAN;
Holywater, N. Hants, v.-c. 12, Hon. ·W. J. L. PAL]'IER and P. M. HALL.
*708/1.
LILIUM MARTAGON L.
V.-c. 37, 1901, J. B. DUNCAN.

Stourport ·Woods near Worcester,

711/1.
GAGEA LUTEA Ker. Abundant at one place between Cold
Ashton and Doddington, Gloster, H. S. REDGROVE.
*713/1.
C.oLCHICUM AUTUMNALE L.
4, Dr F. R. E. WRIGHT.

718/2.
TODD.

JUNCUS ACUTUS L.

Near Braunton, N. Devon, V.-c.

Par, E. Cornwall, v.-c. 2, Miss E. S.

718/7.
J. FILlJfORi\HS L.
Shores of Ba.ssenthwaite Lake, a new
station for v.-c. 70. This species has been seen in recent years on the
shores of Coniston, Esthwaite, Crummock, Buttermcre and Derwentwater, Dr W. H. PEARSALL and Dr W. A. SLEDGE.
718/8.
J. SUBNODULOSUS Schrank. Clarkston, Renfrew, v.-c. 76,
August 1933, recorded in Top. Bot. but not in Cam. Fl., R. MACKECEINIE;
Isle of Oxholme, N. Lincoln, v.-c. 54, Dr H. B. W. SMITH . .
718/11. J. ALPINUS Villars. [Error]. Glamorgan, v.-c. 41. T.B.
Supp. 1.
"Glamorgan," Vachell sp., recorded by Mr A. Bennett.
Rep. B.E.C., 394, 1913, corrected by Dr Druce to 2436, J. alpinus ViII.
Near Cromer, Norfolk, E. VacheIl. "The record for Glamorgan in
Bennett's Add. to Top. Bot. is a mistake for Norfolk.
Mr Bennett
identified the plant 3iS alpinus, but I have not seen the specimen."
Rep. B.E.C., 284, 1930, line 12, "In first Suppl. to Top. Bot. Bennett
gives :-41. Glamorgan [error, should be 27. E. Norfolk], Vachell.
Ditto, line 5. Vol. i\-, B.E.C., "Near Cromer, Norfolk, E. VacheU,
named by A. Bennett who (in Top. Bot. Add.) erroneously put the record to Glamorgan." Mr Bennett's Herb. still contains this specimen.
Mr A. J. Wilmott definitely states that it should be recorded as J.
alpinus Vill., error. It wa.s recorded in Riddelsdell's Flora of Glatrnorgan and Trow's Flora of Glamorgan.
718/14. J. COMPRESSUS Jacq. [Error.] Glamorgan, V.-c. 41, in T.B.,
Supp. 2. No locality given. This record is apparently based on a
specimen sent by E. Vachell to Mr A. Bennett for verification, 15th
August 1902. He remarks, " The other (rush) scems to be J. COml)re8~US
but that is hardly ripe enough to be positive. E. Vachell thinks it likely
that the specimen was gathered near Cromer, Norfolk, and not in
Glamorgan, but cannot remember. No {)ther records for this species
exist, and it seems wise to consider the record an error.
718/14. J. COMPRESSUS Jacq. Hornsea Mere, S.E. Yorks, v.-c. 61,
R. BULLEY; edge of pond, Bampton, Oxon, P. G. BEAK.
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718/16. J. ~IACER S. F. Gray. *Glasgow, Lanark, v.-e. 77; *Clanehlands, Arran, v.-c. 100, R. MACKECHNIE.
718/16.

J. TENUIS Willd.

Ponaanooth, Cornwall, Miss E. S. TODD.

*t719/9.
LUZULA ALBIDA DC.
L. C. KENNEDY.

Grange-in-Borrowdale, v.-c. 70, Mrs

722/2.
SPARGANIU~I
R. MACKECHNIE.

Curt.

RAMosu~r

735/2.
TRIGLOCHIN PAI,USTRE L.
E. C. WALLAOE.

Patterton, Renfrew, v.-c. 76,

Sea-shore, Holy Island, V.-c. 68,

737/4.
POTA~WGETON COLORATUS Vahl ex Hornem.
Braunton, N. Devon, v.-c. 4, W. H. PEARSALL.

In quantity at

737/5.
P. ALPINUS Balb. Castle Howard, N.}lj. York, v.-c. 62, Miss
C. ROB; Loch of Craigleash, Perth; burn from Loch Ussie, E. Ross;
Lintrathen Reservoir, Angus, G. TAYI.OR.
737/9f. l'. GRAMINEUS L., var. LACUSTRIS Fries.
Loch of Lowes,
New Cumnock, Ayrshire; also from Glenbuek, Ayrshire, the form known
as P. paucifo~iu,s Opiz, G. TAYLOR.
737/11. xP. NITENS 'Weber, var. SUBGR,.HIINEUS (Raunkirer) Hagstr.
Burn from Loch Ussie, E. Ross, V.-c. 106.
VaI'. SUBPERFOLIATUS, f.
I,AC1JUM Hagstr. LochindoI'b, Elgin, v.-c. 95.
Var. SUBINTERMEDIUS
Hagstr. Marlee Loch, Perth, and Coldinghal1l Loch, ,Berwickshire;
*Loch Lubnaig, \V. Perth, v.-c. 87, G. TAYLOR. The Oxford List should
be amended as follows: -e. iiubgramineus (Raunk.) Hagstr. f. sttbinterrnedius Hagstr. g. subpc-rjoliatus (Raunk.) Hagstr.
737/12. P. ANGUSTIFOLIUS BeI'cht. et Presl.
Mepal, Cambridgeshire, v.-c. 29, Miss E. VACHELL; abundant and with mature fruits in
Cauldshiels Loch, v.-c. 79, N. DOUGLAS SIMPSON.
737/l3. l'. LUCENS L., type, and var. LONGIFOI,IUS DC. Plentiful
in ditches at Mepal, Cambridgeshire, v.-c. 29, Miss E. VACHELL; type
in Loch-na-craige, Mid Perth, v.-c. 88, G. TAYLOR.
737/14. P. DECIPIENS Nolte.
Ditches at Mepa,l, Cambridgeshire,
v.-c. 29, Miss E. VAOHELL. All the records given in the Oornital P~ora
for this species need revision ,as they include var. ,~alicifoli'us AI'. Benn.
(L.O., 1925, 1954d) which is a form of P. nitens.
*737/14e. xP. DEOIPIENS Nolte, vaI'. BREVIFOLIUS Hagstr. In the R.
Tweed below Coldstream Bridge, Cheviotland, v.-c. 68, E. C. WALLACE;
*near Coldstream, V.-c. 68, 'E. C. \VALLACE.
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737/15. P. PRAELONGUS Wulf. Loch-na-craige, Mid Perth, v.-e. 88;
Lochindorb, Elgin, v.-c. 95, G. TAYLoR.
737/16. P. PERFOLIATUS L., var., OVATIFOLIUS 'W allr. Loch Clunie,
E. 1;'erth, G. TAYLOR.
Var. ROTUNDIFOLIUS Wallr. Marlee Loch, E.
Perth, G. TAYLOR.
737/17. P. CRISPUS L.
G. TAYLOR.

Loch Clunie, E. Perth; Glenbuck, Ayrshire,

737/19. 1;'. ACUTIFOLIUS Link. Pond near R. Ouse, below Barcombe
Mills, E. Sussex. See under "Plant Notes" for P . zosteTijolius, 737/18,
W. H. 1;'EARSALL.
.
737/20. P. OBTUSIFOLIUS M. & K. Loch Clunie and Marlee Loch,
E. Perth; Lintrathen Reservoir, Angus; Faldonside Loch, Selkirk; Loch
of Lowes, New Cumnock, Ayr, G. TAYLoR.
737/21. P. PUSILLUS L., subsp. LACUSTRIS Pears.
This has been
seen during the past year in Windermere, Con~ston, Esthwaite, Derwentwater, Bassenthwaite and Ullswater, Dr W. H. PEARSALL,
*737/22. P. FRIESll Rupr.
E. VACHELL, teste PEARSALL.

Canal at Cardiff, Glamorgan, v.-c. 41,

737/23. P.PUSILLUS L. Fleet Pond, N.·Hants, v.-c. 12, G. WATTS;
Loch Clunie, E. Perth; burn from Loch Ussie, E. Ross; Li;ntrathen Reservoir, Angus; Faldonside Loch, Selkirk, G. TAYLoR. .
737/23. P. PUSILLUS L. Ditches in Easton Marsh,' Freshw,ater, I.
of Wight, v.-c. 10, Dr W. A. SLEDGE and P. M. HALL, det. PEARSALL .
. *737/25. P. PANORMITANUS Biv.-Bern. Small lake at Llangammarch,
Brecon, Wales, v.-c. 42, Lady DAVY; Fleet 1;'ond, N. Hants, t.-c. 12,
G. WATTS; mars,h ditches near Lewes, E. Sussex, v.-c. 14, E. C. WALL:ACE.
737/28.
KEOllNIE.

P. PEOTINATUS L.

Eaglesham, Renfrew, v.-c. 76, R. MAO-

738/2.
RUPPIA ROSTELLA,TA Koch. Eaststoke, Hayling; S. Hants,
v.-c. 11; Prinstead, "\IV. Sussex, v.-c. 13, P. M. HALL.
739/1. ZANNICHELLIA PALUSTRIS L., var.GENUINA ·A. & G. Fishbome Millpond, W. Sussex, v.-c. 13, P. M. HALL, det. PEARSALL; Faldonside Loch, Selkirk, v.-c. 79, G. TAYLOR.
*739/2.
Z. PEDICELLATA Fries, var .. PEDUNOULATA (Reich.). Farlington Marshes, S. Rants, v.-c. 11, Dr W .. A. SLEDGE and P. ~tL HALL, det.
PEARSALL.
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740/.2,
ZOSTERA NANA Roth.
HALL, det. PEARSALL.
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J;>rinstead, W, Sussex, .v.-c. 13; P. M.

7!11/1.
QypERUS LONGUS L.
Well established
Hever, W. Kent, v.-c. 16, E. O. WALLACE.

III

wet field near

745/2.
ELEOOHARIS UNIGLUMIS Schultes.
M~rsh by the sea, LlanmadCiea, Glam., v.-c. 41, 1933, SANDWITH; marsh near S. Haven, Studland Heath, near Swanage, Dorset, A. L. STILL.
746/2e. SOIRPUS MARITIMUS L., var. MONOSTACHYS Meyer.
Warren, S. Devon, FRANOIS M. DAY.
746/4.
SCIRPUS TABERJ."fAEMONTANI Gmel.
rey, V.-c. 17, A. L. STILL.

Dawlish

Near Newdigate, Sur-

*746/8.
g. i>AUCIFLORUS Lightf. Moor above Braunton, N.Devon,
v.-c. 4, removes this exception in theCo'ln. Fl., W. H. PEARSALL and Dr
F .. R. E. ·WRIGHT; Berrow, N. Somerset, -v.-c.6, H. S. REDGRDVE.
746/10. S. HOLOSOHOENUS L. Braunton·Burrows in great beauty
·and. abund,l;tnce, W. H. PEARSALL and Dr F. R. E. WRIGH,T.
746/12. S. FILIFORMIS Savi. (S. SAVII Seb. & Maur.).
Burrow-s, W .. ·H .. PEARSALL'and Dr F. R.E. WRIG-HT.
746/14. S. COMPRESSUS Pers.
68, E. O.WALLAOE.

Brauntoll

Holy Island, N. Northumberland,

V'7C.

746/14. S. OOMPRESSUS Pers. (BLYSMUS COMPRESSUS Panz.).
·Andovers.£ord, E. Gloster, V.-C.' 33, Miss L. ABELL.
746/14. BLYSMUS OOMPRESSUS J;>anz .
.H: S'. RED GROVE.

Near

Burnham-on-Sea, Somerset,

*750/1.
OLADIUM MARIS,CUS R. Br.
Near Braunton, N. Devon,
,V.-c. 4,·W. H. PEARSALL and Dr F·. R, E.WRIGHT.
*753/2.
OAREX RIPARIA Ourtis.
Bo' WILLOUGHBY SMITH.

Blyton, N. Lincoln, v.-c. 54, Dr H.

753/2b.: O. ':RIPARIA Ourt., var. GRAC:rLIS 008S. & Germ.
Dogmersfield, N. Hants, v.-c. 12, Lt.-Col. G. WATTS.

Oan~lbank,

753/3.
O. AOUTIFORMIS Ehrh. Bl~on, N. Li~coln, v.-c, 54, Dr.
H. B. WILLOUGHBY SMITH; *common in Low Furness, N. La'ncs, "v.-c .
.69b, W. H. PEARSA'LL; *abundant in.N. Devon, v.-c;4,vV. H. PEARS ALL
,and Dr·F. R. E. WRIGHT.
*758./8, . C. LAslocARPAEhrh. Near Braunton,N. Devon, V.-c .. 4,
W. H. PEARSALL ,and Dr F. R. E. VVRIGHT.
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753/12. C. STR!GOSA Huds. 'Wood, E. of Haslemere, Surrey, J. G.
LAWN; Duke's 'Wood, Newdigaw, Surrey, A. L. STILL .
.753/12. C. STRIGOSA Huds.
a new station, F. M. DAY.
753/15.
G. BEAK.

C. BINERVIS Sm.

753/19. C. HOSTIANA DC.
V.-c. 22, P. G. BEAK.

News W.ood, Eastnor, Herefordshire,
Marshy field near Bampton, Oxon, P.
(C. FULVA Host).

Bog at Cothill, Berks,

*753/22. C. OEDER! Retz. Braunton Burrows, N. Devon, v.-c. 4,
W. H. PEARSALL and Dr F. R. E. WRIGHT.
753/24. C. DEPAUPERATA Curt. Plentiful at one spot near Cheddar,
N. Somerset, specimens sent to Kew Hbm., H. S. REDGROVE.
753/27. C. HUMILIS Leysser.
Pentridge Hill, Dorset; Bokerley
Ditch, Dorset and S. Hants; Martin Down, Blagdon Hill, 'Windmill
Hill Tidpit and Cran's Barrow, S. Hants; Wich Down, S. Wilts, P. M.
HALL. This isa considerable extension of the plant's range in Dorset
and Hants as previously recorded, and links up the known stations.
753/30. C. MONTANA L.
dant, H. S. REDGROVE.

Near Charterhouse, Somerset, very abun-

753/39. C. RARIFLORA Sm. Carnan Tuire, Glen Callater, S. Aberdeen, V.-c. 92, very fine, 8 in.-9 in. high, 9th July 1933, R. MACKECHNIE.
753/49. C. GOODENOWII Gay, f. l'UMILA Ktik.
mon, Worcestershire, FRANCIS M. DAY.

Castle Morton Com~

753/57. C. AXILLARIS Good. (C. REMOTA X VULPINA).
Dawes Green and Betchworth, Surrey, A. L. STILL.
753/58. C. CANESCENS L.
WILLOUGHBY SMITH.

Between

Blyton, N. Lincoln, V.-c. 54, Dr H. B.

753/63. C. BOENNINGHAUSENIANA Weihe. (C. PANICULATAXREMOTA).
Alder swamp on Reigat€ Heath-probably the locality given by Salmon,
Fl. Surrey, 1931, 628-nine clumps were observed, A. L. STILL.
\

753/75.
WALLACE.

C.

DIOWA

L.

Colony bog, Bisley, g-urrey, v.-c. 17, E. C.

*754/11. PANWUM LINEARE Krocker. (P. HUMIFUS-U:or--i:{unth~-- P.
GLABRUM Gaud. DIGITARIA HUMIFUSA Pers.). Seen in situ by -Wo D.
Miller, W. H. Pearsall and Dr F. R. E. Wright near Brauntoll, N.
Devon, on September 6th, 1933, and considered by them uudoubtedly
native.
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t756/2.
SETARIA VIRIDIS Beauv.
Sussex, V.-c. 14, Miss K. PICKARD.
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(l;'ANICUM VIRIDE L.). Near Lewes,

764/1.
LEF.RSIA ORYZOIDES (L.) Sw. Near Lyndhurst, S. Hants,
v.-C. 11, with panicle nearly exserted on 3rd September 1933, Dr W. A.
Sl.EDGE and P. M. HALL.
770/6.
ALoPEcuRus FULVUS Smith. Dunsfold, Surrey. Unrecorded
for this district (Xb) in the Flora of S'urrey, p. 637, Hon. Mr JUSTICE
TALBOT.
t777/6.
PHLEUM GRAECUM Boiss. et Heldr.
1933, SAND WITH, det. HUBBARD.
t780/3f. AGROSTIS NIGRA With.
1933, E. V ACHELL.

Tip, Bristol, v.-c. 34,

Near Cardiff, Glamorgan, V.-c. 41,

*780/4. A. SETACEA Curt.
Abundant on Halsinger Down above
Braunton, N. Devon, at 500 ft. Not given for v.-c. 4 in Cornital Flora,
W. H. PEARSALL and Dr F. R. E. WRIGHT.
782/1.
POLYPOGON MONSPELIENSIS Desf., also the hybrid X POLYPOGON LITTORALIS Sm. Allhallows-on-Sea, West Kent, y.-c. 16. "With
both putative parents by a brackish ditch. Mr H. S. Redgrove, whom J
directed to the station a month later, states that he has made arrangements with the owners of the estate to protect the ditch in which thj~
beautiful grass grows, J. E. LOUSLEY.
*783/2.
CALAMAGROSTIS LANCEOLATA Roth.
Near EIstead, Surrey,
v.-c. 17. This was given in the last Report without the star. A new
county record for Surrey, G. M. ASH.
791/4b. DESCHAMPSIA FLEXUOSA T.rin., var. MONTANA Hook. fil. Carn
an Tuirc, S. Aberdeen, v.-c. 92; Ben Dom'an, Argyll, v.-c. 98, R. MACKECHNIE and E. C. WALLACE.
*795/2.
ARRHENATHERU1>1 TUBEROSUM Gilib.
100, R. MACKECHNIE.

Lamlash, Anan, v.-c.

797/1.
CYNODON DAOTYLON l;'ers. Woodcote Avenue, Wallington,
Surrey, growing in an ash-path and apparently enjoying it, A. L. STILL.
802/1d. PHRAGMITES COMMUNIS Trin., var. FLAVESCENS Custer.
nance, Cornwall, V.-C. 1, Miss E. S. TODD.
809! 3.
KOELERIA BRITANNICA (Domin).
borough, v.-c. 62, J. CHAPPLE.

Ky-

Forge Valley, near Scar-

*814/1.
CATABROSA AQUATICA Beauv. Occurs in N. Devon, v.-c. 4,
Dr F. R. E. WRIGHT; Waggoner's Wells, Grayshott, Hants, v.-c. 12.
New to district X of Townsend's Flora, J. E. LOUSLEY.
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*824/5.
POA PALUSTRIS L.
J. E. LOUSLEY.

Margin of Fleet Pond, HantB, v.-c. 12,

*824j13.P.BULBOSA L. Hayling Island" S.Hants, v.-c. 11, in small
quantity and badly, threatened by car parking, 1932, C. STALEY, and
1933, P. M. HALL.
826/4.
STILL.'

F,ESTUOA LOLIAOEA Curt.

Walton Bridge, Middlesex, A. L.

827 j17. BROMUS OOMMUTATUS Schrad.
,K S. TODD.

Brent Knoll, Cornwall, Miss

*827/20. BROMUS MOLLIFORMIS Lloyd.
sey, v.-c., 52, J,., E .. LOUSLEY.

S. Stack, Holyhead, Angle-

*t835j7.
HORDEUM JUBATUM L. (fide C. E. Hubbard, who saw my
, four specimens of. my Ref. No. 4882 and James Sinclair's specimen of
his Ref, No. 967 at the Royal Herbarium, Kew, on 20th November 1923).
-Ref. No. 4882, grassy, graveJ.ly, waste ground near a wooden poultryhouse, 160 feet above mean sea-level, Hamar House, Stromness, Orkney,
,22nd September UJ33, H. H. JOHNSTON: Not native. Seeds cif this
species introduced with poultry food into Orkney. One tuft of plants,
in flower .and 'withered flower (no fruit developed), only seen. A new
record for this alien species for v.-c. 111, discovered by James Sinclair,
j.unior, in my company, on 22nd September 1933, when he collected his
specimen of his Ref. No. 967.
839/2.
JUNIPERUS SIBIRIOA Bu·rgsd. On Moel Meirch, the boundary
between Carnarvon and Merioneth, N. WOODHEAD.
854/4.
POLYSTIOHUM LONOHLTES Roth. Blackshope, Moffat, Dumfries, v.-c. 72; July 1898, J. B. DUNOAN. ' In Top. Bot., Supp. 1, but not
in Gom. Flora.
856/11. PHEGOPTERIS ROBERTIANA Braun.
dar, v;"c. 6, H. S. RED GROVE.

Very abundant at Ched-

859/1.
CETERA OH OFFIOINARUM Willd.
Though rare elsewhere in
N.'Lancsit is abundant on the walls of Wray Castle, Lake Windermere,
Dt W. H.,J;>EARsALL; Funtingdoll, W. Sussex,. v.-c: 13, P. M. HALL.'
863/1.
HYMENOPHYLLUM TUNBRIDGENSJJt Srn:
Sussex, v.-c. 14; v.s.s'., W. J. L. PALMER.'

Near'East GrilJ.Stead,

86611.
OPHIOGLDSSUM VULGATUM L. Barry Linkl'i, Angus, v.-c. 90,
3rd July 1929, R. MAOKEOHNIE. Queried for v.-c. 90 iD. Top. Bot:' and
Gomital Flora. In Gardiner's Flora of Forfarshire there is a note to
the effect'that Don re~orded this plant from Barry,' b'ut tl),at the record'
had neve'r been confirmed. The Flora is dated 1848. The doubt of its
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occurrence in Angus can now be removed.
Mr E. O. Wallace. excellent specimens.
t868/1.
AzoLLA FILICULOIDES Lam.
J. W. LONG.
876/12. OHARA ASPERA Willd.
V.-c. 79, N. DOUGLAS SIMPSON.
876/16.
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Mr Mackechnie has sent

Mudeford, S. Hants, v.-c. 11,

Oauldshiels Loch, near Galashiels,

O. FRAGILIS Desv. Fleet Pond, N. Hants, v.-c. 12,G. WATTS.

NEW OOUNTY RECORDS EX "JOURNAL OF BOTAl\TY,'" 1933.
45/2.
OOCHLEARIA OFFICINALIS L. Lundy Island, N. Devon, v.-c. 4,
Dr E. R. Elliston Wrlght, J.B., xxxi, Supp., .p. 2. 'Add to O.F., but
not N.O.R., vide T.B., ed. ii, p. 35. .
.
*54/6.
BRASSICA OHEIRANTHUS Vill. Lundy IslandjN. Devon,' v.-c. "
4, native, Dr F. R. Elliston Wright, J.B., xXxi, Supp., p. 2.
*103/9.
-SAGINA R-EuTERI Boiss. Lundy Island, N. Devon, v.-c. 4,
Dr F.R. ElIiston Wright, J.B., x=i, Supp.·,"P; 3. Oonfirmed by W;:H.
Pearsall. First record on granite.
*tIlO/I.
TAMARIX GALLICA L. Lundy Island,· N. Devon, v.~~. 4,
planted, Dr F. R. Elliston V\Tright, J.B., xxxi, "Supp., p. 3 ..
*t275/1.
ARCHANGELICA OFFIClNALIS Hoffm., teste "Kew.
Lundy
Island, N. Devon, V.-c. 4, Dr F. R. Elliston Wright, J.B., xxxi, Silpp.,
p.5.
*t378/5.
ARTEMISIA STELLERIANA Bess.
Weston Mouth, S. Devon,
v.-c. 3,a single plant, August 25th, ·1932, F. Druce; J.B., xxxi, 76,
1933; Hengistbury Head, S. Hants, v.-c. 11, September 1900, H. W.
Pugsley, :J.B., xxxi, 107, 1933.
"457/5.
LIMONIUM BINERVOSUM O. E. Salm9n. Alderney, A. B. &
A. K. Jackson, J.1!., xxxi, 107, 1933 . .O.F'. do.es not mention S.
*618/10. RUMEX RUPESTRIS Le GaH. Kenfig, Glamorgan, V.-c. 41,
Miss E. "M. Thomas, vide Gilmour, .J.B., xxxi, 16, '1933 ...
*633/2.

ULMUS

NITEN~

J.~? xxxi, 107, 1933:

Moench.

Alderney, A. B. & A. K. Jackson,
..

*753/72.0AREX PAUCIFLO:aA Lightf. Bog ."neaI:.Stoneth~aite, Oumberland, v..-c. 70, J:uIy ;1931, W. R .. Philip~on, J,B., xxxi, 76, 1933 .

.i 790 /i. WEINGAERTNERIA cA~msciENs (L.) Bei'nh .. Near Lossiemouth
Moray, v.-c.95, E', it Ohater,"·J.B.,x.xxi,l€>~ 1933.
'
*795/2:' . ARRH·ENA"'HERUM TUBEROSUM: GHib. . Lundy Island,
Devon, v.-c. 4; Dr F. R. Elliston ""'right, J.B., xxxi, Supp., p. 10.

N.
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FURTHER CORRECTIONS AND ADDITIONS TO PREVIOUS
REPORTS.
P ATRIOK M. HALL.

p.

305.

p.

319.

p.
p.
p.

617.
618.
625.

p.

626.

p.

633.

p.
p.
p.

635.
747.
880.

p.
p.

881.
883.

p.

22.

REP. B.E.C. FOR 1927, VOL. VIII, PART Ill.
For 189/26 read 189/23(2), and for Vilmorinciwna read
Vilmorini.ana.
717(2)/1. Add var. viridis to List as var. b.
REP, B.E.C. FOR 1928, VOL. VIII, PART V.
For 341! 5 read 341/6, and add to List.
396! 8. For purpureocaulis read purpurel)caule.
For 423/62(2) read 423/62(3) T. hernipolyodon.
For 423/62(3) read 423/62(2) T. hamiferum.
Note.-It is clearly intended in the List that the Taraxaca
shall be arranged, as far as possible, alphabetically.
423/67. Delete all this paragraph, which is duplicated, loe.,
p.629.
543/19. For Gnrckiana Fourn. read Garkiana p. Fourn.,
vide I.e., p. 881.
For 600/8(3) read 600/8.
For 474/2 read 474/3, and add to List.
Line 33. For 15(2) read 15(3), vide I.e., p. 62l.
Line 34. For 15(3) read 15(2), vide Le., p. 620.
Line 44. For 63(2) read 62(2), vide correction to I.e., p. 625,
above.
Line 45. For 62(2) read 62(3), vide correction to loe., p. 625,
above.
Line 48. For simulaturn read similatwm, vide description,
l.c., p. 626.
Line 41. For brasiliense read brasiliensis.
Line 18. Delete this addition: var. argillacea already appears in List as var. b.
Line 25. For 9 read' 8.
Line 45.· For 138 read 137.
REP. B.E.C. FOR 1929, VOL. IX, PART I.
196/1. For gracilis read gracilipes.
The plant described
here as var. gracilis is clearly the same as that referred to on p. 115 of the same Report as var. novo
gracilipes.
The description on p. 115 is the more
detailed and that fact and the use of the expression
" var. nov." suggest that of the two names gracilipes
is the one intended to be given to this variety.
274/1. Add var. purpurascens to List as var. d.
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p.

30.

p.

p.
p.

31.
38.
124.

p.
P

260.
263.

p.

271.

p.

278.

p.

371.

p.

572.
75l.
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446/7. Add var. parviflora to List as var. c.
For 509/7 read 509/6.
515/10. For Visiani read Viviani.
688/1. Add var. trilobata to List as var. b.
For 423/88 read 423/35.

REP. B.E.C. FOR 1980, VOL. IX, PART Ill.

p

185/30(2). For Marss. read Maa-ss.
For 194/7 R. sqU(Jffrosa Rau read 194/12 R. Afztlia.na Fr.
194/12. Var. BarUettiana will be var. o. in the List.
Var. berniciensis will be var. p. in the List.
194/19. For dimorpha Dum. read dimorpha (Bess.) Deseg.,
vide Wolley-Dod, Revision of British Roses,
p.89.
419/125(4). Var. multiflorwm will be var. b. in the List, with
the name of the species in square brackets.
545/19. Var. minoriflora will be var." d. in the List, var. c.
is obscura Pugs!.
669/18. Delete Morestead.
For Whitchurch, S. Hants, read Whitchurch, N.
Hants.
For Owlesbury read Morestead.

REP. B.E.C. FOR 1931, VOL. IX, PART V.
For 735/5 read 737/5.
Under G. Tetrahit"L., for var. arvensis Schleich. read Schlecht.

REP. B.E.C. FOR 1982, VOL. X, PART I.
35/4 d. J!'or palustris read palustre.
For 718/d. read 718/.
For 84/4 e. read 88/4 e.
133/3. The asterisk should be affixed to both records.
383/7. Add * N.C.R. for Stafford, v.-c. 39.
611/7. For S. Hants read VV. Sussex.
618/3. xobtusifolius =x acutus. Add * N.C.R. for Stirling, v.-c. 86.
p. 110.
623/2. Remove brackets from v.-c. 38 in a.F.
p. 115.
783/2. Remove brackets from v.-c. 17 in a.F.
p. 115-116. 826/7. Add var. genuina to List as var. a.
Add var. v1Llgaris to List as var. a(2),
826/7 e. The names pruinosa (Hack.) and gwueescens Beg.
& Heer. are apparently not s~'nonymous, as
they are made in the List.
p. 116.
826/3. Add var. 01'ientalis to List as var, d.
p. 122.
Line 32. For 79 read 9l.
p. 130.
Line 36. For 341/5 read 341/6, see correction to Rep.
B.B.a., 1928, 617, ahove.

p.
p.
p.
p.
p.
p.

2l.
30.
9l.
92.
104.
109.
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Delete this note arid read" correct name to di':inodontum., v~de p. 880; lpc. cit.·
'
Line 1. Delete this note. ' '
.'
p. 131.
p. 134.
Line 36,. For 62(3) read 62(2);8ee correctIon to'R~p. B:-ifJ.O.,
1928,880, above."
'
p. 135.
Line 42. For gracilis read gracilipes, see correction to Rep.
B:E,G." 1929, 22, ',above;
p. 137.
Line 43. Delete this note and su bstitu te " for 428/88. read
423'/35."
,
,
p. 141.
Line 35. For 194/7 read 194/12,and for var. q. re'ad var. 0.,
, see correction toR'ep. B.E.O., 1930, 263, above.
Liue 36. For var. o. ,read var. p., see ,correction to Rep.
, B.E.O:, i930, 263, above.
.
p. 142.
Line 43. For var. c. read var. d., see correction to Rep.
RE.O., 1930, 278, above.
Lines 20 to 24. See corrections to' Rep.R.E.O.,' 1930, 371,
p. 146.
allove.
p. 161. Line 13. For var. r. read var. q.
For var. s. 'read'va.r. r.
p. 162. Line 16. For tom.entosa read suberecta.
Line 18. For 668/3'c. read 668/3 b.
p. 163.
E. dunensis GoM. will be 668/-3(2) in the List.
Delete this note, already recorded in C.F.
p. 164.
88/31.
For" brackets" read" query."
190/18.
Delete words" delete brackets from v.-c. 85," and
194/10.
add * for N.C.R.
Delete this note, already recorded in Rep. R.E.C.,
'304/2.
1929, 118.
753/12. , Delete this note,already recorded in Rep. RE.C.,
p. 165.
1929, 142.
Delete * and add " delete brackets from v.-c. 90
753/55.
in O.F."
.
p. 246., Line 18. Add var,. bulbifer to List as var. a.
p. 247.
Line 4. Delete ? from var. g. valdepubens in List.
Line' 9. For'" corn ,,, read "corm."
p. ,,248.
Line. 1. ,Add var. macrorhizus to List as var. h.
Add Valerianaangustifolia Host to List as
pp. ·249 seq.
301/1(2).
In second line of footnote, for dentifolia read, dentatifolia.
p. 25l.
Line 9. Add S.arenaria,L. to List as 650/n(2}.
p. 370.
Line 9. Add var. radicans t9 Lis,tas 506/4 b.
p. 392.
I.ine,3L, Add var. tom!lntosa to List as 184/ll,:..
p. 397.
Line 44.
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COMITAL FLORA OF THE BRITISH ISLES.
ADDENDA AND CORRIGENDA.
EDGAR TBURS·TON.

CORNWALL.

[ ] indicates that the plant is doubtfully native-e.g., on ballast heaps
or in harbouliS.
Adonis annua L. Add [2].
4/1.
6/2l. R. cininat11s Sibth. "1-3." Not known in 2.
N. lutea L. Add [2]. Introduced lnto pond on Goss Moor.
19/1.
P. Lecoqii Lam. Add 1 and 2.
21/4.
32/1.
F. capreolata L. Add 2.
32/11. F. 1nicrantha Lag. Add 1.
32/13. F. parviflora Lamk. Add 1: [2].
R. a1nphibia (L.) Dr. (Nasturtiu1n alliphibiu1n Br.). Add 1.
35/3.
B. arcuata Rchb. Add 2.
'
36/4.
E. verna Meyer. Add 1 and 2.
44/1.
S. lrio L. Add [1 and 2].
49/5.
54/15. B. alba Boiss. Add 2.
54/22. B. incana (B. adpressa Boiss.). Add [2].
L. latifoliu1n L. Add [1].
61/2.
L. Draba L. Add 1, if not already added.
61/3.
T. perfoliaturn L. Add [1].
64/2.
I. tindoria L. Add 68 to the genus, [1] to the species.
68/1.
D. deltoides L. Add [1].
92/2.
S. conica L. Add [2].
96/3.
S. noctiflora L. Add 2.
96/4.
C. pU1nilu1n Curt. "1." Recorded, apparently by mistake,
100/7.
in Top. Bot., 1873, p. 94, from" Corn. West. C.C.B. (Babington), 1839" (Davey, Flora of Cornwall).
112/13. H. Desetangsii Lam. Add [1].
112/16. H. Unariifolium Vahl. Disappeared long ago from Cape Cornwall, v.-c. 1. The plant recorded from Budock, v.-c. 1, is
possibly a narrow-leaved form of H. perforattb1n which is
plentiful in the neighbourhood.
L. sylvestris Brot. Should be 1, Scillies. Also recorded (as
116/2.
L. cretica L.) from several localities on the mainland.
G. Endressi Gay. (Recorded in error as G. nodoswm in Davey,
127/6.
Flora of Cornwall).
G. pyrenaicum Burm. f. Add 1.
127/7.
A. ca1npestre L. Add 1 and 2.
142/2.
O. spinosa L. Add 2.
151/3.
153(2.
M. sylvestris Fr. .Add ell
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T. sulfocatum L. Re 2, Briggs doubted the accuracy of the
record from near Crafthole.
166/1.
A. glycyphyllos. L. Add 1.
176/36. V~ gracilis Lois. Add 2.
178/9.
L. Aphaca L. Add [land 2J.
257/1.
M. Odorata Scop. Add [lJ. Tresco, Scilly Isles.
261/3.
C. Cerefolium (Anthriscus Cerefolium Hoffm.). Add [lJ, Scilly
Isles and several localities on the mainland.
283/8.
C. latifolia L. Add 1.
296/12. G. spurium. L., var. Vaillantii DC.
Add 1.
Specimens in
Marlborough College Hbm. from Sennen Cove, Druce
thought they were this.
V. officinalis L. Add 1.
301/1.
328/3.
G. sylvaticum L. Add 2.
D. maritima Cass. Add 2. Par sands, 1915; still there.
367/1.
A. tinctoria L. Add [2].
368/1.
A. Stelleriana Bess. For Penzance, read sandy coast, Mara378/5.
zion, abundant.
S. squalidms L. Add [1 and 2].
383/7.
S. viscosus L. Add [2J.
383/8.
A. Lappa L. Add 1.
393/1.
O. Acanthium L. Add [2].
397/1.
405/15. C. calcitrapa L. Add [2J.
P. Hieracioides L. Add 2.
415/2.
H. Peleterianum Merat. Add 1.
419/2.
E. ciliaris hybridises with E. Tetralire in West Cornwall.
446/4.
C. hederifolium Ait.
Add [2].
Naturalised in a wood by
462/1.
Ready-money Bay, Fowey.
P. caeruleum L. Add [2].
486/1.
M. palustris Hill. Add 1.
506/1.
V. pulverulentum Vill. Add [2]. With the hybrid V. pnl527/6.
verulentwm x nigrwm, near ballast heaps, Charlestown.
V. Lychnitis L. Add [2]. Also the hybrid V. Lychnitis x
527/7.
nigrum, Par harbour.
L. Pelisseriana Mill. For [lJ read [2].
532/4.
L. supina Desf. Add [lJ, Railway line, Penzance, spreading:
532/5.
[2J, Par harbour, with the hybrid L. repens x supina
cornubiensis Druce. For St Blayey's read Blazey.
M. guttatus DC. Add 2.
537/1.
543/17. V. triphyllos L. Alter genus number to 543. Add [2].
R. stenophyUus (Schur) Druce. Add 2.
548/5.
O. major L. Add 1 and 2.
550/4.
T. lanuginosus Mill. Add 2.
561/6.
Calamintha A.cinos .Clairv. Add 1, Scilly Isles and several
562/8.
places on the mainland.
C. urbic·um L. Add 2.
600/5.
A. littoralis L. Add 1 and 2.
606/2.

155/18.
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618/7.
625/ l.
628/10.
628/16.
669/5.
669/11.
674/6.
679/1.
680/1.
702/9.
702/11.
702/1. .
718/14.
718/16.
723/1.
727/4.
739/2.
745/2.
753/ l.
753/34.
7[53/68.
754/11.
765/1. .
778/1.
780/ l.
782/1.
785/1.
797/1.
809/3.
818/1.
824/5.
827/1.
827/22.
828/2.
830/2.
830/6.
835/3.
836/1.
872/7.
876/2.
876/5.
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R. sangui'l1eus L. Druce suggested that the records for this
in Fl. Cornwall require overhauling.
H. Rhamnoides L. Add [2J.
E. ES11la L. Add [1].
E. Lathyris L. Add 1 and.2.
O. Morio L. Add 1 and 2.
O. Fuchsii Dr. Add 1.
H. virescens (Platanthera chloranthn Rchb.). Add l.
R. Colnm'l1ae Seh. & Maur. 2. Not Been at l;'olruan for many
years.
S. angustifolhbm Mill. Add [2].
A. olemcemn L. Add [1].
A.. Schoenoprasmn L. Add 2.
.LvI. 1·acemO.mm Lam. & DC. Add [1 and 2J.
J. compreSStbS Jacq. Add 1, 'Scilly IRleB and several localities
on the mainland.
J. macer S. F. Gray. Add l.
A. italicum Mill.' Add 2.
L. gibba L. Add 1.
Z. ped1mc1blata Reichb. Add 1.
E. 1miglumis Sch. Add 1, Scilly Tsles, teste Rennett. See
Davey, Flora, of Cornwall.
O. Pse1bdo-cyperltS L. Add 2.
C. pallescens L. Add 1.
C. divisa Huds. Add 2.
P. Ischaem1Lm Schreb. (P. lineare Krocker). Add [1].
P. minor Retz. Add [lJ.
M. minima (L.) Desv. Add [2].
A. verticillata ViIl. Add [1 and 2].
P. monspdiensis (L.) Desf: Add 2.
A. Spica--venti (L.) Reauv. Add [2].
C. Daciylon Pers. Add [2].
K. britannica (Domin assub-sp'): Add 2. (Alter sp. No. to 3).
M. nutans L. Add 1 and 2.
P. palustris L. Add [2J.
B. rigens L. Add [2].
B. arvensis L. Add 1 and 2.
B. pinnatum (L.) Reauv. Not known to me in 1. Add [2J.
A. pungens R. & S. Add 2.
A. caninum Reauv. Add 2.
H. marinum Huds. Add [1 and 2J.
E. arenarius L. Add 2.
N. gracilis Ag. Add 2.
O. canescens Lois.
Add 1, Swanpool, Falmouth: Lizard
peninsula. Not known to me in 2.
O. hispida L. Not known to me in 2.
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A FEW GENJ1JRAL ADDITIONS AND CORRECTIONS TO
COMITAL FLORA.
PATRWK

M. H.n,J,.

Olematis. For [Tourn.] L. read [Dill.] L.
}i'1tmaria 1;oraei .rord. Add 68 (Wallace).
Arab'is alpina h
For 104 in heavy type read Scot. 1. 104.
Vicia tetra.~per111a (L.) Moench. For tet1·aserpnw. read tet'msperma.
190/6(2). A.lchemillf1 heteropoda RuseI'. Alter specific number to 4(2).
217/6.
Cfallitriche aut1ttl111alis L. Add 76 0Vallace).
250/2.
Oant'ln verticillatwn Koch. Add 9 !
405/9.
Oenta1trea 11 emoralis .rord. Alter specific number to n.
542.
Veronica. Alter generic number to 543.
54.5/1.
Euphrasia officinalis L. In penultimate line of this section,
for brcvi.joli.Q. read brevipila.
Origan·um. Add generic number 560.
560.
Thym·u.s Pulegioides L. and
561/l.
ThjJJn.us g/.aber Mill. Aceording to t·he re-arrangement of
561/2.
"Rep. R.E.C.," 1928, 663, these should be amalgamated
under T. P'nlegioidesc
664/1.
Spimnthes a.estivalis (Lam.) Rich. Add 37 extinct.
664/3.
S. Rornonzo.ffiono Cham. Delete brackets from Scot. 1 and
read 1. 104.
753/21. Oarex lepidocarpa Tausch is printed out of order, after 753/22.
825/2(2). Glyceria decZinata Rreb. Alter specific number to 3(2).
826/14. Fest1tta su/.cata Hack. Specific number should be ge.
l.

32/1).
37/4.
176/31).

ADD TO J,ISTED SPECIES.

876/15.
876/16.
876/17.

Ohara fmgifem Durieu.
O. lragilis Desv.
O. delicatula Ag.

AlIDENDA
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ADDITIONS AND CORRECTIONS TO COMITAL FLORA FOR
HAMPSHIRE AND THE ISLE OF WIGHT.
Vice-Counties 10, 11 and 12.
P ATRICK M.

HALL.

Note. -The prefix * indicates an introduced or alien species. Brackets
() indicate erroneous or doubtful records requiring confirmation.
2/3.
6/10.
6/12.
6/22.
9/1.
13/3.
22/1.
32/1.
32/9.
32/13.
33/1.
35/2.
39/3.
39/6.

43/4.
44/3.
49/2.
49/5.
54/5.
61/2.
61/3.
61/4.
65/1.

68/l.
88/10.
88/14.
88/15.

Thalictr1tln 1Iia·rinwn Dr. Delete 12; must be an error.
Ran'unclLlons sardolts Cr. Bracket 12; one very old record only.
R. ophioglossi./olius Vill. Bracket 11; extinct if not originally an error.
B. t7'ichophylllLs Chaix. Add 12.
Helleborus viridis L., var. occidentalis (Reut.) Dr. Remove
brackets from 10.
De~phiniu1n iliacis L.Add *11.
111 econopsis calnbrica (L.) Vig. Add *12.
}i'lLmaria cap'reo/ata L. Add (11).
Ji'. Basta1·di Bor. Add 10.
Ji'. parvifoliu Lam. Add 10 as var. aCtI,minata.
1I1atthiola incana Br. Add *11.
Radicltla sylvestris (L.) Dr .. Add 10.
Ca."damine ·impatiens L. Add (11).
C. bulbi/era Crantz. Delete 11; an error probably derived
from "Top. Bot. Supp." 2. Specific number should be 7 instead of 6.
Draba mUTUlis L. Add *11.
Erophi~ p1~uecox (Stevens) DC. Add 12.
Sisymbrium Sophia L. Add *11.
S. I."io L. Add *10; extinct.
Brassica 1ILonensis Huds. Delete (ll); the plant was rccorded
,(correctly) as Chei'l'anthos and not as monensis.
Lep,.idiwn latijoZi'll'ln L. Add *11.
L. Draba L. Add *10 and *12.
L. 1'uderale L. Add *10.
Iberi8 ama-ra L. Add *11; N ote.-10 is bracketed and 12 ill
not; I do not see that in the case of weeds of cultivatioll
there is any point in trying to distinguish' between native
and introduced stations.
Isatis tincto."ia L. Add generic number 68.
Add *10, *11 and *12.
Viola calcarea (Bab.) Greg. Add 10.
V. conternlJta .Tord. Add 11.
V. va-riata .Tord. Add 12.
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88/17.
88/18.
88/19.
88/20.
88/23.
88/30.
89/5.
92/2.
93/l.
96/3.
96/6.
96/10.

103/9.
105/2.
110/ l.
116 (l.

123/3.
127/l.
127/1l.
127/15.
128/1.
128/2.
133/1.

1:33/ :3.
151/1.
153/1.
153/2.
153/6.
155/5.
155/19.
160/6.
176/1.
176/9.
176/14.
178/4.
178/5.
178/9.
189/6.
190/1.

ADDENDA AND ,CORRIGENDA' TO COMIT.U, FLORA;

V. rnonticola Jord. Add 12.
V. alpestris Jord. Add 12.
V. Lejeunei Jord. Add 10.
V. Lloydii Jord. Add 12.
V. segetalis Jord. Add 12.
V. derelicta J ord. Add 10.
Polygala calcareum F. Schultz. Add 10.
Dianthus Deltoides L. Add *11; 12 should also be *
Tunica prolijera (L.) Scop. Extinct in 10.
Silene eoniea L, Add *11; 12 should also be *.
S. quinquevulnera L. Add *11.
S. nutans and S. dubia Herbich. The distribution of thesc
two plants needs to be entirely revised as it has been
shown that what was formerly called d'ubia is the, true
nutans L., and what ,was, called n'utans is now known as
var. Srnithiana Moss.
S. nutans L. occurs in 10 and n.
Srnithiana does not occur.
Sagina Retderi Boiss. Add 10.
Spergularia media (Pers.) Presl. For 9, 11 read 9-11; the
total distribution is given correctly as 64, but the IlUmbel'S as printed add up to 63.
Tarnarix gallica L. Delete (12).
Lavatera arborea L. Remove brackets from 10.
'1'ilia eordata Mill. Add 12.
Geranit~m sanguineurn L.
Add *10; 11 should also be *
G rotundifoliwrn L. Add. (12).
G. purpureurn Vill. Add 11.
Erodium maritirnurn L'Herit. Add (12).
E. rnosehatum L'Herit. Bracket 10; Joubtful.
I1npatiens Noli-tangere L. n should. be \ certainly intruduced. Add *12.
I. parvifolia DC. Add ,x·11.
Ononis reclinata L. Add (11).
Medieago Falcata L. Add *10.
M. sylvestris Fries. Add ~·10.
M. minima (L.) Desr. Add. (11).
Trifoliurn Maliner'ii Balb. Add *11.
T. agrariurn L. Add *12.
Lotus tenuis W. & K. Add 12.
Vieia sylvatica L. Add (*11); doubtful, in allY cm;e adventive.
V. ltd ea L. Add *11.
V. Lathyroides L. Add (12); one old record only.
Lathyrus maritimus Bigel. Add 10; extinct.
L. palus'lris L. 10 and n both extinct.
L. Aphaea L. Add 10.
Potentilla verna L. Add 12, probably *.
Alehernilla pubeseens Lam. Add (11).
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A.. minor Huds. Add 11.
190/4.
Poteri1!m polygamum W. & K. Add 10 and 11.
193/2.
P. officinale (L.) A. Gray. Add 12.
193/4.
Rosa stylosa Desv. Add 10 and 12.
194/5.
1M/1S. R. obtusifolia Desv. Add 10, 11 and 12.
194/19. R. tomentosa Sm. Add 10 and 11.
194/21. R. villosa L. Add (10), (11) and 12.
Pyrus intermedia Ehrh. Add 11 and 12.
195/9.
195/16. P. germanica Hook. fil. Add *11; now lost.
Orataegus oxyacanthoides Thuill. Add 11 and 12.
196/2.
Pamassia palustris L. Add 10, extinct.
205/1.
Tillaea muscosa L. Add 12.
209/1.
Sedurn rupestre L. Add *11.
211/2.
Drosem anglica Huds. Add (12), very doubtful; recorded III
213/1.
Rayner's "Supplement" as var. ramosa.
Oallitriche pal'ustris L. Add 12.
217/3.
Epilobiurn Lamyi F. Schultz. Add 11 and 12.
220/6.
E. roseum Schreber. Add 10.
220/8.
OenothM'a odorata Jacq. Add *11.
223/3.
Oircaea canadensis Hill. Add *11.
225/2.
E1-yngiu1n campestre L. Add 12; well established but pro239/1.
bably adventive.
S1nyrniu1n Olusatrum L. Add 12.
244/1.
Oaru1n Oarvi L. Add *10 and *11.
250/1.
O. Bulbocastan'Uln (L.) Koch. Delete (11 error); the recorll
250/5.
was for 12.
Add *12.
Sium latifolium L. Add 12.
253/1.
Oenanthe silaifolia Bieb. Add (11); a very old recorll, never
265/5.
confirmed but in a situation where the plant might well
occur.
Oaucalis latifolia L. Add *10 and *11.
283/8.
Linnaea borealis L. Bracket 11, doubtless error; there is one
290/1.
old record and in Townsend's "Flora" it is suggestell
that there was confusion with WahlenbcTgia; confusion
with A.nagallis tenella is more probable.
Galium eTectum Huds. Bracket 12; queried in Townsend and
296/3.
never confirmed.
Valeriana officinalis L. Add (10).
301/1.
Valerianella cwrinata Lois. Add 11 and 12.
304/4.
Erigeron canadense L. Add 10.
320/3.
Filago gallica L. Add 11.
324/4.
Inula Helenium L. Add *12.
333/1.
A_rtemisia Stelleriana Bess. Add *11.
378/5.
Petasites fragmns Presl. Add *12.
380/3.
Doronicum Pardalianches L. Add * 12.
381/1.
D. plantagineum L. Add *11.
381/2.
Senecio sarracenicus L. Add *12.
383/1.
S. eT-raticus Bert. Add 10.
383/4.
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383/8.
395(3.

405(8.
416/9.
419/8.
425/2.
435/2.
446/7.
457/5.
458/3.
466(l.
478/4.
480/6.
497/2.
509/2.
521/l.
527/4.
527/6.
527/7.
532/4.
5351l.
537/l.
546/4.
549/2.
550/9.
552/l.
552(2.
558/3.
558/4.
558/6.
558/10.
558/11.
561(6.
561/8.
562/4.
562/7.
566/l.
573/2.
577/2.
577(4.
578/l.
587/4.
600/12.
612/l.
615115.
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S. viscas·l(oS L. Add 10, 11 and 12.
Garduns pycnocephalus L., var. tenni/lorus (Curt.).

Delete
12; it is recorded in 2nd ed. "Top. Bot." without personal
authority and apparently nowhere else.
Centaurea nigra L. (ouscura J ord.). Add 11 and 12.
G1'Cpis loetida L. Add (11).
Hieracit~m aura.ntiacu.m L. Add *12.
JActuca Serriola L. Add 10 and 11.
Oampanula latifolia L. ]'or (11) read (12).
ETica vagans L. Add *11 and *12.
Limonimn bi.nel'vuslWl C.E.S. Add (10); an old record, need~
corrfirmation.
Statice pla-ll'iloliil (Syme) Dr. Add 10.
Glanx mariti.ma L. Add 10.
CentauTillIH pulchell'lMIL (Sw.) Dr. Add (12).
Genti.ana lingnlata Ag., var. pTaecox Towns. Add 11.
SYlnphytt~m tubeTos'um L.
Add *11 and *12.
Ech'it~m plantaginetL1I1 L.
Add *10, *11 and *12.
A.tropa Belladonna L. Add 10 and 11.
Veruascum vi1'gatum Stokes. Add *12.
V. ptLlveruleni1Lm Vill. Add *11.
V. Lychnitis L. Add *11 and *12.
Linaria Pelisseriana Mill. Add *12.
Scrophularia vemnlis L, Add *11.
Mil111dus gtdtatus DC. Add *10.
Bartsia viscasa L. Add (12); old record, needs conf.
111 elampyrum al'vense I.J. Add *11:
Orobanche amMhystea Thuill. Delete 10.
Utricularia vlLlga.ris L. Delete 10; add n.
U, Inajor Schmidel. Add 10.
Mentha longifolia (L.) Huds. Remove brackets fr0111 10.
M. ·spicata Huds. Add n.
M. piperita Huds. Add 12.
M. gentilis L. Add 11.
M. cardiaca Baker. Add 11.
Thymus lanuginosus Mill. Add 12.
T. Drucei ROllll. Add 10.
Satureia sylvatica (Bromf.) Dr. Bracket 12.
S. N epeta (L.) Scheele. Add (11) and (12).
Salvia pratensis L. 11 should be *
Prunella laciniata L. Add 10.
Stach'ys germanica L, Add *10,
S, ambi.gtLa Sm. Add 11.
Galeopsis speciosa Mill. Add 11 and 12.
Ajuga Chamwepitys (L.) Schreber. Add n.
Chenopodium ficifoli'um Sm, Add *10.
StLaeda fruticosa Forsk, Delete 10; 11 extinct.
Polygonum min.1bS Huds. Add 10, 11 and 12.
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618(10.
618(13.
626/1.
628/9.
628(12.
628/17.
637/3.
651(3.
653/2.
654(1.
659/1.
664/4.
668/3.
668/4.

669/18.
671(1.
672/2.
674/3.
680/1.
684/3.
685/1.
702/7.
702/11.
703/1.
706(1.
707(1.
710 (I.

711/l.
713/1.
718(16.
722/2.
723/1.
737/13.
737/27.
737/29.
739/2.
746/9.
746/10.
747/4.
753/57.
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rupestris Le Gall. Delete ll; the only record seems
to be that in " Top. Bot."
R. mariti?ntbS L. Add 10 and 12.
Viscun1 alb't~m L. Remove brackets from 10.
Eu.phorbia virgata W. & K. Add *10 and *12.
E. Paral·ias L. Delete 12.
E. Peplis L. 10 extinct.
Urtica pih~lifera L. For (12) read (11).
POpt~z.us nigra L.
Add *10, *11 and *12.
Oeratophyllwrn demersum L. Add 12.
Hydrocharis Morsus-ranae L. Add 12.
Malaxis paludosa (L.) Sw. ~I\.dd (10); an error, given with ?
in " Top. Bot."
Spiranthes aestivalis (Lam.) Rich. Read S. before Hampshire.
Helleborine leptoehi/(L (Godf.) Dr. Add 11 and 12.
H. purpura.ta (Sm.) Dr. Delete 10; an error derived frO!U
." Top. Bot.," where plwpwrata is made, incorrectly, a
synonym of media, which has been recorded from 10.
Orchis hi'f"Cina (L.) Crantz. Add 10.
Aceras cwtthropoplwra (L.) Br. Add 11.
Uph1'YS sphegudes Mill. Add'l1; appears to be extinct in 10
and 12.
Habenaria {tlbida (L.) Br. 11 should be bracketed.
Sisyrinchium angu,~tifolium Mill. Add *11.
Narcissus bifior·us Curt. Alter specific number from 2 to il.
Add 10, 11 and 12.
Galanthus nil'alis L. Add 10.
11Uium triquetrlLln L. Add *11.
A. SchoenopraswJ't L. 11 should be *; add *12.
Mttscari racemOStMn Lam. & DC. Delete 11.
Scilla verna L. Add (10); extinct or error.
Urnithogalum pyrenaict~m L. 11 should be *; may be nativc
but status .at present doubtful.
Ttdipa sylvestris L. Add *10 formerly, *11 "nd *12.
Ga.gea lutea (L.) Ker-Gawler. Add ll.
Oolchicum aut'nmnale L. Add 11.
Junws macer S. F. Gray. Add *12.
Sparganium ramosum Euds. (segregate). Add 10.
Anbm italicum Mill. Remove brackets from 11 and add 12.
Potamogeton lucens L. Add (10), error . .
P. trichoides Cham. & Schlecht. Add 12.
P. in.terruptus Kit. Add 10, 11 and 12.
Zannichellia maritima Nolte. Add 11.
Scirpus ncmU8 Sprengel. Add 11.
S. Holoschoenus L. Add 11 formerly, extinct.
Eriophorwm vaginatum L. Bracket 10; error or doubtful.
X Oarex axillaris Good. Add 10 and 11.
Rt~?nex
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753/58.
753/61.
753/63.
753/67.
754j8.
754/10.
754/11.
765/1.
766/2.
770/6.
780/3.
782/1.

O. canescens L. Add 12.
O. Pai'Taei F. Schultz. Add 10 and 11, as v.ar. Leenii.
xO. Boenninghausiana Weihe. Add 10.
O. a'Tena-ria L. .Add 12 to inland counties.
Panic:u,m O'Tus-gaZli L. Add *10.
P. sanguinale L. Add *10 and *11.
P. lsehaemum Schreber. Add *10.
Phala'Tis mino'T Retz. Add *10 and *11.
Anthoxanthum a1'istat'um Boiss. Add *10.
AlopeeltrUS aequalis Sobo1. Add 11.
Ag'Tostis capillaris L., vaT. nigra (With.). Add 12.
Polypogonmonspeliensis (L.) Desf. Delete" somewhat doubtfully native;" this species is undoubtedly native in saltmarshes in S. Hants and elsewhere in S. England. 10 ;
now extinct as native but occurs as an adventive.
785/1.
Apera Spiea-~enti (L.) Beauv. Add *10 and (*11).
797/1.
Oapriola Dactylon (L.) O.K. Add *10 and *11.
808/1.
OY.nosu'Tus echinatus L. Add 10 and 12.
824/5.
Poa palust'Tis L. Add 11.
824/13. P. bulbosa L. .Add .11.
826/16. Pestuca ambig'ua Le Gall. Add 10.
827 f 1.
B'To1nus, rig ens L. .Add *10.
827/5.
B. madn'itensis L. Add *10.
827/19(2). B. britannicus Williams. Add 12.
829/3.
Lolium remotum Schrank. Add *10.
836/1.
Elymus arena'Tius L. Add 10.
848/1.
Adiantum OapiZlus-vene1'is L. Add *11.
856/2.
Dryopteris eristata (L.) A. Gray. Add (10) and (12), buth
errors.
856/11. D. Bobe'Ttiana (Hoffm.) Christ. Add 12, possibly native.
857 ! 4.
Oystopteris Pilix-fragilis (L.) Bernh. 11 should be *
868/1.
A.zolla Piljeuloides Lam. .Add *11 and "12.
Add 876/16. OlULTa fragilis Desv. 10, 11 and 12 .
.Add 876/17. O. delieatula .Ag. 10 and 11.

ADDlrrIONS .AND CORRECTIONS TO THE COM11'AL ]!'LOl{,A
FOIl LINCOLNSHlRE.

F. T.

BAKER.

V.-c. 53, South Lincolnshire.
V.-c. 54, North Lincolnshire.
The numbers are those of the second edition of "The British Plant List."

6/23.
7/2.
9/1.
ll/1.

Add
.Add
.Add
.Add

V.-c. 53.
V.-c. 54.
V.-C.s 53 and 54. Not native.
V.-c. 53. Naturalised.
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21/6.
22/1.
32/5.
32/9.
39/4.
44/1.
44/2.
49/5.
52/1.
60/1.
61/4.
88/3.
88/20.
88/22.
88/26.
88/27.
88/28.
96/3.
96/6.
96/10.
101/4.
112/14.
116/1.
117/4.
124/1.
127/5.
149/3.
154/3.
155/4.
166/l.
170/ l.
173/l.
178/4.
189/8.
194/2.
, 194/2l.
211/3.
217/3.
217/5.
220/5.
220/8.
276/3.
29f/5.

Add
Add
Add
Add
Add
Add
Add
Add
Add
Add
Add
Add
Add

V.-c.
V.-c.
V.-c.
v.-c.
V.-c.
V.-c.
V.-c.
V.-c.
v.-c.
V.-c.
v.-c.
V.-c.
v.-c.
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53.
54. Casual.
53.
54.
53.
53.
54.
53.
53.
53.
53.
53.
53 (det. Dr Drabble). We have nO record for V.-l:.
54.
Add V.-c. 53 (det. Dr Drabble).
Add v.-c. 53 (det. Dr Drabble).
Add V.-c. 53 (det. Dr Drabble). We have no record for v.-c.
54.
Add V.-c. 53 (det. Dr Drabble). We have no record for V.-l:.
54.
Add V.-C.s 53 and 54. Casual species.
Add V.-c. 54. Adventive.
Add V.-c. 54. Adventive.
Add V.-c. 54.
Add V.-c. 53.
Add v.-c. 54. Casual.
Add v.-c. 54. Casual.
Add V.-c. 53.
Add v.-c. 53. Casual.
Add V.-c. 53.
Add v.-C.s 53 and 54.
Add V.-C.s 53 and 54. Often an escape frOlil cultivation.
Add V.-c. 53.
Add V.-c. 53.
Add v.-c. 53. Adventive.
Extinct in v.-c. 54.
Add V.-c. 53.
Add V.-C.s 53 and 54.
Add v.-c. 54.
Add V.-C.s 53 and 54. Escapes.
Add v.-c.s 53 and 54.
Add V.-C.s 53 and 54.
Add V.-c. 53.
Add V.-c. 54.
Delete v.-c. 54 in brackets.
A mistake in Peacock's" Check List of Lincolnshire l'lants,"
where county Division 5 was printed instead of Division 15.
Therefore· delete v.-c. 54, and add V.-c. 53.
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304/4.
368/I.
371/3.
381/I.
383/8.
383/34.
405/7b.
463/5.
486/I.
527/4.
539/I.
543/6.
550/12.
600/6.
632/2.
644/l.
651/3.
653/I.
669/8.
669/10.
669/18.
685/I.
689/ l.
702/4.
724/I.
730/I.
737/18.
826/18.
840/l.
841/I.
851/5.
872/2.
876/7.
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Delete v.-c. 53, add v.-c. 54.
Add V.-C.s 53 and 54. Adventives.
Add V.-C.s 53 and 54. Now well established in both.
Add V.-c. 54. Adventive.
Add V.-c. 54. ~t\dventive.
Should read 54 not 53. Believed to be extinct:
Add V.-c. 54.
Add V.-c. 53.
Add V.-C.s 53 .and 54. Possible escapes.
Should read v.-c. 54 not v.-c. 53.
Delete v.-c. 54. Probably extinct in V.-c. 53.
Add V.-c. 53.
Add V.-c. 54.
Add V.-C.s 53 and 54.
Add V.-c. 53.
Add V.-C.s 53 and 54. Introduced.
Add V.-c. 54.
Add V.-c. 54.
Add V.-C.s 53 and 54.
Add v.-c. 53.
Add Y.-c. 53.
Add Y.-c.s 53 and 54. A very old introduction.
Add V.-C.s 53 and 54. Planted\
Add V.-c. 53.
Add v.-c. 53.
Add V.-C.s 53 and 54.
Add V.-c. 53.
Add Y.-c. 53.
Add Y.-c. 53 and 54. Planted prpbably in most ca~es.
Add V.-C.s 53 and 54. Planted.
Add Y.-c. 53.
Add v.-c. 54.
Add V.-C.s 53 and 54.

[To most people the mare natural order would appear to. be N. 53,
S. 54, but all Watsanian divisions give Sauth befare Narth, as in this
case-So Lincs. 53, N. Lines. 54-and this is prabably haw many of
errars in this and ather vice-comital recards have arisen.-\V.H.P.]
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A HOLIDAY IN NORTH DEVON.
I was quite unable to make any arrangements about holidays this
year until the 1932 Report was" off the stocks," so that when my copy
arrived late in August I was still undecided as to locality. However,
a most kind and opportune invitation from Dr F. R. E. "\Vright received
about the same time settled the matter at once in favour of Braunton,
N. Devon, which I reached on September 1. I was already steeped in
information bearing on the botany of the district for I had been compelled only a few months previously to read the MS. and proofs of
Dr Wright's paper in the 1932 Report and had, moreover, thoroughly
enjoyed his arresting little book on Braunton reviewed on p. 47 cif the
same Report. I was therefore more than ordinarily interested in my
first visit to this district.
My first reaction was to the exceptional abundance l'md beauty of
several of my favourite species, seldom seen in such profusion elsewhere
-the beautiful bright blue Oiclwri111n Intybus; the massed yellow heads
of 111,ula Oonyza; the pale reddLsh-purple flowers of E1LpatoriU1n ctinnabinu'/11 with their very long deeply-cloven white styles, and the waving
silky plumes of Phragmites. Later·I was very greatly impressed by the
famous Braunton Burrows through which I was conducted on several
occasions by my friend, Dr "\Vright. The compactness of this sand~dune
area-roughly three miles long by one mile broad-is in strong contrast
to somewhat similar areas in Cumberland, where the sand-hills run aloll:g
the coast for some twenty miles and afford space for the trial of long
range naval guns. The vegetation, too, is in Devon much more varied
and interesting. My first" thrill" was the sight of huge tufts of SCirpU8
Holoschoenus--some taller than myself-which is very abundant and
occurs as a native only here and in one small patch in Somerset. It is
also rare and adventive in Glamorgan. The late W. D. Miller told me
that he had taken seeds hence and scattered them plentifully near the
Somerset habitat but none germinated. Almost equally imposing were
the tufts of Oarex acutijo1'1nis which were among the finest I've seen.
"Roughly speaking, the Burrows may be divided into two parts:
the Western, consisting of large hills chiefly clothed with Marram Grass
(A.mmophila arenaria.), and the inner Eastern portions of small hills and
plains. On the levei areas where water does not stand in winter, one
walks on a crisp grey lichen almost everywhere. This is the Reindeer
Moss (Oladonia rangijerina). In the plains where water has stood during the winter, the little Shoreweed (Littorella laC'llstris) grows, and i,g
easily mista·ken for Buckshorn Plantain. Other minute flowers which
through their modest size may pa8S unnoticed are the little white starlike blossoms of the Knotted Pearhvort (Sagina nodnsa) and the Cathartic Flax (Limb1n cathartiw1n), usually growing together.
The sweet
pink flowers of the Bog Pimpernel (A.nagallis tenella) produce sheets of
colour which can be seen from a distance. Among the better Labiates
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the White Horehound (lIIarrubium 'lJulgare) , the Black Horehound
(Ballota nigra), and the Cat Mint (Nepeta Oataria) are common.
The rare Water Germander (Tetbcrium Scorditbm) grows in great abundance, its pale purple flower being one large lip. In bud the middle lobe
of the lip bends upward, forming a complete. protective dome over the
anthers and opening to the flowers before they are mature. The anthers
mature before the style, and are at first placed well in front, so as to
come in contact with visiting insects. Later they are curled back over
the calyx, and the style bends down and comes into the position previously held by the anthers to receive pollen of these visitors brought
from other plant-s. The whole plant is covered with grey downy hairs
which form a great protection against loss of moisture, for although the
plant grows in moist places, the Burrows in summer may become very
dry. The Yellow Bartsia (Ba7·tsia viscusa) is common on the Eastern
side. The short hair which covers it is sticky and prevents small insects
climbing up the stem and biting through the calyx or corolla to rob
the honey without fertilising the flower. Usually small dead insects may
be seen sticking on the -stem, but these are not the only thieves who go
in by the back door-bees are known to bite through the calyx of some
Campions, which they find less trouble than in reaching the nectaries
by the proper route. Plants which are robbed in this way are thought
to date back to a time when that particular type of robber was not
present in their district. Some of the Campions have large inflated
calyces. The enlarged calyx is thought to be an attempt at protection
against such robbery."
,
In such an environment I expected to find Henbane (Hyoscyamus
niger) but was unable to discover a plant. I was informed that it used
to be common but has now almost disappeared. In Lancashire and
Cumberland its most noteworthy character is the intermittent nature of
its appearances. You find a promising colony of plants one' year but
none in the same place for several successive years, in each of which
you may with diligent search find it at a distance.
" Both in the Burrows, as well as in the Marshes, we see great numbers of Horsetails (Equisetums). These throw up in the early part of
the year light brown-coloured fruiting shoots which may be mistaken
for another plant altogether, being So different in appearance from the
green summer sterile shoots. These Horsetails are very ancient plants,
which are plentifully represented in the fossils of the Carboniferous
Period. Now the surface .of the earth before this period must have
been mainly composed of Silica, the early rocks being chiefly composed
of Quartz, Mica and Felspar (all containing mostly Silica). The presentday Horsetails are very rich in silicious particles. When their vegetable
substance is destroyed by maceration it is possible to produce complete
silicious skeletons of these plants, maintaining their erect form. The
ash of Horsetails contains half its weight of Silica.
They are useless as fodder, and are,even avoided by cattle,but they
have a great local reputation here for fattening horses, being locally
known as 'tidy pipe.'
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The Horsetails have, like the Ferns, in their life history what is
known as an alternation of generations, the sp.ore .of the H.orsetail devel.oping int.o a separate plant f.orm kn.own as a pr.othallium,'a structure
like a thin green f.oliage leaf growing .on the surface .of the gr.ound.
These pr.othallia are of tw.o kinds, .one pr.oducing male elements, the
.other female. After fertilisati.on .of the female elements of the prothallia
they can devel.op int.o H.orsetails again. The spores of the H.orsetail
have four l.ong filaments, which when dry are spread .out and act as
wings, enabling the sp.ores t.o be carried by the wind f.or dispersi.on.
Usually several are tangled t.ogether by these filaments and bl.ow >J.way
t.ogether, f.or if .one travelled singly, remembering that each pr.oduces
.only .one sex, if it landed al.one it c.ould never repr.oduce. N.ow these
sp.ores require a damp place f.or germinati.on. The filaments are very
hygrosc.opic (sensitive t.o wet) and falling on a suitable ~p.ot the acti.on of
dampness causes the filaments to c.oil tightly r.ound the sp.ore like a ball
s.o that it bl.ows away no m.ore."
I was much t.oo late for the Orchids but saw abundant evidence of
the Marsh Helleb.orine. F.or a fascinating and finely figured acc.ount
of this I must refer the reader t.o Dr Wright's" Braunt.on " (pp. 26-29),
published by A. E. Barnes, 107 High Street, Barnstaple. Herein will
be f.ound also full lists of the fI.ora and fauna .of the Burr.ows.
Am.ong plants not rec.orded f.or North Dev.on in the Cornital Flora
were the f.ollowing species: Ca1'B'X acuti/ormis, C. Oederi, C. lasiocarrpa,
Cladium Marriscus, Catabrosa aqlU2tica, Colchiwm auilLmnale, 8cirpll,s
pauci;florus, Agrostis setacea, and jJl{entha Plblegiurn-see list of New
C.ounty and other Records.
Al.ong the Burrows there is already one fine g.olf c.ourse but we were
very perturbed to see another in c.ourse of construction, with the inevitable rem.oval of hundreds .of square yards .of native turf and the suggested planting of Hippoplzae RlzamrlOides. The area is s.o unique in
being the habitat of many .of the rarest species .of our flora and fauna
that the danger .of their extincti.on is imminent. This Society is keenly
interested in the preservation of our native flora and is represented .on
The Wild Plant Conservati.on Board. The following extract from the
minutes of the B.oard's Meeting on N.ovember 14th, 1933, will be read
with great interest by our members:" The question of the devel.opment now taking place at Braunton
Burrows, Devon, was brought to the n.otice of the Board, and it was
pointed out that the area is the home of some of ihe rarest plants,
insects and animals in England. It was resolved that the f.ollowing be
f.orwarded to the National Trust and the Society .for the Promotion of
Nature Reserves.
"That in the .opinion .of the Wild Plant Conservation Board the
Braunt.on Burr.ows is especially n.otable for tare birds, wild fl.owers and
insect life, and the B.oard suggests theref.ore that every eff.ort sh.ould
be made t.o preSE'l"ve the wh.ole .of the Burrows if p.ossible as a Nature
rf'sf'rve."
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l;>rofessor E. J. Salisbury has always taken an interest in the Burrows and I gladly acknowledge the value of his kindly offices in connection with the above resolution.
In the nature of things my visit was too late in the year for appreciating the full glory of the flowering season but I saw enough of
the vestigial traces of spikes and stems to enable me to iT,lagine what
a brave show the flowers must have made. Not only were the Burrows
so impressive but the surrounding district is of exceptional interestBaggy Point to the north; the saltmarshes to the south, and t,he rolling
downs rising behind Braunton to the east-all afforded e"idence that
Nature had been lavish in her gifts.
The pleasant memories of such a delightful holiday will long remain.
I am one of those who consider that the social side is one of the most
attractive features of Botany-even as a hobby-and to go out with two
or three botanists who know their plants is a sheer joy. The late Mr
W. D. Miller was a conspicuous example of the ideal companion for such
an excursion and as he was staying in Braunton for his health he was
induced to accompany us one afternoon to the Burrows. Dr Wright
took us by car to see Panicml1 lineare, in which' we were all greatly interested. Although obviously extremely weak poor Miller appeared to
be greatly pleased by his outing and we hoped for the best, but, alas,
it was not to be--only two months later we received the sad news of his
rassing.
W.H.P.
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A FEW ADDITIONS TO THE FLORA OF NORTHAMPTONSHIRE.

(IN MEMORIA.M-GEORGE CL.4RIDGE DRUCE).
EDJlWND

B.

BISHOP.

Circumstances, connected chiefly with the health of my sister, impelled us to spend many weeks of the summers of both 1932 and 1933
at a farm in Northamptonshire, instead (as in the past) of exploring
those favoured parts of our native land more noteworthy, both from
the points of view of the botanist and of the lover of natural beauty.
If, by such enforced sacrifice of long-anticipated hopes, we have lost
much, there have been most wonderful compensations. It just happened
that our intimate association with the native county of Dr Druce almost
immediately followed upon the passing from us of that loved and revered
friend. In the quiet lanes and fields of Northamptonshire, again and
again we have felt in communion with his spirit. Every bush of Rosa
Rothschildii has recalled at once his vivid and kindly personality. Also
it has just happened, by no conscious choice of ours, ihat the village
which became our temporary home was actually adjacent to the birthplace of 30hn Clare, the peasant~poet and nature-worshipper, whose
poems had so great a fascination for Druce, as is evidenced on page
after page of his Flora of Northamptonshire.
It has been our practice in any new neighbourhood, in addition to
exhaustive collecting, to make notes of plants seen, other than those
most common. Naturally, we followed this practice here, and accumulated a quantity of notes.
Gradually it dawned upon us that these
notes might be of service in filling up a few gaps in the Flora of N orthCLlnptonshiTe, and possibly be of interest to some members of Ou;!: Society,
especially those to whom the memory of Druce is still dear. Above all,
we feel that the publication of these notes would not have been unwelcome to Druce himself, all too inadequate a tribute to him as they are.
The small corner of Northamptonshire specially worked by us is in
the extreme north of that county, in the area between the rivers Welland
and Nene, when they begin to flow roughly parallel towards the Wash.
This part is known as the" Soke of Peterborough," and has a separate
County Council from that which governs by far the greater portion of
Northamptonshire. We could not work even a tithe of the diminutive
Soke, and were unable to get into the fenland proper, but made odd
visits beyond, now and then into Lincolnshire and Rutland.
Bainton, our headquarters, is a pleasant thinly-peopled village, of
only 140 inhabitants, about five miles from Stamford and ten from
Peterborough, just a mile south of the boundary of Lincolnshire. Most
of our collecting and observing was made to the south of Bainton, on
the (usually) easy slopes of those low oolitic hills, seldom rising much
above 200 feet, which form the watershed between Welland and Nene.
A lthongh the Sake now possesses no actnal open commons (so far as I
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know) there is much rough uncultivated pasture, and a considerable
acreage of fine woodland. Self-advertised" hikers" would probably be
looked upon with coldness at least, and' any crowd, even of decent
ramblers, regarded with some suspicion. But two quiet unassuming old
folk such as ourselves-who lay claim with pride to the possession of
" country manners," and always shut gates after us-never met with
other than true courtesy and most kindly welcome, even when technically
trespassing. Indeed, our most profitable hunting grounds were usually
those glorious hedges, broad and dense, often obviously untrimmed for
many years, which border the large fields so characteristic 0.£ that neighbourhood.
Another feature thereabouts, none too common in the Sputh of England, is very dear to our hearts, and must be specially mentioned. No
botanist, nor any other decent human being, could help loving those
wide grassy" verges," frequently bush-strewn, which add so much charm
and elbow-room to almost every lane (and even high road) in the district. It is a country-side of quiet beauty, still largely unspoiled, retaining much of the old-time fragrance of the true England, before
petrol and its attendant horrors were permitted to defile our most preciousheritage.
With reference to the following list of species and localities, a few
explanatory details are necessary.
In general, the arrangement, nomenclature and methods adopted in
the F~ora of N01'thamptonshire have been followed. New localities have
been added, other than those already mentioned by Druce, in the case
of every species or variety found by ns, except of those quite common.
Many of such may appear of trifling value, but I have tried to act as I
think Druce himself would have done in the circumstances. An exception has been made of the genus Rosa, as will be seen. Here I have
acted as a disciple of 001. vVolley-Dod, and have adopted the arrangement and nomenclature of his" Revision of the, British Roses."
In every case where a plant was found by my sister, Mrs O. L. Wilde,
the name of the locality is followed by "W." In two or three instances
the names of friends who have made finds have been set out. All other
records are my own.
'Whenever "Ashton" is mentioned in these notes, the reference is
to the hamlet in Bainton parish (Div. 4), not to that near Oundle (Div.
7). From the context at times, I am rather afraid that Druce occasionally confused these two, but cannot attempt to disentangle them.
In certain other instances where Divisions 4 and 7 are concerned,
again I fear that a few of Druce's localities have got into the wrong
Division, but here also I must leave them.
Re " Helpstone Heath," often given in Flora, of Northamptonshire
as a locality, I am not clear as to where this is (or was) situat-ed, but
have an uneasy feeling that it may be one and the same as my "Ailsworth Heath." The latter name is that which appears upon the 6-inch
Ordnance Map, and is shown as being ill Ailsworth parish, therefore it
ha~ been so cited by me.
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"Upton Heath" is but our OWllname for the more or less open,
rough heathy fields, adjacent to each other, in the parish of Upton.
Much of our time was spent there, and many of our most interesting
plants were discovered on this favourite spot.
As more distant-and more famous-haunts of Flora a.re now beyond
our ken, we hope in 1934 to re-visit some of the places mentioned in
these notes, and if possible to get further afield.
In the meantime, often in memory we are on a gentle upland, under
a spacious heavenly dome of a full hemisphere, not often seen on land,
though familiar to those who roam the sea. In every direction, melting
away into a very distant horizon, is an extensive peaceful landscape,
dotted with seemingly innumerable church spires and towers, the works
of Nature and of man, from our viewpoint, for a brief while almost in
harmony.
Nearer, and more intimate, is the mental visi.on of " the wind in the
willows," as seen from the farmhouse of our ever-kindly host and hostess. Are there anywhere such entirely lovable trees as those· waving
white willows of Bainton? Almost worth missing glorious tramps over
fell and crag to have been privileged to greet them. Almost worth breaking solemn tryst with blushing Rosa mollis in fairy-haunted Allendale
to have known them. A.lmost.
Clematis Vitalba I, ..................... ,........
Thalictrum fl,avum L. .........................
Ranunculus repens L. .........................
auricomus L ....................
"
peltatus Schrank .............
(Not recorded in Ft Nortnampton.
shire. Probably overlooked.)
CaUha palustris L.
Var. GuerangeTii (Bor.) ............ ,....
Castalta alba (L.) Link ........................
Papaver Rhoeas L.
Var. Pryorii Druce ........................

4.-Ufford Quarries, W.
4.-Bainton, W.
4.-A double-flowered form at Ufford, W.
4.-Ashton, W. 7.-Wittering, W.
7.-Upton Heath.

7.-Wittering Marsh.
4.-Lolham Bridges, W.

4.-Ashton. Bainton.
7.-Barnack. Wittering, W.
P. hybriaum L ..................................... 7.-Sonthol'p, W.
(N(}t recorded in F,l. Northamptonshire, but is given for v.-c. 32 in

ComUal Flora.)
Raaicula Nasturtium Dr.
Var. siifolia (Reichb.) ................... 4.-Bainton.
Sisymbrium altissimum L. .................. 4.-Bainton Ballast Pits, W.
Lepillinm aensifl,omm Schrad. ............ 4.-Bainton Ballast Pits, Mrs R. Dallas.

(Probably.)
DrabaL. ..............................
Thlaspi arvense L. ...............................
Sap on-aria otficinalis L. ........................
Silene angusti,folia S. & T.
VaI'. pubescens (DC.) .......................
S. noctifl,ora L. ......................................
L?Jchnis aioica L ..................................

4.-Bainton Ballast Pits, W.
4.-Bainton Ballast Pits, W.
4.-Bainton Ballast Pits, W.
4.-Ufford (frequent).
4.-Barnack. 7.-Wittering, W.
4.-Bainton, W. Wakerley, W.

(Very rare, only found twiee.)
I:. (litha!Jo Seop. ..................................
S((.(finrr a,petala. Ard, .""." ........... ".......

7.-Walcot.

4.-Rnrghley Park wall, near Stamforcl.
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Geranium pratense L. . ....................... . 4.·-In glorious profusion by the east

G. pusiUum L. ............. , .............. , ........ .
G. lucidum L ....................................... .
!lex AJ1uifoli7lm L. .. ............................ .

Rhamnlls Frang1lla L ..........................

edge of Wakerley Wood. Already
recorded from here, but the sight
was too lovely to be passed by
without mention.
4.-Burghley Parl{, W.
4.-Ufford, W.
(Nowhere seen in a wild situation. The
entire absence of this familiar tree
from the most likely heaths and
woo(ls was very ;:range to us.)
7.-Ailsworth Heath.
(Several bushes
growing with R. (athartic1ls. The
latter is common tllroughout the
greater part of our area, but only
in this one situation did we fin d
R. Frang1lla.)

Genista tincto1'ia L ............................. ..
CytiSus scoparills (L.) Link ................ ..
Ononis rep ens L ................................... .
O. spinosa L. .. .................................... ..
MeWotus alti,ssima TllUill ................. ..
M.alba Desr.
.. .................................... .
M. ilulica (L.) All. .............................. ..
TrifoliUm fmgiterum L ..................... ..
T. procllmbens L. .. .............................. .
T. filitorme L ....................................... .
Astmaal.us al·lICl1ph1Jllos L ................. ..

4.-Ashton, W. Ufford.
7.-Sontlley Wood, Ufford.
4.-Baintou.
4.-Barnack.
4.--Bainton Ballast Pits, W.
4.-Rainton Ballast Pits, Mrs R. Dalla.s.
4.-Rainton Rallast Pits, W.
4.-Rainton, TV .
•. -·Rain(on, W.
7.-Upton Heath.
4.-Ufford, W.
7.-Upton, W. Near Sutton Heath.
A. danicus Retz ................................... .. ·'.-Ufford, W.
Vi cia. tetraspe1'ma (L.) Moench ........... . 7.-Ailsworth Heath.
Pnln1ls Avium L ................................. . 4.-TTfforfl.
P. spinosa L.
Var. macrocarpa Wallr ................ . 4.-TJfford.
-"pimea Ftlipendllla L. .. ..................... .. 4.-Ashton, W.

7.-·Ailsworth, W. Upton, W.
Fragaria vesca L.
Var. I.eucocarpa Dr.
Alcl1emil1.a minor Huds.
Aarimonia Eupatoria L.

Po!erium pol?laamnm VV. &

7.-Walcot, W. (Common in oue re·
stricted spot.)
7.-Southey WOOd, Ufford, W.
Ailsworth Heath, HT.
7.-Ailsworth road, W.
(A large plant making some approach towards A. odora.ta, perhaps. var. 11mbrosa Coss. &, Germ.)
K ..........: .. 4.-Ufford. W. Easton-on·the-Hill, W.

ROSA (Tourn.) L.
Probably more attention was paid to this genus than to all the other
genera combined, many thousands of rose bushes having been examined
by us. In connection with this genus I have followed the arrangement
and nomenclature of Lt,-CoL .A. H. Wolley-Dod, as set out in his" Revision of the British Roses." .Also, in every case where a Rose is new
to v.-c. 32, in Col. Wolley-Dod's records, I have given it the N.C.R. mark.
This does not in the least imply that any re,cord given in Fl. N orthampto'Tlshi7'e for a particular var. or f. is unsound, and most certainly is not
intended HR a l'flf\ection npon any recorder, In most cnseR of real doubt,
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especially where a rare Hose was concerned, the speeimen has been
referred to Col. WolleY-Dod.

n.

al'vensis Huds.

Val'.

vU~lJal'is

Ser.

f. majol' Coste
'f. hispida Lej. & Court. ......... .

·Var. ovata (Lej.) Desv ................. .
·Var. btseITata Crep ..................... ..
?·Var. ~aevipes Orem. .. ................. .

·Var. gaUicoides (Desegl.) Cre}) .....

7.-Ailsworth Heath. Upton Heatl! (towards ~aevipes Orem.).
4.-Ashton, W.
7.-Upton. Southey Wood, Ufforu.
4.-Ashton. Helpstone.
4.-Asllton.
7.-Upton, W. (Near this var., but in
view of a few glands on peduncles
I can only record as N.C.R. with a
query.)
/,.~Ashton,

W.

7.-Castor Hanglancls.
Upton (good
forms from at least two distinct
stations. Some of those from Upton Heath are truly magnificent,
the best I have fver seen.) Marholm (very weal, f.), lV. Collyweston Great Wood.
n. canina L.

Var.

~utetiana

(Lem.) Baker .......... 4.-Ashton ..Bainton. Ufford, TV. Easwn·
on-the-Hill, W.
7.-Upton, W.
?'f. lasiostyLis Borb. ................ 4.-Barnack (not without doubt, so will
record as N.C.R. 'vtth a query).
Var. sphae1'ica (Gren.) Dum .......... 4.-Bainton (nearest sphaeTiw, but off
type).
·Var. tiexibiUs (Desegl.) Rouy ....... 7.-Upton Heath (confirms a uoubtful
record).
Var. senticosa (Ach.) Baker ............ 4.-Asllton, W. Bainton.
7.-Ailsworth (nearest this varl, W.
f. mucTonulata (Desegl.) W.-Dod l,.-Rarnaclc Bainton, W.
7.-Upton Heath. Wittering, W.
Var. spul'ia (Pug.) W.·Dod ............ l,.-Pilsgate. Asl1ton.
f. syntl'ichostyw (Rip.) Rouy
;'.-Rainton.
7.-Ailsworth, W. Whitewater. Colly·
w€ston Great WOOd, W.
Var. gLobu~aTis (Franch.) Dum. ..... 4.-Ashton.
Var. ramo·sissima Rau .................... 4.-Barnacle
7.-Upton Heath; W.
Var. dwnaris (Becl1st.) Dum. ......... 4.-Ashton, W. Rainton,' W.
7.-Upton Heath. Ailsworth Heath, W.
Collyweston Great v'lood, lV.
f. viTiaicata (Pug.) Rouy ......... 4.-Helpstone. Ufford, W.
7.-Upton Heath. Marholm.
f. cladoleia (Rip.) ...................... 4.-Bainton. Ashton, lV. Ufford, W.
7.-Ailsworth Heath. Fpton, W. Wit·
tering, W.
Yar. stenocal'pa (Desegl.) Rouy .
7.-·Wittering, W. (nearest stenocarpn).
4.-Helpstone.
·Var. medioxima \Desegl.) Rouy
7.-Collyweston Great Wood, W.
'Var. biserrata (Mer.) Bal,er ........ . 4.-Ashton, W.
·f. el'iostyla (Rip.) W.·Dod ...... . 7.-Upton Heath (confirms a doubtful
record).
'Var, Carioti (Chab.) Rouy .......... .. 7.·-TTpton Heath.
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1'Var. fraxinoides H. Br .... , .......... . 7.-Southey

Wood, Ufford.
(Nearest
but ,rfcorded with
some 'doubt.)
4.-Lolham (passably good), W. Ashton.
Helpstone. UffoI'd, W.
7.-Ailsworth.
(All + untypical, most not free
from doubt.)
4.-Helpstone.' Ashton, vV'.
7.-wittering, W. (At lfast four gatheringsfrom different bushes). Ailsworth.
4.-Ashton.
7.-Ailsworth Heath, W. Up ton Heath.
4.-Ashton. Bainton. JIelpstone, W.
7.-Upton, W.
4.-Ashton, W,
7.-Upton Heath, W.
7.-Marholm (with slight doubt).
tTaxinoides,

Of. recognita Rouy .................. .

·Var. sylvulaJ'um (Rip.) Rouy .......

'f.adscita (Desegl.) Rouy ....... ..

Var. anaegavensis (Bast.) Desp ..... .

Var. vel'ticillacantha (Mer.) Bal{er
of. Lemaitrei (Rip.) W.-Dod .... ..
1'Var. SchottianaSer . ................ ..
Var. Blondaeana (Rip.) Rouy ...... .
Of. Beatricis (Burn. et Greml.)
Rouy ................................... . 7.-Upton Drift. Upton Heath, W.
R. dumetorum ThuilL
Var. typica W.-Dod ..................... .. 4.-Ashton, W.
f. 1l1'bica (Lem.) W.-Dod ......... . Too common in 4 and 7 Divisions to
mention localities.
f. semigla1Jm (Rip.) W.-Dod ... 4.-Bainton. Ashton, W.
7.-Ailsworth Heath, W. Marholm, W.
Near Pilsgate (towards Wittering).
'Var. ramealis (Pug.) W.-Dod .... .. 4.-Ashton, W. Helpstone.
Var. GabTi,elis (F. Ger.) R. KeU ... . 4.-Ashton, W.
7.-Upton. West of Southey Wood. Ailsworth Heath, W. Marholm, W.
?'Var. calophylla Rouy, non ChI'. 4.-Ashton (but off type).
Var. platypllylla (Rau) W.-Dod ... 4.-Bainton. Ashton, W. Barnack.
7.-Ailsworth ,Heath.
Marholm (with
some doubt).
(Mostly with untypically rather
small leafiets.
Personally, I am
sorry that Wolley-Dod dropped jactata Desegl., and merged it in
platypllylla.)

Var. sphael'OCal'pa !Pug.) W.-Dod ..
'f.
spinetorum
(Desegl.
et
Ozan.) W.-Dod ..................... 4.-Ashton, W.
(I thinl, this is good
enough to confirm a previous
douhtful record for the County.)
7.-Marholm (towards ',spllJaerocal'pa).
Near Pilsgate, W.
Var. hemitJ'icha (Rip.) W.-Dod ...... 4.-Ashton. Barnack.
7.-Ailsworth Heath. upton, W.
Var. incerta (Dese~1.) W.-Dod ....... 4.-Bainton, W. Ashton, W.
7.-Upton Heath. Marholm, W.'
R. cOJ'iifolia Fr.
Var. typica ChI'.
of. frutetorum (Bess.) W.-Dod,

non Chr.

. ........................ 7.-wittering, just above the Marsh, W.
(Confirms a doubtful recor<1.)
·Var. subcollina ChI'. ............. ........ 7.-Wittering, W.
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It obtusifolia Desv.
?·Var. typica W.-Dod .................... 7.-Near Pilsgate (not quite satisfactory,

so record with a query).

[To us, residents in Surrey, where this variety is so common, its
almoot total absence from Northamptonshire seems very strange.
The more so, as the other rarer ObttLSifo~iae are so much in evidence in the latter county. But Wolley-Dod's records· do not
show it from any adjacent county, except Warwick which is
remote from our special corner of Northamptonshire.
The records under obtusifolia, in PI. Northamptonshire, evidently refer to the aggregate species, not to var. typica.
Possibly the two records for Leicestershire, by A. E. 'Wade, ill
the recently published J!'L Leicestenhi-re a.nd! Rtdland (under
" Sub-var. typica Chr."), may refer to var. typica W.-Dod.]
Var. tomentellq, (Lem.) Baker ......... 4.-Ashton, W. Lolham, W.
7.-Ailsworth Heath, W. Upton.
f. canescens (Baker) W.-Dod ". 4.-Helpstone.
7.-wittering (witll some dou]Jt).
Var. decipiens Dum.
'f. glandulosa Crep.
7.-Upton.
Val'. B01'1'eri (Woods) W.-Dod
4.-Bainton. Ashton. Helpstone, W.
7.-Ailswortll Heath.
Var. scle1'Ophylla (Scheutz) W.-Dod 4.-Bainton. AshtOll. Helpstone.
7.-Ailsworth Heath, W. Upton Heath,
W. Wittering.
(Fairly frequent in our area.)
Vur. Rothschildii (Druce) W.-Dod .. 4.-Bainton, W. Ashton. Lolllam. Help·
stone, W.

[This most striking and distinct Rose is not uncommon in
some parts of our area, especially at and about Ashton. My
sister alBo found it in Lincs (S.), v.-c. 53, and Rutland (part of
V.-c. 55), in each case a N.C.R. Its extreme forms are truly
magnificent. My sister and I have much sympathy with Druce
in giving it specific rank. We know nothing of chromosomes,
and but little of the intricacies of plant physiology, etc. On
the field, and in subsequent herbarium examination, Rothschildii
seems to us as deserving of being considered a species as either
Sherardi or agrestis. Some of its· marked characters suggest
affinity with Subseries Rubiginosae. Perhaps its nearest (or
rather least distant) relative in our British flora is the very
rare seticaulis W.-Dod, whilst somewhat more remote are sclerophylla and Barreri, its present neighbours in Wolley-Dod's " Revision." Indeed, quite frequently, these two last-mentioned are
actual neighbours of Rathschildii on the field in our corner of
Northamptonshire, and also occasionally in those parts of Rutland and South Lincolnshire visited by us. Possibly, in some
future disturbance of our present. classification, these four (i.e.,
Barre'ri, sclerophylla, seticaulis and Rothschildii) may be constituted a separate Group of the ObttLSifoliae.]
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R. tomentosa Srn.
·Var. typica W.-Dod

4.-Ashtnn, W. Helpstone.
7.-Ailsworth Heath, W. upton Heath.
castor Hanglands.
Collyweston
Great Wood, W.
Of. egl,andulosa W.-Dod ........... . 4.-AshtDn, W.
·Var. pseudo-cuspidata (Crep.) Rouy 4.-Lolham Bridges, W.
7.-Ailswortll Heath (nnt without doubt).
Var. scabriuscula Sm. .................. . 4.-Ashton, W.
7.-Ailswnrth, W. Oldfield Common, W.
Marholm.
R. rubiginosa L.
Var. typica W.-Dod
4.-Barnack, W.
7.-Ailsworth Heatll, TV.
·Var. Totunditolia Rau ................. . 7.-Ailsworth Heath, TV.
'Var. ecninocarpa (Rip.) Gren ...... . 7.-Upton (quite gOOd), W.
AilsWOI'ill
Heath (rather weal{ f.), W.
11. micrantlw Sm.
Var. typica W.-Dod
4.-Ashton, TV.
7.-Southey WDDd, UffDrd, W. UptDn,
W. AilswDrth Heath, W.
pyrus communis L.
Var. pymste)' (L.) ..........................
crataegus Monogyna Jacq. .................

C. monogyna Jacq.
x oxyacanthoides Tlmill. ...............

C. oxyacanthoides Tl1uill. .. ......... .......
Hibes Uva-cl'ispa L. .... ..........................
11. rubTum L. ........................................
Sedllm album L. ..................................
CaUitriche

? obtus.angula ....................

EpiloDiUm tetTagonum L. ...................
IEnoth,era o,do'rata Jacq. ......................
SiUm erectum Huds. ...........................
Pimpinella. major Huns. .....................
P. Saxitmga L.
Var. poteriitolia (Wallr.) ...............
rEnanthe fi,stulosa L. ....................... ....
8ilallm Silaus (L.) Scl1inz & Thell. ......
Ga!Wm Mollugo L. x verllm L. (=
oCIlTOlellcllm Wolf.) .... ...................

7.-UptDn, lV.
4.-Asl1ton.
(A most interesting and
striking form, with very small
flowers in dense clusters, very
small leaves, and long prickles
which constitute its very short
branches. Quite new to me, and
I know no var. under which to
place it.)
!,.-AslltDn, and elsewhere.
7.-Ailswortl1, Upton, and elsewl1el·e.
(Often seen by us.)
4.-BaintDn. Asl1ton.
7.-Ailsworth Heath. Upton Heatll.
(Rather common in our area.)
!,.-UffDrd, and elsewhere, W.
4.-Bainton Ballast Pits, lV.
7.-WalcDt, W.
4.-Very CDmmDn Dn walls at an(] about
Bainton ana Ashton.
4.-WDthDrp, abundant in pone] near
ruins of Manor HDuse.
4.-BaintDn, TV.
7.-Ailsworth Heath, TV.
f,.-BaintDn Ballast Pits, W.
4.-BaintDn, W.
4.-Asl1tDn, and elsewllere, W.
4.-Rarnack, TV.
4.-Ashton.
4.-Ashton.

4.-Hills and Holes, Barnack, W. Ufforc1, TV. (Good intermediates. In
eacl1 case bDtl1 putative parent~
grDwing very close to each other.)
Va,!erianeUa dentata (L.) Poll. ............ 4.-Asl1tDn. Barnack.
Val'. mixta (L.) .............................. 4.-Ufforc1, W.
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V. car'inata Lois. .................................

Erigeron acer L ........ ".........................
Gnaphalium syLvaticum L. ..................
InuLa squarrosa (L.) &.

&;

T ............. ".
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4,-Bainton Ballast Pits, W. (Only one
other station given by Druce in
the county.)
4.-Bainton Ballast Pits, W.
7.-Ailsworth Heath. (Not UllCOlll1l1011
in tIlis one spot,)
4.-Ashton, W.
7.-Ailsworth Heath.
4.-Bainton. Ashton, W.
4.-Bainton Ballast Pits, in abundance.
7.-Ailswortll Heath.

Matl'icaria suaveoLens (Pursh) Bucl1....
Senecio viscosus L. " .... " .... " ....... ,..... ".
Carlina vuLgaris L. ..............................
Cil'sium eriophorum (L.) Seop.
Var. britannicum (Petrak) ............ 7.-Ailsworth Heath (very fine). Upton,
W. Marholm, W.
Onopol'don Acanthium L ......... " "....... 7.-Near castor Hanglands, lV.
Centaul'ea Scabiosa L. .,...................... 7.-Barnack (rayed and non-rayed forms
with pure white fiowers), lV. Mar-

C. Cyanus L. .......................... ".............
Cichorium Intybus L. ..........................
Picris Hieracioides L. ..........................
Leontodon nudicauLis (L.) Banks .......
Lactuca virosa L ... "'" .. " .... ,,""",, ... ,,"
Tragopogon pl'atensis L. (As segregate
=genuinus Syme, in which floret

holm (with very beautiful mnsl,whit€ flowers), W.
7.-Ailsworth, W.
4.-Bainton Ballast Pits, W.
7.-AilswortI1, W.
4.-'Cfford Quarries.
7.-Ailsworth Heath, W.
4.-Bainton Ballast Pits, W.

rays equal phyllaries) .. """" ..... ,,. 7.-Barnack, towards Whitewater. Ailg·
worth, J. E. S. Dallas.
Calluna vulgaris (L.) Hull .. " .. " .. """" 7.-Southey Wood, Ufford, W.
Sarnolus Valerandi L ............ " .. "" .. "... 7.-Ailswortll Heath, lV.
Syringa vulgaris L. " .. "".......... .......... 4.-Bainton.
Ligustnlm vuLgare L. .......................... Seemingly native in several places, but
most almndant and quite at home
on Ailsworth Heath (Division 7).
Here it is often almost a dominant
shrnb, a great attraction to the
numerous butterflies found on the
Heath.
Blac/{stonea per/oliata Huds. '............. 7.-Southey WOOd, Ufford. Waleot, W.
Ailsworth Heath.
Menyantlles tl'itoliata L ....... " ........... .. 4.-Lolham Bridges, TV.
Myosolis caespitosa K. F. Schultz ...... . 7.-l.'pton Heath, W.
RI. aTven.<u IL.) Hill.
Yar. syLvestris (Schlecht.) .. ' .. " ...... .. 7.-Southey Wood, Ufford, W.
LitllOspe1'7nUm o-ffi,cinale L ................. .. 4.-Ufford, W.
L. a1'1'ense L. ........ ' .............................. . 7.-Upton.
Ec/dum vUlgm'e L ....................... ,"' .. .. 4.-Bainton Ballast Pits, W.

7.-Ailsworth Heath.
Ct/scuta epilinum L. .. ....................... .. 7.-0n a detached portion of Ailsworth
Heath. All three species growing
C. eU1'Opaea L. " ........ " .................. " .... "
more or less together in dense
C. tritolii Bab ...... " .............. " ............ ..

masses, parasitic on many host
plants, extending over more than
an acre. All submitted to Mr W.
H. Pearsall, and named by him.
Vel'bascum virgatum Stokes ' ...... " ...... . 4.-Bainton Ballast Pits, lV.
Linaria spuria (L.l Mill .................... .. 4.-Ashton.
L. ElaUne (L.) Mill. .. ,............ ,............ . 4.-Bainton, W.
7.-Barnack,
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Digitalis purpurea L. ...........................

7.-Southey Wood, Ufford, W. Ailswortll
Heath, W.
Veronica aquatica Benquerel ............. 7.-Ailswortll Heath.
Bartsia Odontites Huds.
Var. verna (Reichb.) ................. ..... 7.-Upton, W.
lIlelampurum cristatum L. .................. 7.-Still in fair quantity at a station (extending for about 100 yards) in Ufford Parish. Probably tIle same as
that given in Ft. Northamptonshire, p. 174. "Ufford, H. C. Watson Herb., 1831."
OrolJanche major L. ............................ 4:-Bainton, W. Ufford Quarries, lV.
7.-Ailswortll, W. Marholm, W.

(Locally rather common, in restricted spots. Fine plants.)
01'iganum vulgare L.
Var. albif/,orum 1.ej.

4.-Ufford Quarries, W.
7.-Ailswortl1 Heatl1.

Satureia ascendens (Jord.) Dr ............ . 4.-Asl1ton.
S. Acinos (L.) ScheeIJ ......................... . 7.-Upton.
Nepeta Cataria 1.. . .............................. . 4.-Ufford, W.

7.-Barnack, towarc1s Whitewater. W.
Lamium amplexicaule 1..................... . 4.-Ufford.
Polygonum Convolvulus 1..
Var. subalatum 1.ej. & Court.
p. petecticale (Stokes) Dr ................... .
l(umex pulcher L. ............................... .
Daphne Laureola L. ............................ .
Euphorbia platyphyllos L .................. .
Vlmus x hOllandtca Mill. (probably) .,

7.-SoutllOrp.

4.-Duddington.
4.-Bainton, W.
4.-Bainton, W. Ufford, W.
4.-Ashton.
7.-AilswortI1.
7.-Edge of Walcot Park (along Ermine
street), abundant, W.
Betula alba 1.. . .................................... . 7.-Southey Wood, Ufford, W.
Betula pubescens Ehrh ....................... . 7.-Southey Wood, Ufford. W.
?*Quereus Robur Ex sessilif/,ora Salisb. ...................... . 7.-Southey
Q. sessilif/,ora Salisb. . ......................... .
Q. Cerris L .......................................... .
Juglans j'egia 1. .•..................................

PO'[Jlllns tremula L .............................. .
Orchis pymmidalis L ......................... .

Aceras anthropophOra (1..) Br ............ .
Ophrys apifera Huds. . ....................... .
Habenaria virescens (Zollik) Dr ......... .
Allium ursinum L .............................. .
Juncoides pilosum Morong ................. .
Zannichellia palustris L. . ................... .
CAREX

Wood, Ufford, W. Colly·
weston Great Wood, W.
4.-Helpstone.
7.-Walcot, with self-sown seedlings.
q.-Hills and Holes, Barnack. Ufford
Quarries.
(Sturdy saplings, 3 or 4 feet high,
obviously not deliberately planted.)
7.-Southey Wood, Ufforr1.
4.-Ufford, W.
7.-Ailsworth Heath. upton, W. Wal
cot, W. Wittering, W.
4.-Ashton. Easton-on-the-Hill, W.
4.-Ashton.
7.-Southey Wood, Ufford, W.
7.-Ailsworth.
7.-Southey Wood, Ufford, W.
7.-Southey Wooc1. Ufford, W.
7.-Ailsworth Heath.

(Dill.) L.

All gatherings of this genus, in any sense critical, have been submitted to Mr W. H. Pearsall, who has been kind enough to name them
for us in his usual thorough manner, unsparing of any trouble to himself.
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Notes and comments by Mr Pearsall are set out below, under the varIous species and varieties.
C. hirta L.
Var. llirtaetormisPers.) Kunth .. , 4.-Ashton (pond at edge of Lawn Wood) .
.. All fruits abortive through t!le
action of mites," W.H.P.
Var. spinosa Mort. .......................... 4.-Bainton Ballast Pits (not an extreme form), W.
C. binervis Srn. ........ ............................ 7.-Southey Wood, Ufford, W. WittBring Marsh, W.
Ailsworth Heat!l
(two distinct stations, about a mi~"
apart), W.
"All C. binervis,"
W.H.P.

This species is stated, in Flora of N ortha1npton.~hire, to 'be very
rare i:n the county, and only one station is given-Evenley Camp
(No. 2 Division). This is in the extreme S.W., more than fifty
miles distant from either of our stations. Both O. distans and
O. fulva have been recorded from Wittering Marsh, but we have
not yet found either species there.
., C. f!ava (type)'''
W.H.P.
lepidocarpa Tausc!l ........................ . 7.-WittBring Marsh, w.
"C. lepillo·
carpa," W.H.P.
Goodenowii Gay
Var. recta Fleischer
7.-Ailsworth Heath. "Probably the f.
aquatitormis Kiikenth., which has
narrow glumBs," W.H.P.
Var. stenocarpa Knk. .. .................. . 7.-Wittering Marsh, W. "An extreme
f. of stenocal'pa with glumes very
long, exceBding the fruit and very
acute," W.H.P.
Var. strictitormis L. H. Bailey
7.-Wittering Marsh. "Var. stricti-tormis L. H. Bailey," W.H.P.
lepoj'ina L.
Var. longibracteata peterm. ......... 7.-Upton Heath (groWing with type), W.
vulpina L.
Var. nemorOSa (Rehent.) Lej.
4.-Ashton.
contigua Hoppe (muricata L.)
7.-Ailsworth Heath, W. Some of these
are " abnormal plants with elong·
ate fruits (8-9-10 mm. x 2 mm.) con·
taining
nothing but abortive
orange (galled ?) ovaries, not developed," W.H.P.
f. paUida Appel ex Woerlein ... 7.-Upton, W.
(So named by W.H.P.)
disticha Huds.
Var. longibracteata (Schleich.) .... . 7.-Wittering Marsh.
dioica L ........................................... . 7.-Still growing in Wittering Mars!l
(1933), E.B.B.

C. f!ava L. ........................................... .. 7.-Wittering Marsh.
C.

C.

C.
C.
C.

C.

C.

GRAmNEAE.

Our Grasses have been submitted to Mr W. Biddiscombe, who has
kindly devoted much time and attention to them. All critical determinations are his, and the names set out here are given on his authority.

llHIWm effusum L ................................ 7.-SoutlleY Wood, Ufford.
'Calamagrostis epigeios (L.) Rotll ......... 4.-Bainton, W. AshtOll, vV. UiIoI"u, W.
7.-Ailswortll Heath, W.
Deschampsia caespitosa (L.) Beauv.
Var. argentea S. F. Gray ............... 4.-Asllton, W .•
l'risetum ttavescens (L.) Beauv........... 7.-Wittering Marsh, W.
Var. variegatum (Mert. & Koch)... 4.-Ashton, lV.
Cynosurus ecninatus L. ....................... 4.-Bainton Ballast Pils, W.
H.oeleria britannica (Domin) Dr. ......... 4.-Ufford, lV.
7.-Upton Heath, W.
Bl"iza media L.
Var. albtda Lej. ............ ................. 7.-Wittering· Marsll
PGa pratensis L.
Var. strtgosa Parn ......................... 7.-Upton, W.
Glyce1'ia ttuitans (L.) Br. x plicata. Fr.
(=peaicellata Townsend) ............... 7.-Upton Heath, W. Wittering Marsh, lV.
G. plicata Fr. ....................................... 4.-Wothorp, W.
7.-Upton Heath, W.
Var. aeclinata (Breb.) .................... 4.-Wothorp, W.
Fest'Uca etatior L.
Yar. pseUaO-loliacea (HaCk.) .......... 4.-Bainton, W.
F'. elatior L. x Dolium perenne L.
(XF'. aascenaens Retz.) ................... 4.-Easton-oll'the-Hill, W.
F'. Bromoides L ..................................... 4.-Bainton, W. Ufford, W.
'Bromus rigens L. (=maximus Desf.) 4.-Baintoll, ))y roadside, W.
N.C.R. not only to Flora of North..
amptonshi1'e, but also to Comital
Flora.
Brachypoaium pinnatnm CL.) Beauv.
Var. p1lbescens S. F. Gray............. 4.-Ufford (Upton Lane), W.
Var. c01'nicWatum Breb. ............... 7.-Upton Heath, W.
(near possibly a x) .................. 7.-Upton (Upton Lane), W.
Var. compositum Parnell ............... 4.-Barnacl', W. Duddington, W.
Agropyron rep ens L.
Var. Lee1'Sianum S. F .. Gray ......... 4.-Ufford (Upton Lane), W.
Horaeum noao·sum L. ......................... 7.-Upton, W.
Elymtls europaeus L. .......................... 4.-Ashton, W. Barnack, W.
7.-Ailsworth fieatll, W.
Eljuisetum maximtlm Lam ................. 7.-Wittering, W.
Asplenium Trichomanes L. .................. 4.-Barnack, W.
A. Ruta-muTaria L ............................... 4.-Ufford, W.
D11Jopte1'is a1'istata (Vill.) Dr. ............ 7.-Southey Wood, Ufford, W.
Ophtoglossum vlllgatum L ................... 7.-Ailsworth Heath, W.
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VAHTA'rlON AND A VARIANT OFCERASTIOM VULGATUM
FROM DORSET.
W. B.

TURRILL,

D.Sc., F.L.S.

The study of intraspecific variation is becoming increasingly important with the advent of new methods of hotanical research, which
have often a very direct bearing on taxonomic problems.
Taxonomy
is, or should he, t:1e alpha and omega of hotanical investigations. The
geneticist, cytologist, ecologist, and workers in other branches of hotany
need t·o have their plants identified with the utmost possible precision.
On the other hand, their resultlS may lead to revision of taxonomic
opinions, such as the status to be given to some morphological entity
or the interrelationships of a group of species. Most certainly the controlled breeding of pla.nts and the intensive autecological field studies
now being increasingly pursued are modifying our views with regard
toO the polymorphism of species. It is being shown that there are many
l{inds of variation within what i~ usually acc:epted as a taxonomic
species amI it is prohable that the taxonomist ,,"ill eyentually be forced
to modify both his theory and his practice. For the moment, the writer
and some of his colle.agues are collecting data and experimenting, in a
nOIl-revolutionary manner, with nU'ious possibilities.
It seems advisable to use the term "variation" in a wide sense to
include all deviation from a standard. Tt is becoming customary to fix
a specim~n as the taxonomic type of a species. Such a specimen fixes
the specific name to plants accepted as conspecific with it. It further
supplies a 'standard for defining yariati.on in ({. taxonomic 11lanne1'''"
Unfortunately for many common European species no real type speCImen exists, no aclequate figure was provided by the author of the earliest
name, and the original description is frequently meagre.
This state
of affairs is often more unfortunate for the student of variation than
for the nomenclaturist (1) (2)" How far "type specimens" should be
chosen for such species, how they sllOuld be chosen, who should choose
them, and where they should be kept when chosen, are .matters for careful thought.
In the meantime it is often advisable to fix a standard
for a species or subspecific unit from material in one of the public her- .
baria, or to fix a standard and to deposit the material in a public Ilerharium. Such a standard specimen at least gives an indisputable hasis
for researc:1 .in the sense of avoiding vagueness and ambiguity.
That there are fundamentally different kinds of variation has been
clearly shown hy much recent work. Broadly speaking, there is fluctuation and genic variation.
In the former, deviation in morphological
:md! or physiological characters is caused by different environmental fac"It is unavoidable that, with existing methods, the taxonomic type mayor may

not have cl1araeters coinciding with mean or modal valnes for the species.
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tors acting on the same gene complex.
In tIle latter, different gene
complexes are acted on by the same or different environmental factors.
Both fluctuation and genic variation require, 'however, a much deeper
analysis than this and it is hoped to supply one, with a definite taxonomic bias, at a later date. One must admit that some deviations within
any species are due to different environments in the sense that they
only appear in these environments, while there may be others which
indicate real oonstitutional differences.
Both kinds of variation are
much greater than acknowledged in any desci'iptive British flora. It
is useless for the taxonomist to ignore variation. .At. least, if he doe's,
he will become more and more ignored by workers in other branches of
botany and the hope of combined team-work ,will be lessened. There
arise~, then, the important question as to how variations should be
treated by the taxonomist.
It is probable that some compromise is
best for the moment between those who argue that varieties (genic
variations) and forms (fluctuations) should not be given names and those
who give names to every specimen showing more than a very small
deviation from an accepted standard. The writer has previously pointed
out (3) how absurd it is to attempt to give names to all varieties originating through hybridisation Qf accepted species, back-crossing, and the
resultant segregation.
Such varieties are combinations of characters
and a simple mathematical exercise shows that there are frequently
hundreds of thousands of combinations any of which may equally well
occur as any other.
To burden nQmenclature with na.mes for all of
them is useless and absurd, to deny or finally ignore their existence is
unscientific .
.A similar problem (not, however, quite the same) has been solved
for intraspecific hybridilSatiQn in Silene vltlgnT·is (S. aucubalus~ s.
angustifolia, etc.) and S. maritirna by the adoption of letter and figure
symbQls by means of which any variety can be precisely defined in one
or two lines of print in such a manner that anyone variety (or any
individual specimen) can be quickly and accurately compared with any
other (4). The scheme avoids the absurdities of subordinate classification (5) or of character-naming of "varietieiS "(6).
.A similar scheme
has been applied to intra-specific variation in Glaucium (7) and is being
tested in other genera. It is capable of modification and has the great
advantages of precision, conciseness, indefinite elasticity, and of aVQiding additions to an overburdened nomenclature. It is possible that a
great simplification and much increased accuracy of determination could
he obtained in such genera as Rosa and Rllbus by the use of a similar
scheme with certain modifications. The problems of so-called SUb-species
and the difficulties in~erent in the taxonomic study of apomictic plants
(1'nTnXnCU1n, Hiemciu1n, Alchemill!]" etc.) cannot be considered here,
but it is obvious that existing treatments are very unsatisfactory:
There remain fQr consideration those nu.merous genetic variations
which result directly from mutat~ons.
Plants showing these deviate
from the type in one or more ,char:;tcters. A single gene mutation may
modify qnite a numb.er of. characters and cOl1Verllely one chltracter is
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affected by lllany genes-indeed, by the gene complex.
We cannot,
therefore, balance genes and phenotypic characters in any simple quantitative manner, such as " one gene, one character" or " one character,
one gene." Yet gene mutations are of great scientific interest and the
taxonomist must recognise them by description. He can apply names
to them as variant units of his specific type, or he can use symbols other
than Latin names, or he can modify his specific description (and sometimes his differential diagnosis) to include t.heir characters.
The last
method has the great disadvantage that an emended specific description is needed whenever a new mutant is found. The least ambiguous
method taxonomicaIly is to have a full description of the type specimen
and to give all deviations from this recognition as varieties or fQrms.
It has, however, to be remembered that the type specimen has, as such,
no more botanical value than any other equally well prepared specimen.
That is to say, it can tell us no more about the characters 001' distribution of the species (which is a general populatiDn) than any other specimen. There is also the difficulty, already indicated, that the type specimen may have characters deviating widely from the species (population) as a whole. This difficulty is probably not Qften acute or of practical importance.
It is doubtful if a full symbolic scheme can often
be used advantageously for varieties originating directly from mutations
and occurring spasmodically in a species, until intensive and extensive
studies (herbarium, field, and controlled breeding) have been made on
the species as a whole. That is to say, there has to be a tentati~e recording of such varieties, and names may well be given to such a-s are
particularly well-defined morphologically and/ or have some special interest (ecological, phytogeographical, genetical, or economic).
.At the
same time it is undesirable to publish new names merely for the sake of
labelling. .An unnecessary name is a curse and no new name shQuld be
given unless it is really needed.
Some of the above remarks are illustrated by a Oerasti1Lm collected
hy Mr J. E. Lousley in Dorset and sent by him to Kew for identification.
No difficulty was experienced in naming the plant OeTast'imn
The interest lies in
vuZgatum L. var. mwrale (Desp. ex DC.) Gren.
deciding what is its status relative to or within the species O. V1ilgat'lf,m.
This last name is adopted in the sense of Babington (8, p. 65).
Rouy
and Foucaud (9, p. 206) use the name C. tTiviale Link, and .Ascherson
and Graebner (5, p. 637) the n;une O. caespitusum Gilib.
The ,following is the known history of the variant. De CandolIe (10)
published, as a species, Oerastium murale, with the following description: ".Au milieu des nombreuses variations du C. comm1m, on ne pent
affirmer d'une maniere positive si cette plante est une espece particu1ie1'e; eUe parait cependant distincte par sa racine plus dure, peut-etre
vivace, par ses tiges droites, un pen roides, par sa superficie tres-velue,
mais non visqueuse; par ses feuilIes pointues et non tres-obtuses; elIe
ne peut se confondre avec le O. visqu.eux, parce que les pedicelIes n'y Bont
pns plus longs que les ileurs.
1I? Cette plante m'a ete communiquee
par M. Desportes, qui l'avait observee nux environs dn Mans." In the
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P7"odromus (11) he supplies a Latin description in the following terms:
" O. murale (Desp. in DC. Fl. Fr., 5, p. 609), hirsutum suberectum
rigidum, foliis ovato-oblongis acutis numerosis, floribus fasciculatis
longitudine pedicelli, petaIis .emarginatis calycem aequantibus, capsulis
ob1ongis calyce calyce111 yix ~uperantihus. 7J.? Circa Coenomanum.
(v.s. C0111m. a cl. Desp.)."
Holandre (12) supplied a description in French which also seems
worth quoting: "Elle est tres-velue et tres rameuse, en touffes C0111lWf,ees de tiges droites, roides et dures, hautes de 2 a 3 pouces, garnies
de feuilles tres-nombreuses, plus longues que les entrenoeuds, ovalesoblongues, chargees de poils et hlanch:Hres ainsi que la tigeet les
pedoncules; fleurs ramassees en un bouquet serre au sommet de chaque
tlge, sur des pedoncules tres-courts; petales de la longueur du calice;
capsules, oblongues, depassant a peine le ca lice ; capsules oblongues,
depassant a peine le calice.
Bisann. ou vivo Fl. en juin.
Sur les
rocher8 et sur les murs; je l' ai recueilli sur la montagne du Calv(Lire,
priis de Sarrelouis."
A specimen of Holandre's is preserved at Kew and, with the above
descriptions, serves to fix NII' Lousley's plant as llelonging to the same
entity.
Grenier (14) reduced the species to C. 'lmlgatum var. murale. Rouy
and Foucaud (9, p. 207) use the name C. triviale Link var. murale.
Ascherson and Graebner (5, p. 642) follow Gtirke (15) and place the plant
(as a sub-var.) under O. caespitosum and note th(Lt it occurs "auf
NIauern, an Felsen und in Gerollen 8ehr zerstreut."
Preuss (13) describes and figures, under the name O. b'iviale fr. 'I11ari,ti'l11'um, a plant
which is very similar to that now ]wing discussed and which belongs to
the same taxonomic entity so far as one ean judge from desaiptioll
and figure only.
It was found between Gdingeil and Oxhoft, in East
Prussi(L at the time of publication, now in Polish territory.
Since C. vttlgatmn, O. triviale, and O. caespitos11.m are, from the
standpoint ,of the above authors, intended as names of the same species,
it follows that the supposed t(Lxonomic entity we are considering h(Lf;
been accepted as a species, a v(Lriety, a sub-variety, and a form. Further, the possibility of hybrid origin, with C. v1.11gatu'l11 and O. vi.~
co.mm L. (C. glome-ratum Thuill.) as parents, cannot be entirely ignored.
iYIr Lousley has kindly supplied the following field notes regarding
the materl(Ll collected by him in 1932 and ] 933: "It grows on an unenclosed part . . . near vVareham, Dorset, in comprmy with Trifolium
alomeTatum (and I think .~cabrwn), Sagi'l1n apetala, Potentilla
({Tgentea, H1IPochoeris glabra, Sagina cWaia, ThTinci.a hirta, and other
Oer-a,stia-the typical vegetation of heaths of that part. I have no doubt
a'Gall that it is native. The CerastillJTlL grows in small quantity scattered
over about an acre of ground. It is not a starved form, as I at first
thought, as it remains quite constant when growing in the shelter of
other vegetation. I do not think it is connected with nibbling by rahbits, as there is plenty of glom e.ratnm and vtLlgatmn practically bitten
(lown to the ground, but showing no malformation,"
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Th8 following description has be-en drawn up from Lousley's
material: A perennial or biennial 1ow-growing plant growing- in tufts.
StemR much branching frem the base, the flowering ones 1.5 to 10 cm.
high, the internodes very short and mostly hidden by the leaves, in the
npper part with a dense indumentum of spreading hairs of different
lengths but eglandular, in the lower part tending to become glabrescent.
The leaves. are oblong-lanceolate, sub-acute, sessile and only
slightly narrowed at the base, about 7 mm. long and 3 mm. broad, with
long distinct hairs on hoth surfaces.
In most of the flmvering stems
the leaves are longer than the intern odes und, in the dried material,
they stand erect, so that one pair is imbricated over the next higher
pair and little or no stem is visible till the leaves are bent back.
Inflorescence of 2-16 flowers, compact, the pedicels up to 4 mm. long,
but generally much shorter than this and the flowers frequently nearly
sessile, densely hairy as the upper stem internodes. On several flowering branches the stem internodes are rather longer and the pedicels
reach a maximum length, giving a looser appearance to the inflorescence.
Bracts hairy, upper with narrow membranous margins; lower herbaceous.
Sepals 5, 5 mm. long, with membranous margins.
Petals
(in all flowers dissected) 4, oblong or oblong-spathulate, apex emarginate, 3 mm. long. Capsule often poorly developed, splitting early into
valves and not projecting beyend the persistent calyx; in a few of the
looser inflorescences single capsules project 1-2 mm. beyond the sepals.
Apparently relatively few good seeds developed, but some have been
seen in the better formed capsules and these had the characters .of those
of O. 'V1~lgatum (typical British material) but were slightly smaller.
The account and description given above must confirm the identification of the Dorset plant as O. 'Vulgatum L. var. murale (Desp. ex DC.)
Greu., and this is the best tentative determination if a name is really
desirable.
Yet such a determination tells us little beyond indicating
an unknown relationship with O. 1mlgat,u,m L. and permitting the statement that plants with similar characters have occurred in France and
the Pelish Corridor.
Various questions can be asked which can only be answered by further intensive investigation. Does the plant set viable seed P If it is
itself fertile, do all or some of the offspring from selfing reproduce- the
supposed varietal characters P If not, what are the environmetal causes
of the peculiar characters,
Are they due to disease P
(Some cells
with dark contents were noted in association with some of the leaves
and Miss E. M. vVakefield has kindly determined the presence of Septaria Oerastii Rob.) Do plants showing characters intermediate between
this and typical O. 'Vulgat~tm occur in the neighbourhood? Can the var.
murale and typical O. 'V1tlgat~tm be crossed and with what results to the
F2 generationP Is the var. murale better adapted to certain environmental conditions than is typical O. 'Vulgatum P Are there any striking features in the life-history-seed germination, seedling behaviour, flowering
period, duration, seasonal aspects, etc. P
And so on.
Answers to
these questions might well confirm the taxonomic status of the plant
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as a variety of O. 'l!ulgat1~m, or might, on the other hand, show it to
be :< mere habitat form, an aberrant form caused by some pathological
agent, or a hybrid or hybrid segregate.
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Collectors of Mints may have noticed that the early leaves of some
of the species look quite different from those present at the. time the
plants are in bloom, when they are usually collected.
]J.Ientha long'ifolia Huds. is noticeable in this respect. The primordial leaves in May
and June look quite green and apparently glabrous to the naked eye,
hut a lens will' show that they are thinly pubescent, with short hairs
on both sides.
By the time the plants come into bloom most of these
primordial leaves have fallen, and the upper cauline leaves are densely
pubescent on the upper side, tomentose beneath, and their whole aspect
is grey. x lItI. niliaca Jacq., var. sapida (Tausch) Briq., behaves in a
similar way, being relatively thinly hairy in early summer and greywhite when in bloom. Briquet described specimens from Angus in 1913
as Valde lanigera. I do not consider these two samples as sports. The
condition of the early leaves merely indicates that the natural situation
of Mints is in or near water, and the ultimate hairiness a provision of
nature to prevent undue transpiration (loss of water).
It is well known, I think, that M. rot'U.nrlifolia Huds. gathered by
roadsides and other dry places has very hairy or tomentose leaves; but
in wet places and on river banks the leaves are thinly pubescent above
hut sometimes, at least, a little more hairy beneath. Specimens of this
type I gathered in 1885 on the banks of the R. 'Towy, at Carmarthen,
with the roots in water, and also on wet ground at Pennar, Pembroke.
Plants in the garden from Egloshayle, Wadebridge, give more densely
pubescent leaves on the upper part of flowerless shoots, but the flower·
ing ones are quite thinly pubescent. The plants at this station would
appear to have escaped from a garden or were outcasts, for the leaves
were slightly variegated with white for the first few years of cultivation.
I have had no tomentose leaves of this species in the garden
for the last thirty years, and flowers of one were white.
This seems
to me a form of sporting, induced by the tilled soil and an adequate
supply of moisture.
Vegetative sporting of quite another kind occurs amongst hybrids.
In 1914 I had a root of lit!. rotundifolia x spicata (xM. cordifolia (Opiz)
Fraser), from Swanage, Dorset, and in 1922 it gave a hairy-leaved sport,
with narrow leaves measuring 2.5-6 cm. long, and 5-19 mm. broad. This
i[; a sport towards .M. spicata in the narrow leaves, and slender flower
spikes; and derives a dense pubescenc(' and rugosity of the leaves from
M. rotundifolia.
A few years later the same hybrid gave rise to a
sport with leaves like x M. cordifolia, but densely pubescent above and
softly tomentose beneath; the stems and branches were also tomentose.
During the yery dry season of 1933 t.he leaves were lanceolate and more
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or less subcordate at the base.
Whether or not the leaves will retain
this narrow form remains to be seen. x M. cordifolia has been a
subglfibrous Mint from the time of Linnueus and Smith, with the smell
find flavour of M. spicata.
By some authorities M. piperita L. is considered to be a hybrid,
namely, I'1I1. aquatica, x spicata, find rus the type and varieties are mostly
always functionally female, they are suggestive of this supposition.
'fhe leaves of the type vary considerably in the amount of pilosity; Only
once have I seen the var. sl~bcordata. with a few perfect stamens.
I
have seen four varieties varying considerably in the width of the leaves,
ltnd it is just possible that all have arisen by sporting vegetatively from
tll" original or from one another.
x M. rt~bra (Sm.) is reputedly the hybrid X M. verticillata x spicata,
and as described by Smith the calyx tube and pedicels are quite glabrous,
with a few cilia on the calyx teeth.
The leaves have a sprinkling of
hairs on both faces, especially on the midrib beneath.
The variety
raripila is considerably more hairy on the stem, leaves and their petioles.
In the B.E.C. Beport for 1929, I described the variety Tlhrreffi, from a
gathering of eighteen specimens gathered by the Rev. Francis Turreff
on the banks of the Mill of Tifty .Burn, Fyvie, Aberdeenshire. These
were modelled on the plan of var. raripila, but the stem, leaves and
petioles were very much more· hairy but very irregularly so in different
specimens, and on different leaves on the same stem. The tube of the
calyx was thinly furnished with hairs, and the pedicels were glabrous
or thinly sprinkled with hairs. Oalyx and pedicels thus contravene or
violate the recognised description of the group, yet 1 can see no evidence
of a second cross with x .M. verticillata.. The calyx is tubular as in the
type and most other varieties.
I regard it as a sport from the var.
raripila to which it is most closely allied, or independently from any
other form.
The composite characters of hybrids can become disassociat€d from one another vegetutively.
vVe have evidenc·e of this in
hybrid Ohrysanthemums, which oftp.n give rise to flowers of two different colours 011 the same plant, and sometimes to two forms of flowers.
Roses, Carnations and Dahlias often hybridised or crossed in gardens
may give two colours on the same plant, or half a flower of one colonr
and the other half different, and vegetatively in all these cases.
Growers of these plants take cuttings of the sported portions, which
remain permanent, or may sport again into a different colour.
The x JJ1. gentilis group, or some of them, are vBry much given to
sporting.
The calyx tube and pedicels al'e normally glabrous, these
characters heing derived from the M. SpiCilto, parent.
The reputed
parents are M. (lTvensis and M. spicata.
I have a sheet of x M.
aentilis from Swanage, Dorset, with a few hairs on the calyx tnbe;
another fl'om Potterne, Devizes, with numerous hairs all over the calyx
tube and, occasionally, a few on the pedicels; one from Speymouth,
lVIorayshire (0011. K. D. Little, 1929), with short hairs on the tube,
especially at the base; and one from Stanmore, Middlesex (0011. J. E.
JJQusley, 1928) in which the calyx is almost nurle, even on the teeth.

MIN'rS 'rHAT SPORll'.
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Specimens from Broac1ham GreeJ1, Oxtec1, Surrey (ColI. Mrs R. "\V. Hobbins and four others), are notable for the great length of the cHia on
the calyx teeth. The reduced forms with extra hairs on the calyx and
pedicel~ were in sandy soils or had suffered from drought. A specimen
from a stream near Colbourne Station, Isle of vVight (ColI. J. H. A.
Steuart, 1894) is notable for the great size of its leaves, resembling
those of x 111. r't~bra, but distinguished from that by its campanulate
calyx.
All these variations are disc,Qncerting to collectors, but one
must be guided by technical charact('rs, when the specimens are more
or less disguised.
x M. gentilis, val'. W'irtgenian(L (F. Schultz), sometimes sports with
<t few hairs on the pedicels, as shown hy a specimen collected by H. J.
Hiddelsdell and MrlS Wedgwood at Symonds Yat, W. Gloucester, in
1925. Typically, x M. gentilis (L.), var. canlit/cLL (Baker) Briq., is subglabrous, the hairs being most prominent on the hracteoles and calyx
teeth. It varies greatly in the length and breadth of the leaves and
in being more hairy than it should he. Specimens 1. collected at Seven
Stars, Ripley, Surrey, in 1901, had l(',wes up to 2 cm. wide. In a dry
spot at the same station in 1912 the leaves were only 6-12 mm. wide.
In the garden they became 1-7 cm. ,vide. Specimens from Woking in
] 925 had leaves up t,o 6 cm. long and l-ll Clll. wide.
In the garden
they were wider, especially the primordial leaves.
All these variations are due to soil and an adequate 0]' inadequate supply of moisture.
The sporting in this hybrid consists in the development of hairs on
different parts of the plant. In 1925, amongst n colony ,of the typical
form, in Fair Oak Lane, near Oxshot, Surrey, 1 collected a branching
plant wi'uh narrow leaves, hairy stems and pubescent leaves, densely
w on the upper ones and the Horal hrads (leaves of some writers).
"While some of the whorls had only all excess of hairs on the calyx teeth,
others had the calyx tube hairy all over.
.l have also passed through
my :mnds a specimen collected by Dr Druee at N ewbury, Berks, having
short, ovate leaves, with a considerable development of hairs, as well
as on the stems.
I have only seen one authentically named6pecilllen of M. g,lYtciZ,is Sm.,
and that a poor one, collected at Sahmll, Norfolk. Smith's description
just fits x M. gentilis L., var. cardiom (Baker) Briq.
Under it he
quotes M. gracilis, Sole Menth., 37, t. 16, and M. gentilis, Sole Menth.,
35, t. 15. Both of these figures can fit var. c'H'diac(L quite casily. Smith
had difficulty with his Mint and said: "In garden specimens I find the
Horal leaves vary too much in size to enable me t-o come to any positive
determination."
He also quotes GCT. CIII., 680, ex icone, who named it
]jJ entha cardiaca, Heart Mint.
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NOTES ON THE VARIATION OF THE BRITISH S1;'ECIES OF
ZOSTERA.
By

R. W.

BUTOHER,

Ph.D., F.L.S.

INTRODUOTION.

Grass Wrack, Eel Grass or Widgeon Grass (Zostera, iSPP!) is an abundant plant in sandy or muddy estuaries, on the sea-shore and sometime~
in salt lagoons. It is so abundant and widely distributed that, like so
many common plants, it is frequently passed unnoted or unrecorded.
This plant has been brought into prominence during the last two
years by the fact that it is reported to be dying away, through disea~e
or some other cause, in a great many places along the Atlantic seaboard of Canada (9) and the United States (4) (8); in France (7), Holland, England (4) and Denmark (2). A survey, during autumn 1933,
of a large part of the English coast where Zostcra occurs, was made by
the author in the course of his official work for the Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries in order to discover the state, quantity and condition of the plant in this country. The report of this survey has heen
published in the" Journal du Conseil pour l'exploration de la mer" (3)
so the ecological side of the problem need not be dealt with here.
The findings, however, have raised a very important taxonomic question with regard to the various forms and species which occur in this
country. Briefly, as the result of the survey it was found that, whereas
typical Zostera marina L. had evidently decreased to a marked extent,
the foI'ms usually known as Zoste7'a marina, var. a.ngustifolia Roth and
var. stenophylla Aschers. and Gruebner, and the second British species,
Zostera, nana Hornem., were still quite plentiful.
The question therefore arises as to whether these forms, known as
Zostera marina, var. angustifolia, should be considered as (1) separate
species, (2) hybrids and segregates between Zostera '/11,arina and Z. nana,
(3) forms immune from the disease which is considered to be responsible
for the diminished quantity of the plant as a whole or (4) merely ecads
induced bya change of physiological or environmental conditions.
OHARAOTERS OF THE SPEOIES.

1'he chief taxonomic differences of the two species of Zostera which
occur in Britain, though outlined in most works on the British Hora,
are not sufficiently comprehensive.
The matter is dealt with more
thoroughly in a monograph of the genus by Setchell (12).
The chief
differences may be ,summarised as follows:Zostera marina L., type.
Stelll.-Transverse sections shows fibl'OUS bundles in the outermost
layers of the cortex and no
starch grains (see fig. 1).

Zostera nana Hornem.
Transverse section shows fibrous bundles, not in the outermost cortex, but
about one-third of the way to the centre. E>tarch grains abundant in cortical cells (see fig 2).
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ments of the fibrous bundles and all forms of the variety ang'ustijOlia
have a stem identical with that of Z. 'ilwrina L., type.

2. Leaf. The distinguishing feature of Z. 1rwrina, var. angustifolia, is, the size of the leaf and, reading the brief descriptions in works
on the British Flora, one would imagine that this, plant occupies a
position intermediate between the two species.
This is hardly so,
however, for, as Il1entioned above, all sizes of leaf between 4 mm. and
0.5 mm. wide may be found. Thus it is impossible to decide whether
certain plants with leaves about 4 mm. wide should be considered as
narrow-leaved forms of the type or broad-leaved forms of the varietv.
Similarly with the narrowest leaved forms, it is impossible on the si;e
of leaf alone to distinguish specimens of ZosteTa nana and Z. marina,
var. angustifolia, since undoubted examples of the former possess leaves
up to 2 mm. wide, while plants with the stem and flower characters of
the latter have leaves as narrow as 0.5 mm.
The veining of the leaves also shows similar variation. Typical Z.
marina has 7 or 5 veins, 3 is the rule in the var. a.ngustifolia, while Z.
na.na~ has 1 or 3 veins. The number of veins, however, shows no relation
to the ~width of the leaf so that some plants with leaves 3 mm. wide and,
therefore, correctly referred to var. angt~stifolia may possess 5 veins,
while others of the same width have 3 veins. Similarly the smallest
'leaves of var. angustijolia, like Z. 1Wna have only 1 vein. A further
complication ai'ises in the position of the lateral veins.
In some 3veined plants these are in the centre of the space between the margin
and the midrib, whereas in other 3- or 5-veined leaves the veins gradually move towards the margin, and so do not remain central throughout
the length of the leaf. Similarly the outermost veins may run into the
margin thus making the lower part of a leaf 5-veined, and the upper
part 3-veined!
Ascherson and Graebner (1) descrihe the plant with leaves 3-4 llllll.
broad and possessil~g three equidistant veins as Zostera lIlaTina., vur.
sienophlllla., but since the numbers and situation of the veins have
. proved to be so variable, a form based on such characters is obviously
unsatisfactory.
Since the size of the leaf give8 to the var. angustifoli.a its characteristic appearance it lllust follow that, as this size call vary within wide
limits, so also does the appearance of the plant. As, also, there is a
continuous gradation of size of leaf between that possessed by typical
Z. marina and that possessed by the smallest forms of Z. nan(~ and
Z. marina, var. angustifolia, the range of variation of these latter £ormR
is set artificially by the limits set to the range of variation of this same
character in the type of the species. Such a variety appears, therefore,
to be valueless from a taxonomic p,?int of yiew.
The variations in size shown by various populations of Zostera may
be taken either as evidence of hybridisation and consequent segregation, or for the plasticity of the species under various conditions.
Hence they are of no help in solving the problem of the status of these
forms.
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ZOSTER.'- MARIl'fAX NANA.

The existence of a hybrid between Z. marina and Z. nana, is a reasonable hypothesis since the two species, together wi~h all the varying
forms, occur in the same locality. In addition, the peculiar pollination
of the pLant would favour crossing. Long thread-like pollen grains are
released into the 'water and these are caught up indiscriminately by projecting objects including the styles of the appropriate plants. If such
pollen grains from Z. maTina can fertilise the ovaries of Z. nana and
vice veTsa, then hybrids should frequently occur. Yet, as f.ar as can be
ascertained, no var. angustifoli{1, forms exist in herbaria or elsewhere,
which show any of the salient characters of Z. nana, except thase of
stature .and size of leaf which, as indicated above, are not to be relied
upon. The record of the hybrid appears in the London Oataloglte (10)
and Druce's list (6) doubtless through a specimen of ~farshall's from
Hayling Island which is labelled" Zoste'ra 'mwrina, var. wng1Istijoliu, "
and" perhaps Z. ma,1'i,)w x n,a1l(! since both these species occur here."
This, however, cannot be taken a~ proving the hybrid origin. There
should be an intermingling of characters of the two parents or dominance of one parent linked with a constancy of form. Such, however,
is not the case. In this, as in many other so-called hybrids, the only
convincing method of proving their status is to produce the hybrid from
the putative parents.
CONCLUSION.

Summarising, two species of Zostera undoubtedly exist III Britain
both of which are polymorphic. These are Zoste1'a ma1'ina· L. and Z.
nana Hornem.
Because of its greater abundance, the forms of Z. marina arc more
obvious than those of Z. 1wn,a, and have been called Z. ma1'ina., var.
angustifolia Roth.
This variety or collection of forms possesses the salient feature of
Z. nW1'ina and none of those of Z. 1I.ana ,save the small size of leaf which
is very variable.
Such forms are scarcely 'worthy of variet,al rank.
It is not clear how these forms have arisen.
There is no real evidence that they are the result of hybridisation
between the two major species, though this is possible. }<Jven if hybridisation between Z. ma1'ina and Z. nana had not produced these forms
it is quite likely that cross-pollination of the forms themselves has
helped to produce even greater variety.
They may be forms induced by local environmental conditions, but
cultivation of the plants can alone prove this.
There is no doubt that in 1933 these forms were 1110re abundant than
the 'type which, for some reasons, had been disappearing for many years.
Hence there is a possibility that these forms have increased because
they have survived a d~sease, but the dise,ase would hardly have produced them in the first place.
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THE CLASSICAL CARPEL AND RECENT ATTACKS.
JOHN PARKIN, :YI.A., F.L.S.

The Carpel of the Flowering Plants (Angiosperms) is regarded on
orthodox lines as the equivalent of a leaf folded upwards and along the
.lllidrib, so that the margins of the two halves of the leaf cohere, enclosing a cavity, the ovary, in which are borne the ovules destined to beThe apical region of the midrib (dorsal suture) is
come the seeds.
fas!lioned into the J?oUen-receiving mechanism, the stigma.
Primitively the ovules are considered to be arranged along the incurved cohering margins of the leaf, known as the ventral suture.
Such an
un.modified carpel is to be founel in the follicle. of the Ranunculaceae,
c.g., in Caztha and TroZlius.
An early type of flower was probably
characterised by ha'dng all indefinite number of pluriovulate carpels
arranged spirally on an elongated axis (receptacle). Though the British
fLora does not afford an ·example of this arrangement, a near approach
thereto is seen in :iJiyos'l/,r1Ls, which has in fact numerous carpels born8
spirally on a long receptacle, but these are only uni-ovulate. In some
of the Magnoliaceae, however, the carpels so arranged may each have
several ovules.
The whole of the female part of the flower is now generally spoken
of as the gyncecium. The older term, pistil, is perhaps better relinquished as being somewhat confusing." The gyncecium, then, is composed of carpels, just as we speak of the andrcecium as composed of
stamens. From such a primitive gyncecium, as defined above, it is not
difficult to derive the various forms which the female part of the flower
has assumed in existing Angiosperms. T,he main steps taken in gyncecial
evolution may be stated as follows: -(1) The shortening of the receptacle with a reduction in the number of the carpels and the substitution
of a whorled for a spiral arrangement; (2) the cohering together of the
carpels so as to form an ovary of several compartments (loculi), or, it
may be, by further modification one of a single loculus; and (3) the
hollowing out of the receptacle so that the ~arpels become sunk, as it
\\-ere, in the floral axis with the ultimate production of the inferior
ovary.
On the above view of carpel morphology certain difficulties in the
interpretation 0.£ some advanced syncarpous gYllcecia have arisen. These
are to my mind of a minor chara-:;ter and do not render untenable the
above conception of the carpel. For instance, much unnecessary controversy has been raised over such questions as to whether certain
-TIle term, Pistil, has been used in two senses, (1) for the whole female part of
the flower when the carpels composing it are joined together (syncarpy) and
(2) for each individual carpel when these are free from onc another (apocarpy).
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gyncecia 'may not be, pal:tly cauline in constitution, and certain carpels
and ovules terminal rather than lateral in position. Positive answers
to these queries have been supposed to invalidate the foliar conception
of the carpel. It is not difficult to see how a syncarpous gyncecium can
hecome partly cauline in composition through the adhesion of the concrescent carpels to that part ,of the receptacle which may be prolonged
beyond the point of their attachment to the flower-axis.
When the
carpels in an apocarpous gyncecium are reduced to unity, as for example in the Leguminosoo, the single carpel may assume a terminal
position through the growing point of the flower-axis ceasing further
development after the emission of the carpel primordium, or, in other
words, the growing point may be considered as wholly abs,Qrbed in the
production of this single primordium. A similar line of reasoning can
he advanced to explain the terminal position of the ovule which is t,Q
be found in a few syncarpous gyncecia with unilocular ovaries and solitary ovules, e.g., in the Polygonaceae.
For descriptive purposes we
may apply such ~rms as cauline and terminal to certain carpels and
ovules, at the same time recognising that these are not primitive but
derivative positions arising from reduction, concrescence, compression
or displacement.
Another difficulty [LIso over-emphasised is the presence in certain
families of the so-called commissural stigma-the centering of the stig·.
matic surface over the ventral instead of the dorsal suture. This will
be briefly referred to later.
In recent years the classical conception of the carpel [Lnd gyncecial
morphology generally have been seriously challenged in more than one
qU[Lrter.
CARPEL POLYMORPHISM.

Miss E. R. Saunders, in her genetical work on the Stock (Matthiola
incana), came across some exceptional fruits which led her to a fresh
enquiry into the composition of the Cruciferous gyncecium. The interpretation of this has in the past boon a matter of some dispute as to
whether two or four carpels are involved in its construction. Lindl-ey,
a century ago, put forward the 4-carpelJary view in order to explam
the presence of the commissural stigma. That astute botanist, Robert
Brown, showed that this difficulty could be surlllounted otherwise than
by imagining the presence of an additional pail' of carpels.
Eichler
accepted Brown's explanation, and ever since the 2-carpellary view has
been the one usually assumed and taught. Miss Saullders has not only
revived the 4-carpellary interpretation, but has made a determined atte~pt to revolutionise the whole domain of gyncecial morphology by
postulating the presence in most gyncecia of one or two other types
of carpel besides the conventional hollow or valve one set forth above
(9). These supposed types she has named the solid [Lnd semi-solid respectively and her whole theory Carpel Polymorphism (10). This is based
almost entirely on vascular anatomy.
The theory was launched by Miss Saunders ten years ago, and in a
sp.ries of papers pUblished since she has fairly well surveyed by mcans
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of it most groups of the Angiosperms, including both those of the Monocotyledons and DicotyledoI!JS. Hardly a gyno>cium escapes alteration,
unless it be some of the Ranunculaceae and allied families with free
carpels. Usually the number of carpels in the gynfficiu:m is doubled·ordinary valre carpels alternating with solid or semi-solid ones. But
in some of the Cruciferae· she finds a-s many as sixteen and in
Eschschalzia even twenty instead of the orthodox two!
One thought
the Leguminous pod would have been above suspicion and still held to
be comparable to the single 'follicular carpel of the Ranunculaceae. Not
so. As tested by the polymorphic idea it is considered to consist usually
of two fused carpels-Gne solid and the other semi-solid.
But it may
be composed of more, e.g., in Arachi.~ (the ground or ll10ilkey nut) ten to
twelre solid carpels are held to be present, corresponding to the similar
Humber of parallel and equally strong vascular cords running the full
lcngth of the pod!
Miss Saunders put forward her thoory with so much assurance and
replied to her early critics with so much vigour that in some quarters
a certain amount of sympathy was shown towards it. Not only seeing
no firm basis for such a superstrncture, but also fearing that on her
authority carpel polymorphism might creep into elementary text books
or be taught to students, I felt constrained to criticise the theory adversely as early as 1926 (8).
Carpel morphology on orthodox lines is
sufficiently complex without further complicating it by the addition of
this polymorphic speculation, unless there are adequate grounds for
doing so. Incidentally, the theory has also been opposed by Professor
Ea.mes (4), Dr Agnes Arber (2), and Professor Bugnon (3), and when
it came up for discussion at the last International Botanical Congres~
held at Cambridge in 1930* no one except the originator herself spoke
in fayour of it. Quite recently it has been referred to as a theory in
which "no one believes except its author."t
Hence it would seem
to be unnecessary to discuss it further except to say that it is totally
lacking in a foundation based on comparative morphology, and relies
almost entirely on the peculiar interpretation of one form of evidence
-the vascular.
'ro imagine nearly every stout fibrovascular cord
running longitudinally as the mid rib of [\ carpel is surely bordering on
t!18 fantastic.
A theory, even if proved 'unsound and so unacceptable, .may yet
have been of nse in stimulating enquiry. This has happened to some
extent in the case of carpel polymorphism. On the one hand, attention
has again been turned to the composition of the Cruciferous gynfficiulll,
and, Oil the other hand, to carpel morphology generally.
THE CRUCIFEROUS

GYNaWIU~I.

Professor E'ames, a specialist in plant anatomy, though strongly
opposed to tl16 polymorphic theory as applied generally, has by it been
-Report of 5th Inter. Bot. Congress, Cambridge, 1931, p. 295.
tNature, November 25th, 1933, Vol. 132, p. 803.
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led to a re-examination of the Cruciferous gyncecium, and has become
a convert to the 4-carpellary interpretation on novel lines (5 and 6).
This gycencium is held to consist of two whorls of two carpels each.
Those of the lower (outer) whorl are of the usual valve pattern but
Kterile.
Each carpel of the upper (inner) whorl has become so compressed as to lose its loculus entirely, and in the process the ovules
have been, as it were, forced through the collapsing carpellary wall, and
thus come to lie in the loculus of the carpel of the outer whorl. The
author is careful to state that he helieves this to have taken place in
evolution (phylogenetically), since there is in development (ontogenetically) no actual evidence fdr it. Though Miss Saunders and he reach a
somewhat similar conclusion regarding the c-,onstitution of the Cruciferous gyncecium, viz., the presence of a pair of sterile valve carpels
and a pair of solid fertile OllClS, they do so in different ways.
Miss
Saunders's solid fertile carpel appears to have no past 1 She postulates
its presence.
As to how it arose she does not enlighten us.
Eames
does show how his solid carpel could have arisen, but its mode of origin,
though ingenious, is so startling and unique as to make us scepticai,
unless some clear ontogenetical evidence can be produced for it either
from the Cruciferae or from one of the allied families. He does refer
briefly to the Fumariaceae and the Capparidaceae, families in this circle
of affinity, but the evidence he gleans from these is meagre and unconvincing.
The Papaveraceae, a more promising family for supplying
evidence, was not studied.
Eames's theory is founded on the presence in the ventral suture (commissure) of the Cruciferous gyncecium of one or two inverted vascular
bundles situated ventrally (internally) to the more prominent main
bundle. The vascular supply of the follicle, generally regarded as the
simplest type of carpel, consists of one median cord forming the midrib
bundle and two lateral forming the marginal or placental bundles which
supply the ovules. Owing to the incurving of the margins of the carpellary leaf the phloem and xylem of these placental cords become orientated in the opposite way to what they are in the midrib bundle. Such
a vascular bundle is described as inverted.
Eames sees, therefore, in
the venation of the commissure the complete vascular supply of a valve
carpel which has become so compressed as to have lost its loculus, to
have squeezed out its ovule~ :1nd so been rendered solid. It is putting,
I think, too great a strain on the inverted bundle as evidence.
Owing to the carpellary make-up of this gyncecium being once more
in dispute, Dr Agne!> Arher, one of our leading morphologists, steps in
and examines anatomically for her own satisfaction the Cruciferous
flower (1).
She comes to the conclusion that the 2-carpellary rather
than the 4-carpelIary theory should be retained as "an instru.ment of
description," and adds characteri.stically: _" To ask how many carpels
are involved in such a gyncecium is a purely scholU!stic question which
can never receive an answer, because no answer exists." I am afrairl
I am not philosophically minded enough to appreciate t<o the full this
qualification of her main conciuf;ion. At any rate, we may at present
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rest content with the conventional view that the Cruciferous gynoocium
is composed of two concrescent carpels with parietal placentation, and
that the cross-partition (the replum) is of a secondary character arising
from placental ingrowths.
This interpretation is supported all comparative grounds. Similar gynoocia without or with partial partitions
are to be found in the Capparidaceae and Papave'raceae.
The commissural stigma usually present in the Cruciferae is not necessarily a
It can be regarded as
difficulty in the 2-carpellary interpretation.
derived from the fused stigmatic margins of adjacent carpels,
This
can be readily followed in the Papaveraceae,
ACARPY.

The researches to which attention is now directed, whatever else
they may lack, do not lack originality! Miss Saunclers with her polymorphic theory generally increa:ses the number of carpels in a gynoocium.
Professor McLean Thompson, on the other hand, abolishes the carpel
altogether! There is no sueh thing as a foliar carpel-at any rate in
the two groups of Angiosperms he has so far investigated. Hence the
term, acarpy.
Aroused by Miss Saunclers's interpretation of the legume, he examines in great detail the development of the flower in the Leguminosae
(16). Not only does he reject in totn the polymorphic idea but, instead
of maintaining the current view, comes to the novel conclusion that
the ovule-bearing organ of this order of plants is a flattened stemstructure-a phylloclade, in fact--the margins of which have curved
inwards, enclosing the ovules. He imagines the primitive Leguminous
flower to have terminated in a stalked and branched gynoocium bearing
phylloclades with exposed ovules.
A figure of this hypothetical flower
is given (16, p. 43).
The single pod of the Leguminosae has been
reached through the reduction of the phyUoclades to unity, the enclosure of the ovules and the suppre&sion of the stalk (gynophore), Dr
Newman, in a recent investigation of the Australian Acacias (7), sees
no evidence for either the polymorphic or phylloclade view, and is in
favour of retaining the classical interpretation of the legume as "a
unitary foliar structure."
McLean Thompson's second elaborate study (17) has to do with the
development of the flower in quite a different group of plants, viz.,
the Monocotyledonous order, Scitamineae, which includes the bananas,
cannas, gingers, etc.
These plants have a 3-locular inferior ovary.
The gynoocium i.s consequently regarded on orthodox lines as composed
Not so Thompson.
of three united carpels sunk in the receptacle.
If. I understand him rightly he regards the ovules as originally borne
directly on the ,hollowed out receptacle without any carpellary structure
intervening.
The styles with their stigmas are looked upon as independent organs which have. arisen from sterilised stamens! A drawing
is given of his imaginary ancestral Scitaminean flower (17, p. 108).
We have already seen to what apparent absurdities reliance wholly
on onc kind of evidence, the vascular, may lead.
One is tempted to
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see in these conclusions of McLean Thompson something of the same
charact'er. He relies wholly on another kind of evidence, the Qntological,
ignoring the comparative.
If the Scitaminean flower had been the
only one extant, then the ontological methoOd would have heen about
the only Qne available for its elucidation', and his interpretation might
possibly have been entertained.
Though the Scitamineae are a welldefined order of plants and not closely linked to any' oOther, yet they
belong to the Monocotyledons, in which can be traced the' gradual evolutiml of a 3-carpellary gyncecium at first apocarpous, then syncarpous with
a superioOr ovary, and finally syncarr)OUS with an inferior' ovary. Oom-'
parative 'morphology supplies no evidence for the origin of the style
with its stigma from modified stamens as suggested by Thompoon fot'
the Scitamineae.
THE OAYTONIALEAN "OARPEI," AND THE ," NEW MORPHOLOGY."

Dr Hamshaw Thomas, through his notable discovery of a new race
of fossiL plants-the Caytoniales-has recently attempted to evolve the
Angiospermous' carpel from the type Qf fruit-body there exhibited (12).
In doing so he discards the classical oonception of the carpel. It may
be that Miss Saunders's polymorphic theory first suggested the speculative lines on which he proceeds. This, as already shown, usually postulates two carpels 'where, acoording to current notions, one only is CoOnsidered to be present.
The fruit-bodies of the Caytoniales were arranged in pinnate fashion
on the axis.
The first step towards the Angiospermous carpel, Dr
Thomas imagines, would be the reduction of such a fructification to a
single QPposite pair of fruit-bodies. At the same time he suggests that
a length of axis persisted beyond the point of attachment of this p'air
of fruit-bodies. The next step postulated is the uniting of these two
fruit-bodielS with each other and also with the persistent sterile piece
of axis. The structure resulting from this triple union is put fQrward
as the equivalent of an Angiospermous carpel, the piece of axis incorporated representing the midrib.
In these fruit-bodies of the Caytoniales the stigma considered to be present is not apically but basally
situated; the whole having somewhat the appearance of an anatropous
ovule with the stigma in the position of the micropyle. Consequently,
to arrive at the recognised simplest type of carpel, the foOllicle, the composite structure, is regarded as having undergone orientation to the
effect of bringing the stigmatic region into the terminal position.
It seems to me that a speculation as plausible, evolving the Angiospermous carpel from a frnctification of the Caytonialean type, might
be advanced on the supposition that each of these fruit-bodies was the
equivalent of an anatropous ovule.
In consideration of Dr Thomas's
further'discovery in the triassic rocks of South Africa of Pteridospermous plants with fruit-bodies similar in shape to those of the Caytoniales, but open and noOt stigmatic (14), it becomes legitimate, or at
any, rate plausible, to homologise 'the Caytonialean fruit~case with the
pteridospermous cupule.
In the speculation now put forward it is
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sugge~ted that the outer integument of the Angiospermous ovule may
be the equivalent of this cupule.
Imagine, then, a Pterid08permous
megasporophyll bearing Oaytonialean-like fruit-bodies to be reduced to
~\ simple leaf structure with these bodies marginally borne, and then
to enfold itself in the Angiospermous fashion, a carpel similar to a follicle
would result except for the presence of a localised stigma. There would
at first be a series of stigmata corresponding to the fruit-bodies (now
the ovules) along what has become an incipient ventral suture.
By
the coalescence of these stigmata a,nd the general extension of stigmatism to the carpellary margins and finally its gradual localisation at the
apical region, a structure similar to a follicnlar carpel would be reached.
A sessile stigma somewhat decurrent as a double line down the ventral
suture would seem to be t.he primitive form among Angiosperms.
Tn
~upport of t.he possible homology of the outer integument with the cupule
may be mentioned the fact that Angiosperms have primitively two integuments, while Gymnosperms (disregarding the Gnetales), Bennettitales, and Pteridosperms hnve only one. The fact that the fruit-bodies
of the Oaytoniales contain several seeds i~ no great bar to this speculation, as it is easy to imagine a reduction to one.
Indeed, many
Pteridosperms had only one seed to a cupule, including Dr Thomas's
recently discovered triassic ones. Among Angiosperms there is some
evidence, hoth comparative and developmental, for considering the
curved (anatropous) m·ule as primitive and the straight (orthotropous)
one as derivative.
This, ,of course, is sheer speculation, hut no more I think 'bhan Dr
Thomas's.
To be fair, however, some reference must be made to the
e"idence he hrings forw!l.rd f01· the compound nature of the carpel from
11 study of the yenation of certain follicles and legumes (12).
By a
number of diagrams he shows t,hat the vascular ~ystem connected with
the marginal (placent!l.l) cord is marker! off from that connected with
the midrib cord. In fact, the l!l.tter may he unbranched, all the lateral
veins arising from the two placental bundles. This is strikingly shown
in the follicle of Caltha, where tlw lateral veins from the marginal
bundles slip short a little distance from the :simple midrib bundle. Dr
'l'homas suggests that the midrib venation 00rresponds to that of the
axis, nnd the two marginal venatloJls to those of the two fruit-bodies
of the Caytoniales. Thl? intimate union of these three originally separate structures has outwardly rendered unrecognisable the compound
nature of the carpel, ~'et this is supposed to have been preserved inter-.
nally in the venation. One qnestions yery much whether venation can
he used to this extent in phylogeny.
The developing seeds naturally
make the chief call on the' conducting element" of the carpel, and the
system of veining observed in theoo follicles l1ll\y have become so established for t.:llH purpose and thus have little or no phylogenetic significance. Dr Agnes Arber in a recent paper (2) emphasises this and issues
n timely note of warning regarding yascu lnr evidence generally.
In a discussion entitled" The Old :Morpbology and the New," held
hy the Linnean Societ~- of London in No,·ernher 19B2 (13), Dr Hamshaw
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1'hollla~, the opene'r, ,Jaill stress on the possibility of the carpel and
stamen of the Flowering Plant having no ti'ue homology with the foliage leaf at all. Accepting the attractive view that the large fern-like
Jeaf has arisen through the limitation in growth of an arm of a forking
thallus, tllen on a zrriori grounds ,it could he advan'ced that in one or
more lines of descent the spore-bearing branches of the original thallus
became 'segregated from Ule vegetative ones before these latter had
<~s.su.med, the character of foliage leaves. ' In such an event it would be
mOI:phologieally incorrect tohomologise modifications of these fertile
branches with foliar organs.
This apparently is Dr Thomas's contentiOl.l. In other words, the .spore-bearing branche!S may never have passe<'l
through the foliar stage. Dr Thomas is further of the opinion that the
Angiosperms have descended from the Pteridosperms.
If so, the evidence ,to be derived from this great plexus of extinct plants point~
ra,ther the other way, viz., that the reproductive and vegetative organs
were not evolved !Separately fro.m a branching thallus. The primitive
leaf, in fact, carried out originally both functions. That is to say the
leaf had the sallle form whether it was fertile or not.
We see this
exemplified in the fronds of many existing ferns.
At the last (I,eicester) meeting of the British Association, Dr Thomas
endeavoured to strengthen his carpellary'speculation by an appeal to
the stigma, the nature and origin of which he discussed (15). The full
paper i~ to appear this year in The New Phytologist.
He lays streslS
not only on the double nature of the stigma, but also on the presence
in the carpellary wall of a band of tissue w.:lich transmits the pollen
tube.
In many cases, he states, this band extends to the bottom of
tile carpel before' spreading into the ovarian cavity.
He argues fr011l
this that the transmitting tissue and therefore the stigma in the course
of evolution must have originated at or near the base of the carpel and
then later extended upwards. Such a conclusion naturally fits in with
the c'onnection he silpposes exists between the Angiospermous carpel and
the Caytonialean fruit-body, which has its stigma basally situated. The
reasoning here thus seems a little forced.
On classical lines the double nature of the stigma presents no diffieulty. Tt readily follows from the view expressed earlier in the paper
that the primiti"e form of stigma among existing Angiosperms is the
Olle which way be described as 'sessile and llecurrent. Examples occur
in the Ranunculaceae and allied families. The uppermost parts of both
margins of the carpellary leaf are here stig.matic.
This stigma has
thus a mouth-like shape, the glandular margins forming the lips. Since
the transmitting band rHns along the ventral suture, it may possibly
}llwe arisen phyletically fr011l stigmatic tissue at the time when the
carpel according to theory was partially open with stigmatic margins
running more or less the whole length of the carpellary leaf.

In conclusion, one lllay say that though these attempt., to reach a
conception of the Carpel are welcome, none of them is likely to he
;1C'cepted whole-heartedly. The time has not yet arriyed when we can
IH'''-
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abandon with equanimity the classical interpretation. There is nothing at present very satisfying to put in its place.
There is general
agreement that the simplest and presumably the most primitive type
of Angiospermous Carpel is the follicle.
What immediately precedfld
this in evolution we do not know. Com~entionally an open carpel with
the ovules marginally borne is imagined, such as (\lCcurs at the present
day in Cycas.
The Cycadales, howpver, can hardly be considered as
at all near the main line of Angiospermous dflscent. The Gnetales are
usually held to be closer, but their gynoocium affords no clue as to the
origin of the carpel. The Bennettitales with a fructification so suggestive of the Angiospermous flower had the female part so stereotyped
and peculiar as to preclude drawing any homology between it and the
carpel.
In fact, it is in itself a morphological puzzle.
To trace a
connection between the Caytonialean fruit-body and the Angiospermous
carpel needs, as ·has been shown, the ingenuity of a Hamshaw Thomas!
Ro, in the words of t.he late Dr D. H. Scott, given during the recent
Linnean Society discussion referred to above, we may say that "'rhe
old carpellary theory, so well re-stated by Goebel in his· great' Organography,' will prohably continue to hold the field until more definit"
evidence can he hrought against it" (11).
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OURIOSITIES OF PLAN'!.' LIFE..
An Address given to Tunbridge Wells Natural Hi~tory Society by
Lt.-Col. A. H. WOLLEy-DoD.
It may come as a matter of surprise to many to learn in how many
ways plants move, and in fact ~ome of their movements ;seem to indicate
some form of intelligence, though thinking without a, brain would' be a
contradiction in terms. Plants cannot even be said to act by instinct,
which itself is only a 'form of reasoning or acting on past experience.
I ,vish to direct your attention to the principal ones of these movements. It is not difficult by observation and experiment to ishow what
all the movements are and even to discover the exciting causes, but to
determine ivhy they so move seems for the present to be, beyond the wit
of man to explain.
We will begin with the seed itself. Althou!?ih it is not directly part
of my subject I think you will all agree that it seems a miracle that so
small an object lllS a seed should know, so to speak, that it has to grow
into a definite species of plant. There is obviously something in its COllstituents that governs this, yet no chemical analysis shows its nature.
In fact it is not the elements of which it is compoised but their structure,
or the way in which they are arranged which is one determining factor,
,'md recent research has shown the first class importance of the chromosomes, microscopic organisms within the cells. These exist in all living
Itlatter, animal and vegetable, and in certain definite number,s and grouping, which are constant within each species. Each chromosome governs
some featm:e of the plant or animal; thus one may determine the colour,
another the scent, another the size and so forth. A knowledge of the
normal numbers and groupings in a species enables scientists to deterltline
the origin of hybrids, and th~s is especially useful in th(O genus BoSil,
perhaps our most difficult and most hybridised genus. But this inyestigation can only be made in a chemical laboratory with the aid of a
mieroscope, and has the somewhat disconcerting result that plants may
be proved to be hybrids' of known parents though their vegetative
characters give no guide whatever to the systematist or field botanist,
who does not go further than a pocket lens.
'Vhen the seed germinates it produces a radicle or embryo root, and. a
plumule or embryo stem. It is a matter of commo]] knowledge that the
former grows downwards and the latter upwards, but the reason for this
is not known. It is said to be a prope7'ty of the radicle to grow dowllwards as if gravity were a controlling factor, but to put it unmathematically, gravity means weight, but weight alone certainly is insufficient
to account for the downward force, which has been measured and is
found to be at least a quarter of a pound and perhaps considerably more.
It does not matter which way a seed is planted in the ground, 'I'h",
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radicle may emerge at the top but will immediately turn downwards. I
cannot trace that the experiment has been tried hut it is quite prohabl<J
that if a growing seed were to he subjeoted to oentrifugal foroe the radicle
would develop outwards and the stem inwards. lIt transpired during
the remarks aft-er this lecture that' this experinient had beeil suocessfull,Y
oarried out, and that both nlot and' shoot grow in any direotion indifferently. ]
.As the ropt advances ,the part immediately behind it expands. This
is due to the absorption of moisture by the growing tip, and this
expansionexhibitis a surprising fprce, ~ more than eight pounds ill
case, cU)lsing it to en,large the ,hole for the pass~ge of the machinery for
feeding the. s"tt1m with water, &c" In order that the downwar;d thrps~
of. the growing, tip shall not l"au,se the cotvledons of the ,Sl3ed to be for~ed
out of th-e ground; minute hairs .are devel~pecl. on. t):le si(le; of the rootlet
and these are direot-ed backwards, and so resist the tendency. .It .must
not be suppoSj3d that the root it~elf advan~es through the ~o.il. 0 ply the
tip apparently does so by the co~tinuous building up of.,¥@:wmuterjalat
the apex, which is formed into a sheath of specially strong ceUs.
But although this desire, so to speak, to grow downwards is surprisillg
and inexplicable, the movement of the rqot tip is mOH) wonderful ~till.
Its progress is not straight downwards but ,sinuou~, in a sort .of corkscrew movement. The diameter .of the spiral formed by the 'root tip of a
beau has been measured and found to be about 2mm. 'fhe adval)tage of
this movement is that the growing tip can, .as it were, sample .the soil
through which it grows, and in doing so it has been observed that moisture is a governing factor in detennining.its direction, Experience shows.
that the better soils usually contain humus, which is hygroseopic and the
moisture which it at"tracts also, attracts the root tip."
,
In addition to the downward .a.nd gyratory movement of the tip th,ere
is another. which it makes. It i~ natu;ral to suppose that if th~.tip meet~
a solid obstacle it will turn aside to avoid it, but this .movement is no,t
confined to mere stoppage of its progress. If even the side of the rop;!;
~:omes in cont~ct with any ohstruetioll not directly impedillg its progress,
it will turn away from. it, and it has, been ,shown that the turning of the'
growing tip when it meets an obstacle is lIot entirely due to force of circumstances but· to the Inherent nature of the root to turn from any
obstacle.
I will not now speak of the flluctions of the root, but paSS on to othet.
movements shown by plants .
.Apart from ,normal growth and the movements due to wind, th"
leaves, twigs,. and the endls of stems are constantly in motion. This
motion, which is .called circlllllnutation, is. a movement up "nd down or
from side to side, usually in an ellipse. Tlje time occupied in completiug
a cycle. of such movement varies. It may' be tWenty-four l~ours 0.1' only
Olle hour, depending on the species, its age, &c. It is most n~t.iceable, ill
the seed leaves, which usually move up a.nd down only, their directioll
varying about 2'0 degree:s above and below the horizontal, though some-
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tillles considerably Illore, and with a telldency to erectioll at night. The
mature leaves mO\'(l in irregular ellipses and by irregular stages, sometimes moving by jerks. ']'his movement is quite independent of the
diurnal movements so COlllmonly observed whell plants go to sleep.
Excepting the special movements to be de.seribed later, they do not
appear to be of any speeial importance to the planb, but there is little
doubt that one gain to them is in the better circulation. of the sap, just
as exercise in an animal assists in the circulation of the blood.
But there are special moyements other than these periodic ones whi<:h
are of obvious value to the plant.
Carnivorous plants have special movements ill order to entrap the
illsects on which they feed. A common example is the sundew, the
leaves of whICh are covered with numerous gland-tipped hairs or' hHltacles. So soon a,s ,m insect settles on the leaf; of one of these species
the tentacles begin to bend over it. 'l'he time for this movement ,aries
with the circumstances. It may begin in a very few seconds, and it has
been observed that the tentacles close lllu<:h more quickly over a live
insect than a'dead one, also over a thin-skinned than a thick-skinned one,
the period varying from one to four or fiye hours. 'fhe inward movement is accompanied by an increase ill the sticky secretion, which abo
becomes more acid, thus the insect is S0011 .smothered in the, juices and
digested by t):le acid, so as to be absorbed by the plant. 'fhnt the juiees
of the insect ,,,re u{)tually absorbed by the plant may be shown by placing
minute particles of some chemical on the leaves, which soon cause diseolonmtion ill their internal parts. ~Ioreoyer, since the plant depends
for its living on the insects it eaptures, its root system is not lllore
developed than is necessary for its an<:horage to the ground and not for
the absorption of food material. [It was afterward~ pointed out that
this statement is not wholly in accordance with the facts.] The insed
thus captured may be killed in a quarter of an hour and may take a few
hours for its digestion, after w,hich the tentacles slowly return to their
upright position ready for another victim. It has been ob-served by
experiment that the inflection of the tentacles over an inorganic object
is much less definite than over an organic one, and this seems to indieate
SOllle power of discrimination. For example they are not affected by
water but if milk be applied to them they COJl1J1lenee to inflect nt once.
This, and many other movements seems to indicate the presence of some
form of intelligence in plants, bnt it is not necessarily present. It is an
inherent property of the organs, the exact nature of whieh i~ not understood. Tt indicates a sensory system, but not a governing mind.
There are other carnivorons plants whieh exhihit various movemeniH,
differing in details, for example D'iono.ea lI!1Lscipu/a, the Venus's Fl~'
tray, Sarracenias or Side-saddle plants, Nepenthes or Pitcher plants,
etc., hut I will not go into detailH of these now.
A familiar instance of the movement of plants is seen in their heliotropism, or tendency to turn towards the\ sun, or at least to the light.
It may be noticed that there are yery few exceptions to the property of
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turning towards the light which is possessed by leaves, in order to get
the maximum of sunlight.. This is .also. aided by their, shape, Utls~glled so
a~ nokto. shade. one another. . They are thus able t.o absorb the maximum
of carbonic acid so elsential. to their growth. Even he:r;e nature steps in
to save energy, because it is found that insect-eating plants, which do
not require carbonic. acid for their sustenance, do not possess this. property of turning their leaves towards .the light, nor, as said bt,fore, is
their root system more than just.sufficient to anchor them to .the. ground
and not to absorb nourishment therefrom.
But this tendency to seek the light is hardly a case of true heliotropism, such as may be seen in a sunflower, which always turns.its face
towards the sun. This is a classic example, but 'all pLants exhibit the
same tendency to a greater or .less degree. The flowers .always tend to
face the sun in its path across the sky, thus performing. a partial twist
upon theil~ stems, returning after dark .to their norm:,tl position. Ihave
not been able to ascertain whether flowers in latitudes where the s,un is
above the horizon for twenty-fOl,lr hours will ultimately twist their heads
off, but it is not likely since th<:1 sunlight> must be strong in order to p:roduce .this heliotropism, which does not take place .for some. time after
suurise and ceases before sunset.
I have seen a striking effect of heliotropism in a field full of Di1ll0TlJhutheca pluvialis in South Africa. The ray florets of this COlllposite
are pure white on the face and dull purple at the back. l.f they are
looked at with one's back to the sun the field appears to .be dazzling
white, but when facing the sun hardly any flowers are visible at all.
The same effect may be seen in a garden.
There is another form of heliotropism seen chiefly. in subtropical
climates where the leaves will turn their edges to the sun when its light
is very: intense, while some will keep their 'leaves with their faces
permanently parallel to the meridian, doubtless for a similar reaSOll,
namely, to check the evaporation from their surfaces. An example of
the latter is seen in the Oompass Plant of the American prairies, Silphi/11n
ia.cinintU1n, the young .leaves of which lie with their edges north and
south, thus indicating the points of the compass.
E,xamples of apheliotropism, or turning from the sun, are much le~s
common than the converse.
This must not be confounded with
geotropism or a tendency to turn towards the earth, exhibited by our
'l'rijoli/wJ, subterranCll1n, A.Tab·is hypngopa, the Monkey nut, CJyc/wlllen
species, etc., which turn their fruiting peduncles to the ground, :and
which movement is found not to be affected by light.
Perhaps the most important instance of special movement in plants is
exhibited by climbers, which is. really an effect of circuml1utation . . They
may be considered under four classes, Twiners, Olimbers by tendrils,
Scramblers" and Root climbers.
The most important class is that of Twiners, or plants which ·have the
property of winding spirally, or more correctly ·helically, round a more or
less vertical support. The growing end of the stem 'of such planus is
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subject to a well d~veloped circumnutation, such as has already been
defined. If quite free to move it will describe a circle pf which the end of
the ,stem is the radius, which may be 2 or 3 feet long. In an experiment
carried out. by Darwin the length of the generating vector .or arm was
about 2! feet, thus. describing a circle of 5 feet diameter. The circle was
completed in 5! to 6 hours, which means a movement of about 32 inche.s
per hour. The rate of revolution depends on the species and is influenced
by its age and climatic conditions, and some species will rotate clockwise, others counterclockwise, this being quite independent of the sun
or the hemisphere in which the plant grows. Incidentally no re,!-son has
been discovered for this predilection of certain species, any more than for
111any other vegetable phenomena.
. Now when this revolving 'stem meets an obstacle it responds to the
check just as the growing root tip will do, but in a converse manner,
since it will turn towards, instead of away fro111) the ohstructing infiuencb
as the root does. If the obstacle be an upright post, the stem will wrap
itself around it, while at the same time it grows upwards, thus forming a
helix, which may be clockwise or cotinterclockwise accordng to the species.
It is more infdtmative ·to define the direction thus, or to 'say with or
against the sun, than to say' from right to 'left or conversely. since that
depends on whether you consider the near or the far side of the post up
which' the stem twines,and is often to my mind wrongly defined. It is
more conimon for plants to twine counterclockwise than the reverse, e.g.,
scarletrunnerls, convolvulus, etc:, while hops, black bryony and 'othen
twine clockwise, i.e., with the sun. Some species will twine 'either way
indifferently and' occasionally sonie twine first one way and then the
other, the idea' about this last movement being that the continuolls
twining in one direction puts' a torque on the stem, to which the speci{)s
objects, though why all species do not Ishow the same objection is one of
the rilany unanswered questions in the habits of plants.
·The time taken to complete a revolution of the stem varies, ob8e1"\'<1tiollsof different ·plants showing that it may be ·anything from 1£ hours
to 18 hours, and probably the limits are wider. The ratio between the
rate of volution and the rate of progres'sion of the apex will, of course,
determine the angle of. the helix. In some cases, as with the honeysuckle,
the constricting force of the stem· is apparently so .great that it ell1hed~
itself deeply. on that of the plant up which it may· be climbing, but it is
inaccurate to attribute this to the constricting force of the point. '.rile
real cause. is the expansion of the Istem by its normal increase after the
twwing is complete.
The second class of climbing plants contains those which do so by
means of "tendrils or hy the petioles of the leaves. The tendrils, which are
only modifications of leaves, or an exparusion of their midribs, behave ill
a similar manner to the growing tips of the stems; that is to say they
circumnut"ate and are sensitive to a touch which causes them to bend
towards the object which touches them. The circ1l.l11nutatiDn may take
place over a circle of 15 inches or more in diameter .and it may take 'from
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olle to seyeral hours to describe the drcle. On meeting an obstacle they
allllost instantly begin to bend towards it aud ultimatBly encircle it. If
the object which incit€s the bending be removed the movement will ce>1St',
though the general cin:ular motion of the whole end of the tendril will
continue. Experiments have shown that a tendril will respond to an
exciting cause for many times, but gradually the t<:mclency to curl weakens
and eventually ceases altogether. In training my Sweet peas it has
appeared to me that only the young tendrils have the property of climbing. If a leaf with an old t€ndril be adjusted to its support it refuseH
to clasp. I must admit, however, that J have not eXFerimented on this
point enough to establish it as a fact.
It will be noticed that when a tendril has erwircletl a supp<Jr~ it
hardens and strengthens to a remarkable degree, which is obviously
necessary for its function of supporting the weight of the plant.
rrendrils will attach themselves to objects by other l1lethod& thun b~
twining alone. Some have little hooks at their extremities which tend
to insert themselves into crevices in walls or the bark of trees, whieh it
will be seen affords an example of apheliotropism. Sometimes instead of
hooks the ends of the tendrils swell out so as to fill the re<:es/;. Thii>
swelling does not occur until the t~mdril has entered some crevice where
it can fix it;self. Another method of obtaining support is by the formation of sticky discs at the tips of the tendrils, such as may be seen ill the
Virginia Creeper. Here again the discs are llot formed until the tips
touch something. The sticky secretion hardens and serves RE a Yery
strong glue. It has been found that tt single tendril (1isc can support H
weight of two pounds, while if there are several branches the capacity
for snpporting weight is (:orrespondingly increaised.
Climbers which are not furnished with tendril;; may obtain support by
means of theil1 petioles, which behave in the same mallller as tendrils do,
a.nd exhibit the ;same tendency to induratioll as them, which is not
developed until an object has been encircled. The Ulematis is all example
of this kind of climber.
The next class of climbers is the Scramblers., and these form a eOIlsiderable proportion of our hedgerow plants, exhibiting their tendelJ(:y to
scramble in varions ways. Thus the eommon Goose-grass is furnished
along its stems with reversed bristles, so that while the stem can readily
grow upwards it is by no means so ea;sily drawn downwards. Tt is noteworthy that the stems of such plants are destitute of any of the stiffening materials which non-climbing plants have. Nature here exhibits her
conservative tendency, though in many other respects she :seems to be
extravagantly wasteful. Roses may seem to be an exception to this
weakening of the stem, but such is only the case in Dog Roses, whieh
grow chiefly in hedges, the prickles of which are obviously intended to
support the stem. ·Other species although they have prickles, inhahit
open places and so do not use their prickles for support and have stiff
self-supporting stems.
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'l'be la,st class of dimbing plants is a slllall oue, numely the root
climbers, of which the Ivy is a familiar example. I would remind you
that· the processes thrown out by the stem, and which attach themselveB
to a support, are not roots in any sense of the word, since they have
no function in the nourshment of the plant, hence " Root-climbers" is a
misnomer. An interesting point is that when the ivy stem has reached
the top of the tree or other support, it ceases tot)}row out these processes, since they are no longer required, the free ends of the stem being
without them.
A different sort of movement takes place in sensitive plants. I have
already told you how the leaves and stems of all plants are continuously
subject to circulllnutation, and how climbers and their tendrils will
respond to a touch in order to· make them function, but in sensitive
plants this tendency is developed to a specially high degree, and it is
not always very obvious what benefit the pla.nts derive from the motion
thus acquired.
The most familiar example is the Sensitive Plant, Mimosa pudi(;((,
a native of South America. [t is a species with bipinnate leaves, having
a pair of pinnae standing at right angles and furnished with numerons
pairs of pinnules~ and a· second pair is developed later beyond them 011
the common petiole. A ve~'J' .slight touch will cause all the pinnules to
rise and .touch one another by their faces while the two pinnae approaeh
so as to become nearly paralJel instead of at a right angle to the midrib.
This movement takes place very quickly and may be caused even by a
puff of wind. After remaining closed for some time the pinnae and
pinnules very slowly regain their normal position. Intense sunlight as
well as darkness have the sallle effect as a touch, but in prolonged darkness the leaves will ultimately unfold.
A more striking example is the 'felegraph Plant ,of Brazil, Desmodi'wlIl
!J'ymns. Here the leaves have one large. terminal and two small lateral
lobes. The lateral leaflets or lobes are Gontinuously in up and down
motion, the opposite leaflets moving in opposite directions. The terminal l<;laflet oscillates more slowly nom right to left and also up and
down. If these movements are retarded in any way they are renewed.
with greater veloeity when set free. The movements are Dontinuous,
both in daylight and darkness and are .not affected by touch. They aI'''
visible to the eye without the necessity for.measuring them. 'fhey will
continue for about 24 hours on a :'item which has been severed from the
main.plant.
Apart froll! its habit of going to sleep, our OWll 'Wood Sorrel shows
signs of irritation if ronghly handled, dosing its leaves as in sleep.
The stamens of y.arious plants exhibit a certain amount of irritability.
Thus. if the point of a penc·il be inserted into the flower of a Mahonill
the stamens will instantly bend forward against the. pistil. I have said
that many of these movements seem to be meaningless but it is not so
in the case of the Mahonia. It might be supposed that it would assist
self-fertilisation, but the contrllory is the case. It has been observed that
when an insect enters the corolla, which it does between the stamens
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and the pistil, the former at once bend over the back of the insect which
thus receives the pollen from the anthern, and this is carried on to the
stigma of the next flower visited, thus effecting cross- not self"fertilisation.
London Pride, Parnassus Grass, French "Willow herb and other
species exhibit some similar movement of their stamens, but in these
cases the movement is spontaneous and is not effected by insects. In
many of the Orchids the pollinia have a sticky disc to which they are
attached at the base. An insect on entering a flower comes in contact
with this sticky disc which adheres to its head so that it draws ('JUt the
pollinia as it leaves the flower. This phenomenon may be seen by the
insertion of the point of a pencil. After withdrawal of the pollinia the
stipe on which they are borne immediately bends forwards so that they
are in a horizontal position, and come in contact with the stigmatic
surface of the next flower entered by the insect.
The so-called sleep of plants is known to the most casual of observers
but the term is ,a misnomer since there is no analogy between the sleep
of animals, wp.ich is for their rest, and that of plants which is for their
protection. for this reason the word nyctitropism is used to mean what
is popularly called sleep, the word meaning turning or folding at night.
Plants which are subject to sleep will close or turn their leaves so that
their faces ,are not exposed to the sky, thus saving the chilling effects
of radiation at night. It has been demonstrated that when leaves are
prevented from assuming the sleeping attitude they may even be killed
by cold due to radiation.
The seed leaves of many plants exhibit a tendency to erect themselves in the young state, thus partly closing over the young shoot for
its protection, but it is not all plants which possess this property. The
sleeping attitude may be assumed by the bending of the petiole so as to
turn the edge of the leaf upwards, as in the garden Nasturtium". 1'he
'relegraph plant already mentioned has an exceptional behaviour. Only
the ,terminal leaf lobe turns downward and sleeps at night, while the
lateral lobes continue to oscillate just as much at night as in the daytime. Examples of sleep of plants may be seen in Wood Sorrel and
Dutch Olover.
The opening and closing of flowers is a different movement from that
of the sleep of leaves. Many species will close their corollas or turn
them downwards on the approach of and dnring rain, which is in order
to protect the pollen from being washed away. But some have the habit
of opening and closing at fixed hours.
I should say "more or less"
fixed, because apart from rain, the time is affected by wind, light, 'and
temperature, but normally a definite time can be assigned to the closing
and opening of many species, so that botanists have constructed what
is called a " Floral Clock" based on the times, but it would not be safe
to rely upon this for catching a train. We all know the Evening Primrose which opens about sunset, and many of the Oatchflys somewhat
later, and it is noteworthy that the flowers of the latter which are
strongly scented when open have no odour in the daytime. Those of
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you who know Orepis tam.xacifoli.a may have noticed that a field which
is yellow with its flowers in the morning looks quite bare in the afternoon, and the common Goat's-beard, which closes before 12 o'clock, has
consequently received the name of J·ohn-go-to-bed-at-noon.
I have, up to the present, confined my remarks to the movements of
plants, a subject on which I might have given you a much longer discourse by giving you details of the experiments and researches of Darwin, but these would be rather of the nature of statistics, and therefore
much duller than the conclusions which only I have dealt with. Consequently I have come to the end of my subject but not to the end of the
statutory time.
There are very many other interesting phenomena connected with the
v8getable kingdom, but I will confine my concluding remarks to two.
The behaviour of plants in the struggle for existence gives rise to
what J. G. Taylor calls" Robbery and Murder" which indeed some of'
it seems to be.
An ordinary climber may be regarded as a plant which does not take
the trouble to stand up by itself but uses the stems of others in order to
get its head into its place in the sunlight. in many cases, in fact in
most of the British climbers, this may be looked upon as a sort of companionability, or the helping by one plant to allow another to grow,
but it may develop into a more serious form of parasitism. The common Ivy may choke a tree, as we have seen discussed in " The Times"
lately. There seems to be diverse opinions as to the harm it does, or
how it does it, but it certainly is not a true parasite, which lives on the
sap of its host. Nor does it usually kill other plants by strangulation,
but rather by suffocation, surrounding ·it so closely with a dense covering
of leaves that it deprives it of light and air, and therefore may eventually kill it. In which case it ought to be· classed as a murderer and
not as a mere robber.
.
Another climber, which may become a murderer, is our Honeysuckle.
This may sometimes entwine a tree or shrub so tightly as to choke it,
though I have not often seen cases of absolute murder. It usually only
embeds itself deeply into the stem up which it climbs. But in the tropics
there are many murderous climbers which kill trees by strangulation.
In Britain .cases of robbery are common enough, and some of these
may become instances of murder. Mistletoe is a well-known robber.
It is a true parasite, living on the sap of its llQst. If a branch of tree
on which it grows be examined its !Stems may be .found under the b,ark
far from where it grows into the air. This sucking the juices of its host
cannot.do the latter any good, but I do not think any harm accrues to
a tree even when badly infested with Mistletoe. May this be because
it is only a partial parasite, growing green leaves by which it absorbs
and breaks up carbonic acid, and therefore does not take a very heavy
toll of its host; but in tropical countries again Mistletoe species may be
very harmful, one in Brazil being capable of destroying whole fiell1s
of Coffee plants or Oranges,
.
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The Broomra:pes are a' more indolent class of robber. These form no
green leaves, but live entirely on the sap of their hosts. I 'an1 not aware
of any serious hann cOIning to plants on which they grow in' Britain,
but in other countries they niay become a serious pest: In the south
of Spain a fine species with blue and white flowers, Oro/ianche cre'flatu,
may take possession of a whole field of peas or beans and utterly destroy
the crop, and there are other species hardly less destructive. Dodder,
of which three species are natives of this country, is not above reproach,
though the two commonest, C11scuta epithym.u1J1, and C. e1Lropaea do not
do much harm. But one which not many years ago was much commoner than it rs now, was a deadly foe in clover fields. I refE>r to ('.
trijolii, which would kill square yards of the crop at a time.
We have many other parasites or partial parasites, which are disliked by farmers rather because they extract goodness from ·their hosts
or from the soil rather than .absolutely destroy them. Such are Yellow
Rattle, Euphrasia or Eyebright, Cow-wheat, etc., while several others
are suspected of parasitism and therefore deserve to be classified ail
robbers.
The last subject I &lla11 bring before you is the dispersal of
seeds. The most obvious means of dispersion is by a pappus or crown
of hairs which occurs in a great many, but by no means all Compositae,
as in thistles, dandelions, etc. The pappus may consist of a· mere ring
of hairs or bristles, the chief function of which is to prevent the. extrusion of the seed from the ground as it germinates, but the more fully
developed ones are a sort of parachute which may be erected on a stalk
or stipe. The rays may be of simple or of feathered hairs. The pappus
of the Goat's-beard is a beautiful object of plumose hairs. The pappus
enables .the Reed to be borne on the wind, often to very considerable distances, spreading the seeds all over the country to the detriment of
agriculture. Here I may remark that one of our worst ,agricultural
weeds, the creeping thistle, is said not to form seeds, on the common
principle in nature that plants "\\'hich reproduce. themselves from running
roots, do not take the trouble to make .seeds, the Couch Grass is another example of this. I am unable to verify this from my own observations and have certainly found well formed seeds on both these species,
though in small qnantity.
Other British genera which have a pappus to their seeds are the
Willows and Willowherbs. The similarity is in the English names only,
the genera being very widely distinct, though perhaps the Willowherb
derived it,s name from the similarity in the seeds. The wide dispersion
of these species, so that they both appear on building sites in the heart
of I,ondon, is accounted for by the ea.sy dispersion of their seeds by the
pappus.
Another method of atmospheric distribution of seeds is by.mea.ns of
wings on them or on the capsuleii. 'Winged seed pods, called Sam.am.e,
are seen in the Maple, Ash, Elm, etc,: The~' are of course much less
efficient than a pappus but enable the plant to sentter its seeds more
widE>ly than those with no such appendage,
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Spines, whieh mayor may not be hooked ,at the tips, are a very
common means of distribution through the agency of furred animals
or the feathers of birds, and one may add the clothing of men. Medicagos. may be a positive plague to those who cultivate animals. for their
hair or wool, becoming firmly entangled in that so as to be most difficult
to comb out. We all know what it is to walk through woods or fields in
the autumn with bnrdoeks, goosegrass, houndstongue and many other
plants growi~g in them, so that we thus become unwilling distributors
of their species. I n tropical countries these burrs or hooks assume formidable proportions, making a sort of grapnel, which fixes itself to the
noses of sheep and eattle, thereby being earried about, but thus stamping themselves as murderers, since the animals are liable to die of
starvation.
Another interesting method plants have of dispersion of their seeds
is by the elastie opening of their seed vessels. The common Balsam
is a familiar example, the capsules opening with a spring, which projects their seeds for some feet. The Common Hairy Bitter Cress is another example. It is one of the most troublesome weeds to get rid of in
a garden. rt germinates and ripens its seeds several times in a season,
and when touched the pod springs open and there are a prospectiv!'
couple of dozen plants in the place of one. Although small and proImbly taking yery little nourishment out of the soil, it makes up for
that by its immense numbers. The Witch Hazel expels its seeds with
such force as to give one quite a smart blow in the face, and lower in
the vegetable scale are some of the Bird's Nest fungi, which shoot their
seeds six or eight inches into the air.
Seeds are also dispersed by flotation in water. The co co-nut will
float from one island to another, and the N elu.mbium or Egyptian Bean
has a floating capsule in which the seeds are embedded. \Vhen they germinate they form a sort of cornucopia, until the dissolution of the capsule enables them to take root.
A curious story attaches to the fruit of the Monkey Pot, a species of
Lecythis in Brazil, though it is not strictly a case· of dispersion of seeds.
The receptacle is like ,an urn with a lid, which becomes detached when
the seeds ripen, so as to allow them to escape. After it is empty the
inhabitants use it as a trap for monkeys. They fill it with sugar which
is very attractive to those animals. They insert a paw and grasp the
sugar but the orifice is not large enough to allow them to withdraw their
elosed paw, and the~' have not the sense to open it. Consequently they
have to walk away with the capsule attached to their foot, and thns
their movements are so hampered that they are easily caught. It is
said that only young and inexperienced monkeys can be caught in this
way, giving rise to the saying of a cautions person that" He is too old
:i monkey to be caught by a Cabomba."
There are many other ways in which seeds are distributed which I
will not detail to you, but will conclncle with one very interesting example
in the ease of an lnclian species of LOI'(('l1th'IlB, of the Mistletoe Orcler.
'fhe fruit, as is nsnal in the order, has a viscid pulp surrounding the
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seed so that it adheres to whatever it falls upon. When' it germinates
the radicle at first grows out and when it has grown to about an inch
in length it developes upon its extremity a flattened disc. The radicle
then curves about until the disc is applied to any object that is near
at hand. This you limy notice is a case of circumnutation. If the spot
upon which the 'disc has fastened is suitable, the germination continues
and no locomotion takes place, but if the spot should not be a favourable one the germinating embryo has the power of changing its position. This is accomplished by the adhesive radicle raising the seed and
advancing it to another spot, or to make the process plainer the dise
at the end of the radicle adheres very tightly to whatever it is applied'
to, the radicle itself straightens and tears away the viscid berry from
whatever it has adhered to and raises it in the air. The radicle then
again curves, and the berry is carried by it to another spot where it
adheres again. The disc then releases itself and by the curving about
of the radicle is advanced to another spot where it .again fixes itself.
This may happen several times so that the young embryo still within
the seed is moved about till it finds a place to its liking. It seems to
select . certain places in preference to others, especially leaves. The
berries on falling are almost certain to alight upon leaves, and although
many germinate there, they are sometimes observed to move from the
leaves to the stem, and finally fasten there.
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THE BRITISH SPECIES OF MYRIOPHYLLUM.

W. H.

PEARSALL.

We have three species of this genus in Britain ancl as they are frequently confused or' found impossible to determine by members, the
following notes may' be heipful and may ,also save time both to collectors and myself. The species varv greatly in their size and characters
n~cordillg' to the conditions under· which they grow-the depth of water
and nature of the bottom being of the grentest influence. Like most
fl\!nvl'ril~g aquntics these plants send up their flowering spikes nhovo
the surface of the. water uncI these are mainly wind-pollinated. This
usually occurs In June, July, or August. During a wet summer it frequently happens that the water-level is muoh above the normal during
the flowerIng period and the spikes fail to reach the surface. All flowerIng aquatics are able to "stretch" their spikes (or peduncles) considerably to meet, this emergency-often twice their normal length-so
that it behoves us to .accept all dimensions given in descriptions with
nll .due, reserve. In spite of this ability to lengthen the spike it frequently happens-especially in lakes-that plants such as ]},f,yriophyllurn
and Potarnogeton are., quite unable to elevate their flowers above the
water-sprfnce nt 'such flood periods and depend entirely upon special
resting or winter-buds for their propagation. These are surrounded
by closely packed leaves ; in late autumn they drop off and sink into the
sellli~liquid mud where they remain quiescent until the following spring.
, ""All three species. of }JIiyriophyllurn have unisexual flowers-i.e. the
stame)1s .and pistils are in separ,ate flowers but on the same (monoecio118)
riiant. Usu.ally .the upper flowers are staminate and the lower pistilbte il,~ the, same ,spike.
Occasionally the intermedinte flowers are 2sexual (perfect or hermaphrodite) and in that case the plant is polygamO"~s.

lJ1yriophyll7l.1n is sometimes confused with the somewhat similar
but the leaves of the latter are quite stiff, do not collapse when taken out of the water, are not pinnately divided but two
or three: times forked, and the segments are distinctly toothed along
their margins. To those interested in microscopic forms of plant or
animal life the leaves of Myriophyllttm are among the most prolific
sources of interesting material.
"Little dependence' can be placed upon the number of leaves in a
whorl, in the determination of a species. This often varies on the same
pl,ant. In M. alterniflorttm it may be 3 or 4, in M. spicqtum more
,1suany 4 (but may be 3 or 5 on occasion) and in M. 'lJerticillatmn it is
more often 5.than fewer. The length of the leaves is also variable but
thos~ of M., 'IJ.er.tici.llattt111 are the longest" those of.M. spicaturn next in
length, (often from '1-3 <'m.), and those of M. (J,lternifioT1l,m are rarely
111 ore tha n ] cm. long.
'
.
Oeratophyllt~rn,
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"When flowers are present determination is easy, when absent it
difficult. In the former case the following key may be used:-

IS

MYRIOPHYLLUM.

1. A.ll flowers in who-rls-often reddish. ...................... .... ............. 2
Uppermost flowers solitary-aUenlate-yeIlowish. M. ALTERNIFLORUM.
2. Uppermost bracts c1It'i-re (or merely dentate)-shorter
than or only slightly exceeding the flowers. ............
M. SPICATUM.
Uppermost bracts pinrwtifid., "IWlbCh longer th<ln the
flowers. .. ...."................................................... M. YERTICILI,A'fUM.
1. M. ALTERl\TJFI,ORUl\I DC. This species is more common in the lak!.'s
and tarns of hilly distriets in the North than elsewhere but is v!.'r~·
generally distributed in streams and ditches throughout Britain. It
possesses a slender stem and leaves-in whorls of 3 or 4-with very fin!.'
capillary segments. The leav!.'s are much shorter than those of the
following species and have finer segments. The spike is very slender,
lax, short, few-flowered, usually curved at the top but always hooked
in bttcl. The upper flowers are staminate, solitary, alternate (or occasionally opposite), and springing from the axils of brads which are
entire (or merely denti('ulate or serrate) and sho-rter than the stamens.
The lower flowers are pistillate, yellowish, solitary or in alternate groups
of 2-4 in the axils of pectinate bracts resembling small' leaves. The
fruit is slightly smaller than that pf M. spicat11"1n, ovoid-conical, truncate.
n. M. SPIOATUM To. A species more common in the South than in
the North but like the preceding very widely distributed throughout
Britain at somewhat lower levels. Tt usually retains its green colour
throughout the winter. It is rather 1110re robust than the preceding,
a.nd possesses a more rigid stem and leaves. The latter are more distant,
usually in whorls of 4 (rarely 0 or 5), longer and with longer segments
than those of JJl. nlterniflorlOn. The spike is always erect in bud., elongate, interrupted, pos.<;essing many dull reddish flowers arranged in
whorls, provided with hracts Rhorter than or only slightly exceeding
the flowers, f'ntire or merely dentate, the upper often ovate. The upper
flowers are staminate with narrowly oblong anthers on short filaments
and with minute sepals often deep purple.
The lower flowers have
roundish dose!)' sessile stigmas lIot d(marde. The whole spike is not
leafy as is the ('nse in the following spe('ieR. The fruit is sub-globose
but less so than in M. 'rertiri71atIf,1n being often slightly oblong, a little
longer than broad and sometimes irregularI~' tuberculate, 2-3 mm. long.
M. VERTIOILLATU:ilI r~. is the largest and rarest species of the three
and recorded onl~' for about half the number of vice-counties of the
two preceding spe('ies. Its distribution extends from Cumberland in
the North to Cornwall in the South but between these extremes there
are many counties from which it has not yet been recorded. It is extremely variable according to the ecological conditions under which it
grows ~nd l1Rll(1ll y is not green in winter. The lE'aves are usually long
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(1 in.-2 in.), in whorls of 5 (only rarely 4) with opposite ± distant capillary segments. As in all species of ]}iyriophyllwl1 these segments are
entire, smooth-although often mud-encrusted-and collapsing when
taken out of the water (d. Ceratophunzvln). The spike is very long
(10-20 cm.), much interrupted and leafy to the summit where it is often
terminated by a tiny crown of empty brads. 'rhe flowers are normally
j:eddish, all in whorls arising from the axils of ieaf-like bracts many
timeR longer than themselves. Even the upper braets are pinnatifid and
much longer than the flowers. The uppermost flowers are sta.minate, with
greenish-yellow boat-shaped petals ahout 2 mm. long, large yellow anthem
and pale green to pinkish sepals. 'rhe lower flowers are pistillate with
~tigl1las rather elo'ilgatc and recurved.
The fruit is small-to 3 mm.
long~sub-globose, olive-green and rounded on the back.
The' var.
pp/'t-inatzlIIJ. DC. is merely an ecological state induced by shallow water
conditions. It has the habit 'of M. spicat1Lm, a rather slender spike with
much shorter brads whose lobes are closer together than in normal
M. 'verticiUatum.

ORCHIDACEAE.

lVIr P. M. Hall and myself have completerl our survey of the British
distribution of HimantoglosS1(,m and Aeeras, and the results are summarised in our papers in this Report. We are greatly indebted to all
those who so readily contributed to make that survey so complete.
We are now undertaking a similar investigation into the past and
present distribution of the MII,ITARES section of ORCHIS--O. simia, militaris, purpurea, and ustulata.
We shall be very grateful for your
co-operation in supplying localities, counties, collectors' names and dates
for any herbarium specimens or recent stations known to you. Notes
on any observed increas,e or decrease of a species in a given area are
of t!:le greatest value.
In the case of Orchid species which are in
danger of extinction we publish no list of actual localities-but we
shall include a further paper giving the vice-comital distribution of
these species in next year's Report,
W. U. PEARSALI,.
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At the last Conversazione, 15th Novemher 1933, some extremely
beautiful water-colour paintings of British wild flowers by Miss IJucy
BUl,ton were exhihited and greatly admired as being not only of high
artistic merit but also botanically accurate and true to life. Over 800
siniilar pa.intings luiye already been completed with a view to their
nltimate puhlication, but the following species-numbered as III Fitch &;
R;uith's Tllusti'ations-are still required, and we should be grateful to
allY memher who could send a fresh and t~'pjcal specimen of any of
the.m-carefully packed in a tin hox-to Miss TJllCY Bllrton, Stott Park,
Lake Side, Ulvel"ston, L"ncs.
2. ThnZictn&m a/pin'urn.
13. Ranunculus ophio!llossifol.i11.s.
19. H .
.filLuellntu.s. 43. RoemeTia hY/)Tido.. 48. l1'latthiola inwnn. 59. ATabis
aZpina.
71. SisY1nUTinm Hio.
87. Al?!ss1l'111 caZyeiwurn.
94. Carnelina
Snti,lJfL.
99. Teesda/ia nudica.lllis. 106. Lcpidi1tm latifoZium. 110. 1sot1s
tinctm·in. 116. Resedn alba. 117. Hel-iwnthe'rnm'/l !luttntum. 118. H.
wm/.,T/I. 124. Viola arennria. 129. Diantlms proli.jC1·. 130. D. Annerin.
]31. D. deltoides.
134. Silene aeonli.s.
138. S. !loZlica.
145. Lychni,~
Fi,~cnrin.
146. L. alp'inn.
162. Oerastium alpin'll1n.
199. Althaea.
ojfi,cinal1s. 230. Genistn piZosa. 235. JJLed'iw!lo lalcata. 245. Trifoli1tm
inm:rnat'tb1n.
247. T. stellatu1l1.
2;50. T. medium.
253. T. Bocconi.
258. 1'. Tes~/;pinatmn.
284. Vicia ZlItw.
297. LathY1'uS ni!ler.
301.
8piraea salicifolia. 304. D.'yos oc:topetaZcL ~ll1. R'lI,bltS Ohamaemorus.
821. Potentilla 1''llpestris. 36S. Set/'u7n sexa1].!lu-lnre.
370. S. re!leX1t1J1.
378. Saxifraga HirC1tl1/,s.
382. S. cerr&1W.
459. Corm/.s s1teci,ca.
467.
Lonicem CapTifolimn.
469. Li,nn,aea b01'ealis.
487. Valeriana pyTcnaiea, 499. Aster Linosuris. 501. Erigeron alpin'u.~. 508. Gnaphali11.11111Iteo-aZult1J1. 515. 1nl/.,la sal-;cina. 520. Xo'nthimiL StJ'umariml1. 534.
])[-oti8 'lJlariiirna.
549. Senecio paZ1uJosUS.
551. S. pal'ustris.
552.
S. 6antpesf1'is. 5·57. SaUSS1&rea alpina. 577. Cenia11,-rea solstifialis. 613.
Lobelia,1(.ren8. 616. Phu,te1/.111C/. spicaturn. 631. Arctostaphylos UVO-1Ll'.si.
636. 11lenziesia. caeruleo. 643. Pyrola 1lrriijiOl'a. 679. Gentiana nivalis.
710. A8peru!lO proe1ll1lbens, 721. Orobanche elatioT. 723. O. caerulea.
727. T'eTliasCIl1J1 BlaUaria. 729. V. ni,qTU1l!. '780. V. Luchnitis. 731.
V. p1d11 B7'ulenhun. 733. Aniirrhin1/,m OTo'ntill1n. ,737. Linaria supinn.
817. Tc'](.cri1til1 Botl'lJS.
977. Damasonil/,m stellai1&1J1.
980. Stratiotes
aloides. 981. MaZaxis pah(dosa. 982. Liparis Loeselii. 987. 'Cephalnnthera ensifolia; 988. C. 1"t/'/)'ro,. 992. Epipouw/1 aphylZmll. 995. Spiranthes HomanzOl,iann. 1008. Habenoria irLtaci:n. 1039. Lloyclia se'l'otina.
]045, SC'ina antmnnalis. 1055. Alli1L1n h-iq-netr1Lm.

ZOSTERA llJ:ARINA IN BRfTAIN.

ZOSTERA MARINA IN BRITAIN.
A. D.

COTTON,

u

F.L.S.

During the past three years
remarkable reduction in the growth
elf Zr)steTa mm'ina has taken place on the Atlantic coast of North
America. Practically the whole coastline from New Brunswick to North
Carolina is affected and in some areas the reduction amounts to its
total disappearance. Observations made in \\'esternEurope show that
a sOlllewhat similar situation exists.
rJ.'.he affected areas include the
North and West coasts of France, South coast of England, Holland,
parts of Denmark and Sweden. ~Iaking allowances for certain exaggerated reports as to the extent and suddenness of the reduction, there
can be no question that during the last fe\~'years Z. marina. has very
largely disappeared over large areas on both sides of the North Atlantic.
The cause of. this. remarkable biological phenomenon has not so far beer!
determined. French authors have attributed it to a bl;lcterial pathogen,
hut Americail pathologists liave not heen able to confirm this.
In a preliminary survey of the Zostera situation on the British coasts,
we have been impre;;sed with our ignorance as to the ecology and biology of the various forms which occur. 'fwo species of Zosteru exist in
this country, Z. mwrina ,wcl Z. nana, and a third form is recognised
and known as Z. marina, var. a.ngtlstifolia. The latter figures largely
in all reports as to the disappearance of Z. muri-na.
It has heen regarded either as a narrow-leayed form of Z' lIl(l'rina or as a hybrid betweep. Z. mari·na and Z. nana. In certain localities where the normal
Z. marina has disappeared (e.g. Ahbotshury, Dorset) the ground has
apparently been colonised by the narrow Z. l1wrina, var. ang1.stijolia.
Being a much smaller form the" drift," which is used for various purposes, is perhaps only l/lOth of that washed up by Z mari1w. The substitution of one form for the other raises in acute form the question of
its taxonomic status. If it were a narrow-leaved form of Z. marina, it
is remarkable that a variety of a ISpecies should survive where the normal form has been exterminated, and if it were a hybrid it would
afford an interesting case of a natural hybrid succeeding where one of
its parents has locally completely disappeared. In many localities various intermediates are found and it was subsequently ascertained that
some of the records received as to the :flourishing condition of Z. maTina,
,concerned in reality the variety Z. angu,stijolia.
Published records
from other countries are also unreliable owing to this form not being
clearly defined.
Certain data are available as to the biology of Z. marina as it occurs
in the Pacific through the researches of W. A. Setchell, but no detailed
observations have been made in England. As is well known, the genus
Zostera is of special inter<;lst in that it possesses filiform pollen grains,
and SOllle interesting accounts of its pollination have been published.

o
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Various details, however, require to be filled in, such as the method of
discharge of the pollen grains from the anthers, whether pollination
takes place at the surface of the water, or in the water, and the development of the germ tubes from the filiform pollen grains. No observations have been made on the fertilisation mechanism of the supposed
hybrid or on Z. nana, which occurs at a higher level on the mud flats
and which, presumably, sheds its pollen only during high tides. Apart
from the biological investigations referred to below, it is most important
for a comprehensive biological and ecological examination of all the
forms to be initiated.
It is satisfactory to be able to record that Mr T. G. Tutin has COlllmenced an investigation on the Zostera problems at the laboratory of
the Marine Biological Association at Plymouth. Though he will natu.rally include survey work over a wide area,' his task is essentially all
intensive investigation of the problems as presented in the Plymouth
district and research into the· various problems involved from ·as many
angles as possible supported by all the unrivalled resources of the Plymouth laboratory. Mr Tutin will be interested to learn of any observations on the subject which members of the Botanical Exchange Club
may have made, or may be able to make during the coming season:

CREPIS BU]NNIS IN YORKSHIRE.
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CH,E:J;>IS BIENNIS L. IN YORKSHIRE.

The above is the title of a paper published in The Naturalist, p. 51,
on 1st March 1933, by Dr Eric Drubble, and which is reproduced herewith.
" "With the question of the presence of Crepis u·iennis in Yorkshire
has become involved the identity of certain plants gathered near Bridlington by Messrs LawlSon and Flintoff and others.
As one of those
whose misfortune it is to have been drawn into the discussion a short
statement from me may, perhaps, be permitted. In 1929 the'late Dr
G. C. Druce sent 'me a sheet labelled' Orepis nicaeensis Balb., N. Yorks,
June 1929, ex n. J. Flintoff' for my determination. The plant clearly
was not nicteensis, as the hairy inner sul"'face of the phyllaries at once
showed, but the specimen was in such extremely poor condition and ~o
incomplete that no determination was possible. A plant, however, was
raised from a fruit of this specimen, and this formed a good rosette in
1930 and flowered in 1931, but it was apparently self-sterile, as no fertile
fruitiS could be obtained. This plant was similar to a Crepis found by
me in that year at Freshwater, Isle of "\Vight, and was identified as C.
oporinoides Boissier, Voyage botanique dans le Midi de l'Espagne.
I have seen the specimen from Allerston, which Mr Flintoff says is
no,,' , at rest' in the Herbarium at Kew. It would have been well could
that rest have remained unbroken, but it has been disturbed by Mr
Flintoff himself in The Nat1bralist, November 1932, p. 318. The specimen as I saw it was an incomplete plant without ripe fruit, and, in my
opinion, was not one on which a determination could firmly be based
for purposes of record.
In July of the same year (1932) Mr Lawson sent me plants with
, Bridlingtoll ' as the only indication of locality. One of these was distinctly hairy, but the rest were apparently large forms of the same
plant as that sent me by Dr Druce and grown by me from seed. There
were no ripe fruits, but I was told that if I would only wait patiently
they would ripen off. My previous experience with the cultivated plant
led me to watch this with interest and it was no surprise to find that
this did not happen, thus confirming my impression that the plant was
self-sterile.
Later in the same year Mr Lawson sent what he stated to be fruiting
heads of a large Crepis, presumably from the same locality. The pappus
was well formed, but there was not a single fertile fruit. These specimens had markedly hairy peduncles and involucres, and were prohahly
ui.p,·7mis. Thus from North Yorkshire I have seen plants which I regard
as (1) biennis, (2) oporinoides.
Firstly with respect to biem1is. This is recorded in J. G. Baker's
, Flora of North Yorkshire' as ' In Cleveland in cultivated fields, Great
AytOll , ''iT. Mudd!' This, with Baker'is confirmatory' I,' should be a
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satisfactory record, and my experience with the North Yorkshire plants
offers no challenge to Baker's mark of exclamation.
It is probably
thoroughly justified, and Mr Flintoff's ambition to furnish a record
, without the addition of a note of exclamation' is surely a very strange
one.
The other plant, C. oporino-ides Boiss., is, in my opinion, merely a
variety of C. b-iennis (see J o'urnaZ ~f Botany, October 1932, p. 280), and
1 shall not be at all surprised should it be found in other parts of the
country. That it has until this year (1932) been recorded, so far as I
know, only from the Sierra Nevadas in Spain may well be due to lack
of extensive and intensive study of C. bienn-is throughout its geographical area in this country and on the Continent. It does not seem tu
me likely that oporinoides has had a separate distribution from biennis
sensu stricto.
It may well be a mutational form which may crop up
anywhere, and its occurrence at Freshwater-a biennis area-may be
significant.
During the coming season plants should be gathered in North Yorkshire by some responsible collector and the same material be circulated
to all those who have previously tried to furnish help, and here it
should be noted that fruiting heads must be sent if determination is to
be secured. The plants ought also to be observed in cultivation, and
to this end ripe fruits must be collected on the spot, where pollination
from plant to plant may have taken place. That oporinoides-though
probably self-sterile-does produce fertile fruit in Yorkshire is shown
by my success in raising the plant from seed. Meanwhile, may not all
of us who have been drawn into this discussion agree to let the matte,
rest until we have all examined adequate and identical material."
On 3rd July 1933 I received through Mr R. J. Flintoff a box of
Crepis and an accompanying letter received from Mr A. E. Greaves, of
Guole. From the letter I gathered that Mr Greaves had collected the
plants in the" neighbourhood of Howden " and thought them C. biennis. I replied to him that I did not think they could be referred to that
species, and sent him authentic examples of C. biennis for comparison.
I further stated that I would keep the plants and subsequently send
them to my friend Dr Drabble who was unfortunately ill at the time.
I deeply regret that he never saw them. As these plants came from
Howden (S.W. of V.-c. (1) over 30 miles south of Allerston (v.-c. 62)
referred'to in the above paper, they have no direct bearing on the point
at issue, and are only mentioned to further suggest that there are other
species besides C. biennis in Yorkshire.
Among the late Dr Drabble's letters on this subject are some which
the writers now probably wish had never been written, but there are
two which in justice to my friend, in accordance. with one of his lastexpressed wishes, and in the interests of scientific accuracy should be
published. They are from Prof, E. B. Babcock; Professor of Genetics
at the University of California and author of the standard Conspectus
on this genus. The first is dated 16th March
1933, to Dr Eric Drabble.
\
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" Dear Sir,-On a herbarium sheet from Rew carrying a specimen
of Cl'epis opqr.inoides Boiss., 1 have found a very interesting note from
you to lVIr Ootton ~nder date of May 21, 1932. From this note I learn
that you have been growing this rare 'and interesting species for several
years. As I am trying to bring to completion a monograph on the
Cr'epis of the world and have long wanted to obtain living material of
this species, ,naturally I ·am greatly interested to learn that you have
iL.under. cultivati0n ..
I have gone· over. the material on this Rew sheet very carefully, comparing it with my 1l0te8,fragments and drawings from the type of the
species in the· Boissier herbarium, and I am satisfied that your identification is correct. There are a few 'minor val'iations from·the type in
your, material but none of much importance. Of course I should be stilI
better satisfied if there had been a mature achene in the packet on this
sheet ·but the il11mature ones there compare very well with the mature
ones from the type. If it is impossible for you to send me any live roots
I hope you .can send me some viable seeds. These can be sent in a letter
directly to me and no special permit is required for importation of an.)"
seeds.
Thanking you in advance for your kind co-operation.
Very sincerely yours,
E. B. Babcock, Professor of Genetics."

.A further letter is dater 16th May 1933.
"Dear Dr Drabble,-Acknowledging your kind note of April 17, J
am sorry to hear that you have been ill and I am looking forward to
hearing from you further concerning material of Orepis oporinoides.
I am very sorry that the original collector has got .some of the material
mixed and sent out under 6ther nal11es.
Sincerely yours,
E. B. Babcock, Professor of Genetics."

All who knew Dr Drabble's painstaking efforts to arrive at the correct determination of any plants submitted to him will welcome this
further corroboration of his opinion from Prof. Babcock.

W. H.

PEARSALL.
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A VISIT '1'0 THE DAGENHAM DUMPS IN SEJ;>TEMBER 1933.
SIR ROGER CURTIS.

These notes are compiled from the humanistic standpoint; they maktil
no claim to be scientific. Rather the purpose is to show the value the
ordinary member may obtain from membership of a Botanical Society.
I take it that the vocation. of the ordinary me.mber, both here and hereafter, is scarcely to promulgate miero-species. 'rhese· must be left to
more expert workers. Ours lllay be the province to admire and possibly
to envy, it is scarcely ours to compete. None the less the ordinarymember is not denied the thrill of Botany, that glow of inward satisfaction
which comes after our day's labour in the field when confronted with
new plants. Such was my experience after some hours' roam amid
London's unsightly and malodorous rubbish colonies .at Dagenham. I
was fortunate on this occasion to have the company of Mr R. Melville
who skilfully elueidated for me the mysteries of its alien flora. It was
pleasant to behold a ()oss!Jpiuui< sPecies aft",r being clothed for so many
long years in cotton underwear. How many Botanists have been privileged to see this plant of first-class economic and historical importance?
Among edible plants we were rewarded by seeing such foreigners as
Maize, several Millets (Panicll1n miliacemn, SetaTia viridis, S. italica) ,
and S01"gh·tMn1 halepense.
A. fine crop of tomatoes, much prized and
guarded by the Dagenham natives, was also on view. . Among more
luscious plantoS we saw specimens of the water-melon 'and marrow,
though hardly fit for the table I admit.
For toxic medicinal plants we were amply contented by a sight of
Hyoscyn/nus mutic'lls and Datllra 8tTa.1nonill.ln. The latter, indeed, was
most plentiful, forming in one place a veritable thicket. And what a
glamour there is about the tribe of Solanaceae! No other Natural Order
appears to possess such mysterious fascination over the hearts and bodies
of man.
The more conventional inhabitants of rubbish heaps were well represented by the usual Sisymbrium tribe (S. altissimu1n, 8. orient,ale);
the dingy Chenopods by O. rllbru1n, O. ficifolit~m, O. Fltlvaria, O. polyspcnll.'lOn. Atriplice.s were not to be denied a footing and we saw A.
rleUoidea and A_. li.ttom~iB.
Dipl.otaxis tCnltifolia made a handsome
showing and its flowers gave out a. pleasant fragrance in contrast to
the melodorous Ohenopodimn Vulva7·ia.
.
Among the really handsome plants we saw must be reckoned the
vigorous growth of Aster Tripoli~bm, a really creditable British plant.
Less attractive were _Menuralis amma, Eri.ge1"()'Il. canadenRis and 8enrcio
·ciscostts. Only one alien shrub was seen, but it alone was worth the
,journey, Ooltdea. arborescens.
My first reflections were (1) how dull and dingy much of the British
flora is compared with its alien consins, (2) a good tramp in the country,
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even under wet skies, produces a glow of physical \vell-being which
intellectual interests alone can never yield. It is the supreme privilege
of the field botanist that these two satisfactions are his to enjoy. A
Club, too, surely exists that its members may join forces on such expeditions and so add human comradeship to other gains.

NOTES ON THE ORCHlDACEAE Q]' KENT.

W. H.

:!?EARSALL.

As I am now resident in Kent I have recently been afforded 'exceptional opportunities for acquiring first-hand knowledge of many of the
rarer species of this Order by their examination in Si.tlL In, addition
to this I have acquired a mass of authentic information from the members of the Society and others as to their distribution) and decrea,se or
Increase.
On May 18, Mr Ho' D. Stanley and I explored ,the district N.E. of
Ashford and saw Orchis purpurea, Ophrys apijera, O. ntuscijera, O.
a1'anijera'i Anaca.rnptis pyrarnidalis, Aceras anthropophorurn, Gephalanthera gr(J!ndiflora, and several of the Marsh Orchids.
We were also
fortunate in finding a colony of Pyrola rninor in flower at this early date
in a sheltered situation ·of sunny aspect.
During the following week Mr P. M. Hall asked me to join him at
Wyefor a week-end. We went over most of the ground I had tTaversed
ten days before) but even in that short inteTval theTe was a marked
falling-off in the numbers of the more conspicuous· species. Where pTeviously I could have easily gatheTed 50 specimens of Orchis purplbrea we
now had difficulty in discovering half a dozen. The area of our investigations wa,s therefore extended, €Ispecial1y to the south-east, and we
weTe rewarded by the discovery of seveTal additional species.
It is
perhaps necessary to say that we were not" collecting," but a list of
the species actually seen-on May 27-28, 1933--will be of value as "
record: -Oepha,lanthera. I]randiflora (in quantity), Onhis purpurea (in
several places), O. 'Moria, O. ~utulata, Platanthera chlorwntha, Anacam,piis pyrarnidalis, ACM'as anthropophorurn, Oph1'YS apifera, O. rnusci.f~ra" O. m'anifera and O. arachnites.
Of the last-named we saw some
half-dozen floweTing specimens 'in sit~b and met an entomologist with 2
more in his button-hole. He said they were Bee Orchids and theTe were
plenty in the neighbourhood! However, as he kindly offered us the
flowers we were grateful for their gift.
About a fortnight later I spent an afternoon with Dr H. Gray, of
'Vest Malling, studying these species on the downs N.W. and N. of
Maidstone. In both vice-counties we saw large numbers of Gephalanthera grandiflora under the identical ecological conditions found previously in the S.E., but in neither instance under Beech. Aceras an-
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thropophormn and GYlnrlO.deni(~ conopsea also, were frequent in each v.-c.
In v.-c. 16 only there were some exceptionally fine colonies of HerminiU'In
monorchis and, of course, Ophrys apilera.
I am deeply grateful to my friends for their kindly offices in -affording me so many opportunities for the. study of these fascinating and
thought-compelling plants in their natural haunts. In each district of
the county I was much struck by the general similarity of the special
habitat conditions necessary for each species. However, the danger of
generalising from insufficient data was again apparent for Mr Hall was
more impressed by the dissimilarity of some of the habitats with those
favoured by the Isame species in Hants- and its neighbouring connties.
However, it was obvious that a wide and intimate knowledge of the
individual ecological conditions under which each species grows is the
best guide tp its discovery.
The Lizard Orchid eluded us and I have yet to see it growing ip. its
natural surroundings.
However, through the willing co-operation of
members and others 1 have been able to compile It complete list .of its
recorded Kentish stations and also of its vice-comital distribution elsewhere. According to a letter in the "Times" during the summer of
1933 a specimen had been discovered near Sevenoaks and the fortunate
finder rushed into print with the statement that this species had been
practically extinct in this country for nearly a hundred years. However, the facts do not support him.
The Lizard Orchid has been seen
in some part of Kent alone nearly every year of this century-it was
seen at 4 other stations in Kent during 1933, also in E. Sussex and
N. Somerset. During the past 10 years~nly-it has also been recorded for Surrey, Hants, Wilts, Bedfordshire, Cambridge, Herts,
Lincs and E. Norfolk; and seen growing in other counties by botanists
who wisely wish to protect it. We trust that any individual who mak~s
a further discovery of this plant will " blush to find it fame."

BEGINNING THE STUDY' OF GRASSES.
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The study of Grasses is commonly neglected because of. its difficulty,
but this is very largely due to the absurd confusion of names used .by
various authors in describing the parts of the flower-spikelets. This
"hort article is written, by request, solely for beginners working alone,
and is an attempt to deal with all the difficulties they have already
encountered or may ultimately meet.
In commencing the study of
Grasses it is unwise to select those in which the flowers are not fully
opened and anthers displayed. When this later stage .is reached half
the difficulties of determination disappear. There is the same difference
in appearance between the early· and later flowering stages. of most
grasses as between those of a closed and open umbrella, and most :of the
hook illustrations show only the later stage. Having waited; therefore~
"ay, till June-we select a large grass whose spikelets are on spreading
branches and whose flowers are well 6pened." These spikelets are simply
small clusters of, flowers and their protecting' scales; They are usually
oval or lanceolate' in outline and vary in length from 2 mm. (Agrosti.l)
to 20 ri:lIiL (Br()m~ls), without· inchiding the awn. With the aid of a
small pair of scissors cut off a single spikelet and place it on a post~card.
vVe are now about to dissect the spikelet and a word of caution is necesfmryas to its perverse tendency to fly off into ,space during the process!
By means of the small blade of a pEm-l(nife, a large needle and a. lens,
make out the following parts. At the bottom of the spikelet where it
joins the stalk .are two. boat-shaped glmnes, unequal in size, opposite
each other, hinged together and tightly clasping the base of the s'pikelet. With the help of knife and needle remove them. If your blade is
well sha~pened this is most easily and quickly done by cutting across
their hinged base. These are what Bentham and Hooker (and many
other authors) call t.he "empty glumes" or the "outer glumes," but
modern authors simply" glumes."
As a general rule, each spikelet
possesses a pair of these glumes and usually they 'are not awned. (There
are exc'eptioris to these' two statements, but they are very few, the only
one worthy ·of mention being that. of Anthoxanthlt,rn odorat1I,m-SweetscE'mted Vernal-grass-whosespikelets possess 2 pairs of glumes, the
inner pair being awned).
Inside this pair of gluines-now removed-are the flowers, one or
several. The flowers of a grass have no petals and consist mainly of rr
tiny ovary. (with the 2 delicate plumes of the. stigma at its apex) and
3 sleilder stamens. These flowers have no' glumes, but each flower is
enclosed between 2 pales, the outer and the inner. These pales .arevery
similar in appearance and form-" boat.;shaped "-to the discarded
glnm~s but are nsually latgei', more delioate and often possessing awns
at their tips. The larger outer pale-or palea-(O.P.} is pf,the utmost
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importance in the determination of the grass, so the greatest care must
be exercised in. its examination. The inner pale, is smaller, more delicate and sometimes very difficult to see, but at this stage we shall rarely
require to detach it.
Here it will be necessary to deal at some length with the great difficulty experienced by botanists who possess one or more of the following
British Floras-Bentham and Hooker, Babington, Watts, .Tohns or
Hayward. Most often a studeJ;lt possesses two of these and finds much
difficulty in maki~g their descriptions of the flowers of Grasses agree.
rrhe "outer pale" is termed the "flowering glume" by several of
these authors, and by Babington the" lower pale." These three terrnso'uier pale, flowering glume, arnd lower pale--a.re simply different names
for the same thing. The' term " pale" means in .Tohns the inner pale,
but in Hayward the outer pale-,-e.g., 4 times on p. 235. This is sufficiently confusing to those who use these two authors in conjunction,
but by no means the end of the story, for wefiild in' Hayward's
Botanist's Pocket Book no' fewer than 5 different terms 'used for the
onter palea: - ' .
outer pale
lower pale

......... p. 237, Trisetum flavesr;ens.

p. 237, Avena fatua and A. strigo$a.
(For A. pubescens "outer pale ". is used).
pale ................. . p. 235, Aira ca.ryophyllea and A. praecox.
flowering glume .. . p. 235, Apera Spica-venti and C. epigeios.
glume .............. . p. 237, Deschampsia caespitosa.
p. 249, Brachypodium sylvaticum and B.
pinnatum .
.AJs the glumes of none of the last three species possess awns this use
of the. term " glume " is very misleading, especially as the same term is
correctly used on the same page!
It is to be hoped that the foregoing explanations will enable members to more easily follow the descriptions given in their Floras, and
at the same time to accustom them to the. use of modern terms in general
use.
Haying thoroughly grasped the fundamental fact that the "glumes "
are 'Only to be found at' the base of each spikelet--and not at the base
of each flower-'--and that above them are the pales, we are in a position
to take a further step and' ascertain how many flowers each spikelet
contains. It may perhaps help us to recogni.se the very similar glumes
and pales by remembering that they, together, form the "chaff" of
theniiller. (T,. palea = chaff). It is necessary to know the number of
flowers in each spikelet before we can follow the book descriptions or
use a Key. As each flower is enclosed between a pair of pales if we
count the number of pairs we know the number of flowers. In actual
practice it is much easier' simply to count the larger 'outer pales-e.g.,
4 outer pales = 4 flowers. Do not include the glumes, it is better to'
remove them before commencing to count.
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\Ve have deliberately chosen a grass whose flowers are arranged in
a loose branched panicle, as we consider this type of grass presents to
the beginner less difficulty than the spike or spike-like type, and therefore the student feels that he is making satisfactory progress from the
start. He will soon notice that in many cases the outer pale (O.P.) ends
in a long bristle, but in other cases it is simply acute or even blunt and
jagged. This long bristl~ is the "awn" and it needs very careful
pxamination to find out where it is attached to the pale. Although it
appears to be merely a prolongation of the apex of the pale-and therefom a "terminal" awn-it is more often attached to the back of the
pale, or even to its base. Insert a needle between it and the pale to
discover its point of insertion (attachment). If inserted near the middle of the back of the pale, the awn. is " dorsal," and If starting fIlom
the bottom of the back, it is "basal."
It is often so closely pressed
against the back of the pale that botanists hastily conclude that it is
" dorsal," bnt by inserting the needle between the awn and the back
of the pale it is possible to work it right down to the base, proving that
the insertion of the awn is "basal."
Even more common is the mistake made by looking casually at the
spikelets as a whole and because no protruding awn is visible, concluding that there is none present. This is one of the reasons why so
many beginners fail to recogniBe Aira caespitosa (Deschampsia caespi.tosa)-a common tufted species found on· wet grassland or the borders
of woods: In this grass the outer pale possesses a very fine hair-like
and straight basal (or almost basal) awn' about as long as the pale and
therefore not protruding beyond it. The glume· hides this awn from
view and only by the preliminary removal of the glumes is it likely
to be seen-and even then, it is so :fine as to be often missed except by
the discerning!
.
The awn of grasses may be very ·slender or quite Istiff, smooth, or
very rough, twisted, straight, or bent in the middle (" kneed ")-often
both twisted and bleed. These characters are very important. in the
determinatiOll of species. Some genera (Pno) never possess awns, while
many others are at once recognised by their awns. Another prominent
c;haracter in the grasses belonging to some genera-e·.g., Avel1a, A.iTa,
A.rrhe'f/atherum, and Phalaris-is the preRence of a tuft of hairs at the
outer base of the pales. These hairs are ~ituated bet,veen the glumes
and the pales. They are seen directly the gIumes are removed and distinguish these genera from othE'l"R (e.g., Rrom1J.s) which possess no ba~lll
tufts of hairs.
We may now examine the grass selected. If there is only one perfect
flower in each spikelet the grass will probably be either a species of
Agrnstis-a very delicate grass-or jJ{eiica 'Il.11iflora.. All the species of
ilgrosti.~ maybe known by their very slender spreading branches, tiny
spikelets and glumes longer than the pales they contain. A g1"Ostis
1'1llgaTis With. is lJ. characteristic grass of heaths and C0111m011S. Its
panicle is very fine and graceful':-'-Fine Bent-grass-and its leaves are
narrow and possess a short blunt ligule. Another 'common species found
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in meadows, marshes, woods. or by the wayside is Agr.ostis... alblk L.
(Fiorin). Its llgule is long, erect and rounded at the apex. There .are
other species and varieties for which a Flora lTI.'Ustbe c9nsul~ed.
M(3li.clk uniflorlk is found on shady banks" especially those near. woods,
and can be distinguished at once by its few' chocolat.e-colouredspikelets
On long slender branches. The O.P. is awnless, broad, to:uuded.· at the
apex and 5c 7 nerved, This grass flowers about June and is one of ·the
easiest with which to· commence the study of grasses.
.
If our selected· grass (with one-flowered spikeklets) is neither a
species of Agrostis nor lJtleli.w; it may possibly be 'Miliwm effUStLm~fL
grass found in damp' shady woods-or Molinilk caerulea (Purple Moorgra.~s) found on moors or in ·mat.shes,· but avoiding thOse on 'limestone
or chalk.
For grasses whose spikelets contain 2 or more fiowecrs it will ·be best
to llSe·a, Key, such as that cif :Bentham a'rid Hooker'sB'ritiilh Flora.
In doing so, it is necessary to remember that we neeer' onlycormnence
at No. 31 and that the "flowering glumes" are the " outer pales."
The lengths of the spikelets are given in "lines;" this IS an oldfashioned method of measuring length-one line equals one-twelfth of
an inch or roughly, 2 mm. Modern books give these lengths in 'millimetres.
It will be noticed that this Key (from No. 31) is in 2 parts: 31-39
dealing with grasses the pales of which are Ikwned, and 40-49 including
those having mvnless pales. Of the latter we need only concern ourselves
with,No. 48-1'oa and Festucar-at this stage of; our study. Both these
genera are very common and differ chiefly in their outer pales; those
of POG- an; obtuse or only sub-acute at the apex and possess no awns or
awn-points. The' outer pales of Fesitw(L are very much· more· pointed
and end in a short awn or Ikwn-poi. nt. Having decided te, ,whichgenuR
our grass belongs it becomes . necessary to ascertain its species. Here,
unfortunately, we shall get little assistance from the. Key to either Poa
or Fest1~ca in Bentham, although the descriptions of the species .may
be helpful. We need only consider P. annUlk, P. pratensis, F. ,trivialis,
and P. ne'l11oralis.·
·P. aml1La is a little tufted annual" flowering nearly all the year
round and abundant on gravel paths and waste places everywhere. Its
panicle is triangular in outline, often somewhat I-sided, and 1-2 inches
long. The leaves are flat-often puckered-limp, dull pale-green' in
colour, and glabrous. The O.P. is. 2-3 mm. long, 5-nerved, with memhranons margins above.
P. pratensis (Smooth-stalked Meadow-grass) is .a perennial 5pecies
which has a creeping root-stock with runners, Its leaves are variable,
short or long, with neaTly parallel margins .suddenly narrowing at the
apex to a blunt point, The .ljguleat the base is short and blunt. .The
O,P. is blunt, and often ragged at the apex. This species is abundant
in meadows and, by the wayside.
P. trivialis (Rough~stalked Meadow-grass) is also a perennial, a1)~ll1dant in moist places. It 'may be distinguished hom P. p'1'atensis by'the
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absence of runners, a general roughness of stem, leaves broadest at the
base and gradually tapering to a rather acute point. The ligule of the
uppermost. leaf is long, acute and gloosy. The O.P. is acute at the apex.
P. nemoralis (Wood Meadow-grass) is a tufted or slightly creeping
perennial only found in shady places-woods or banks shaded by high
hedges. It is much less frequent than the preceding specielS, and much
more .slender and delicate in its rather drooping panicles, often rather
close, seldom very spreading.
The genus Festuca is very similar to Poa and needs very careful
examination of the points of difference before it can be confidently distinguished. Its spikelets are often slightly larger than those of Poa as
they contain more flowers. The outer pale always ends in an awn or
awn-point. There are only 2 species of this genus which are likely to be
gathered, as both are very common in moist situations. Festuca elati07'
(Tall Fescue) is commonly found on damp clay soils and in wet marshy
places. It may be from 3-5 feet high. Its leaves are long, dark-green,
firm and keeled only at the base. If held up to the light white lines
will be seen between the ribs. The sheaths at the base· of the stem are
red or pink.
The flowering panicle is large, spreading and rather
drooping at the top. The O.P. is 5-9 mm. long, boat-shaped, roundbacked and with 5 faint nerves, the dorsal (middle) nerve ending in an
acuminate point or very short awn.
F. pratensis (Meadow Fescue) is similar but much smaller-IS inches
to 2 feet high. It is most commonly found in moist pastures on good
soils, or in damp grassy places by the wayside.
Its panicles are less
branched and less drooping than those of the preceding species. Its
leaves, also, are limp and not firm and rigid as in F. elatior. The O.P.
is shorter (5-6 mm.) and although it may be very shortly awned, usually
is blunter at the apex.
F. ovina (Sheep's Fescue). does not concern us, at this stage.
It is a small gralSs whose flowering stems are only about 6-9 inches high.
It forms a close mat of wiry herbage on dry limestone hills and chalk
downs. We may, however, meet with one of its varieties in moister and
richer soils; this is F. ovina, var. duriuscula (Hard Fescue). It flowers
early in June and may be 1 or 2 feet high. The basal leaves are permanently folded ,but a few on the stem below the flowering panicle may
be flat. Its O.p; is round-backed, 4-5 mm. long and ends in an awn
about half aIS long as itself. F. rubra L. (Red Fescue) is a very similar
grass found in sandy places or among loose stones. The importance
of noticing the ha;bitat conditiolaS of all grasses cannot be too strongly
emphasised.
We now turn to grasses, the outer pales of which terminate in awns
which are u.sually long and easily distinguished. One of the commonest
tall grasses-often lining country lanes for miles about the end of June
-is Arrhenatherttm avenaceum (False Oat-gralSs).
The joints of its
stem are frequently conspicuous from their covering of downy-white
hairs. The stem is from 2-4 feet high and the panicle 6-10 inches long,
rlospo nt first hnt spreading when the flowers are ripe. The spikPlptR
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are frol1l 8-10 llllll. long and each contains only 2 flowers, the upper one
perfect, the lower one having stamens only. The glumes are very unequal in size. The O.P. of the lower flower has a long twisted and
" kneed" dorsal awn.
The O.P. of the upper flower may be similar
but more often its awn is only short and nearly terminal.
Very similar in general appearance are the species of A vena, but
they are less common and their spikelets contain 2-5 flowers-if 2 only,
both are perfect. A cena pratensi,s and /J.j;enCL pubescens are fr€quent or
common in pastures on calcareous soil.
A vena flavescens (Trisetum
fla1,escens) the Yellow Oat-grass, is often found in similar situations,
especially where the graBs is mown, and occasionally by the roadside.
Its panicle is of a golden-yellow colour and very delicate in appearance.
We now come to the consideration of two common and important
grasses-Desehampsia flexuosa and D. caespitosa (or Aira flexuosa and
A. cCLespitosa). Both species are characteristic of special and distinctive
habitats-the former dry, the latter wet, using these terms in a broad
and general sense. Deschronpsia flexuosa (Silver Hair-grass) is partial
to dry heaths, heathy ground and the drier oakwoods or gra'sslands on
non-calcareous soils. Descharrnpsia cae.lpitosa (Tufted Hair-grass) is
found in wet undrained grassland, damp oak-woods, marshy places on
heaths, ditches, and boggy soils generally. It grows in dense tufts, ll-4
feet high and is a most graceful grass. The upper surfaces of its leaves
possess very high, rough and acute ridges and the basal ligule is long
and pointed. The 2-3 flowered spikelets are silvery-grey or purplish in
colour. The O.P. is thin, whitish, jagged at the apex and has a fine,
hair-like, nearly straight basal awn about its own length, rarely protruding, and therefore often overlooked.
Deschampsia flexuosa is it
similar but much smaller grass, 12-18 inches high and its narrow leaves
have their edges tightly inrolled, making them appear solid. The O.P.
bears it twisted and" kneed" basal awn distinctly longer than itself.
So different are the habitats of thelSe 2 species of Hair-grass that,
after reading the above, it may be concluded'that they are never found
growing in close proximity.
However, in actual field-work you may
frequently have on one side of your path a heather-covered tableland or
bank, and on the other damp grotmd sloping to a brook or drain. On
the higher and drier side the presence of Oallwna (Heather) leads yon to
f\xpect D. flexllosn also, while on the lower and damper side the p~'esen('e
of species of .hin ens warns you that the tufts of a similar graslS there
will probably be those of D. caespitosa.
The last of 'the grasses to be mentioned in this pl'elitninary paper is
the well-known Cock's-foot (Doct1Jlis glomerata). This grows on almo~t
every type of soil and is met with everywllere. Its stem is stiff, ered,
2-3 feet (or more) in height and very rough to the touch. At its top are
usually 3 or 4 short stiff branches with large ovate clusters of spikelets
at their ends. It thus presents a somewhat dense, heavy and less pleasing appearance than other graSlSes. The spikelets contain 3-5 flowers,
the glull1es are nearly equal and the O.P. ends in a slightly cnrved point
often about one-third the length of the pale itself.
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It is hoped that thi~ short pnper will remove some of the difficulties
members have met with in using their Floras, and may have stimulated
interest in these beautiful plants. A subsequent paper will deal with
the grasses of particular associations. Meanwhile, to any students desirous of more seriou\S study of grasses I would strongly recommend
Armstrong's British Grasses, Cambridge University Press, as by far the
most useful book for the purpose.

EVIDENCE OF A PREHISTORIC FLORA IN THE lVETJ DISTRICT.

J. E.

LITTLE.

The reference numbers are those of. i;he Bibliography published in
the Report o/the Botanical Soc1etya.nd Exchange Oluh, 1932, pages
384-387.
In 1891, W. Hill, my. friend and companion of many .rambles,
described, under the title of " Our Forgotten Lake" (15, p.91), a freshwater deposit lying above Boulder Clay and at the base of Brick-earth
then being worked for brick-making on the southern outskirts of the
town of Hitchin, in the district known as "Sunnyside" or "The
Folly," sloping towards the present drainage basin of the Ippolyrts
Brook, of which the nearest point is about 225 feet O.D.
This freshwater deposit lies slightly higher than the present stream leveL The
nearest bench-mark on the ·Sunnyside road is 243 feet, and the freshwater deposit lay at this point about 10 feet down in the nearest pit,
whence in 1907, under W. Hill's direction, I obtained nucules of Chara
and carapaces of Ostracods. The brick-making has now (1932) been discontinued for a good many years, and all the exposures have been
filled in.
The associated strata were in 1897 examined by Clement Reid (56),
who gave determinations of Phanerogams and Cryptogams found in the
fresh-water deposit. These detel'minations are here reproduced in full
as they carry back our knowledge of the existing local Flora to a period
preceding the "Palaeolithic brick-earth" (Rei d) which overlies the
fresh-water deposit, whether it be the result of a lake (Hill) or of a
.slow-flowing river (Reid).
" Hitchin yields strong corroborative evidence in favour of the COllclusions arrived at in the Hoxne (Suffolk) Report, and adds somewhat
to our knowledge of the temperate flora of the ancient alluvial strata
lying between the chalk~· houlder clay and the Palaeolithic hrick earth ,.
(Reid).
cc Such trees as the oak, ash, sloe, cornel, elder and alder point unlllistakably to' a temperate climate, and the fauna and flora as a whole
suggest cli.lhatic conditions not differing· greatly from those which we
now enjoy'. Mr Mitten writes of the mosses that C all these an; .inhabi-
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tant:s of a sylvan temperate region . . . and none point to a different
environment from that now existing; they are not arctic' " (Reid).
It may be added that the part of the lake-bed first discovered hy
Hill lies very near the central line of a deep buried valley in the chalk
of a northward-flowing river, proved by Hill in 1908 to extend from
Langley to Holwell (57), and in 1912 extended to Henlow, Beds (58).
FLOWERING PLANTS.

(Det. C. Reid, 56, p. 45.)
RamHl<culus aquatilis L. (aggr.).
Menyanthe~ trifoliata L.
R. sceleratt/,s L.
Lycopus europaeus L.
Ajttga reptans L.
R. repens L.
Montia fontana L.
A.lnus glutinosa L.
Prunus spinosa L.
Quercus Robur L.
Oeratophyllum demersum L.
Poterium ofjicinale Hook. fil.
PYT1tS Torminalis P Ehrh. (iden- Spargnnium sp. P
tical with seed found at Hoxne). Potn'J'llogeton crispus L.
Hippuris 'vulgaris L.
P. sp. P
Myriophyllum sp.
P. sp. ?
(Jornus sangttinea L.
Naias marinn L.
Sambucus nigra L.
Scirpu.s lacustris L.
E1~patorit~m cannabinttm L.
S. sp. P
Frar:cin'Us er:ccelsior L.
Oarex sp. ?
MOSSES.

(Det. W. Mitten.)
Antit1'ichia curtipendula Brid.
Homalothecium sericeum Bry. Europ.
Hyocomilt11L brevirostre ? Bry. Europ.
Isothecium ?
Neckera compZnnnta Bry. Europ.
Stereodon cupressiformis Brid.
Zygodon ?
CHARAOEAE.

Several species indet.

Of the Phanerogams one, Naias ma-rina, does not now occur; and
one, Poteriu·m ofjicina.le, has not recently heen recorded.
There is a
8heet in Henry Brown's herbarium, I, vii, 1842, named Snnguisorba
fJfjici'nalis, hut without locality. He was, however, on this date in the
High Down-Pegsdon region, and the specimen may have been gathered
in Herts or in Beds.
Poterit~m ofjicinale was recorded by both Abbot and Saunders for
several Bedfordshire localities, but the writer has never seen it in the
Ivel. ·basin of either county; and it may, like Pi-mpinella major Huds.
in Herts, be one of the plants which is dying out, owing to drier conclitiol).s.
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1l1untifl juntan(t is not known to me as occurring d.uring the last 40
years in the hel d.istrict, but was found at Hertford Heath, 1910, and
NI ardley Heath, 1914, in the Lea basin; and at Golney Heath, 1913, in
the Colne district.
The other Phanerogams on Clement Reid's list still occur in the lvel
district.
PY1"US torrninaz.is is, however, represented only by a single
tree.
Hill (15, p. 95), speaking of the nucules and casts of the stems of
Ohara discovered by him, remarked that plants of this group were
" not now living in this immediate neighbourhood." They are indeed.
not abundant.
But C, vulgaris was recorded from Offiey in 1883 (12,
p. 516). It occurred at St Faith's Well, Hexton, 1918 (det . •T. Groves);
the Stratiotes pond, Ickleford, 1922; Lax's pond, St IppoJyts (det. T.
B. Blow).
A Chara was growing in a recently-made watering-place for cattle,
below the spring on the Riddy Lane, Hitc11ill, 1932, but was cleaned
away before it could be determined.
It was probably introduced by
some water-bird.
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THE HEDGE WOUNDWORT-STACHYS SYLVA'fICA L.
G. F. SOOTT ELLIOT, M.A., H.Sc.

i
I

This is. one of those very common " hedgers" which kppear at first
sight to be uninteresting and commonplace. It has a str~ng and rather
unpleasant smell.
I
Flowers. begin to appear in June and continue until qctober or even
the second week of November.
It often grows profusely in wood~elearings or on the outskirts of lJ;]]
sorts of deciduous woods, even alder and willow brakes, but its favourite
place is along a ditch below a hedge bank where sunlight falls upon it.
It is not a true marsh plant like its first cousin, S. pal'llstris. Nor is
it really an alpine plant, though it has been found at 1500 feet in
Northumberland (Tansley: Types of British Vegetation),· at 1400 feet
on the Whitehope, Dumfriesshire, at 1250 feet in Perthshire, and at
1600 feet on Snowdon.
It prefers a good loose and fairh rich soil, loam, leaf mould or even
a rich roadside soil, though on n~ain 'highways, which are carefully
groomed, it is often replaced by S. Bet01cica, another cousin.
The flowers appear from June and last into October, which covers
the busy season of the Bumblebee.
At first sight there is nothing
arresting about the rather dingy-red flower. But even a casual glance
with a lens reveals a scheme of colouring which is delicate and charming.
It is really a harmony in reds; the upper lip of the corolla is dark
and rich; the sepals are greenish-red with pink tips, whilst the lower
lip is a fine purplish-red set off by ornamental pure white lines and
spots. This three-lobed lower lip is the landing place for insect visitors
and has a distinct velvety sheen produced, as in the Sloe, by the play
of light amongst the little hillocks of the epidermis cells. At the tubeentrance there are stout white cushions with stiff ha.irs.
A strong stem may produce from 60 to 70 flowers. From quite early
in the morning till dark, one has seldom to wait more than a miuute
and a half before seeing Bumblebees very busy amongst them. Bornbu.s
is recorded as the regular pollinator from Bremen, Brunswick, Schleswig,
Flanders and Dumfriesshire. 1
The Hive bee and a few of the smaller wasps and larger" hoyerRies "
also visit the blossoms, but it is essentially a Bumblebee flower.2
The insect works from below upwards, just as she does when engaged
on Foxgloves; she alights on the lower lip, then holding on to the
cushion-ridges at the throat of the corolla, her proboscis is guided in
'Probably all species of Bombus visit the blossoms. In Dumfriesshire B.
and B. Muscorum are frequent.
2A.nthidWm, Anthophora, Andrena, POdalirius and EristaUs are recorded by
various observers.

pra/orum, B. lllcorum
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betweeu these ridget> aud down to the honey whioh is secreted by the
fleshy nectary below the four nutlets.
Now Bumblebees are often large and heavy, and the corolla during
their visits must be Hubjected to considerable strain. Sometimes, indeed,
one finds that five per cent. of the flowers are split lengthwise or torn,
apparently through rough behaviour on the part of some boisterous
visitor. Yet the arrangements for bearing the Bombus are ingenious
and usually sufficient for the purpose. The upper lip has a· slight f01"'ward curve. This part of the corolla, that it> the upper line, i.s stout
,wd strong and is also kept rigid by the stamen-filaments 'which are
united to it. The calyx is also tough and mechanically strengthened
hy very thiok-walled cells of which there are two or three layers. 'rho
calyx teeth assist for they abo are firm and resistant .

•

J<'LOHAL DIAGHAM OF THE LABIAT)E.
x Indicat.es, the position of the missing stamen.
The arrows point to t11e line of division between tile carpel,; .
• Position of the axis of the stem.
The outer ring consists of the 5 sepab.
The inner ring shows the 5 petals: 1, lower lip; :2 anc] 3, lateral petals: 4 and 5,
upper lip, united.
Tile 4 stamens are SllOWU as reniform fig'nres.

The really interesting part, is, however, the lower line of the corolla.
'rhere is a narrow entrance where are the tough thickened cushiol1!s;
then the corolla curves forward so as to form a slight bulge near the
base, which rests on the lower part of the calyx tube.
Through these arrangements, the weight or forward thrust of the bee
is distributed all over the corolla tube which, though tough, is not rigid
but elastie, and the strain is a1so in part taken by the calyx tube. Nor
is this last rigid; both the calyx and the pedicel can be seen to give or
yield a little under the weight of the bee.
When just open, the two longest stamens are pollen covered; after
an interval, they move to the side, out of the way, and the other two
then move and shed their pollen; finally the style grows a little, curving
downwards, and itH two stigmatic Isurfaces open out so as to lick off any
pollen which may be on the bee's head.
As the younger flowers are
towards the top, the head is well dusted with pollen before the bee flies
off to older flowers at the base of the next spike.
Within the corolla tube, just above the four llutlets, is a little circlet
of white hairs; pOSlgibly these may help to ('onceal the honey or discourage small thieves.
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No unprejudiced person who examines the flowers or watches the
bees at work can doubt but that these :1rrangements for pollination are
both adequate and efficient in practice.
But to make out how they were ever developed, just along these
particular lines, is a difficult problem.
The flower-buds do, however, suggest how some of the modifications
may have arisen. The bracts are opposite; each successive pair being
at right angles to the one below. The middle flower of each little group
of three is covered by the main bract and is packed into the groove of
the stem. The two side flowers (in bud) occupy vacant spaces above the
centre flowers of their two neighbours. The interriodes in bud are very
short so that all the developing flowerets are very closely pressed under
the bracts and between them and the stem.
It is at once clear that the fifth stamen-rudiment, of which the position is shown by an x in the figure, has had no chance of developing
alld must have been suppressed; as it -is not there, one naturally finds
no trace of a vascular bundle leading where it ought to be.
The stalks of the other four si;;amens are pressed against and adhere
to the corolla.
In bud, one finds the upper lip of the corolla (two united petals)
blocking the entrance of the calyx: it is folded over the lowest petal
(under lip) which is bent inwards and downwards within the corolla
tube: the two side petals are bent over and lie between the lower and
the upper lip. These two lateral petals have very little chance of developing at all and become mere side ornaments of the landing-stage.
During the development of the flower, the corolla _tube elongates;
the upper lip can arch more and more upwards, but its tip is caught for
a time within the throat Qf the corolla tube: the lowest petal (lower
lip) can also grow downwards within the tube. All this time the four
anthers are arranged in two pairs and almost fill the corolla tube below
the throat.
The catching of the end of the upper lip in a little hollow within the
entrance, and- the position of the anthers seemed to me to involve the
formation of the slight bulge at the base of the corolla. But I came to
the conclusion that a satisfying explanation of the shaping of the corolla
required what I have never received, viz., a thorough training in the
art, or science, of dress-designing.
The lower lip does not get free so as to turn outwards and downwards
until at quite a late period. It is only then able to spread out sideways
and face the light: before it can do so, the veins which supply it have
to pass round a curve of very short radius, for the line of the platform
is -at an angle of 240 to the line of the tube. This abrupt bend in the
line of food-supply possibly explains the thick white cushion-ridges.
As to the circlet of white hairs above the nutlets, there will be in this
part of the corolla an abundant supply of water: in both the upper and
lower lip, growth is going on, but with difficulty. Yet these hairs and
those on the eushion at the entrance of the throat have space in which
to develop.
0
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Now excess of water and a sudden arrest of growth sOllletime,; result
in the production of hairs. For instance, when the leaves of TropaeoltMIL
canariense are eaten by snails, this plant, which is normally glabrous,
becomes hairy. Dr Hill removed the leaves and found that a dense
felt of hairs was produced in a few days. (3) It would be incorrect to
suppose that this is a general law governing the production of hail·s.
Still it is the fact that one does find them in this fiower both at the
entrance and near the bulge of the lower part of the corolla throat.,
just where, according to this suggestion, they ought to appear.
So also the part below the ovary is just the place where one might
expect an accumulation of sugar and it is here that the nectary is
formed. This is the most usual place for the nectary (Digitalis, Cardamine, etc.).
Parts of the lower lip are folded inwards during the growth of the
fiower and may be in shade: it seemed to me that these folds afterwards
became the ornamental white lines which set off the rich red of the platform, but as to this point, I am not quite satisfied.
All these details
seem minute and trifiing; yet the peculiar folds during the development
of the fiower do, on the whole, seem to have had an infiuence in fashioning a corolla which is undoubtedly suited to the habits of Bombus. The
insect no doubt assisted in the process of development, for those flowers
which it liked and found convenient would be most frequently visited.
Towards the end of the season, grasses and other tall herbaceous
plants are developing rapidly; the fiowering stems of the Woundwort
also become much taller. Growth whilst the seed is ripening is natural
enough, for abundant food material is available and the shade and
shelter of the companion grasses favour the quick formation of internodes.
After the corolla drops off, one sees inside the calyx-tube the four
nutlets which are at first white and shining, but soon turn olack. As
the stem begins to wither, it becomes dry, tough and elastic and a
vigorous swing of the stem fiings out the little nuts. These last are
each half carpels: the way in which they are placed close together in
a circle involves two rather sharp edges or corners.
The epidermis cells in fruit are very thick-walled, but along these
corners, the cells are drawn or squeezed out and their walls are thinner:
when the embryo within begins to grow and enlarge, it is along these
edges that the wall splits. (4)
The distance to which the nutlets are thrown may be perhaps 10 to
20 feet, which means that it might travel a mile during 300 years. But
this would depend on the wind blowing along the road or woodside, and
not towards the hedges or into a field, for it is very unlikely that the
fruit would be able to find a good plac.e to grow in either of these places.
I therefore tried a little experiment. The seeds were, 1ll01stened with
water; then I brushed them lightly with a pheasant's tail feather: they
stuck to the feather and could be carried a mile and placed in a jar for
two hours without falling off.
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So in nature a phea~allt could, in wet weather, carry the ~eeds for
a mile or mOTe. '1'he seeds of the Foxglove and of Gorse can also be
carried about by birds in the same way.
Most of the order Labiatae secrete essential oils of some kind. Sweet
Basil, Marjoram, Balm, Lavender, ~fint, Peppermint, Sage, etc., etc.,
belong to this order.
These oils are derivativeH of sugars and glucosides, and are decidedly
poisonous.
A plant of peppermint, if placed under a bell glass, will be poisoned
by its own exhaled vapour in eleven days. If the air within the glass
is artificially Haturated with oil of peppermint, Mentha piperita will
die in 74 hours. Lavender in a similar experiment was killed in 140
hours. (5)
The strong scent of these Labiates is of the very greatest importance
usa protection against grazing animals.
This is particularly well seen in the south of Spain. Near Ronda,
although the flat valley or "Vega," is rich lllld 'green' and most carefuny cultivated, the surrounding mountains and hills are stony and
barren. Thorny plants, others which are cXl'eS'Sively gummy such as
Cistus, but especially 'strong-scented Labiates (Lavenders, Hyssops,
l~osemaries, etc.) are, however, able to flourish, and Olle finds numbel:H
of thio)lll all over the dry rocky hillsides.
In the lilOrning, all sorts of animals, lean horses,- patient cows,
cynical goats, agile sheep and families of pigs, are driven out to pasture
on the hillsides. They avoid the Labiates but 'are most efficient in discovering anything that could, eYen with difficulty, be eaten.
The strong scent of Stnchys sylvatica probably explains the fact that
it is not usually touched by rabbits or roedeer. Kor have I noticed any
signs of injury by sheep or other domestic animals.
Insects do not appear to dislike this ethereal' oil, for greenfly are
often found on it: sometimes, indeed, 40 per cent of the leaves areholecl
or otherwise injured.
A common parasite is a "leaf miner," that is; a caterpillar which
forms a w,inding burrow between the upper and lower surface. The egg
is apparently laid within the leaf, and the grub's meandering path,
which is white, contrasting with the green of the It-af, grows wider with
the increasing fatness of the caterpillar.
I have not found records of true parasitic fungi on Stachys sylvatica,
though other species are atta.cked by Rusts and Mildew (E'I'ysiphe,
Septorici, etc.).
Though it is improbable that Hedge Woundwort should entirely
escape the attentions of fungus enemies, still the strongly scented oil
may really be of some help as a fungicide.
But how is it that the order Labiatae managed to develop these
essential oils ?
Quite a considerable trade is carried on in Essences, Perfumes and
the like, and, as is usual when business people are interested in a
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botanical question, observations and experiments of a reliable uharacter
are available.
In the first place, manufacture of perfumes i~ only commercially possible in countries where there is strong sunshine and a rather dry
climate, as, e.g., on the French Riviera. Attar uf Roses is an important
article of export in Bulgaria, but rosegrowing is only profitable in exposed and sunny situations. Sunshine and exposure seem, therefore,
t-o assist in the formation of these essences. This is clear from the careful experiments of Lubimenko with Sweet Basil (Ocimum ba.silicu<m).
He found that the energy of production of the essential oil depends
strictly upon the intensity of sunlight. (6)
The sugars formed during the working of the green leaf are changed
into celluloses, glucosicIes ancI essential oils. Are these latter cIue to the
breaking down of glucosides under the strong respiration due to excessive sunlight?
Now let us assume that these essences or ethereal oils of the Labiatae
are waste.d glucosides, that is, pathological procIucts brought about by
excessive sunshine; this may be considered to be 8n adverse or distressing
condition. Yet how extraordinary are the results of this evil. For,
as we have seen, the plants themselves disgust grazing animals whilst
they attract useful Iiollen-carrying insects. It is even possible that the
exhalation of these essential oils in some desert lolants forms an invisible
halo in the air surrounding them.* This surrounding vapour is supposed, by some authorities, to assist in preventing loss of water by
transpiration.
Nor for mankind are these products of disease without many and
diverse advantages. All sorts and conditions of men, whether savage or
civilised, appreciate the sweet scents derived from flowers. Moreover
drugs,' tonics, stimulants and disinfectants are derived from them, such,
e.g., as Lavender, Rosemary, Balm, Hy.ssop, Peppermint, Marjoram,
Dittany, Menthol and Thymol. But we are forgetting Sage (which it
is almost a duty to use with goose) and mint, which is inseparable from
lamb.
Both leaves and stems are covered by coarse hairs (1-2 mm. long)
amongst which are seated .other glandular hairs.
The leaves are broad, ovate to cordate a,nd coarsely toothed with a
fairly long stalk. When plants are growing as they often do, amongst
the common Nettle, the foliage is seen to be of a similar type, but (lllIy
a rather unobservant animal could confuse the two.
On the upper side, there is the -usual system of 5unken veins and
veinlets to carry off rain water, which drips from the point and is also
carried down the grooved stalk to the stem and thence to the ground.
There is a stage in development in which the buds are quite beautiful: petiole and stern, are bright red, while the young leaves are covered
by pure white, silky hairs.
·It is
Dittany.

this vapour which flames UP 'when a match is strnck near a plant of

G4G
III the bud, the leaf edges overlap and small red points call be seen
each tooth. If one dissects out the very youngest buds one finds
leaves 1 mm. long, without hairs and with luudly any petiole. But
there is a slight swelling where the petiole will develop.
011

As eaeh pair of leaves is at right angles with the next oldest, this
swelling blocks the entrance to the bud between the two older petioles.

8ta.chys syLvatiw grows in a more or less shady place, and its leaves
have to struggle for their place in the sun. Both stems and petioles
are extremely sensitive to Jight. In the evening, I arranged a young
stem in water, hanging over so that it pointed downwards: the two
youngest leaves had also their upper surfaces facing downwards. I
placed the vase near a window and found next morning that the stem
had twisted right round. The leaves had also so turned that the light
was nearly at right angles to the upper surfaces.
This experiment shoW's that stem and leaves are eA-iremely sensitive
to light from one side. It does not explain (nor do any other experiments known to me), how it is that the current of high speed electrons
from the sun expend their energy in bringing the sensitive leaves into
their natural and normal position.
But it is only when the stem and leaf are placed in their natural
position that the upward flow of sap, the exit of water vapour from
below the leaf, the entrance of carbonic acid gas and the inward or
downward flow of sugar and other material can proceed in a symmetrically balanced manner. But of course this does not explain how
this correct position is brought about. The hydrostatic pressure within
the living cells no doubt keeps the stem upright.
If one takes a stalk of Woundwort and divides it in four, lengthwise
and along the four grooves, each quarter curves strongly outwards,
showing that there must be a strong pull er state of tension along the
four corners of the stem.
It is by the balance of these four tensions along the ribs that the
stem is held steady and erect.
Now if light falls upon one side of the stem only, the living cells on
the dark as compared with those on the iHuminated side, are under
different conditions, and in all probability their turgidity or hydrostatic
pressures differ considerably. This may have something to do with the
curvature towards the light. This turning towards the sun can hardly
be due to the rnej·e pressure of light: this last has been measured and
only amounts to some 4 mg. per square metre of absorbing surface.
Yet tendrils do react to far less pressure than this, for they have been
observed to contract under a weight of only .0002 mg. It is more probable that the cells which are alive and sensitive work differently under
the light stimulus. Therefore their state of tension (or the hydrostatic
pressure within them) must be changed by the incidence of light. However, this subject on which hardly two authorities agree, is too abstruse
for treatment here.
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The structure of the stem shows that the development of supporting
or mechanical cells is chiefly along the ribs where, of course, the strain
is greatest.
At each corner there is a mass of white collenchyma; the epidermis
cell-walls are slightly thickened; just within the four pillars or buttresses, there is also a continuous ring (or rather rounded square) of
mechanical tissue to which the bundles are attached; there are four
large ones at the corners and smaller, ones half way between these.
Similar strong cords of collenchyma run along the corners of the petiole
and a large bundle protected by a " deck" above and a "hull" below
occupies the centre.
At the base the more or less horizontal roots from the lowest nodes
assist in holding up the stalk; these have a central mass of wood and
are tough and well suited to resist a tug or pull if the stem is bent sideways.
Stachys syl'Vatica has managed to develop a most remarkable arrangement for spreading in all directions. It is not at all easy to dig up a
single plant: one finds many side-branches which began either above
or just under the soil; they grow outwards and downwards to a little
distance before they become erect and form a flowering stem. Some of
these subterranean runners may come to the :mrface and then creep or
wind along it even to six feet away from the parent stem. These may,
when they find a suitable place, become vertical and flower: or they
may turn down into the soil and form a winter bud. Other underground
runners only grow a short distance before doing so. The runners have
absorbing roots and their leaves are reduced to mere scales: the terminal bud which lives through the winter underground is covered by
scale leaves and is packed full of reserve material.
Another species, the Japanese Stachys tuberifera, which is cultivated
as a food plant, forms small elongated tubers which resemble contracte.;l
and specially thickened runners: the flavour of the tubers mwy, perhaps,
resemble that of artichoke, especially if one imagines them to do so.
These wandering stems and runners above and below the ground can,
of course, be most easily produced in leaf mould or rather loose soil.
M. Chaillot also explains that, in shade, branches which should have
grown upwards and flowered, simply creep along the surface: without
light, they cannot form the necessary upright stem and enough food
material 'for flowering. (7)
A plant happened to be growing in my garden between rather it
thick hedge and a garage. Thus there was a shortage of sunlight, as
the bedge was only 4 feet away from the garage. A strong runner with
many branches grew out to beyond the garage, until it got into the
open a distance of some 12 feet, and then flowered.
Each winter-bud may next year develop a similar complicated arrangement of colonising shoots.
The flower of the Labiates is characteristic; moreover almost all the
134 to ]150 genera of this order seem to have precisely the same design,
f'xcept for the extraordinary, halanced seesaw stamens of Salvia and
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a few others, and for a few modifications in the nutlets. But a number
of curious departures from the ordinary type of Stachys sylvatica have
been recorded by Mr Cutting in a most interesting research. (8)
He found many cases of united flowers (similar to those which may
be noticed in I'rUn1lS ·~liinosa), and which, through insufficient light,
frost, or other adversity, were unable to open and pollinated themselves
in bud. Sometimes also the carpels became like ordinary leaves and the
flowers were green: this last sport may have been induced by insect
parasites.
The most interesting departure from the regular type were, however,
symmetrical or nearly symmetrical flowers, and others with the variations shown below.
Number.
Number of individuals.
Sepals
4
11
Petals
divided
many
Stamens
5
10
Carpels
5
3
There were also cases in which the anthers were included in the
throat of the corolla (as in .Marrubil~m) or in which there was one petal
in the upper lip and four below (compare Teucrium).
Now the ancestor of Stachys was lSurely quite regular and symmetrical
with all its parts in fives. Those with five stamens show that a primitive
member, once lost, can be developed again; so also do the others with
3 carpels. The symmetrical ones are the most interesting of all. Of
these Mr Cutting says "one flower, a middle one of a stalked sideinflorescence, was pseudoterminal owing to the destruction of the adjoining side inflorescence and of the main axis."
rtdeveloped in an almost symmetrical manner.
All his nearly
regular flowers were apical flowers on side inflore1scences, "and their
position on the plant was rendered more symmetrical either by injury
to the :main stem" or by the development of other flowers between it
and the main axis.
These unusual cases seem to favour our suggestion that one of the
impulses which ended in the Labiate design was the tight packing of
the infant flower between the grooved ,stem and its covering bract.
With reference to the variant with four sepals, this is a new departnre. Mr Cutting suggests that four sepals were formed in consequence
of there not being sufficient food material to lroduce the usual five.
'fIle case of (Jaltlla pol1ld1-is seems to bear out this theory.
All these variants or original departures appear to sh,ow that even
in highlY specialised flowers, modifications may be produced to-day.
Plants have not Jost the power of variation: if any minute difference
was -of the least appreciable advantage, it might in a certain number
of generations end in becoming a new species.
As we have seen above, one flowering stem may form 60 flowers and
240 nutlets. If one takes 5 flowering stems as being on an average the
number produced by a plant, then ,1200 plants cl1ight grow frml1 a single
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Ilutlet. If the number of plnnts remains unaltered from year to year,
the chances of survival are therefore less than one in a thousand, and
the slightest real advantage would haye a distinct effect.
Has the Woundwort any particular share in the work of the Oak
forest association? It is not at first sight obviously useful. But, in
prehistoric times, there ,,;el'e no hedges; the country where it grew was
covered by Oak scrub or forest. Its favourite s;"Luation must have been
then (as it is to-day) about the edges of a wood or in clear spots such
as might be produced by a fallen tree. It requires shelter, light from
one side, and prefers rather loose, fresh or moist soil such as good leaf
mould.

Stachys sy/.vatica, moreover, seldom remains more than one or two
years in the same situation, at least, under ,latural conditions. It is
often suppressed by a thicket of thorny plants, especially raspberry,
bramble and rose. This thorn entanglement, as I have tried to show
elsewhere, is a definite stage in the natural re afforestation of the Oakwood.
'What would happen if Sta.chys sy/.vatica had not been present when
an open place was formed as by, e.g., the fall of an ancient tree? The
sunlight would reach the forest fioor, the surface would be dried up;
sour acid humus would develop, and whole populations of -Worms, bacteria, fungi and protozoa would perish.
So "ne may suggest that
Stachys sylvatica, with its possible twelve hundred offspring from every
single fruit, acts as a· sort of catchdrop. By quick and dense growth,
it keeps the forest soil in good order and in due course makes way for
the pioneer Raspberry and Bramble. Whether this suggestion is correct
or not, Stachys sylvatica merely by the fact that it makes use of slmlight
energy, which would otherwise be wasted or even harmful, has clearly a
part to play in the work of its aSRociation.
Sometimes one finds Stacli1/s sJ/lvatica along the edge of a plantation,
whilst a little way within the wood, it is replaced by the Wood Sage
(Te1Icrhwl 8co1"odonia). Experiments (Rose) have shown that this lastnamed plant prefE'rs a dim light E'quivalellt to three-fourths of full sunshine. (9)
There are more than 200 species of StachjJs. It would require more
space than can be allowed here to trace its distribution in an adequate
manner. 8tachys does not oceur in either Australia or New Zealand,
hut has been found in most temperate countries, including South Afrit::l.
and Chile.

8 ..Iy/.patica. appears to occupy the whole of i"hat area which had b"en
devastated during the lee Ages and afterwards occnpied by the central
European Oak Forest.

in

It has been found
the Mid Pliocene deposits of Tegelen s. Meuse,
as well as at Cromer Dpp"r Plioeene by Dr and Mrs Reid, and in thE'
F\"itC'hin warm intE'rgiacial interlude beds,..
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The Silver BircIJ is perhaps the mQst charming, graceful and elegant
of all our British trees. Yet it is a very ancient type, dating hack to
the end of the C!lalk period, when archaic conifers and the clumsy Cyca.~
still dominated the world.
During the Cretaceous :1nd Tertiary period there were some 27
species of Birch growing in North America, and our Common Birch
(that is B. alba L. in the general sense) has heen recorded in Europe
and America from the last of the Tertiary period (Pliocene) until tho
present day.
At Andebot, France, in the early (4) and at Cromer in the uppermost Pliocene, the true Birch was growing in .abundance and was no
doubt devoured by Elephas me-ridionalis and other animals of the period.
Dr Reid records it fQr ·West Wittering (Sussex) during a warm interlude in the Ice Ages, whilst towards the close of the Glacial period its
remains have been detected at Bovey Tracey, Devon, in the Isle of M.an,
and at Crianlarich in Perthshire.
Before describing the present world range of Betula alba (sensu
Linnaei) it is interesting to tl:ace the modern distribution of the genus
Reh/;la. If we assume that its original birthplace was in North America
and that it spread westward over Asia and Europe, then we find that
some ten species have been differentiated in North America.
Korea
and Manchuria have each t~o species.
Japan has six, and China
fifteen or more.
One may suppose there was a forking of the highways of distribution at Behring Straits; along the northern route there
is a special species in Kamschatka and six in Siberia; in Northern
Europe, i.e., in Scandinavia, there are six species.
Along the route
running south of the Gobi and the Central Asian deserts one finds two
special 'lpecies along the Himalayas.
There is one in Central Asia,
another in Asia Minor, one in Hungary, and again another in Belgium.
I admit that there is no convincing proof that North America was
its original birthplace. The original ancestor of all the Birches was
no doubt a hardy, adaptable, and very ill-defined species. Betula alba
itself is still hardy, adaptable, and not very well defined.
Linnaeus, as well as both Bentham and Hooker, considered Betula
alba to be one species. Modern botanists prefer to divide it into two
distinct species with several varieties and forms.
This difference in
opinion arises merely from the way in which the word "species" is
construed. The two forms which are common in Britain are B·. pubescens Ehrh., the usual Birch of wet places, marshy ground or peat mosses,
mid B. ve-rr1~cosa Ehrh., the dry ground form.
I have, for form's sake, placed in an appendix the best distinctions
between these two species, But those differences betwee<n the two which
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are unmistakable are Hot reliable and those which are reliable are not
at all easy to make out.
'When the Ice Age had passed away, almost all Europe, as well as
much of Asia and North America, were devastated areas covered by
barren roek, sands composed of the most refractory minerals and wide
stretches of boulder clay, interrnpted hy enormous expanses of lake and
marsh.
All this desolation had to be rendered fit for occupation by
yegetation.
Nature proceeded to do so after a careful systematic
fashion which has been reyealec1 hy the laborious and systematic study
of the peat .mosses of Scotland, England, Holland, Norwa~', Sweden,
Schleswig Holstein and North Germany.
In the N etherlallc1s one finds, at the hottom of the peat, mosses and
lichens snch as now flourish in the desolate "tnndras" of the Arctic
Oircle (13). Next· there is a layer of Dwarf Birch with little polar willows. Above these, remains of Betula Ill/m, and Scots Pine are found.
The next layer contains Oak with Hazel nuts, and, at a much later
period, a Beech forest replaced the Oak and coyerec1 a large portion of
Holland.
In Schleswig Holstein also, the oldest fore~ts consisted of Birch and
Aspen Poplar (14).
These were followed by Pine and Spruce which
gave way to Oak Woods. The Beech to-day is the usual natural forest.
Quite a similar succession ha" also heen recorded in Denmark as well
rus in Scotland, Norway, Sweden and North Germany (15). 'l'he evidence
is a little confused and difficult toO read because the Ice Age did not
die gradually away with a slow, steady, and continuous improvement
of the climate. There were relapses in which cold conditions prevailed
and which were followed by genial periods. Nevertheless, it is impossible to doubt that the conquest of the land by vegetation proceeded
in an orderly ,succession of the following five or six stages: -(a) First,
algae, lichens and mosses; (b) then dwarf shrubs, chiefly belonging to
Ericaceae (Va.ccini1~m); (c) Birch, with very soon afterwards (d) Scots
Pine or ~ome other conifer; (e) there was an invasion of Oak forest
which in many parts of Europe was eventually suppressed by Beech (f).'
But as in (e.g.) Northern Sweden, where the country has not been
entirely changed by the action of grazing animals, and by the burning
of heather, it is just exactly this succession which one discovers whether
one proceeds ·north or ascends the hills (16). After passing through a
forest of Pine or Spruce, one finds Birch beginning to appear. On still
more exposed and c01der summits, Birch grows by itself.
At a still
higher level, there is a country of dwarf shruhs such as Blaeberry, other
Ericaceae and Betula nana (obviously stage h) and at the very summit
or in extreme northern latitudes, one finds only lichens, mosses and a
few scattered alpine~arctic pioneers.
A similar succession may be found on almost every mountain range,
even quite far to the South. There is almost always a " summit flora"
ITl1'il succession was very clearly stated by the late Dr R. Smith; most unfQrtunately it wfts not taken as a claSSification for British oecology (12).
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ill whieh the most exposed rocks are covered only by lichens, :mosses and
alpines. Below this are Blaeberry, Heather, Dwarf Birch or other small
shrubs.
Great str·etches of the mountain side are usually covered by
Conifers.
Below them again is the domain of the Oaks and other
decidu.oUiS trees.
The vast pre-historic rorest of Germany or rather of Central Europe,
in which Oak was the dominant tree, was therefore nearly the final
stage in the new reclamation of the land after the disappearance of
arctic conditions. So also tlle great conifer forests of N.orway, Sweden,
Russia, and Siberia represent the fourth stage in this succession.
Bet1tla albn (third stage) seems always to be the pioneer of the Conifer forest, although it holds its own in clearings hoth in Pine and Oak
WGods.
Besides the fact, not with.out importance, that the vegetation of the
Northern world is still at work in reclaiming Europe and Asia, the
reader will ohserve that" it is always the better, the more complex and
more interesting form of vegetation that overcomes.
H.owever, one at once asks why is it that the Birch is found farther
n.orth and at higher elevations than any other tree P Both its pioneers
and itself have a yery. uncomfortable existence.
In Lapland the Birch
may require fifty to sixty years to form stems only six feet in length
and four centimetres in thickness (17). Tllese are often prostrate, either
hugging the ground because of the greater warmth near the soil or
simply because almost constant blizzards keep the:m from growing np.
Even in Lapland, ho-,;yever, .one does find trees, three to six feet high,
but only in genial, sheltered places. Once established, more and more
trees grow up and provide mutual protection.
'Within the Arctic Circle and on Kabnekaise, 67" N. lat. (which is
some 2123 metres in altitude), there is a rich growth of Betuln and itls
usual assGciates. In Asia and even in North America one alsG finds a
Betuln of some kind thriving nearer the north pole than any other tree.
In America there are special species in the far north of Alaska (B
(1,l(1,~lwnn and B. Kennica) but the Paper Birch (B. papyrifern), which
was supposed by Hooker and other botanists to be a mere variety of B.
alba, grows on the shores .of the Great Slave Lake, of Hudson's Bay,
and in Labrador.
So, also, even as far south as Spain and Corsica, Birch is the hardiest
of mountain climbers. There 'are forests of it in the CaucasUiS and in
Afghanistan.
On the Himalayas, Younghusband, during his descent
"from the snow line, passed first through birch woods and then through
the for·est of Oonifers (1, Younghusband).
There are reasons for this extraordinary adaptability of Betuln.
Except that it is not so common on limestone, the character of the soil
does not s-ee.m to influence its development, for it flourishes on the warm,
sun-scorched sandstone of Saxon Switzerland, on the granites and
gneisses of archaic mountain ranges, but also in swampy woods of willow
and alder, on boulder clay and even on the surfaces of peat-molsse~ which
are beginning to dry up.
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One of the chief difficulties in the early stages of oolonisation is that
the peat-moss Sphagnum is apt to invade the dwarf-shrub stage.
If Sphagnum is favoured, as by want of drainage, a peat-m.oss will
develop; the growth of the Sphagnum so long as it is saturated with
water is so vigorous that roots of .other plants cannot obtain oxygen,
and are suffocated and the result is a peat m.oss.
Such a moss goes on growing upwards vertically and also increases
ut its edges until there comes a time when the upper surface is so exposed to wind and sun that it can no I.onger remain full of moisture. 2
It is then invaded by Cottongrass and by two heathers (E. cinerea and
E. Tet7·alix).
The process is very well illustrated by the st.ory of Loehar lVIoss in
Dumfriesshire. It was originally the estuary of the river Nith and, of
course, suffered the transgressions of the sea, folLowed by elevations of
the land which characterised most of thePliocene and Glacial periods.
Towards the end of the latter era, the river Nith was finally blocked
.out of its estuary by the last elevation when the 25-30 feet beach was
formed. No doubt the enormous dep.osits of gravel, sand and mud carried by the river choked its own channel so that it was diverted westward and had to cut a new path seawards hy Dumfries and Glencaple
(17).

So fur as Dr Lewis' researches have shown, the present valley became a yust marsh of l'hragmites, resembling that which exists to~day
in the Danube region. Then there was an invasion of Sphagnum. F.or
some time Oottongrass and Birches managed to hold their own on the
surface but they were eventually conquered and the whole valley became unhealthy, marshy and mossy. Remains of dug-out canoes, precisely similar in design to those .of central Africa, have also been found
in it. The Lochar and other small streams did their best to clear the
channel, but their want of fall produC'ed no real satisfact.ory drainage. s
Considerable portions of it were in 1810 to 1830 l'eclaimeq. by a few
energetic and enterprising proprietors, but even to-day the fight between Sphagnum, Cottongrass and Birch is still going on. The Cotton- .
grass (Eriophorum) and Heaths (Erica cinerea and E. Tetralix) can be
found establishing themselves in places i1'here the surface is not quite
saturated.
After these plants have managed to form a thin layer of
more or less dry, peaty material, the co.n1mon heather (Cn1l1l1ut) manages
to de,elop.
Hardy little Birch seedlings may be found at this stage
growing vigorollsly, and even am.ongst the bell-heather.
In a few
places where there are old Soots pines somewhere at hand, one even finds
stunted shrubs (often attacked by caterpillars) or seedlings of this pioneer
tree.
So one can actually see in action to-day that natural reclama2The extraordinary shrinkage of peat mosses when drained has been clearly
shown by Major Gordon Fowler, Geographica~ Journa~, February 1933.
3rt remained a most dangerous place throughout mediaeval times. A knight
and his horse or rather the remains of them are said to have jleen discovered
in it. Until 1914 a curfew bell was rung in Dumfries every evening. to warn
travellers WhQ might have lost their way.
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tion of the land by Birch and Scots Pine which has proOceeded all over
Northern Europe during the retreat of the Northern ice.
The Birch is therefoOre a most important agent in the improvement
of the world.
Having established itself on peaty .moorlands and even
on old moOsses, it will be eventually suppressed by the Scots Pine for
it is neither so long lived nor can it endure the denser shade.
A peculiarity of the Birch is that it is an excessively thirsty tree;
it is " constitutionally dry." According to Von Hohnel, a birch tree,
with say 200,000 leaves, will, in hot weather, transpire from 300 to 400
kilograms of water per day, that is, from 6 to 8 cwts., or from 66 to
88 gallons. An acre of birches (6 feet apart), that is, 1210 trees, would
extract and evaporate from 363,000 to 484,000 kilograms of water, that
is, up to 106,480 gallons, per day.
As a drier-up of the soil, Birch is easily first, as the following figures
show:-Average transpiration from June 1st to
November 30th.
Birch, ...................................... . 67.987 4
Lime, ...................................... . 61.519
Ash, ....... : ................................ . 56.689
Beech, ..................................... . 56.251
Oak, ....................................... . 28.345
5.847
Soots Pine, .............................. .
Another method of estimating the force with which water is absorbed
and transpired consists in placing a young branch ill a gb~s tube fun of
water which dips into a bowl of mercury.
The suctioOn due to the
transpiration of the leaves draws the mercury up into the tube.
By
experiments of this kind, shoots of Betula olba were found to exert a
suction or pull equivalent to the pressure of thr€e atmospheres.
The
exkemely thirsty nature of the Birch is cl€arly an advantage when it is
either colonising or holding on in wet mossy land.
Hhas also an
advantage in its arrangements foOr protecting the young flow€rs.
Catkins are formed early in the summer of the previous year.
(In
Austria in 1890 the infant male catkin was produced on the 8th May,
that of the femal€ on the 4th June.)
As the polJ.en is not scattered
until the following April (that is, just befoOre the leaves unfold), the
young catkins are exposed throughout the winter to rain, frost and
insects.
The outside covering of the catkin is composed of the bud
scales, which are gummed together; rain runs off the surface without
wetting it, and so noO film of moisture is left in which dangeroOus fungus
spores might germinate.
The hest time to examine the male flowers is in April or May, when
they are just opening. If a small branch is placed in water, they will
develop quite well indoors and all the. stages can be easily seen.
4The figures repres,mt l1umbBr ot grammes of water lost per 100 grammes of
dry wBight of leaves or needles (10).
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The central part of the scale is brown; there are two side lobes which
are united to it.
'Vithin are· three much reduced floweretE consisting
of apparently four stamens and two sepals. 5 The scales overlap in a
very peculiar way so that in the winter the outside surface is continuous, brown and gummy; the little hollow between the bracts is completely filled by the flowers which .are enclosed in the white, papery
sepals.
The catkins droop, hanging nearly vertically, so that the olde~t
flowers are above the younger. ·When the catkin is going to open, the
main stalk elongates and sepUlCates the individual scales; thus a little
open chamber is formed, of which the floor is the back of the younger
bract below, with its two attached bracteoles.
Bright yellow pollen
falls into this little receptacle and is there heaped up.
I arranged a jar with opening catkins at a height of seven inches
above the surface of the table. Tapping the catkins resulted in clouds
of pollen. Some of the pollen-grains rose upwards and were carried off
by faint currents of air; those which fell on the table took from 3 to "
seconds to dwp seven inches.
Thus if a birch tree is only 50 feet or
say 49 feet high, the pollen-grain would require from four to eleven
minutes to reach the ground, and the slightest wind would carry it
a very long distance away.
Enormous quantities of pollen are produced. Indeed, in the Oldenburg so much birch pollen falls in certain
lakes that it is found possible to use the humus-slime technically.
On comparing the scale of a very young male catkin (next year's)
with one which is mature, one seems to get a hint as to how the peculiar structure is brought about.
Those parts of the scale which are
exposed to the air become hard and hrown and are soon gunulled together, forming the outside casing.
'Vithin this, growth continues
in the lower parts of e[]'ch scale, and results in the remarkable shape
of the mature bract.
The drooping male catkins, their yellow pollen, the upright females,
which have bright red styles, and the young unfolding lea,·es, are exceedingly beautiful.
To examine the female catkins, it is pedlaps best to wait until the
fruits are ready, which is not until August. They are then from 1.;3
to 2.2 cm. long and nearly 1 C111. wide.
Here again the protection of the young developing fruits is of an
exceedingly thorough character. The outside of the bract is sticky or
viscous; each has also a border of minute hairs: the stalk is stout and
is seen (under the microscope) to be mechanically very strong. Each
bract is firmly pinned down by its neighbours. Indeed to open out one
bract some five to seven others have to be forced upwards.
Yet in
spite' of all these precautions, insects very often do injure them. The
enemy bUl;rows along the main stalk and groups (or even a whole row)
5Some authorities believe that there are only two stamens each divided or
branched; the sepals arc sOllletimes suppOsed to ]Je the two bracteoles of the
la teral flowers.
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of flowerB, are robbed of nourishment and becoltle dead, brown and
withered, before they have the chance to open.
The tiny nutlets lie within the concave inside of the bract. the two
side ones occupying vacant spaces below the lateral lobes. This explains
their shape for the thin white wings can only develop Bideways. These
wings are prolongations of the mid-rib part of the carpels. 6 They can
just find space to grow in the positions in which they lie.
The smooth nutlet with its streamline eontours and thin wings is a
miniature glider of a most efficient design.
It is recorded that, during snow storms, bil,'ch-nutlets were carried
right over the tops of snow-covered or bare blls, and to measured distances of from 500 to 1000 yards .
.The quantity produced is enormous: an ordinary catki.l has some
80 braets, that is, 240 nutlets.
.
In an old oak coppice where there happened to be a few birch trees,
every handful of soil contained hundreds of nutlets.
They occurred
even within the bark of rotting branches, which makes me suspect that
worms or insects carry them about, but I could never catch one doing so.
According to Dr Guppy, the nutlets float for ::t few days and he often
found them in the drift of the Rivers Lea and Thames. A water bird
might quite easily carry aw'ay mud with nutlets stieking to it.
I wanted to get a rough idea of the chances of any single nutlet
replacing its parent in a particular place.
So I cut down a young
healthy tree, which turned out to be 55 years old, and counted the llumbel' of male catkins. There were 4692 of them. I estimated that there
were at least 3128 female catkins.
Then as there are some 80 scales on a female catkin, and each scale
has 3 nutlets, this made 240 llUtlets per catkin. As 3128, x 240 makes
750,-720, three-quarters of a million nutlets were being launched upon
the world by that one tree in a year!
After the nutlet has finished its travels by air, water, or 011 a bird's
foot, it will not, even if exposed in a cold frosty situation, be injured,
for its reserve material consists of fat or oily matter, not of starch.
In germination it splits open along the attachment of the wings;
M. Joxe explains that this is the thinnest part of the shell: this must
also be the very last part of the carpel to harden off.
The minute
embryo root then grows downwards into the soil. 7 The two cotyledons
soon get out of the seed-coat; they are small (3-4 mm. x 2.5-3 mm.)
oblong-ovate, and have a short stalk 1.5 mm, 'fhey are carried up to
about 8 mm. above the soil. The first ordinary leaf is not much like
those of the typical birch, being small ovate, three-lobed or trifid and
6According to M. Joxe they are almost entirely formed by tIle epidermis (2).
7According to Mr Paulson there are lllinute pOints or llOOks all over its surface which carry clown into the earth any fungus-mycelium which it happens
to encountel', Fungus hyphae (Sporotrichum sP.) are often to be seen on the
styles o·f the nntlet. These and other fungi in the soil are thus, in 11is view,
brought into close contact with the root from tile very beginning (I,).
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three or obscurely five-nerved. The second and third are more of the
ordinary birch type.
Sometimes, as in Lord Avebury's figure, the fourth and :fifth leaves
are cordate, closely serrate and velvety hairy. These last resemble the
leaves of suckers growing from the stump of a felled tree (5).
Birch roots possess business friends in the shape of mycorrhiza fungi.
These are particularly useful to pioneer birches.
Acxrording to the
excellent account given by Paulson, the work of absorIjtion is left to
the mycorrhiza. As a rule no root hairs are aevelopei and seedling
birch-roots are swathed in the mycelium from a very earl stage. These
fungus threads penetrate into the root, whose outer cells become enlarged: the root itself is thickened and becomes white or yellowishbrown. Both the root and the mycelium of the mycorrhiza grow through
the layer of leaf mould below the mosses which in a birchwood generally
cover the ground. The following fungi have been recorded as birch
mycorrhiza in Britain. Agaric·us mtbscarius ,Fly mushroom), BolettLS
scab er, B. radi.cans, Amanita vaginata and the Puffball (Scleroderma
vu/gare) (9). Cortinarius sp. and Boletus scaber have also been noticed
on the Paper Birch in Nortll America (9b).
The foliage buds, which are most easily seen in the month of May,
are very carefully protected. The very young leaf has no leaf-stalk:
its two halves are folded together and are enclosed in the stipules which
are green, spoon-shaped, and sticky, as well as hairy along the edges:
these stipules soon fall off. The outermost five or six budscales seem to
have been arrested in gro'wth and killed off; they are hard and chestnut
brown in colour. The lowest scale is like that uf the Sloe, a mere rim
with a point.
If one tries to lever up a single scale with fI pin, the overlap, and
arrangement. of the scales is such that it is most difficult to do so: the
tough stipules, hairs and general stickiness would seem to make it
almolst impossible for insect~ to do .any harm. And yet, very soon after
the buds had opened (May 24th, 1923), I once found that 79 per cent.
of them had been more or less injured by insects.
The structure of the leaf is simple yet effective. At the midrib there
is a strong development of supporting or strengthening material:
crescents of this hard tissue enclose the main bundle: the upper one
of these is joined on to the epidermis; there .;s fLnother indepEmdent
supporting crescent on the under surface just below.
The petiole is
remfLrkably tough and flexible: in microscopic section, there is an lllfolding along the upper line of the bundle.
The object of SOlTIe of these minute details is quite clear jf one
watches a birch tree in a severe gale of wincl. Everything yields and
~ways: brall(:>hes, branchle-bs and petioles are flexible and, so far as may
be, tend to get in line with the direction of the wind. The petiole
inclines to twist and untwist, and the flat part of the leaf flutters,
curving upwards and then downwards. The vascular bundle, owing to
its peculiar shape, will not be injured during the twists, nor will the
blfLde of the lefLf be damaged, for the arrangement of the strengthening
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material is such that i.t always tends to come back to the correct normal
shape (6). The curve of the base of the leaf and the series of teeth
along the edge will also throw off the wind just as a ship's bow throws
off the water. At the ground the t~unk ends like, the base of a pillar
in an outward curve; the roots also act as buttresses. In a violent gale,
when the trunk is, swaying to and fro, the advantages of this arrangement are obvious.
Now all ordinary trees increase in diameter (;vcry year by the growth
of a circle of living cells, the cambium, which lies between the wood
and the bark. By the division of the cambium cells new wood (that is,
water conducting tissue) is formed inside, and on the ontside new bark
(i.e., sieve tubes for conducting more or less elaborated material).
At the beginning of growth in spring, the whole outer surface of the
tree is covered with a continuous sheet of cork. The growth or expansion of the cambium has to overcome the restraint of this tough elastic
covering.
, The pressure due to the weight of the tree acts vertically downwards:
this is counter-balanced by the resistance of the main roots, So there
must be a resultant force tending outwards, that will assist the expansion of the cambiulll, which is probably also stimulated by the strain.
Those of its cells which are forming the annual ring in this part of the
stem are favoured: they show as M. Jaccard puts it, "transgressive
growth;" the width of the annual ring is distinctly greater in this
part of the stem (8). This, of course, results in the graceful outward
curve at the base of the tree with which our eyes are perhaps unconsciously satisfied just because of its, architectural effectiveness.
Here again a danger has of itself produced an adequate reaction.
The roots spread more or less horizontally. In dry ground, birches are
seldom uprooted, but a solitary birch in very wet or marshy places is
often torn up, carrying with it an enormous mass of mud.
One of the special beauties of the birch is the shimmering white
stem: the younger branches are yellow or red, whilst the twigs are
almost red or dark purple.
There are differences in the colour of a
birch wood as seen in mass throughout the winter, but at one particular
time, a rich and vivid. red colour suddenly appears, which is perhaps
specially attractive because it shows that" gloomy winter is now awa'."
It is worth while trying to explain these changes, for, besides being
beautiful, they are of real importance in the life of the tree. The white
colour is due to the effect of light on the numerous very thin sheets of
the cork cells which contain birch-camphor (betulin).'
,
But underneath the thin, paper-like layers of cork-cells one finds
(in a microscopic section), the outermost still living cells which are full
of a rich orange-tawny material. It is clear then that in the vigorous
rush of the spring-sap for the use of ,developing buds, the outer layers
of cork break and peel off, so displaying this splendid red. Beneath
these cells one finds in young branches bright green cells which, of
course, assimilate and produce sugar. They are strengthened by being
thickened at the corners so forming a peculiarly tough outside layer.
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It is not possible here to go fully into its anatomy, but the wood i~ renmrkable for its dose even character, and for the numerous medullary
rays full of protoplasm.
In a twig only one year old, the outside is generally 'plastered ovcr
with an extraordinary collection of dust, algae, bacteria, lichen-soredia
and the like, through which the hairs protrude.
Amongst these the
green four-celled packets of the alga, l'lMtrncocclLs, are mOist conspicuous.
Now if one puts oneself in the position of a hungry insect or' of the
delicate germ tube of it parasitic fungus trying to penetrate the stem,
one realises how difficult its task must be.
On the one-year-old twigs, the mixed population of lichens, algae
and dust is a hard propolsition for an invader. The next younger twigs
are smooth so that they dry quickly and the cork is full of antiseptic
betulin. Birch bark in fact contains 12 to 14 ,)er cent. of this substance.
Moreover the regular peeling off of the bark, which is a real springcleaning, removes both insect eggs and fungus spores.
But, if an entrance can be managed, there is a rich store of food in
the living cells, for the sap itself contains 2 per cent. of sugar, and
there are rich reserves in the medullary rays and pith. Even the dead
c~ns within the layers of cork are able to yield a livelihood to many
different fungi.
These remarkable points in the anatomy of the stem are of great
interest to mankind, for the birch is one of the most useful of trees (7).
Thus " Birchwine" or " Birch champagne" can be made from the
sap. Birch bark is used for canoes, roofing and wigwams. In Russia
the inner bark is ground up, mixed with caviar and eaten. Extract
of the bark is also used for tanning, as, e.g., in the mal]ufacture of
Russian leather: the oil distilled from it waterproofs leather. Professor Henry states that the oil of hirchwood mixed with alcohol and
smeared on the face and hands is the very best protection against midges
and mosquitoes. Birch tar still appears in books on Materia Mediea
(Dagget, Oleum Rusci) and is described as a .~tim1dant, irritOJllt and
insecticide. In medical praetice during the middle ages, its properties
were held to be of the most remarkable eharacter. It was used for diseases of the digestive system, of the kidneys, for lithiasis, scurvy, itch,
worms, hypochondria and melaneholy. Persons suffering from consumption were bathed in it,s sap, and those troubled by unrequited love were
advised to drink it as a love potion. Possibly physicians endeavoured
to make it plain that there were things far worse than celibacy.
The Birch is grossly neglected in Great Britain, and indeed is often
consi.dered by foresters as a mere weed to be ruthlessly eradicated. There
is some foundation for this prejudice for the growth is so rapid and
vigorous that young larches or other conifers may be suffocated: a young
tree not more than 17 years old was 24 feet 6 inches in height; whereas
one foot per annum is considered quite a good average growth for
Conifers. Mixed planting of birch and conifers is objectionable, for
the tough flexible twigs are apt to do harm by whipping the foliage of
·Scots Pine and SpnlCe. A Birch stake or stob lIsed in feneing becomes
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rotten in five or ~ix years. The wood when attac.;ked by fungi and insects crumbles to powder though the bark is almost indestructible, and
is hardly injured at all.
But few people seem to realise the usefulness of Birch. The twigs
and finer branches are of value especially, and flrst. of all, in education.
Even in Roman times, c.;hildren were doubtless in after life most grateful to its tough, fine wiry and flexible twigs. These twigs up to half or
even three-quarters of an inch in diameter can be made into brooms,
besoms, baskets, mats, peasticks and ships' fenders.
Until recently, in those steel works where "hips' plates were manufactured, one could see a huge mass of red-hot glowing metal carried
on chains and laid on the ground.
Quantities of birch twigs were
quickly scattered over it and disappeared in a moment. This process
destroyed the "scale" of the iron.
Branches from a half to one and a half inches in diameter can be
used for crate-wood and garden stakes. Larger branches and stems
from one and a half to six inches supply stakes and stobs, especially
when creosoted.
From four inches diameter to any size, the wood is made into clogs,
pattens, and bobbins of all kinds. It is also the very best of fire-wood
and has a slight pleasant fragrance when burning. The wood is easily
worked and takes a beautiful polish. Spoons, plates, toys, bowls, cigar
boxes, handles for tools, carding teeth, etc., etc., are all manufactured
from it. All these varied and manifold uses of birch depend on the
even close character of the wood. Sometimes cue finds burrs of large
size- upon the branches: these are curiously marked and in Germany,
beer-jugs are carved from them.
The food material stored up in the stem consists either of starch,
or in winter of fats or oils. Fats prevent too severe cooling of the
tissues and are themselves the result of very low temperatures.
The enemies of the Birch are of the most varied character. Roedeer, rabbits and indeed all grazing animals greedily devour the young
shoots and especially the seedlings. If, however, even a small piece
of a seedling escapes destruction, it puts out a fresh branch next year,
and goes on doing so every season afterwards. The result is a short,
scraggy, stunted and much branched shrub. If the ground is favourable
and is not set on fire, and if there are not too many cattle, sheep and
rabbits, a dense thicket develops into which nothing but a half starved
beast would care to struggle. Then when the natural vigorous rapid
growth of Betnla alba has a chance of showing itself, a birch forest
will develop, for the stems will soon be above the reach of all enemies.
In prehistoric times, until man began to want firewood and invented the
destructiye habit of burning off natural wooclB to grow bere (or barley),
the number of deer would be limited by wolves, so that it is probable
that forests of Birch and Scots Pine covered the whole countryside.
Blackcocks and gre5·hens are fond of the catkins and devour the
buds, especially in January and February.
1fany caterpillars attack
the leaves: one of these (RhYl1chites betulae) cuts away half the leaf
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and then rolls the rest of it into a neat spiral chamber in which it 10rm8
a chrysalis. s Many other insects injure it: one often finds galls or deformed buds like the "Big Bud" of currant, and also raspberry-red
galls with insect eggs. Indeed, on July 2nd, I found in one locality,
that from 60 to 80 per cent. of the leaves were damaged by insects.
Few plants support so formidable an army of parasitic fungi. The
"Witches Broom," which is a mass of dead dry twigs rather like a
crow's nest is due to a fungus, Taplwina bet1Llae.
The fructification will be found on the llndel'side of the lenves which
are crumpled and distorted. The twig above the injurecl spot soon dies
back; but the demand of the fnilgml for food material causes a flow of
sugar towards the place. Any dormant bud in the neighbourhood therefore develops a twig which also is promptly killed and becomes withered
as soon as the fungus reaches the spot. The fungus lives as long as its
nnwilling host. Nevertheless trees with 10 to 12 witches' brooms do
not seem to be very much the worne," and are quite vigorous.
The leaves (from August to November) are oecasionally attacked by
a Rust (M elampso7'a betttlina Pers.).
The orange-red fructifications
are on the underside of the leaf; the spores formed in summer are
yellow, but towards autumn one finds black or brown thick-walled spores
which remain all winter on the ground and 'germinate in spring. They
then produce tiny sporules, which are blown to the young needles of
the Larch ~fay); the birch leaves are again infected in July or August.
This interesting history is given on the authority of Grove (19). It i,s
probable that the visit to the larch leaves in spring is optional and that
it can perhaps infect Birch leaves as early as May.IO
Three kinds of mildew also invade the leaves. The undersides may be
more or less ,covered with fine, white or grey threads rather like a
spider's web, amongst which one finds the minute black dots which are
the fructifications of the fungus. l l
Many fungi which appear in autumn attack dead and decaying
leaves, but there are at least six which are specially devoted to the first
stage of destruction of the dead birch-leaf.12
As we have seen, the arrangements for spring cleaning of the bark
are of the most elaborate character, but, nevertheless, many kinds of
fungi are found on the branches and trunks.
81 have to thank Professor Stebbing for the identification. He says,
It does
no particular harm in this country. I have seen one of the species of this genus
in a village of the Western Himalayas, which (ompletely defoliated a very
valuable .... tree."
.Pitll, cortex and medullary rays become enlarged and aJmormal (18).
10r find this Rust in places 500 yards from any larch.
IIMicrosphacm alni DC., Uncinula salicis DC. and PhyUactinia sUfflllta
Rab. (20).
.
12Lachnella araneocincta Phill; Sphaerella harthemis Auers; Gnomonia emar,<

(jinata FIe; G. campylosty/,a Fr.; Ventllria IZit1'icha Fr.; DotnilZella betlllina Fr.
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It is impossible to draw a definite line between those which are real
parasites attacking sound and healthy trees and those others which are
simply breaking up diseased, dying or dead specimens.
The l'olypori are, however, true parasites. The razorstrop Fungus
(P. betulinus) forms hoof-like, semi-circular or kidney-shaped ma,sses
on the trunks: ,the upper surface is brownish-red. Underneath it is
white with innumerable tiny pores which are covered inside by the
spore-forming cells. If a spore is carried into a woodpecker's hole, or
on to a freshly broken branch or by a burrowing beetle or other insect
into the trunk so as to reach the living cells (or sugary sap), it will
germinate there: the fine filaments of the fungus then begin to grow
in the cambium, cortex or medullary rays. They can secrete ferments
which dissolve .hoth cellulose and wood (lignoses) and the whole of the
centre becomes entirely rotten. Six other Polypori grow on Betula."
Unfortunately it is not pOS8ible to give any adequate account here
of the fifty or more Pyrenomycete fungi which attack the bark or wood
of fallen branches and twigs. Some are true parasites (as, e.g., Dothidea,
which grows on the living cambium) but most manage to find a living
in the bark usually between the layers of cork and it is by their efforts
that the bark is eventually and at long last disintegrated.
Even the tiny birch nutlet has its own ISpecial fungus, Apollyon. It
has been found amongst fallen leaves in May; the llutlet attacked is
deformed and heart-shaped. The fungus has a small stalk with rootlike hairs which ends above in a yellow or reddish saucer-like fruit sorne
1-4 lllm. broad. The spores are prelSsed out as the fruit develops and
thrown forcibly into the air. If they reach young green catkins, the
minute nuts are infected. This has been recorded for Russia, Germany,
North America and Japan, but not to my knowledge in Britain (18).
We have already mentioned the curious and mixed flora of Algae
and other lowly organisms which cover the one-year-old twigs. In exposed, windy places quite a rich collection _of lichens and mosses can
be made on the IStems and branches. In such situations, growth is
difficult and the spring cleaning is not so thoroughly carried out.
At the base of the tree, Hypn'U.m cupressifnrme, tufts of Dicranum
scoparium., Polytrich1L7n fOr7nOS1Mn and other lllosses are very common.
The trunk and branches carry lichens such as Evernia pr'U.nastri; Usnea
ceratina, Platy.~ma g~a.uc1Mn and_many l'armelias,14 whilst Lecannra ta1'taTea and other crust lichens are frequent on the bare cork 15
Now the twigs and branches of Birch are, as we have seen, remarkable for the elaborate nature of the system of bark discarding and yet
they offer a field for colonisation! Sooner or later all these bark floras
are, however,. thrown off and when they reach the ground are broken
13p. laevigalus, P. pinicola, P. rnal·ginaius, P. l'adiat1ls, P'. hiJ"Sutus

and P.

nig1'icans.

HP. saxatilis, laetevil'ens, pl1ysodes, capel'ata, tuliginosa, etc_
15-Furtl1er details will be found in an interesting paper by the late Pro·
fessor W. West, who estimates the percentages of· the bark covered in various
cases (21).
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up. Hence enlrything that the lichens have acenm'llated, mineral salts
obtained from dust, organic waifs and strays left by the atmosphere
as well as what they have manufactured themselves during their own
brief career goes into the general reserve of the wood-Boil and is utilised
by the growing trees.
Almost all the points mentioned above help towards an explanation
of the problem of how and why Birch succeeds ws a pioneer where other
trees fail. Special peculiarities are that its nutlets are easily distributed and especially over snow. Its reserve of food is in the form of
fat and oil and is therefore suitable to cold and exposed situations. It
is hardy and adaptable, being able to vary with changing conditions.
The character of its stem, branches and roots enables it to resist violent
winds.
Still more important is the fact that its roots, like those of Vaccinium,
other Ericaceae and indeed of· almost all plants of peaty soil, possess
a mycorrhiza or fungus-assistant, as we have already seen.
:perhaps also its extraordinary powers of absorbing water and of
transpiration may be another useful quality.

APPENDIX.

Betula alba L. (B. pubescens Ehrh., B. gl7Ltinosa Fr.).
Marshy ground, wet places and peat mosses.
T1'ee seldom over 100 feet. Branches never drooping.
Twigs :lowny or covered with short hairs.
Leaves ovate, cordate or rhomboid-ovate.
Acuie at tip, 3-5 cm. long
and 1.5-3.5 cm. broad.
Petioles at first hairy, 1-2.5 cm. long. Rather leathery in texture: veins
prominent below often with hairy pockets in vein angles (due to
mites).
Buds ovoid. Stipules ovate, blunt: length twice the breadth. Oatkins
2.5-3 cm. long, 6-9 mm. in diameter. Bracts slightly hairy. Fr7.~it,
wings twice breadth of nutlet.
Betu·Za alba L. (B. Verr7!COSa Ehrh., B. odorata).
Dry ground.
Tree reaching 120 to 130 feet.
Branches sometimes drooping.
Twigs smooth, often sticky or glandular or shortly hairy.
Leaves rhomboid-ovate or almost triangular with fine drawn-out point.
4-7 cm. long and 2.5-4 cm. wide. Petioles ~nnooth 2-3 cm. Leaves
thin: veins slightly prominent above. Glabrous or when young
with scattered hairs on the nerves.
Buds conical. Stipules ovate lanceolate acute: length three time~
breadth. Oatki7ls 2-3 cm. long and 8-10 mm. in dial)letf'r. Stalk
slender 10-18 mm. long.
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A FLORA OF GLAMORGANSHIRE.
(Supplement to the Journal of Botamy, 1907.)

[The Rev. H. J. Riddelsdell has sent in the following list for my
consideration. I am pleased to say that I entirely agree with his insistence on the fact that accuracy is a matter of the first importance.
Twice in the 1932 Report (pp. 17 and 18) I refer to the need for" completeness and accuracy" in our records and the text of the Report bears
ample evidence that no efforts have been spared to secure them. The
publication of the accompanying list is therefore highly desirable.W.H.P.]
The little book entitled A Flora of Glamorganshire which I published
in the Journal of Botany, 1907, as a Supplement, was largely if not
altogether passed over by the compilers of the Second Supplement to
Watson's Topographical Botany (see Journ. Bot., 1929 and 1930, Supplement). First records are matters of secondary importance: accuracy
is a matter of primary importance. My records of 1907 show that first
notices-i.e., from the point of view of Topographical Botany-were
then given for the following plants in V.-c. 41:THALICTRUM DUNENSE Dum.
RANUNCULUS HETEROPHYLLUS Web.
R. PELTATUS Schrank.
R. TRICHOPHYLLUS Chaix.
R. BAUDOTII Godr.
R. LUTARIUS Bouv.
R. PARVIFLORUS L.
HELLEBORUS FOETIDUS L.
ACONITUM NAPELLUS L.
CORYDALIS CLAVICULATA DC.
FUMARIA BORAEI Jord.
F. PURPUREA Pugsl.
LEPIDIUM LATIFOLIUM L.
DRABA BRACHYCARPA (E. PRAECOX DC.).
NASTURTIUM AMPHIBIUM (ARMORACIA AMPHIBIUM Peterm.).
BRASSICA OLERACEA L.
VIOLA CAI.CAREA Greg.
V. SYLVESTRIS Lam.
V. LACTEA Srn. (V. STAGNINA, v.-c. 41 record, is an error).
V. LUTEA Huds.
DIANTHUS DELTOIDES L.
SILENE QUINQUEVULNERA (Alien).
SAGINA APETALA Ard.
S. CILIATA Fr.
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Top. Bot.,
Top. Bot., Supp. 2.

SPERGULA VULGARIS Boenn., omitted in
S. SATIVA Boenn., omitted in

S)lPp.

2,

SPERGULARIA RUPESTRIS (ALSINE RUPICOLA Hiern).
CERASTIUM AQUATICUM (MYOSOTON AQUATICUM Moench).
POLYCARPON TETRAPHYLLUM L.
HYPERICUM MONTANUM L.
ACER CAMPESTRE L.
ERODIUM MOSCHATU}.{ L'Herit.
GERANIUM PRATENSE L.
MEDICAGO MACULATA (ARABICA Huds.).
TRIGONELLA ORNITHOPODIOIDES DC.
TRIFOLIUM STRIATUM L.
T. GLOMERATUM L.
T. FILIFORME L.
JJOTUS TENUIS Waldst.

& Kit.

ASTRAGALUS GLYCYPHYLLOS L.
ONOBRYCHIS VICIAEFOLIA Seop.
IJATHYRUS NISSOLIA L.
PRUNUS CERASUS L.
PYRUS COMMUNIS L.
EPILOBIUM LANCEOLATUM Seb.

& Maur.

E. TETRAGONUM (ADNATUM Griseb.).
1\fYRIOPHYLLUM ALTERNIFLORUM DC.
CALLITRICHE. STAGNALIS Seop.
C. HAMULATA Kuetz. (in "A Flora of Glam."; but recorded long previously).
SEDUM ROSEUM: L.
S. SEXANGULARE L.
S. FORSTERIANUM Srn.
SUIFRAGA GRANULATA L.
SMYRNIUM OLUSATRUM L.
PETROSELI:!>"'UM SEGETUM: Koch.
FOENIeuLUM VULGAREMill.
PASTINACA SATIVA L.
GALIUM: BOREALE L.
G. UMBELLATUM Lam. (G. SYLVES((,RE Poll.).
VALERIANA MIKANTI Syme.
VALERIANELLA CARINATA Lois.
DIPSACUS PILOSUS L.
ANTHEMIS COTULA L.

A.

NOBILIS L.

PETASITES OVATUS Hill.
ARCTIUM LAPPA L. (MAlUS Bernh.).
A. NEMOROSUM: Lej.
A. INTERMEDIUM Lange.
CARDUUS TUBEROSUS L.
ONOPORDON ACANTHIUM: L.
CREPIS BIENNIS

IJ.
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HYPOCHAERIS GLABRA L.
PYROLA SECUNDA L.
GENTIANA AMARELLA L.
OUSCUTA EUROPAEAL.
ATROPA BELLADONNA L.
OROBANCHE MINOR Srn.
LATHRAEA SQUAMARIA L.
UTRICULARIA NEGLECTA Lehm.
MENTHA RUBR..~ Srn.
NEPETA OATARIA L.
MARRUBIUM VULGARE L.
CHENOPODIUM VULVARIA L.
ATRIPLEX DELTOIDEA Bab.
A. LACINlATA L.
SALICORNIA APPRESSA Dum.
POLYGONUM MINUS Huds.

1;'.

MACULATUM Bab.

RUMEX MARITIMUS L.

R.

PULCHER L.

DAPHNE LAUREOLA L.
EUPHORBIA LATHYRIS L.

(10 years .earlier than the authority quoted).

BETULA PENDULA Roth.
SALIX ALBA L.
S. CAPREA L.
S. VIMINALIS L.
PINUS SYLVESTRIS L.
HYDROCHARIS MORSUS-RANAE

I •.

LIPARIS LOESELII Rich.
ORCHIS PYRAMIDALIS L.
O. MASCULA L.
HABENARIA OONOPSEA Benth.
GALANTHUS NIVALIS L.
POLYGONATUM MULTIFLORUM All. (the record given is a year later).
CONVALLARIA MAJALIS L.
ALLIUM OLERACEUM L.
SCILLA AUTUMNALIS L.
GAGEA LUTEA Gawl.
JUNCUS TENUIS Willd.
LUZULA CAMPESTRIS DC.
SPARGANIUM NEGLECTUM Beeby.

S.

NATAJ.'<S L.

ACORUS OALAMUS

L.

LElilNA GIBBA L.
L. POLYRRHIZA L.
SAGIT.TARIA SAGITTIFOLIA

L.

POTAMOGETON INTERRUPTUS Kit.
RuppIA MARITIMA L.
Z."NNICHET,LIA PALUSTlu:S L.
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RYNOHOSPORA J!'USCA Ait. (6 years earlier than the record llsed: but the
true record dates from an even earlier time).
CAREK D~DRASchrank.
C. LEERSII F. S.chultz.
C. PAIRAEI F. Schultz.
C. MONTA.."N"A L.
C:"BINERVIS Srn.
C. OEDERI Ehrh.
C. PSEUDO-CYPERUS L.
C. VESICARIA L.
ANTHOXANTHUM ODORATUM L.
A. PUELII Lecoq & Lamotte.
ALOPECURUS MYOSUROIDES Huds.
CORYNEPHORUS CANESCENS Beauv.
G,),LAMAGROSTIS EPIGEIOS was recorded even before 1907.
A VENA PRATENSIS L.
POA BULBOSA L.
P .NEMOP..ALIS L .
. P. COMPRESSA L.
GLYCERIA BORRERI Bab.
FESTUCA SYLVATICA ViII.
F. ARUNDrNACEA Schreb.
BROMUS ERECTUS Huds.
B. STERILIS L.
BRACHYPODIUM PINNATUM Beauv.
TRLTICUM PUNGENS Pers.
T. ACUTUM DC.
HORDEUM MARINUM Huds.
ELYMUS ARENARIUS L.
EQUISETUM MAXIMUM L., in the 1907 Flo·ra and lecorded prior to that.
PILULARIA GLOBULIFERA L., in the 1907 Flora and recorded prior to that.
The records under v.-C. 41 given in the form "Fl. 155" (as for
Colchicum autumnale, etc.) refer to Trow's Flora of Glamorgan which
appeared later than mine and which embodied most or all of the distribution details found in " A Flora of Glamorganshire." The Journal
of Botany is not an obscure publication and the names of the three
compilers of the 2nd Supplement to Top. Bot. are those of well-known
and careful men. It is therefore hard to understand the occurrence of
some 150 errors (mostly omissions) with respect to one county, all of
which could have been put right by reference to one easily accessible
publication.
H. J. ItIDDELSDELl-.
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NOTES ON THE BRITISH ORCHIDACEAE.
PATRICK

M.

HALl.

and W.

H. PEARSAl,r,.

As the result of somewhat extensive enquiry and of the examination
of these plants in sit1f, we have acquired a considerable amount of information concerning their characters and distribution. The publication of Colonel Goclfery's Monograph will no doubt have the effect of
stimulating interest in this family, but it is a book for the specialist
rather than the general botanist: moreover certain aspects of the subject are only more or less cursorarily dealt with, particularly the details of the distribution of the species in Britain.
For these reasons, therefore, we consider it to be an opportune
'moment to commence the publication in this Report of a series of
papers dealing with the past and present distribution of the British
members of the Order. We shall pay particular attention to contemporary knowledge as we consider that a complete, up-to-date, and accurate survey of the present position of a species is an essential preliminary condition for the further study of its future increase or decrease,
and for ascertaining the causes of either. Among subsidiary objects
each paper will include the correction of the corresponding section of
the Comital Flora; will deal with any points which may arise as to the
nomenclature or taxonomy of the genus or species concerned; and will
give some similar account of their variations hnd hybrid offspring.
The genera will not be dealt with in taxonomic order, but it is our
intention to deal first with those presenting fewer difficulties. It· was
with this in mind that we selected for the first paper the two allied
genera, Himantoglossum and Aceras, but it immediately became apparent that each had its own problems of nomenclature and taxonomy:
further, the collection of accurate and authoritative information with
regard to the present distribution (as opposed to the historical distribution) of a well-known, though comparatively scarce, species is by no
means easy.
This, therefore, is an appropriate time at which to acknowledge the
ready assistance given to us by the authorities of the national museums,
the curators of many county and civic museums, ~nd also by a very large
number of correspondents, for the most part members of this Society.
We wish especially to thank Dr T. A. Sprague of Kew for his help in
matters of nomenclature, to which fnller reference is made below.

I.
Hirnantoglossum hircin1Lm Koch.
NOMENCLATURE.

It will be seen from the above heading that the name which we propose to adopt for this species is a departure fro111 usual practice.
Recent authorities have employed three different generic nam,?s, viz.,
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Orch'is L., LOTOgloswm Rich., and Hiuwntoglossll1l1 Spreng.: of this
varying usage the following are illustrations:Druce, Br. Plo List, 2nd ed. (1928), 109, gives 669/18 Orchis (Section
Loroglossnrn) hircilla Crantz.
Druce, Corn. Fl. (1932), 285, gives O. hircina (L.) Crantz, with synonyms
Loroglosswm h'ircinnm Rich. and Himantoglossum hircinum
Spreng.
Rouy, Fl. Fr., xiii, 182, and Camus, lcorwgraphie des Orch. d'Eur., i,
118, both adopt the name Loroglosstt?n h'inintt1n Rich.
T. and 'f. A. Stephenson, Lond. Cat., 11th ed. (1925), 42, list Himantoglosslt'm Sprgl. as genus No. 407 with species No. 1801 hircin'Wln
Sprgl.
Godfery, Mon. and Icon. Br. Orch. (1933), 158, D,dopts Himantoglosslt'm,
hircinum Sprengel; his reasons for rejecting the earlier Lorogtossm'lL Rich. are not explicit but are apparently based on the
inclusion of A.ceras in that genus.

Orchis L. heing inadmissible on taxonomic grounds (see below), we
referred the respective claims of Lorogloss!l1n and Himantoglossu1n to
Dr Sprague and quote his reply in, extenso as follows:"The earliest legitimate generic name available for the Lizard
Orchis appears to be Hi?nantoglosslun Koch, Syn. ed. i, 689, 841 (1837).
Loroglossum Rich. (1818) included Aceras R. Br. (1813) and Loroglossu1I1
Rich. was therefore illegitimate, since it was a superfluous name for
Aceras. IIimantoglossnm Spreng. (1826) was illegitimate for exactly the
same reason. Himantoglosslvrn Koch did not include A.ceras and was
therefore neither superfluous nor illegitimate. One might hastily have
concluded that it was a later homonym of Himantoglosstwn Spreng. and
was therefore illegitimate. But the definition of a later homonym is a
llallle which 'duplicates a name previously and vdidly published for a
group of the same rank based on a different type' (the italics are mine).
The type-species of both Himantoglossums is 8ttiY1"'imn hircinum L.
Henee Himantogloss'nm Koch is not a later homonym. Of course if it
were found that Loroglossmn had been used previously to HimantoglosS1(,1I1 for the Lizard Orchis and its allies (but excluding Ace'ras), then
Loroglossum would have precedence, but we do not find any such previous use. Hence Himantoglossum Koch should be adopted . . . . N.B.The incorrect spelling Himanthoglossum used in Koch Syn., 689, was
t;orrected to Himantoglossmlt on p. 841 (index)."
This appears to us to be a particularly ~eat solution of the problem,
retaining the familiar name and involving only the lllinor change of the
authority, instead of necessitating the major change to an unfamiliar,
or even possibly an entirely new, name. "\Ve propose, therefore, to
adopt the name H. hi7"cinum (L.) Koch for this species.
TAXONOMY.

The taxonomic position of the genus Himantoglos.mrn is uncertain.
Although the conformation of the column and pollinia closely resembles
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that of Orchis-so closely, in fact, that an inter-beneric hybrid has been
recorded from France-yet there is an important distinction between
the two gencra in the fact of Himarttog~ossum having both pollinia attached to one viscidium, while in Ore his the viscidia are separate .. If
Godfery's very reasonable theory is accepted (that evolution in the
Orchidaceae is in the direction of perfecting the methods adopted for
the preservation and -economical removal of the pollinia), Himantoglossum is a more ancient type than 01'chis. It is probable, however,
that Himantoglossum is not in the direct line of descent of Orehis, the
latter being more closely connected with the Gymnadeniinae. ~While
it is not impossible that the single viscidiulll of HimantoglosSltm arose
from the coalescing of the two viscidia of Orehis, in the same way that
Anacamptis with a single viscidium appears to be it direct descendant
of Gymnadeni.a eonopsea with two viscidia, Godfery believes Himantoglossum together with the Southern European genera Barlia and Se1'£Lpias, which also have a single viscidiul1l, to be on a separate line of
descent parallel to that of Onhis. In order not to disturb the sequence
from the Qymnadeniinae to Orehis and at the same time to bring out
the affinities between Ore his and Hi=toglossum, we suggest that the
most convenient position for the latter is immediately following Orchis.
POLLINATION.

There is little to be said on this point, as in general the mechanism
for cross-fertilisation is similar to that of OTchis, except that the pollinia are attached to one viscidium. It is worth mentioning that on
only one occasion have the visits of inseds to this species been recorded
in Britain, when a railway employee observed the visit of a wasp-like
fly, Odynerl!S parietum, but the removal of pollinia was not observed.
Oolonel Godfery has seen the removal of pollinia by hive-bees in France.
Further records of insect-visitors to this >species would be valuable.
DISTRIBUTION IN BR.ITAIN.

"Ve give here only a summary of a large mass of data collected in
regard to this species. A list has been prepared, as complete as it could
possibly be made, of all the authenticated occurrences of the species in
this country. It is not considered advisable that this information should
be published but copies of this list have been made and deposited in
the principal Herbaria. A further reason for publishing here only a
summary is that much of the information regarding this species was
obtained in collaboration with Mr R. D'O, Good of University Oollege,
Hull, and will be used by him in a forthcoming paper on the relation
of H. hireint!1n to certain theories of plant-geography.
The text-books dealing with the vice-comital distribution of British
plants differ widely in their treatment of this species:-

Land. Oat., 11th ed" 1925, .................................................. ""." 16,
Brit. P~. bst, 2nd ed., 1928, ................................. Eng. 10. .Jersey.
Com. In, 1932, ............ " ......................... Eng. 22 (H. error) . .Jersey.
6-8, 11-17, 20, 22-25, 27-29, 33, 34, 54, 55.
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As the result of our investigation we find that the distribution given
in the Oornital Flora should be c~rrected to read as follows:Eng. 24(6).

Jersey.

6-17, 20, 22-25, 27, 29, 30, 33, 53-5.
(Errors. 26 in Herb. Druce, for 25.
28, 34 in Oornita~ Flora.
56,57,70 in Topographical Botany, ed. 1I.
H. 9 in Wade's "Plantae rariores in
Hibernia inventae.")

III all H. ,hi,1'ci,nttm, has been recorded from not less than 99 separate
localities in the 24-vice counties in addition to Jersey and it is significant that the species has been seen in 76 of these localities (and in
Jersey) since 1900. It should be pointed out that the t<>tal number of
occurrences is very much greater than 99, as in many localities the plant
has been recorded many times; for eX3-mple, in the N. Somerset locality
it has been seen annually since discovery in 192:3. The number of occurrences since 1900 would represent an even greater .proportion of the
total than in the case of localities.
It will seem somewhat remarkable at the present time that the
authors of the Flora of Kent, published in 1899, should have said of
this species "now verging on extinction," but that was undoubtedly
endorsed by every botanist at that time and for several years subsequently. It seems that the species was not infrequent in \V. Kent in
the vicinity of Dartford at the end of the 18th and beginning of the
19th centuries but later became extremely rare in Kent and was practically unknown in other counties. So that, for example, in the FloTa
of Hants, 2nd ed., 1904, Townsend excluded as erroneous a record of
this species from St Mary Bourne, N. Rants, c. 1866; few species can
be so free as this from errors of identification and ill the light of modern
knowledge there seems to be little reason for rejecting such a record.
Kent is the headquarters of this, as indeed it is of other Orchidaceous
species in .B-ritain, nearly one half (45) of the total number of recorded
localities being in that county; of the localities in which the plant has
been Been sip-ce 1900, 26 (or 34 %) are in Kent.
But whereas of the
total 45 Kentish localities 29 are in East and 16 in West Kent; of the
26 post-1900 localities only 2 are in IVest Kent.
The following table summarises the data in regard to relative frequency in the various vice-counties and also gives the dates of the first
and latest records.
As far as we have been able to ascertain, H.
hircin'um was seen in no less than 12 British localities in 1933, viz, :-N. So.mel1set, Dorset, Isle of Wight, IV. Sussex, E. Sussex, E. Kent (4
separate stations), \Y. Kent, Oxford, and Jersey.
The statement in
the Oornital Flora" increasing its range" is clearly justified; specubtions as to the reason for this increase we leave to Mr Good.
Even
though this species may b~ spreading, it must be home in mind that
in point of numbers it is exceedingly scarce; the largest colony in
Britain, of which we have been able to find evidence, numbered 27,
r
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while in all. overwhelming number of cases the records refer to a single
plant having been found.
Vice·
county.
6
7
8
9
10
11

Total number of Number of localities
recorded localities .. recorded since 1900.
I

I

2
4
2
1
5

2
4

2
1
5

12
13
14
15

5
4 (at least)
6
29

16 .
17
20
22
23
24
25
27
29
30
33
53
54
55
Jersey

16

8
1
1 (or 27)
2
1
3
1
2
1
1
1

3
4 (at least)
6
24
2

7

1
1 (or 2?)
2

1
2
1
2
1
I

1

I

I

1
1

1
1

100

Tlate of
Date of'
first record. latest record.
1923
1933
1931
1907
1929
1907
1923
1933
1933
1933
1925
1931
210cs.
19,,0
c. 1866
c.1850
1933
193a
1911
1933
ante 1796
410c8.
1641*
1933
1931
1821
1931
1931
1931
1921
1933.
1920
1931
1931
1926
1847
192;~
1923
1924
1921
1932
1932
1925
1917
1931
1931
1930
1929
1932
1931
1933
1918

77
.. Fil"st record for Britain.

"iC6T1IS u,nthTovophoTll'/I", (L.) R. Br.
NOMENCLATURE.

As in the case of the preyious species, it has been nece~sary to' make
a slight change from the llame in general use. In the vaper 011 Plant
Nomenclature written by Dr Sprague ill the 1932 llepoTt, he referred
on v. 801, §2, to the method by" which the gender of generic names
is determined.
AC6Tas is not a Greek or Latin word, hut.a modern
compound, formed from t,,·o Greek words, It and ke'ms, the second of
which is neuter in gender; the compound lIallle therefore has to be
treated as neuter also.
TAXONOMY.

Godfery, Monog7Ylph, p. 160, shows quite conclusively that .4.ceTas
has two viscidia and that the pollinia can be separately detached from
the anther, although many Continental authorities, including Schlechter
and Keller and Camus, have described it as having one viscidium only.
In this connection it is noteworthy that, although the Continental authorities, who place Ace·ras with one viscidium, accept that name given to
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the genus by Robert Brown, yet Brown's original description differs from
their rendering of it. Mr Summerhayes of Kew has kindly supplied us
with Brown's original generic description, as follows: - " Cor. ringens.
Labellum ecalcaratum.
Glandulae pedicellorulll pollinis cucullo· communi inclusae."
The use of the word "glandulae" makes it clear
that Brown considered the genus to have 2 viscidia and not a single
viscidium, which Mr Summerhayes has confirmed by the examination
of spirit material. This point is of some importance as it removes all
doubt as t<> the validity of the name ACM'as on that score.
The absence of a spur is therefore the only structural distinction
between this genus and Orchis.
In general conformation and in the
common possession of coumarin, it is clear that Acents is very closely
related to Onhis sirn'ia and it has been included in Onhis by some
authorities, e.g., AlIioni.
In Aceras the nectary is replaced by two
shallow depressions at the base of the labellum and we consider that
this in conjunction with the entire absence of spur is sufficient to differentiate Ace'tas from Onhis, in which the spur is no longer a true
nectary but secretes liquid between the inner and outer .walls of tissue.
Aeer'as, in our opinion, is best regarded as a rather more primitive genus
than Orchis ,and as such should be placed taxonomically next to, and
immediately preceding, Orchis.
VARIATION.

The range of variation in this species is very small and such forms
and varieties as have been described by Continental botanists differ
from the type only in minor details such as stature, coloration, and shape
of the labellum.. British specimens vary to some extent in colour, which
ranges from pale straw-yellow to reddish brown more or less suffused
\vith green; occasionally specimens will be found growing with the type
which lack the narrow red ·edging of the perianth seg1l1ents; these come
under f. flavescens Zimm. In Herb. C. E. Sa/''lnon in the British
Museum Herbarium is a specimen sent by IT. H. Elsley from Hackhurst
Downs, Gomshall, Surrey, to which the following note is attached:" This is, I believ·e, rather a rare specimen of A.ce1'<.!s.
It is the var.
hdvn without a brown edge to the flowers and is yery interesting," to
which Salmon added "many specs. on Colley Hill seem identical." In
the same Herbarium there is a sheet from Colley Hill, Surrey, gathered
by Salmon himself and dated 21.6.1919, on which appears the note
" and many are the var. hdva." We have not been able to trace any
form or variety of this name but it is clearly the same as f. flavescens

/

~=.
POLLINATION.

"Godfery refers to two observations of visits by insects. In one case
In France ants visited flowers and removed pollillia; in the other cas\)
observed in this country flies attacked aphides on spikes of A.ceras and
in so doing removed pollinia~ In the latter case the plants were in a
green-house and conditions were therefore unnatural. No visit8 haYB
been recorded in Britain in a state of nature.
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TIME OF FLOWERING.

Acents is ,>11 earlier-flowering species than is generally realised. Tho
text-books give June (Babingtol1.'s lI-.1.nnual), and June-July (Godfery and
Haywwrd's Pocket Book); in southern England in an average seawn the
plant if> in good fiuwer by mid-May and is past its best by mid-June.
DISTRIBUTION IN BRITAIN.

'rhe yice-comital figures given hy the three standard British lists are
as follows:London Cat(tlogue, 11th edition (1925), ....................................... 23.
British Plant List, 2nd edition (1928), ........................... l<Jng. 20 (3).
OOTl~ital INom (1932), ............................................................ 18 (5).
6, 10, 12-19, 25-30, 32, 63. Errors 20, 22, 24, 33, and 54.

All three' authorities, therefore, are in agreement as to the total
number of vice-oounties, hut differ as to the number considered to be
erroneous.
From the evidence whir;h we have examined in the form of published
records, specimens in public and private herbaria, and communications
from a large number of correspondents, we find that the appropriat~
section of the Comital Flo1"a should be emended to read as follows:Eng. 17.

<3>.

[9J. 10-17, 19, 20, 25-30, 32.
<Extinct. 6, 18, 23>.
[Doubtful or errors. 3, 7, 8, 22, 24, 33, 54, 55, 63J.

This distribution is a remarkably close parallel to that of Hirnantoglossum; each has a single recorded station in the Isle of Wight, each
extends to a single station in N. Somel'set (unfortunately now eradicated
in the case of Aceras), while the northern limits reached-Lincolnshire
in one case, Northampton and Norfolk in the other-are approximately
similar.
While, however, as we have shown, there is reason to believe that
H·imantoglossum is 'increasing its range, the evidence in the Gase of
Aceras points to the reverse. Numerically, of course, flceras is by far
the more abundant of the two species; a very large proportion of the
recorded occurrences of Himantoglossum are of single individuals, in
. exceptional CaiSes colonies of 20-30 plants have been recorded, whereas
in the stations where Aceras thrives colonies of SOUle hundreds of individuals may still be seen. Although in Ulany places ACM'as is still
abundant, yet looking at its distribution in Britain generally, it must
be said that it is decreasing and has disappeared from a large number
of its localities. 'l'his is especially true of the Eastern ,counties and
parts of Kent and Surrey. In the case of the two latter counties this
decrease is no doubt due to suburban expansion but in the Eastern
counties the cause probably lies in the great increase of arable farming
in the early years of the 19th century. Though there are large areas
of chalk in Essex, Suffolk, Norfolk and Cambridgeshire, the terrain is
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lllueh flatter than in the case of the downland of southern }iJnglancl; the
depth of overlying soil is in cunsequence greater and larger areas w('re
converted to arable. On the steeper North and South Downs there still
renlained large areas suitable to the needs uf Aee-ras and in parts of
these it holds its own and indeed in some instances seems to be increasing.
Generally speaking, in Britain at least, Aeeras is confined to the short
turf of chalk downs, the floors of chalk-pits and roadsides but there are
records of _occurrences in open woods: the now extinct Somerset locality
was on the carbon:iferous limestone, while in Northamptonshire the
species grows on limestone as opposed to chalk.
We give below a summary of the data collected with regard to the
past history and present circumstances of the species, arranged in vicecomital order:WIGHT (10). First recorded from near Shanklin by Mr E. R. White ill
1905; see J owrn. Bot., 1905, and Rayner, Supplement to the FloTU
of Hants, 1929, 103. Still exists in one locality only, very scarce
indeed, never more than about a dozen plants.
S. RANTS (11). First recorded from Exton in 1922 by Miss Davidson.
This and two other localities are given by Rayner, l.e., and one
more locality was added in.l930; see Rep. B.E.O., 1930,450. Still
exists and appears to be increasing (see note below).
N. RANTS (12). First recorded from East Woodhay in the extreme north
of the county, c. 1849, by Mrs Cardew. This and two other early
records are given by Towllsend, Flora of Hants, 2nd Edition, 1904,
405. Also found near Winchester in 1910; see Rep. B.E.C., 1922,
748; now extinct in this locality. Near Steep, 1925, _Browning in
Rayner, I.e., is the most recent record we have been able to trace;
it probably still exists in this area.
Note IDS to occurrences in v.-cs. 10-12.-Twenty-:five years ago
this species was practically unknown in Rants. There were three
very old records for N. Hants, and the late Canon Vaughan and
a very few other botanists knew the Shanklin locality. The Winchester (v.-c. 12) locality was discovered in 1910, not in 1907 as
stated by Rayner; Vaughan's 1907 plants in Herb. D1'uee described as from " Salchett Downs" were probably from Shanklin;
Vaughan did not see the plant on the mainland of Hants until
1911, when the Winchester locality was shown to him by one of
the present writers. No other locality was known before 1922,
since when :five new localities have been discovered. In one of
these, Exton, the plant is abundant; Exton is less than four miles
from Droxford and it is unbelievable that such a botanist as Canon
Vaughan, when Rector of Droxford, could have overlooked this
plant, if it then grew at Exton in such numbers as it does at the
present time. There is thus reason to suppose that in Rants this
species is spreading.
W. SUSSEX (13). First recorded from Westergate, before 1843, hy
Tyacke; see Arnold's Flora. of S-ussex for this and other early re-
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cords. Has been recorded from at least seven localities in all;
three of these are recent records, and in one locality at least the
plant is plentiful.
E. SUSSEX (14). Arnold, l.e., gives several early records ; first dated
record from near Chailey, 1863, Edwards in HCTb. BopeL Recorded from nine loealities in all; four are recent records and
the plant still exists in the Eastbourne district.
E. KENT (15). Hanbury and Marshall, Flom of. Kent (1899), state
"frequent in districts 5, 6 and 7," and also give localities in
districts 4, 9 and 10. The earliest dated herbarium specimens
which we have seen are from Deal, 1835, I~.M., ex Herb. S. O.
Gm1! in Herb. Univ. ManG.
The ]i'loTal G1£ide for East Kent
(1839) gives four localities. In all the species has been recorded
from at least twenty localities; by the word " locality" we llleall
groups of stations in the same neighbourhood, as for example the
locality " near Wye " lllay and does cover more than one actual
station. There is reason to snppose that the plant has much decreased in recent years but still exists in at least ten localities;
we have recent records from Maidstone, "\Vye 1, Dover and Folkestone area (" occasional specimens," J. Jacob), Nonnington,
Barham (" scarce," J.J.), Chilham (" fairly abundant," J.J.),
Wingham (" decreasing," J.J.), Sittingbourne, and Harrietsham.
W. KENT (16). F/.oTa," frequent in district 2," i.e., in the DartfordRochester area. First record at Greenhithe and Northfleet, 1724,
Sherard in Ray. Syn., ed. 3, 379. The earliest herbarium speciIllen we have traced is from Wrotham, 1774, Banks in Herb. Ml£S.
BTit. Herbarium specimens from W. Kent localities dated in the
first half of the 19th century are frequent but later Eoxamples are
fewer. In all we have notes of thirteen locality-areas but it is
clear that the species has decreased very much in recent years,
especially in the north-western part of the vice-county; there are
recent records in five localities only, viz.: -Cuxton, Shoreham,
Dunton Green, West MaIling (two stations, abundant, 1933 1),
and Halling.
SURREY (17). There are numerous early records; the earliest dated herbarium specimens we have traced are from Croydon, c. 1798,
Dickson in Herb. Mus. Brit. A very large number of herbarium
specimens occur from Surrey localitie~; for example, in Herb. O.
Bailey in Manch. Univ., there are no less than ten sheets fro111
Boxhill alone. The species has been recorded from at least twenty
10cality-areaB, from fifteen of which we have recent records; in
many of these in spite of severe collecting throughout the last
100 years, the plant is still fI'equent; in fact it is only in the
localities nearest to London, e.g., Croydon, that the plant has
disappeared.
It is still very frequent in the Dorking-BoxhillReigate area and the statement in Salmon, Flora of Surrey, 1933,
601, "probably more abundant in Kent than in any other
county," is truer to-day of Surrey.
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N. ESSEX (19). The first record is also the first record for BritainDallington (=Ballington), Ray, Syn., 1690, 171; there are specimens from this locality dated 1715 in Herb. Sam·uel Dale (16591739) in Herb. lYlus. B1'it.; there are also specimens in the same
herbarium from Belchamp St Paul and WaIter Belchamp. There
is only one recent record, Terling, near Witham, 1909, E. E.
Turner in Herb. D1'l~ce. It is doubtful whether the plant still
exists in v.-c. 19.
HERTS (20). Very rare indeed, one loeality only in which six plants
were seen in 1931.
E. SUFFOUi: (25). First dated reeord, near Bungay, 1840, D. Stock in
He7·b. KelO and Herb. O. Bailey; five recorded loealities in all,
of which two are recent. In one of these at least, near Ipswieh,
there is still a colony of about 80 plants. Decreasing in Suffolk,
teste F. W. Simpson.
W. SUF1WI,K (26). First dated record, Ohilton gravel-pit, 25/5/1744,
in He·rb .•T. Andrews in He-rb. lYhts. Brit.; there are also early
records from Hadley, Stanton, Rougham, Great Barton and
Hitcham. There are recent records fr.om Whepstead (1911) and
Nedging, in whieh loeality the plant still exists in three stations
but not in large numbers.
E. NORFOLK (27). Nieholson, Flora of Norfolk, 1913, ]45, gives eight
10ealities in this v.-e.; the earliest dated record is from Forneett,
1799, and there are speeimens from here dated 1803 in Herb.
Kirby in Ipswieh Museum. vVe have not traeed any other herbarium speeimens from v.-e. 27. Nieholson, l.c., sta.tes " rare,"
and it is very doubtful whether the plant still exists. Seven of
the eight loealities given were in the Wymondham-Diss area and
the plant should be looked for in this district.
W. NORFOLK (28). The e.arliest dated record is Narford, 4/6/1849, B.
D. Ward ale in Herb. KelO, Mus. Brit., and Reading Univ.
Nicholson, l.c., gives three other localities, one of which-Thetford
-is recent, with specimens dated 1912 from F. O. Newton in
Herb. Leeds Uni'IJ. Present existence' doubtful.
OA:MBS (29). Babington, Flora of Oambridge, 1860, 226, gives eight
localities, in one of which only has the plant survived to recent
times.
There are specimens dat-ed 7/6/1927 in Herb. W. A..
Sledge. The first dated reeord is Linton, 1803, in Herb Kirby in
Ipswich Museum.
BEDS (30). Very sparingly in one locality only: first and only record
Totternhoe, 1926, J. Douy; see Rep. B.E.C., 1926, 135: speeiID'3n
in Herb. D1'ltce.
NORTHANTS (32). Has been recorded from ten localities in all. The
first dated record is Helpstone, 1820, in Herb. Ke'l.O without collector's name. This ant,edates b5' 30 years the earliest record in
Druee's Flora, Barnack, c. 1850. There are reee~t records from
seven loealities, viz. :-Barnack, Colleyweston, East Haddon, Bedford Purlieus, Southorpe, Swordy Well, and Helpstone.
The
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plant is still plentiful at Barnack, whence it was distributed
thrQugh the B.E.C. in 1914, and has been seen in at least 'One
'Other lQcality in 1933.

EXTINOTIONS.
N. SDMERSET (6). One recQrd 'Only, 'On carbQniferQus limestDne between
PQrtishead and ClevedDn, c. 1892; see J. W. White in JD~Lrn. Bot.,
1907. There is an interesting aCCDunt 'Of the eradicatiDn {)f the
plant frDm this lDcality in White's li'lora of Bristo~, 1912, 560; see
alsD W. D. Miller in Rep. B.E.C., 1932, 270.
S. ESSEX (18). This v.-c. appears in Top. Bot., withDut per,sDnal authDrity and is alsD given in Corn. Fl. The 'Only recDrd we have been
able tD trace is in G. S. GibsDn's Flora of Essex, 1862, "SDuth
ShQebury CDmmDn, 1835, F." There is a sheet in Herb. Mus.
Brit. gathered by E. FQrster in 1835 marked "belQw SQuth-End,
nQn SQuth ShQebury CQmmQn."
OXDN (23). Druce, Fl. Berks, 1897, 477, states" recQrded fQr OxDn 'On
unsatisfactDry authQrity" and in Fl. Oxon, 1927, 411, "very
rare if cQrrectly named." It is suggested that this species was
confused with Coeloglossurt1 viride and is excluded as an errDr.
There are, hQwever, specimens from Mapledurham, June 1853,
J. T. Syme in Herb. Mus. Brit.
DDUBTFUL AND ERRDNEOUS RECORDS.
There is a sheet in Herb. Univ. Mane., ex Herb. E. A..
Lo'fYU),x, which purports to be from" railway bank, near Torquay,
June 1873."
The sheet, hQwever, contains only 'One cQmplete
specimen 'Of Aeera8; 2 roots and leaf-r{)settes 'Of Aeeras; and 2
inflorescences of Listera ova ta, one 'Of which is stuck into Aeeras
leaves to give the appearance 'Of a complete plant. The Listera
spikes are ringed rDund in pencil and marked " Listera eordata "
(sic). There is alsD in the Manchester Museum a sheet 'Of Listera
ova,ta frQm Guildford as well as sheets of Aeems frQm Guildford,
bQth ex Herb. E. A. Lomax, and this is prDbably the source 'Of the
error.
N. WILTS (7). PrestQn, Fl. Wilts, 1882, 192, says" 2 spec. fQund at
Clyffe Pippard, c. 1868: alsD reported frQm 2 s~ations (bQth
WQQds) near Corsham: dQubtful." Druce, Fl. Berks, l.e., "recorded from Wilts 'On unsatisfactQry authority.':
S. WILTS (8). Two verbal reports tQ Miss Gullick 'Of Salisbury of 'Occurrences near Warminster, in which district the plant PQssibly
occurs, and shQuld be looked fDr.
BERKS (22). Given in Top. Bot., 2nd editiQn, withQut persQnal authQrity, and in Corn. Fl. in. brackets. Druce, Fl. Berks, Le., ~ays
" near the rQad frQm WallingtQn to Reading by Mr BrDwne, in
Merrett's Pinare 1666;" suggested cQnfusiQn with CoeloglosS1lm
v.i,ride and excluded.
S. DEVON (3).
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BUCKS (24). Given in Top. Bot., 2nd ed., without personal authority,
and in Corn. Fl., in brackets. Druce, Fl. Berks, Le., says" recorded for Bucks .on uilsatisfaCtory authority," and in Fl. Bucks,
1926, 332, gives one record, c. 1867, near Wendover, Rev. H.
Harpur-Crewe. Very doubtful.
E. GLOSTER (33). This appears in Corn. Flo in brackets but we have not
been able to trace on what this is based. Error.
N. LINCS (54). Appears in Com. FI. in brackets." l'l~ntiful in Gate
Burton 'Wood," Wollaston, in Phyt., 1843, 543; see also Lees in
Sciellce Gossip, 1870, 189 and 211.
Omitted by WoodruffePeacock from his List of Lincolnshi-r6 Plants as lm error for
Listera o'/)ata.
LEICESTER (55). Reported from Wardley Wood, Uppingham, by H.
Candler, but bracketed as an error by Horwood in Flora of Leics.
and Rutland, 1933, 532.
S.W. YORKS (63). Lees in Flora of W. Yo-rks, 433, gives two records but
excludes as an error. Included in Top. Bot., 2nd ed., from Hampole Wood, Doncaster, on authority of Mrs Broadrick. Included
in Corn. Fl., not in brackets.
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SOME HYBRID CARICES.
-"'V. H.

PEARSAI,L.

Below we give for each of the British species of Oarex the names of the
other species with which it is known to hybridise. The asterisk denotes
that this hybrid has been recorded for Britain. An examination of this
list will suggest many problems, to only two of which we may briefly refer: '1. 'Why do some species apparently not hybridise at n,ll? 2. How is
it that some species found growing together in abundance never
hybridise?
.
.
1. Among the commoner species not known to hybridise in Britain
are the following: pulicaris, pcmcifiora, disticha, divisa, capillaris,
strigosa, httmilis, depauperata, sylvatica, helodes, pendt£la, pallescens.
O. pt£Ucaris is frequently found within easy distance of O. dioica, but
whereas the latter hybridises occasionally with inc11.rva" lagopina, canescens and steUulata" it does not do so with pt£licaris, fiacca, ovalis and
pat£cifiora, which are usually more frequent in its immediate neighbourhood.
O. syZvatica, heZodes, pendula and pallescens have always other species
in their vicinity but do not hybridise with any of th~m.
2. Even more difficult to understand are cases such as these. In a
wood near my house s·ylvatica and helodes grow in abundance within a
few yards of each other but never hybridise. In an adjacent wood which
is very wet, pendula and paniculata are dominant in close proximity
over large areas but although I have searched diligently I have failed
to find any trace of hybridity. Similar cases will be within the recollection of most botanists. The following list may be useful for reference
and for economy of effort when searching for hybrids.

I.
DIOICA--inCt£rva, Zagopina, canescens, stellulata.
11.
ARENARIA-remota.
INCURVA-dioica.

VtnPINA-*pani.culata, *remota, *cont·ig1w.
COl',TIGUA-stelll£Zata, divl!lsa, *remota, *vttlpina.
DIVULsA-configtw, ovaZis, *remota, *vulpina P.
DIANDRA-paniculata, paradoxa.
PARADoxA-paniculata, diandra, ca11.escens, remota.
PANICULATA-siell1llatd, e/ol1gato, dial1dra, paradoxa, canescens, *remota,
*vuZpina.
REuoTA-arenaria, *co11.tigu.a, *Vl1.lpi.11a, *pa11.icl1.lata, paradoxa, ovalis,
con escens, elo11.gata, stelZtt.Zata, *divtllsa.
STELLULATA-dioica, canescens, remota, cO'nti(J1ra.,
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ELONGATA-paniclilata, canescens, remota.
CANESCENS-dioica, panicldata, lngopina, elongata, remota, stellulata.
OVALIs-remota, divl('lsa.

Ill. A.
HUDSONII-*GoodenolOii, * gracilis, *aquatilis.

RIGIDA-*Goodeno1lJii, *aquatilis.
GRACILIS-*Goodenowii, *Hudsonii.
GOODENOWII-*rigid(.t, trinervis, *aql('atilis, *gracilis, *Hudsonii, flacca.
AQUATILIs-*rigida, *GoodenolOii, *Hudsonii.
ALPINA-atrata.
LIMosA--'magellanica, rariflora.
MAGELLANICA-limosa, rarifiora, panicea.
RARIFLoRA-limosa, magellanica.
PANIcEA-fiacca, magellanica, Hostiana, vagina'ta.
FLAccA-Goodenowii, montana, tomentosa, panic ea, *amdiformis, fiava.
DIGITATA-ornithopoda.
CARYOPHYLLEA-ericetorum,

pi~ulifera.

ERICETORuM-caryophyllea, pih(,Zifera, montana.
PILuLIFERA-ericetorum, caryophyllea, montana.
lIIONTANA-ericetorum, pilulifera, fiacca.

lIT. B.
HOSTIANA-panicea, distans, *flava, *lepidocarpa, *Oederi.
PUNCTATA-*Oederi.
DISTANS-Hostiana" flava, lepidocarpa.
BlNElRVIS-Oederi, flava ?, rostrata.
EXTENsA-Oederi.

OEDERI-binervis, *punctata, *Hostiana, extensa, flava, lepidocarpa.
FLAVA-distans, *Hostiana, lepidocarpa, Oederi, fiacca, bine'rvi~, ?
I,EPIDOCARPA-distans, *Hostiana, flava, Oederi.
PSEUDO-CYPERus-*rostrata, *vesic&ria.
ROSTRATA-*Psel(,do-cyperus, *vesicaria, *riparia, *lasiocarpa, *hirta.
VESICARIA-*PSC1(,do-cyperus, *rostrata, ·~riparia, *lasiocarpa, *hirta.
ACUTIFORMIs-fiacca, *lasiocarpa, * gracilis, *rostrata, *ripari,a.
RIPARIA-*lasiocarpa, *rostrata, *vesicaria, *acutiformis.
LASIOOARPA-*rostrata, *vesicaria, *aw,tiformis, *riparia.
HIRTA-*rostrata, *vesicaria.
'With regard to recognised hybrids the request for descriptions of
these is hard to resist but more difficult to meet. It cannot be too often
emphasised that the hybrids between two given species may differ greatly
in their appearances and characters. They differ between the extreme
limits of the charactets of two very different species and any comprehensive description of them would be so vague as to be valueless. 'Where
. descriptions of a hybrid have been compiled it is usually because one
of the parents is so much more vigorous than the other that its in flu0nee is normally predominant, and that particular form of the hybrid
the one most frequently found, hut it is alwaYR necessary to remember
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that even in such a case we may occasionally come across a hybrid between the same two species showing the predominant influence of the
other parent. The danger of depending upon hybrid descriptions is
therefore very real. When your suspected hybrid agrees in the main
with a published description all may be well, but to assume that because
your plant does not agree with the description it cannot be a hybrid
between the same two species is absurd. The hybrids between any two
Carex species are usually separable into at least two distinct and very
different classes-those in which the evidence for one parent species
predominates, and those in which the influence of the other parent is
the more apparent. Many continental authors realise this and differentiate in their descriptions and names accordingly.
In my previous paper (Rep., 1932, 174-5) I give two descriptions of
hybrids included in Bab. (Man., 458) as species. Herewith I add several
others having some bearing on the point raised above and alRo on plants
distributed this year.
C. ROSTRATA

X

VESICARIA.

1. (Nearer to vesicaria).
C. PANNEWITZIANA Figert in De1btsch. bot. Monatsschr., v (1887),
97. Habit of C. rostrata but with broader Is., 4-5 mm. wide, flat
or nearly so, green and grass-like, often exceeding the stem. Sp.
broad and densely flowered. Fruits broadly ovate or ellipsoid
with rounded bases; larger than those of rostrata and strongly
inflated; ± abruptly narrowed into a moderately long neck and
deeply bifid beak; normally sterile.
Gl. long, narrow and
acute, subequal to the fruit or slightly shorter.
2. (Nearer to rostrata),
Var. SUPER-ROSTRATA Kneucker in Allg. bot. Zeitschr., vii (1901),
33. Ls. narrower, margins ± involute: more glaucescent. Sp.
narrower and longer. Gl. more often subacute or obtuse. Fruits
similar. Ijess frequent than the preceding.
C. PANICULATA X REMOTA.
xC. BOENNINGHAUSENIANA vVeihe in Flora, ix (1826), 74:~. Beckmann et Figert in Verh. bot. Ver. Brarldenburg, xxxii (1891), 272,
distinguish two forms of this:
. 3. (Nearer to parli,wlata).
Var. PER-PANICUJ,ATA Beckm. et Fig., l.c. Habit of O. remota but
larger and more robust, angles of stiffer stem acute and very
rough, especially in the upper half. Inflorescence ± paniculate
and strict. Ls. broader, as in paniwlata. Spikelets lanceolate,
greenish. Lowest bract equalling the stem. Gl. rusty brown with
broad silvery margins. Otherwise as described in Rep., 1932, 175.
4. (Nearer to remota).
Var. PER-REMOTA Beckm. et Fig., l.c. A much more slender plant,
with stem less rough and inflorescence long, very flaccid and sub-
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spicate. Sp. smaller, plainly distinct and the lowest very remote.
Lowest bract very long, often exceeding the stem. Gl. much paler.

C.

REMOTA X VULPINA.

5. xC. AXILLARIS Good. (See description, Rep., 1932, 175). This is by
far the more common form of this hybrid and is much nearer

'l)ulpina.

o.

Yar. REMOTOFORMIS Rouy (Fl. Fr., xiii, 423) is nearer remota. It is
the C. Kne~tckeriana Zahn in ()sterr. bot. Zeitschr., xl (1890), 412,
and is a more slender and smoother form with weak stem and
flaccid narrower leaves. Panicle less interrupted below. Fruits
attenuate below. Gl. usually paler.
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The following list of Glamorgan plants follows, in most cases, the
nomenclature of the" British Plant List," Edition 2, publisheli in 1928
by Dr G. O. Druce, including the additions and corrections that have
since appeared in the " Reports of the Botanical Society and Exchange
Olub of the British Isles."
All plants recorded for Glamorgan, v.-c. 41, that appear in the
" British Plant List" as native species, denizens,' or naturalised aliens,
printed in black type, black type with a!Sterisk, or starred' italics respectively, whether native or adventive in the county, have been as far
as possible included, but about 200 dock and grain aliens, appearing in
the "British Plant List" printed in nnstarred italics have been purposely omitted with the exception of ,a few that are more or less established in the county, or are included in "The London Oatalogue" of
Plants, Sowerby's "English Botany," Bentham's "British Flora," or
" Further Illustrations of the British Flora" by Dr Butcher, and may
therefore be considered of interest to field botanists visiting the county.
Being a list and not a Flora, the plan of including aliens with the native
species adopted in the "British Plant List" halS been followed, but
local conditions make it almost impossible to follow the list too strictly
as regards the starring of aliens, as in this respect every county has
different difficulties to contend with. Also, as it is only a list it seems
unnecessary to adhere to the practice generally adopted in Floras of
giving priority to the oldest records, and therefore the most modern
ones have where possible been quoted in preference, as likely to provide
the more useful information to field botanists desirous of seeing, in si,hl,
plants still occurring in the county.
The extensive coast line, high hills and varied geological features
make the native Flora of Glamorgan an unusually rich and interesting
one, while important sea ports on the shores of the Bristol Ohannel are
responsihle for an exceptional number of adventive species.
When
vessels were built to carry water ballast instead of sand, alien plants
would have become less numerous had it not be6n for the erection of
mills in the neighbourhood of several of the large seaport towns, which
has resulted in the ,appearance of many grain aliens on the refuse
dumped on waste ground and allotments in their vicinity.
The fact
that botanical observations have extended over an unusually long period
accounts for many erroneous records that have caused considerable confusion, While recent discoveries have !Shown it to be unwise to entirely disregard all old records, since several once considered erron6ous have recently been proved correct, a few improbable ones induding
those of Tola Morganwg, have pnrposely been omitted.
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The list has been cOlllViled from various sources, including:-

The Bota'nist's Guide tMo'ugh England and Wcdes, by Turner and L. W.
Dillwyn, 1805. (B.G.)
Materials for a Pauna and Plora of Swansea wnd the neighbou'fhood, by
L .. W. Dillwyn, 1848, unpublished. (L.W.D. Mat.)
.Topogmphical Botany and Supplements, by H. C. Watson, etc. (J.B.
Supp.)
l'he Plom of Oaq'diff, by John Storrie, 1886 (Fl. J.S.), and Notes.
The Plora of Rhondda, by H. Harries, 1905. (li'l. Rhondda.)
A. Plom of Glamorgan, by the Rev. H. J. Riddelsdell, published as a
Supplement to the Journal of Botany, 1907. (J.B. Supp., 1907.)
Catalogue of Swansea Plants, JJiag. Nat. Hist., iii (1839), by '1'. B.
Flower (l!'lower).
J. W. G. Gutch's " List of Plants near Swansea," in Phytologist, Vo!. i,
(1841 and 1842). (Gutch.)
The B'101'a of Glamorgan, edited by Dr Trow, 1908, containing notes
made by numerous local correspondents. (PI. Glam.)
Notes and Lists published from time to time in The Phytologist. (Phyt.).
The P.roceedings of the Oardiff Naturalists Society. (C.N.S. Procs.)
The Proceedings of the Linnean Society of London. (Proc. Linn. Soc.)
The Journal of Botany. (J.B.)
The Rep01'ts of the'Botanical Society and Exchange Olub of the British
Isles. (B.E.C.)
AIS references are ,always quoted, the names of the recorders can be
ascertained without difficulty in every case. There are also included
numerous unpublished records made and collected by the compiler and
her father, the law Dr C. J. Vachell, to whose co-operation and early
teaching the completion of the list is due.
'
Plants seen by the compiler are marked ! All critical plants have
been examined by experts and those whose names appear in the following pages are most warmly thanked for all the help so kindly given. In
cases where the names of critical plants marked ! are not followed by
the name of an expert, it may usually be assumed that specimens have
been examined at one time or another by Mr A ..Bennett, to whom all
interesting Glamorgan plants were formerly sent, or by Dr Druce, under
whose guidance the compiler has frequently been privileged to visit the
many interesting botanical areas in the county and who has often
examined the plants in her herbarium, including the sedges.
W'arm thanks are also exprelSsed to Mr R. ;E. Smith, who has spared
no pains in helping to determine the status uf the aliens, and to the
others who. have rendered invaluable assistance.
Although many distinguished field botanists have from early times
visited the .county, leaving behind them diaries and records of considerable interest, comparatively few belonging to a past generation have
been resident in the county for any considerable period.
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CLEMATIS VITALBA L. Septal, Sylvestral. Locally common 1
THALIOTRUM FLAVUM L., b. RIPARIUM (Jord.). Paludal. Scarce. Ewenny, etc. 1
T. MINUS L., agg., including montanum Wallr. and eollinum Wallr.
Littoral, Rupestral.
Scarce.
Llanmadoc, etc. 1, teste Dr
Butcher.
(T. DUNENSE Dum.
Llanmadoc!, B.E.C., 151, 1905.
Porthcawll,
C.N.S. ,Proes., 1891-2, errors, sps. referred by Dr Butcher to
1nontanum).
ANEMONE NEMOROSA 1;. Sylvestral. Common 1
b. PURPUREA DC. Tongwynlais 1
* A. RANUNCULOIDES L. Introduced. Penllergaer, Rb. Motley.
* A. APENNINA L. Introduced. Fairy Hill Woods, B.E.C., 102, 1926.
* ADONIS ANNUA L. Casual. Penarth, etc., Fl. J.S., 12, etc.
HANUNOULUS REPENS L. Agrestal, Viatical. Common!
H. ACER L. Pascual. Common!
b. MULTIFIDUS DC. Gower, J.B. Supp., 6, 1907.
c. TOMOPHYLLUS (J ord.). Locally common. J.B.. Supp" 6, 1907.
d. RECTUS Bor.
Aberdare, etc., J.B. Supp., 6, 1907.
e. STEVENI (Andrz.) Lange. Penard, G. C. Druce.
R. AURIOOMUS L. Pascual. Locally common 1
R. BULBOSUS L. Pascual. Common!
R. LINGUA L. paludal. 1:lcarce. Near Cow bridge !
R. FLAMMULA L. Paludal.' Common 1
b. ANGUSTIFOLIUS vVallr. Local. Kenfig Pool, etc. 1, B.E.V., 860,
1925.
It. ARVENSIS L. Agret;tal. Dinat; Powit;!
R. SARDOUS Cr. Inunclatal. Scarce. Llandough, etc. 1
b. PARVULUS (L.) R. & F. 1:lwansea, B.G., etc.
R. SCEJ"ERATUS L. Paludal. Locally common. Cogan, etc. 1
R. PARVIFLORUS L. Glareal, Littoral. Locally common near the coat;t 1
R. FLUITANS Lam. Llangenydd, B.E.V., 715, 1922.
R. CIROINATUS Sibth. Lacustral. Scarce. Kenfig, etc. 1
R. TRIOHOPHYLLUS Chaix. Laeustral. Locally common 1 B.E.V., 442,
1921.
R. RADIANS (Revel.). Glamorgan, Pearsall, RE.C., 448, 1921.
R. DRouETll F. Schultz. Lacustral. Pearsall, B.E.C., 445, 1921.
I't, HETEROPHYLLUS 'Weber. Lacustral. Locally common. Kenfig, etc. 1
b. SUBMERSUS Bab. Cadoxton, etc., J.B. Supp., 5, 1907.
R. PELTATUS Schrank. Lacustral. Common 1 B.E.C., 103, 1!:126.
b. TRUNOATUS (Koch). Kenfig 1, teste W. H. Pearsall.
R. PSEUDO-FLUITANS Baker. Lacustral. Locally common!
B.E.C.,
332, 1930.
b. MINOR Pearsall. Locally common. River Ely 1, teste W. H.
Pearsall.
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R. BAUDOTII Godr. Lacustral. Locally common. Llalldough, etc .. l
B.E.G., 103, 1926.
h. MARINUS (Arr. & Fr.).
Cardiff Castle Moat 1, also in reens.
B.E.G., 332, 1930.
R. LUTARIUS Bouvet. Lacustral. Rhossili Down, B.E.G., 452, 1921.
R. LENORMAJ.'1DI F. Schultz. Lacustral. Locally common 1
R. HEDERAOEUS L. Lacustral, local. Kenfig, etc.!
h. OMIOPHYLLUS (Ten.). Llanedarne, J.B., 397, 1909.
R. FICARIA L. Septal. Common!
h. INCUMBENS Schultz. Ely, etc., J.B., 397, 1909.
C. SIJ:<lJATUS Horwood. Near River Taff, Cardiff!, B.E.G., 554, 1924.
CALTHA PALUSTRIS L. Paludal. Common!
h. GUERANGERII (Bor .). Scarce. Crumlin Bog, fide A. Bennett.
TRoLLIUs EUROPAEUS L. 1?ratal, Paludal. Scarce. Dulais River, etc. !
*HELLEBORUS VIRIDIS L., h. OOOIDENTALIS (Reut.) Dr. Sylvestral. Rare.
Oxwich Bay, B.E.G., 366, 1918.
H. FOETID US L. Sylvestral. Loeally common; native in Gower!
*ERANTHIS HYEMALIS Salish. Near Caerau, J.B., 411, 1909.
AQUILEGIA VULGARIS L. Sylvestral, local. Llanishen, etc. 1
*DELPHINIUM AJACIS L. Casual. Cardiff, etc. 1
*D. OONSOLIDA L. Casual. Cardiff, Fl. J.S., 14.
ACON-:rTUM ANGLICU~I Stapf. Sylvestral. Locally common. River Ely,
etc. !
BERBERIS VULGARIS L. Septal. Scarce. Merthyr Mawr, etc. 1
*NuPHAR LUTEA Sm. Lacustral. Introduced? Penriee, etc. 1
NYlIfPHAEA ALBA L. Lacustral, loeal. Kenfig Pool, etc.!
*PAPAVER SOMNIFERUM L. Casual. Scarce. Porthcawl, etc., J.n. SUPZ).,
75, 1907.
h. HISPIDUM H. C. ""Vats. Llantwit Major, ete., J.n. SltPP., 75,
1907.
P. RHoEAs L. Agrestal. Locally common 1
b. STRIGOSUM (Boenn.). Scarce. Porthcawl, etc., ,f.B. S'U'PP., 75,
1907.
P. IJUBIUM L. Agrestal, local. Near Barry, etc.!
P. IjECOQII Lamotte. Agrestal, etc. Local. Porthcawl, etc., J.B.
S1~pp.,

74, 1907.

"P. ARGEMONE L. Agrestal. Near Swansea. Casual, Cardiff, etc.!
"P. HYBRIDUM L. Casual. Cardiff, etc. !
MECONOPSIS OAMBRICA (L.) Vig. Rupestral. Rare. Pontneddfechall,
etc. !
GLAUCIUM FLAVUM Crantz. Littoral. Locally common!
"G. CORNIOULATUM (L.) Curt. Casual, SploU!, B.E.G., 385, 1927.
*ROEMERIA HYBRIDA DC. Casual. Splott!, B.E.C., 104, 1926.
"CHELIDONIUM MAms L. Septal, Viatica!. Locally common!
CORYDALIS OLAVIOULATA (L.) DC. Rupestral. Scarce. Caerphilly, etc. !
"C. BULBOSA (L.) DC. Naturalised. Near Cottrel, etc.!
*C. LUTEA DC. Rupestral. Scarce. Southerndown, etc. I

G9l!
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J!'UMARIA OAPREOLATA L. Agrestal, etc. Oystermouth. 80werby, 1!J.11.,
i, 105.
b. BABINGTONII Pugsl. Oxwich!, teste R. W. Pugsley.
J!'. PUltPUREA Pugsl. Agrestal, etc. l{,are. Llandaff, etc. 1, teste R. 'N.
Pugsley.
]'. BORAE! Jord. Agrestal, etc. Scarce. St Nicholas, etc.!, testeR.
W. Pugsley.
*b. GRACILIS (Pugsl.). Adventive. Barry Dock, lJ.I!J.O., 861, 1925.
]'. MURALIS Sond. Agrestal, etc. Near Swansea, 1'.11. Hupp., 9.
]'. BASTARDI Boreau. Agrestal, etc. Scarce, Llandaff, etc.!, teste H.
W. Pugsley.
l!'. OFFICINALIS L. Agrestal. Common!
*l!'. MICRANTHA Lag. Casual. Llandaff, Bb. N.M. of 'Wales.
*F. PARV!li'LORA Lam. Casual. Ballast, PI. J.8., 15; T.E. gupp., 9.
.x'l~'h'TTHIOLA INOANA Br. Rupestral. Nash cliffs!, J.B., 217, 1905.
M, SINUATA Br. Littoral. Swansea! E,xtinct P.
*CHEIRANTHUS CHEIRI L. Rupestral. Locally common!
b. FRUTICULOSUS (L.). Aberdare, J.B. Supp., 76, 1907.
RORlPPA OFFICINALE Br. Paludal. Common!
b. SIIFOLIUM Reichb. Mayals, B.E.C., 367, 1918.
C. MICROPHYLLUM Crantz. Aberdare, J.B. Supp., 8, 1907.
R. SYLVESTRE Br. Paludal. Common!
R. AMPHIBIUM Br. palud.al. Scarce. Near Morriston, B.E.C., 386,
etc., 1927.
R. ISLANDICUM (Oeder). Inundatal. Common!
*BARBAREA VERNA Asch. ViaticaJ. Rare. Near Barry, etc. !
B. VULGARIS R. Br. Septal, Viatical. Common!
*B. INTERMEDIA Boreau. Viatical. Rare. St Fagans!, B.B.C., 634,
1931.
ARAffiS HIRSUTA Scop. H.upestral. Common!
b. GLABRATA (Syme) Dr. Newton sand dunes!, teste A. Bennett.
*A,OAUOASIA Willd. Adventive. Merthyr Mawr Quarry, R.E.C., 637,
1919.
CARD AMINE PRATENSIS L. Pratal. Common!
b. DENTATA (Schultes). Llanrhidian, J.B. Supp., 9, 1907.
C. AMARA L. Paludal. Very rare. Pontypridd. J.S. P. T.B. SuPp.,
12.
C. IMPATIENS L. Rupestral. Very rare. Morlais Castle, .J.B. Supp.,
9, 1907.
C. FLEXUOSA ·With. H.upestral, Sylvestral. Common!
C, HIRSUTA L. Rupestral, etc. Common!
*C. TRIFOLIA L. Established. Singleton, B.E.C., 637, 1919.
* ALYSSUM ALYSSOIDES L. Adventive. Penarth, etc., PI. J.S., 17.
* A. INOANU~i L. Adventive. Barry!
*A. MARITIMUM Lam. Casual. Scarce. Porthcawl, etc.!
DRAllA .HZOIDES L., var. MONTANA Koch. Rupestral. Rare. Penard
Castle and cliffs, Gower!
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(D. INUANA L. and D. MURALIS L. errors. Hw. He. Huc. Yrucs., 1[)29.)
EROPHILA VERNA (L.) Meyer, b. OABILLONENSIS (Jord.) O. E. ~dlUlz.
Barry Island, B.E.C., 186, 1929.
E. BOERHAVII (Van Hall) Dum., b. DEUIl'IENS (Jord.) O. E. Schuiz.
Kenfig, B.E.C., 193, 1929.
E. PRAEOOX (Stevens) DC. J;>orthkerry, J.B., 398, 1909.
b. VlRESOENS (Jord.) O.E.S. Cold Knap, etc., J.B., 398, H)09.
*COUHLEARIA AR]<WRAOIA L. Viatical. Common!
C. OFFICINALIS L. Littoral, etc. Scarce!
C. ANGLICA L. Littoral. Locally common. Leckwith, etc. !
C. DANICA L. Littoral. Locally common. Southerndown, etc.!
*HESPERIS MATRONALIS L. Viatical. Scarce. Gower, etc.!
*SISYMBRIUM SOPHIA L. Viatical. Scarce. Swallbridge, etc.!
*S. ALTISSIMUM L. Viatical. Locally common!
*S. ORIENTALE L. Viatical. Locally common!
b. IRIOIDES (Thell.). Grangetown, B.R.C., 213, U)20.
*S. !RIO L. Casual. Barry, B.E.C., 168, 1923.
S. OFFICINALE (L.) Scop. Viatical, Agrestal. Common!
b. LEIOOARPUM DC. Locally common!
S. THALIANUM (L.) Gay. Rupestral, Agrestal. Common!
S. ALLIARIA Scop. Septal. Common!
*ERYSIMUM OHElRANTHOIDES L. Casual. Splott, etc.!
*CONRINGlA ORIENTALIS (L.) Dum. Casual. Newton, etc.!
*CAMELil'<A SATIVA Crantz. Casual. Splott, etc.!
*C. ALYSSUM (Mill.) Thell. Barry Island, J.B. Supp., 75, 1907.
BRASSIOA OLERAOEA L. Rupestral, Littoral, native on lias sea cliffs!
*B. KAPUS L. Viatical, Agrestal. Common!
*B. RAPA L. Agrestal, Viatical. Common. Cardiff, J.B., 257, etc.,
1884.
b. BRIGGSII Wats. Cardiff Docks, etc., J.B. SuPP., 75, 1907.
B. MONENSIS Huds. Littoral. Very rare. Three Cliffs Bay! Extinct?
*B. CHEIRANTHOS Vill. Viatical, local. Near Grangetown!
B. NIGRA L. Viatical, etc. Native on sea cliffs!
B. ARVENSIS Kuntz. Agrestal. C0111mon!
b. ORIENTALIS (L.) Aschers. Cardiff Docks, etc., J.B. SI/PP., 10,
1907 .
. *B. ALBA (L.) Boiss. Agrestal, etc. Locally common!
*B. GALLICA (Willd.) Dr. Casual. Splott!
*B. INOANA (L.) F. Schultz. Adventive. Established near Docks, etc.!,
B.E.C., 168, 1923.
*DIPLOTAXIS TENUIFOLIA (L.) DC. Viatical, local. Grangetown, .etc. !
D. MURALIS (L.) DC. Viatical, Littoral. Locally common!
b. BABINGTONII (Syme). Gower, J.B. Supp., 10,1907.
"D. ERUOOIDES DC. Casual. Barry, B.E.C., 557, 1924.
BURSA PASTORIS Weber. Viatical, Agrestal. C0111111on!
B. ABSOISSA (E. At.). Cardiff, Hb. N.M. of Wales.
B. ANGLIOA (E. At.). Barry, R.E.C., 105, 1926.
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B. BATAVORUM (E. At.) Aberdare, B.E.C., 197, 1920.
B. BRITTONII (E. At.). Cardiff, B.E.C., 637, 1931.
B. DRucEANA (E. At.). Barry, B.E.C., 387, 1927.
B. GALLICA (E. At.). Cardiff, B.E.C., 863, 1925.
B. GERMAc'lICA (E. At.). Cardiff, B.E.C., 863, 1925.
B. LAEVIGATA (E. At.). Barry, B.E.C., 387, 1927.
B. ROBUSTA (E. At.). Grangetown, Hb. N.M. of Wales.
B. SINUOSA (E. At.). Cardiff, Hb. N.M. of Wales.
B. TREVIRORUM (E. At.). Cardiff, Hb. N.M. of Wales.
B. TURONIENSIS (E. At.). Cardiff, Rh. N.M. of Wales.
B. VIMINALIS (E. At.). 1'affs Well, etc., Hb. N.M. of Wales.
B. SEGETUM (E. At.). Cardiff, Hb. N.M. of Wales.
CORONOPUS DIDYMUS Srn. Viatical. Locally common! Doubtful native.
C. RUELLII All. Glareal, Viatical. Locally common!
*LEPIDIUlI! GRAMINIFOLIUM L. Viatical. Cardiff, etc. !, n.E.C., 170, 192:3.
*L. LATIFOLIUM L. Littoral, local. Banks of River Taff!, B.E.C., 718,
1922.
*L. DRABA L. Viatical, local. Common!
*L. RUDERALE L. Viatical. Cardiff!
L. CAMPESTRE (L.) Br. in Ait. Agrestal, Viatica!. Locally COllllliOll!
L. SMITHII Hook. Agrestal, Viatical. Locally common. Pwllypant,
etc. !
b. CANESCENS Gren. & Godr. Llancaiach, J.B., 398, 1909.
*L. NEGLECTUM Thell. Adventive. Cardiff!, B.E.a., 388, 1927.
*L. SATIVUM L. Casual, Local. Cardiff!
*THLASPI ARVENSE L. Agrest,al, Viatical, I"ocal. Cardiff, etc.!
T. ALPESTRE L. Pontneddfechan, etc., B.G.
TEESDAI.~A NUDICAULIS (L.) Br.
Swansea, L.W.D. Mat., 42. Extinct l'
*IBERIS AMARA L. Adventive. Kenfig, Hb. Motley, etc.
HUTCHINSIA PETRAEA Br. in Ait. Rupestral, Glareal. Locally common.
Kenfig, etc.!
*BUNIAB ERUCAGO L. Casual. Cardiff, J.B. S'upp., 75, 1907.
*B. ORIENTALIS L. Casual. Penarth, etc., Fl. J.S., no.
CRAMBE MARITIMA L. Littoral. Rare. The Leys!, etc.
*RAPISTRUM PERENNE L. Casual. Cardiff Docks, J.B. S'UPP., 76, 1907.
*R. RUGOSUM (L.) All. Casual. Port Tulbot Docks, J.lJ. 8u.P17., 76,
1907.
CAKILE MARITIMA Scop. Littoral. Locally common. Baglan, etc.!
RAPHANUS RAPHANISTRUlI! L. Agrestal, Viatical. Locally common!
R. MARITIMUS Srn. Littoral. Penclawdd, Hb. Brit. Mus., 1887, etc.
"RRSEDA ALBA L. Adventive. Near Docks, etc. !
R. I.UTEA L. Agrestal, etc. Locally common!
R. LUTEOI.A L. Viatical, etc. Common!
*R. PHYTEUMA L. Casual. Cardiff, B.E.C., 719, 1922.
*R. STRICTA l'ers. Casual. Splott, B.E.C., 335, 1930.
HELIANTHEMUM CHAM2ECISTUB Mill. Paseual. Common!
H. OANDM (L.) Baumg. RupestraI, local. Gower!
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VIOLA SILVESTRIS Lam. Sylvestral. Common 1
b. PUNCTATA Dr. Wenvoe, B.E.G., 232, 1912.
V. RIVINIANA Reichb. Sylvestral. Common 1
b. VlCINA (Martr.-Don.). Caerau, etc., J.B., 399, 1909.
V. RUPESTRIS Schmidt, vaI'. GLABRESCENS Schmidt. Ewenny Down 1,
B.E.G., 335, etc., 1930. (Error, P. M. Hall).
V. OANINA L. Scarce. Ewenny Down 1, teste P. M. Hall.
b. ERICETORUM Reichb. Littoral. Locally common. Kenfig, etc. 1
c. PUSILLA Bab. Ewenny Down 1, teste P. M. Hall.
V. LAOTEA Sm. Pascual. Rare. Gower, as stagnina, J.B., 312, 1904,
and J.B. Supp., 18, 1907, etc.
V. ODORATA L. Septal, Sylvestml. Common 1
b. PRAECOX GI'eg. Llandaff 1, B.E.G., 148b, 1£l17.
c. DUMETORUM (J ord.). Common 1 B.E.C., 106, 1929.
d. IMMAOULATA Greg. Fairwater 1, B.E.G., 107, 1926. (Error. P.
M. Hall).
e. SUBCARNEA (Jord.). Local. St Nicholas 1, etc., B.E.C., 106, 1929.
V. HIRTA L. Sylvestral, etc. Comlllon 1
b. PROPERA (Jord.) Gillot. Cowbridge 1, teste Gregory.
V. CALCAREA Greg. Glareal. Very rare. E'wenny Down 1, teste P.
M. Hall.
V. PALUSTRIS L. Uliginal. Common. Caerphilly, etc. 1
V. EPIPSILA Ledeb. Uliginal. Very rare. Caerphilly, McLean.
V. VARIATA Jord. Agrestal, etc. Scarce. St Fagans 1, etc., teste E.
Drabble.
V. LEJEUNEI Jord. Agrestal. Scarce. Llandaff 1, teste E. Drabble.
V. LLOYDII Jord. Agrestal. Scare-e. Llandaff, B.E.C., 199, 1926.
V. AGRESTIS Jord. Agrestal. Common. St Lythans 1, B.E.G., 457,1930.
V. SEGET.H,IS Jorc1 .. Agrestal, etc. Scarce. Llandaff, etc., B.E.C.,
199, 1926.
V. OBTUSIFOLIA JoI'd.
Agrestal, etc.
Scare-e.
Llandaff 1, teste E.
Drabble.
V. ltuRALIS Boreau. Agrestal, etc. Scarce. Llwydcoec1, B.E.C., 19H,
1926.
V. DESEGLISEiI Jord. Agrestal, etc. Scarce. Llwydcoec1, etc., R.E.C.,
199, 1926.
b. SUBTILIS (Jord.). Scarce. Penarth Ferry, B.E.G., 215, 1920.
V. ARVATIOA Jord. Agrestal, etc. Scarce. Sker 1, teste E. Drabble.
V. LUTEA Huds. Pascual. Rare. Craig Koynoch, etc., RE. C., 199,
1926.
b. AMOENA Hensl. Near Pontypridd, Hb. N.M. of WaJes.
V. CURTISII Forst. Littoral. Locally common 1
V. MACKAII H. C. Wats. Littoral. Locally common 1 Kenfig 1, B.E.C.,
460, 1930.
POLYGALA SERPYLLIFOLIUM Hose. Ericetal. Scarce. Mynydd-y-glew,
etc. !
P. VULGARE L. Glareal, etc. Common 1
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P. DUBIUM BellYlllOk. Glureal. LOlOally common!
b. DUNENSE Dum. Kenfig!, etc. (B.JlJ.O., 336, 1\.J30).
DIA:'<THus DELTOIDES L. Glareal, etc. Rare. Mayals, B.B.C., 866, 1925.
D. AItMERIA L. Pascua!. Very rare. Merthyr Mawr I, etc., Hb.
Vachell.
*D. CARYOl'HYLLUS L. Rupestral. Cardiff CaDtle, extinct, :Fl. J.S., 2l.
*TUNICA PROLIFERA (L.) Scop. Casual. Splott, B.E.C., 181, 1926.
SAPONARIA OFFICINALIS L. Viatical, etc. COlllmon!
b. HIRSUTA Wierzb. Merthyr Mawr, J.B., 316, 1902.
·'·S. VAOOARIA L. Viatical, local. Cardiff Docks, etc., :FL J.S., 112.
SILENE lYIARITIMA vVith. Littoral. Locally lO01l1ll10n. Gower, etc.!
S. ANGU8TIFOLIA S. & T. Agrestal, etc. Locally common. St NicllOlas,
etc. !
b. PUBESOENS DC. Common. B.E.C., 64:3, 1919.
*S. CONICA L. Casual. Barry, etc., B.E.C., 172, 1923.
,'s. NOOTIFLORA L. AgrestaL Rare. Gigmmr!; Casual, Cardiff, etc.!
S. ANGLIOA L. Agrestal. Locally COlllmon. Southerndo'wn, etc. !
*S. GALLICA L. Casual. Splott!
'·S. OTITE8 (L.). Casual. Ballast, Fl. J.S., 21.
*S. NUTANS L. Ca'sual. Barry, B.lD.C., 1007, 1925.
,·S. DICHOTOMA Ehrh. Casual. Splott, etc.!, B.E.G., 172, 1\.J23.
·'S. QUINQUEVULNERA L. Casual. Pontardulais, Rh. Motley, etc.
LYOHNIS FLOS-OUOULI L. Paludal. Common!
L. ALBA Mill. Agrestal. Scarce. Southerndown, etc.!
L. DIOICA L. Septal, etc. Common!
*L. GITHAGO (L.) Scop. Agrestal. Rare. Ely!, etc.; Adventive, near
Docks!
(CERA8TIUM EREOTUM (L.). East Moors, Fl. J.S., 22).
*C. ARVENSE L. Casual. Barry, etc., B.E.C., 172, 1923.
C. VULGATUM L. Agrestal, etc. Common!
b. ALPINUM Grell. Aberdare, etc., J.B. 8u]J]J., 15, 1907.
c. PENTANDRUM (Syme). Kenfig, etc., J.B. 8u]J]J., 15, 1907.
C. VISOOSUlIf L. Agrestal, etc. Common!
b. APETALUlIf (Dum.). Cardiff!
C. PUMILUM Curt. Glamorgan, E. F. Linton, T.E. 81.PP., 22, 1905.
C. SEMIDECANDRUM L. Glareal. Locally common. Kenfig Dunes, etc. !
C. TETRANDRUM Curt. LittoraL Locally common. Sand dunes, etc.!
STELLARIA AQUATICA Scop. PaludaL Scarce. St F,agans. etc.!
(S. NEMORUM L .. Bodringallt Woods, Fl. Rhondda, etc., 14. T.B.).
S. MEDIA Vill. Agrestal, etc. Common!
b. APETALA (Ucria, 1796). Locally common. Dunes, Candlestone,
etc. !
S. NEGLECTA Weihe, var. DEOIPIENS (E. S. Marshall). Scarce. Fairwater, J.B., 399, 1909.
S. HOLOSTEA L. SeptaL Common!
(S. DIM.ENIANA Moench, b. PALUSTRIS (Retz.) Dr. Records doubtful).
S. GRAMINEA L. Pratal, Septal. Common!
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S. ALSINE Grimm. Paludal, Uliginal. Common 1
ARENARIA TRINERVIA L. Sylvestral. Common 1
A. SERPYLLIFOLIA L. Glareal, Agrestal. Common 1
b. VISCIDULA Roth. Penard, etc., J.B. Supp., 15, 1907.
c. MACROCARPA Lloyd. Scarce. Kenfig Burrows 1
A. LEPTOCLADOS GUSfi. Glareal. Common 1
A. PEPLOIDES L. Littoral. Locally common 1
(A. TENUIFOLIA L. Doubtful records.)
SAGINA NODOSA (1,.). Inundatal. Scarce. Gower, etc. 1
h. GLANDULOSA (Bess.). Margam Moors, .1.B. Supp., 16, 1907.
c. MONILIFORMIS Lange. Whiteford Point, B.E.C., 476, 1916.
S. CILIATA Fr. Glm'eal. Southerndown, J.B., 399, 1909.
h. FILICAULIS (Jord.). Near Oardiff1, B.E.O., 338, 1930.
S. APETALA Ard. Glareal. Common 1
h. PROSTRATA S. Gibs. Porthcawl, etc., .J.B. Sv,pp., 16, 1907.
S. REUTERI Lange. Glareal. Rare. Penarth, RE. C., 116, 1920.
S. MARITIM..~ Don. Littoral. Locally common. Southerndown 1
h. DEBILIS (Jord.) Bab. Porthcawl, .1.B. Svpp., 16, 1907.
c. DENSA (Jord.) Asch. Burry Holm, ,1.B. S1lPP., 16, 1907.
S. PROCUMBENS L. Viatical, etc. Common!
SPERGUI,A ARVENSIS L. Agrestal. Common 1
*S. SATIVA Boenn. Oasual. Splott, etc. 1
SPERGULARIA RUPICOLA Lebel. Littoral, Rupestral. ·Scarce. Porthcawl, etc.!
S. MHDIA (P·ers.) Pres!' Litt.ora1. Locally common. Near Oardiff,
etc. 1
S. SAUNA Pres!' Littoral. Locally common. Aberthaw, etc.:
*S. BOCCONEI (Soleir.) Steud. Casual. Barry 1, B.E.C., 39, 1927.
S. RUBRA (1,.) Presl. Glar-eal, etc. Scarce!
*POLYCARPON TETRAPHYLT,UM L. Near Pyle, B.O., native?; aclventive,
Harry Docks 1
*CLAYTONIA SIBIRICA L. Oasual. \ Penarth, Fl. J.8.
*(C. PERFOLIATA Donn. Oardiff, FI. J·.S., 109. Extinct.)
MONTIA FONTANA L.
Iimncluta!.
From 250 ft. to 800 ft. III Gbm.,
.J.B., 230, 1912.
h. BOREO-RIVULARIS Dr.
The Bwllfa, Ahm'clare, at 700 ft., .T.B.,
230, 1912.
M. VERNA Neck. Inundatal. Common. Kenfig, etc!, teste A. E.
Wade.
*TAJloIARIX GALLICA L. Established near sea, Porthcawl, Phyt., ii, 972,
etc.
ELATINE HEXANDRA DC.
Lacustral.
Rare.
Mynyclcl-y-glew 1, etc.,
B.E.C., 376. If!21.
"HYPERICUM HIRCINU:!.I L. Penmaen, Sl/:. Se. Soc. P'roes, 62, 1929.
HYPERICuuANDROSAEMU:!.[ L. Ry]vestl'al. Locally C0111mon. ,Castell
Ooch, etc.!
·"H. RLAl'l1M Ait. Sull~', FI. ,LB .. 111.
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*H. CALYCINUM L. Established. Nicholston wood, near Penrice Castle!,
L.W.D. Mat., 33.
H. MONTANUM L. Sylvestral. Rare. Llansannor!, etc.
H. HIRSUTUM L. Sylvestra1. Scarce. Cogan, etc.!
H. PULCHRUM L. Ericetal. Locally common!
H. AClTTUM Moench. Paludal. Common!
H. QUADRANGULUM L. Septal. Locally common. Uandaff, etc.!
H. PERFORATUM 1~. Glareal. Common!
b. ANGUSTU'OLIUM Gaud. Draethen, etc., .l.B., 399, 1909.
H. HUMIFUSUM L. Pascual. Locally common!
H. ELODES L. Uliginal. Locally common. Pendoylan, etc.!
AI.THEA OFFICINALIS L. Littoral, local. Gower, etc.!
., A. HI.RSUTA L. Casual. Cardiff, Fl. J.S., 24.
LAVATERA ARBOREA L. Littoral, local. The Leys, etc.!
*L. SYLVESTRIS Brot. Adventive. Cardiff, B.E.C., 730, 1928.
MALVA MOSCHATA L. Septal. Locally common!
b. HETEROPHYLLA Lej. & Court. Cwm Nash, etc!, RE.C., 391, 1927.
M. SYLVESTRIS L. Viatical, etc. Common!
b. LASIOCARPA Dr. Barry Docks, B.E.C., 563, 1924.
c. ACUTILOBA Celak. Nash!, B.E.C., 391, 1927.
M. ROTUNDIFOLIA 11. Viatica!. Locally common!
"·M. PUSILLA Sm. Casual. Splott!
"M. NICAEENSIS All .. Casual. Splott!, B ..E.C., 391, 1927.
"M. PARVIFLORA L. Casual. Splott!
b. MICROCARPA (Desf.) Fiori & Paol. Splott, B.E.C., 391, 1927.
"(TILIA PLATYPHYLLOS Scop. Record probably erroneous).
*T. EUROPAEA L. Often planted!
T. CORDATA Mill. Sylvestral. Gower, Flower & Lees, etc.
RADIOLA LINOIDES Roth. Ericetal. Scarce. Kenfig, etc.!
LINUM ANGUSTIFOLIUM Huds. Glareal, local. Barry!, etc.
L. CATHARTICUM L. Ericetal. Pascual. Common!
*L. USITATISSIMUM L. Oasual. Cardiff, etc.!
GERANITM SANGUlNEUM L. RUpestral, etc. Locally common. Gower,
etc. !
b. LANCASTRIENSE (Mill.). Inner Worm's Head, B.E.C., 339, 1930.
*G. VERSICOLOR L. Established occasionally!
G. SYLVATICUM L. Uangiwg, R.E.C., 109, 1929.
G. PR-I.TENSE L. Pratal. Scarce. Vale of Neath, etc. !
*G. PHAEUM L. Septal. Established, Glyn Heath, etc.!
G. PYRENAICUM Burm. f. Viatical. Rare. Llandaff!, etc.
G. COLUMBIJ\'lJM L. Glareal, etc. Locally common!
G. DISSECTUJ'.I L. Agrestal. Common!; Glareal, rare, and on .limestone!
G. MOLLE L. Agrest.al, Glareal. Common!
G. ROTUNDIFOLIUM L. Viatica!. Scarce. Newton, etc.!
G. PUSILLUlIr L. Viatical, etc. Scarce. 1~angland ('Jiffs, etc. !
G. LTfCIDTfM L. Rupestral. Locally common!
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G. HOBERTIANUJI>I L. Viatical, Rupestral. Common I
h. CELTICUlIf (Ost.). Limestone hills, Llyn-llech-Owen, B.E.C., 564,
1924.
c. ALBUM. Pwllypant I
G. PURPUItEU~I Vill., b. INTEItMEDIUJI>I Wilm. Barry, B.E.C., 277, 1921.
G. NODOSUM L. Established. Baglan, etc. I, B.E.C., 175, etc., 1923.
ERODIUM ~IARITIMUM L' Herit. Littoral. Locally common I
E. MOSCHATUM L'Herit. Littoral. Scarce. Gower, etc. I
b. Jl>IINOR Rouy. Apparently this variety at Port Talbot Docb,
J.B. S1bPP., 19, 1907.
E. (1ICUTARIU~r L'Herit. Glareal, Agrestal. Common!
b. GLUTINOSUM (Dum.). Gower, J.B. S1IPP., 19, 1907.
o. LEBEI,II (Jord.). Baglan Dunes, etc. I, teste E. G. Raker.
d. NEGI,EGTUM (B. f. & S.). Gower I, teste E. G. Raker.
*e. PIMPINELLIFOLIU~I (Sibth.). Cardiff!, teste Eo G. RakeI'.
OXALIS ACETOSELLA L. Sylvestral. Common I
b. SUBPURPURASCENS DC. Castell Coch!, etc.
*0. OORNICULATA L. Casual. Scarce. Canton!
*0. STRICTA L. Garden weed. Scarce. Duffryn!, B.E.C'., 109, 1929.
*(IMPATIENS NOLI-TANGERE L. Swansea, etc. Records probably erroneous).
*I. BIFLORA "Valt. Estahlished. River Ddaw near I"landongh!
*I. PAItVIFLORA DC. Established. River Lougher, 1'.ear Pontyffynon,
J.B. S1f,PP., 78, 1907.
*I. GLANDULIFEItA Royle. Established. River banks. Common!
ILEX AQUll'OLIUM L. Septal, Sylvestral. Comm9n I
EUONY~roS EUItOPAEUS L. Septal, Sylvestral. Locally common 1
RHAMNUS FItANGUr,A L. Sylvestral. Locally common!
R. OATHAItTICUS L. Septal, Glareal, local. Near Newton, etc. I
*STAPHYLEA PINNATA L. Sylvestral. Established. Penylan, etc. !
* ACER PSEUDO-PLATANUS L. 1?lanted. Common I
A. CAMPESTRE L. Sylvestral. Common!
b. LEIOCARPON Wallr: Roath, B.E.O., 831, 1922.
*LuPlNus NOOTKATENSIS Donn. Adventive. Blackpill, B.E.C., 564, 1924.
*LABURNUM VULGARE Presl. Established. Limestone cliffs, Langland,
B.E.C., 378, 1921.
GE~ISTA ANGLICA L. Ericetal.
Scarce. Penylan, etc. I
G. TINCTORIA L. Pascual, etc. Locally common I
ULEX EUROPAEUS L. Ericetal. Common!
U. GALr,n Planoh. Ericetal. Common!
b. HUMILIS Planch. (as nanus). Worm's Head, Hb. Motley. Probably this, A. Bennett, in litt.
CYTISUS SCOPARIUS (L.) Link. Ericetal. Common!
ONoNIS ItECLINATA L. Port Eynon, 1828, Hb. J os. Woods; until 1910,
Sw. Sc. Soc. Procs., 1929.
O. ItEPENS L. Glareal. Common I
h. ROllItIDA Lange. Kenfig, etc. !
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Pascual. Locally common 1
TRIGONELLA ORNITHOPODIOIDES DC. Pascual, etc. Scarce. Cogan 1
*MEDICAGO FALcATA L., b. TENUIFOLIOLATA Vuyck. Adventive. Scarce,
Grangetown, etc. 1
c. MINOR Gaud. Barry Dock, B.E.C., 611, 1928.
*M. SYLVESTRIS Fries. Adventive. Penarth Ferry, B.E.C., 110, 1929.
*M. SATIVA L. Advelltive. Local 1
*M. HISPIDA Gaertn., b. DENTICULATA (Willd.). CalSual. ,Splott, etc. 1
M. ARABICA Huds. Viatical. Locally common. Grangetown 1; etc.
*M. MINIMA (L.) Desr. Established at Barry, B.E.C., 178, 1923.
M. LUPULINA L. Agrestal, etc. Common 1
b. SCABRA S. F. Gray. Canton, J.B., 400, 1909.
c. WILLDENOWIANA Koch. Radyr, B.E.C., 378, 1921.
d. INTEGRISTIPULA (Rouy) Dr. Kenfig Dunes, B.E.C., 611, '1928.
MELILOTUS ALTISSIMA Thuill. Septal, Viatical. Locally common in
hedges 1
*M. ALBA Desr. Adventive. Splott, etc. 1
*M. ARVENSIS Wallr. Adventive. Cardiff, etc. 1
*M. INDICA (L.) All. Casual. Splott, etc. 1
b. TOMMASINI (Jord.) Rouy. Barry, B.E.C., 732, 1928.
c. EXALTATA Biv. Splott, B.E.C., 303, 1927.
TRIFOLIUM MEDIUM (L.) Huds. Pmtal. Locally common 1
. b. PEDUNCULOSUM Ser. St Donats, B.E.C., 303, 1927.
T. PRATENSE L. Pratal. Common 1
*b. SATIVUM Schreb. Ballast. J.B. Supp, 21, 1907.
C. PARVIFLORUM Bab. Barry, B.E.C., 392, 1927.
*'1'. ocrrRoLEucON Huds. Casual. Ballast. Fl. J.S., 29.
*T. INCARNATUM IJ. Agrestal, field borders 1, etc. Local.
·~T. STELI,ATU~I IJ. Casual, Fforest Fach, R.E.C., 378, 1921, etc.
T. ARVENSE L. Glareal. Locally common. Kenfig, etc. 1
h. BRITTlNGERI vVeitenw. Cardiff, B.E.C., 303, 1927.
C. PERPUSILLUM Ser. Aberafan, .1.B. f)'ltpp., 22, 1907.
T. MARITIMUM Huds. Littoral. Rare. Pengam Moors!
T. SCABRUM L. Glareal. Locally common. Southerndown, etc.!
T. STRIATUM L. Glareal. Locally common. Southern down , etc. 1
'r. SUBTERRANEUM L. Glareal. Rare. Port Eynon, etc.!
T' FRAGIFERUM L. Pascual. Locally common. Gower, etc.!
*T. HYBR1DUM L. Agrestal, etc. Common 1
h. EI.EGANS (Savi). Barry, B.E.C., 392, 1927, ctc.
T. REPENS L. Pascual. Common 1
*T. GLOMERATUM L. Adventive. Radyr, B.E.C., 724, 1922, etc. Blackpill Links, Sw. Sc. Soc. Procs., 1929.
T. SUFFOCATUM L. Glareal. Rhossili, B.E.C., 375, 1918, etc.
*T. AGRARIUM L. Agrestal, etc. Near Caerphilly 1, etc.
T. PROCUMBENS h Pascual. Common 1
T. DU'RIUM Sibth. PaRcual. Common 1
T. FILII'OR~I.E TJ. Pas('l1nl, local. Cogan, etc:. 1
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·'T. RESUPINATUM L. Oasual. Splott, etc.! (B.R.C., 179, 1923).
*'f. MICHELIANUM Savi. Established. Oardiff !
ANTHYLMS VULNERARIAL: Rupestral, etc. Locally common!
A. RUB RA Gouan. Littoral. Rare. Porthcawl!
-LOTUS ULIGINOSUS Schkuhr. Paludal. LoC'ally common!
h.GLABER Breb. Mynydd-y-glew!
L. CORNICULATUS L. Pascual. Oommon!
b. CRASSIFOLIUS Pers. Penard, ek., J.B. S·u,pp., 22, 1907.
C. INCANUS Gray.
.Flat Holm!
d. ARVENSIS (Schkuhr) Ser. Oardiff, B.E.C., 304, 1927.
L. TE:Io.'UIS ..w. & K. Pascual, local. Oardiff Marshes, J.B. Supp., 22,
1907.
*JJ. HISPIDUS Desf. Barry, B.E.C., 393, 1927.
(L. ANGUSTISSIllflJS L~ Porthcawl. Record doubtful).
*DORYCNIUM RECTUM DC.
Adventive.
Established.
Barry Docks!,
B.E.C., 34, 1923.
*GALEGA OFFICINALIS L. Adventive. Oardiff Docks!, etc., B.E.C., 179,
1923.
ASTRAGALUS GI,YCYPHYLLOS L. Septal. Very rare.' Oold Knap!
* A. BOETIOUS L. Casual. Splott, B.E.C., 257, 1926.
*OORONiLLA VARIA L .. Viatical. Oadoxton, etc.!
ORNITHOPUS PERPUSILT,US L. Glareal. Rare. Oaerphilly, etc.!
*0. PINNATUS (Mill.) Dr. Oasual. Splott, B.E.C., 393, 1927.
HIPPocREPls COllfOSA L. Pascual. Rare. Owm Nash, etc.!
ONOBRYCHIS VICIAEFOLIA Soop. Agrestal. Locally common!
VIerA SYLVATICA L. Sylvestral. Scarce. Llandaff, etc.!
V. ORACCA L. Septal'. Common!
b.iINCANA Thuill. Near Barry!, etc.
V. OROBUS DO.
Rupestral, .local.
Bryna.mman, B.E.C., 649, 1919,
etc.
*V. VILLOSA B,oth. Oasual. Radyr, etc., B.R.C., 724, 1922.
h. GJ,ABRESCENS Koch. Barry, etc., J.B. gu,pp., 79, 1907.
*V. DASYCARPA 'T.enor,e. Oasual. Barry!, etc., B.E.C., 725, 1925, etc.
V. BITHYN:t:CA L. Septal. Neal: Oardiff, Hook. BT. Fl., Ed. 5. Extinct P Oasual,Radyr, B.E.G., 180, 1923 .
. V. SEPIUM. L. Sylvestral. Common!
*V. LUTEA L. Casual. Fforest Far-h, B.E.O., 567, 1924.
*V. HYBRID A L. Oasual. Glam" Rh. Oxon.
*V. SATIVA L.,Agrestal.· Oomwoll I,
y. ANGUSTlFotIA (L.) Reichard. Glareal. Oommon!
b. BOBARTII (Forst.). Llallishen,J.B. Snpp., 23, 1907.
V. LATHYROIDES L. Glareal. Rare. Near Porthqawl!
*V. NARBONENSIS L., $ .. &, .0., ,b. SER?-ATIFQLIl\, Koch, Oasual. Barty,
etc., B.S.a., 1~0, 1923: .
.
V. HIRSUTAjJ:,.),.S, l!' :'qr~y. ,Septa), etc .... Locally common !
V. TETRASPEJ:tki,(L.) M;oelich. Sep-ta( ~~re. Bt Fagalls!
*V. GEA'OILIS IJois> Oasual.' Cai~diff,etc., Fl. J .B., 30.
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*LATHY'RUS LATIFOLIUS L.
Septal.
Established.
St Donats, etc!,
RE. C., 393, 1927.
J". SYLVESTRIS L. Septal, etc. I,ocal. Swanbridge, etc. 1
*L. T,iBEROSUS L. Adventive. Established. Barry Docks!
L. MARITIMUS Bigel. Rare. Coa8t of Glamorgan!, non-flowering.
L. PALUSTRIS L. Paludal. Very rare. Gower, J.B:, 251, 189l.
L. PRATENSIS L. Pratal. Common 1
L. NISSOLIA L. l;'ascual. Scarce. Rhoose 1, etc.
*L. APHACA L. Casual. Scarce. Llandaff, etc. 1
*L. SPHAERICU2 Retz. Barry, B.E.C., 1012, 1925 .
. L. MONTANUS Bernll. Sylvestral. Locally common 1
b. TENUIFOLIUS Garcke. Aberdare, J.B. Supp., 23, 1907.
PRUNUS PADUS L. Sylvestral. Rare. Llanbradach, etc.!
P. AVIUM L. Sylvestral. Scarce. Leckwith, etc. 1
P. CERASUS L. Sylvestral. Very rare. Llanishen, etc., B.E.C., 263,
1915.
*P. DOMESTICA L. Septal. Scarce. Sully!
P. INSITITIA L. Sylvestral. Scarce. Ely, J.B. Sy·PP., 24, 1907.
P. SPINOSA L. Sylveskal. Common!
b. MAcRocARPA'Vallr. Widely spread all over the Vale,Fl. Q.lam.,
57.
SPIRAEA ULMARIA L. Prata!. Common!
b. DENUDATA Boenn. Peterstoll, In. Glam., 58.
(S. FILIPENDULA L. Records doubtful).
The following list is made according to "The Handbook of British
Rubi" by the Rev. 'V. M. Moyle Rogers;RUBUS IDAEUS L. Sylvestral, local. Morlais Castle!, etc.
b. ASPERRIMUS Lees. Rudry, J.B., 91, 1906.
R. FISSUS Lindl. Radyr, J.B., 400, etc., 1909.
R. SUBEREOTUS Anders. Rhydydefaid Woods, R.E.C., 650, 1919.
R. ROGERSII Linton. Aberdare, etc., J.B., 92, 1906.
R. SULCATUS Vest. Aberdare, etc., in plenty, J.B., 92, 1906:
R. PLICArtrS Who & N. RholSsili Down, etc., J.R, 92, 1906.
b. BERTRAMII G. Braun. Cwmdare, J.B., 92, 1906.
R. NITIDUS Who & N., var. OPACUS Focke. Mynydd Garngoch, .T:R.
Supp., 24, 1907.
R. AFFINIS Who & N. Peterston Moor, J.R, 92, 1906.
R. CARIENSIS Genev. Blackpill, B.E.C., 650, etc., 1919.
[R. CARPINIFOLIUS Who & N. Glamorgan, 8upp. Records Br. Rllbi, .T.R.,
313, 1909].
R. INCURVATUS Bab. Near Pontardawe, etc., .T.B., 92, 1906.
R. IBNDI,EIANUS Lees. Radyr, etc., ,T.B., 401, 1909.
R. ARGENTEUS Who & N. Machen, etc., J.R., 401, 1909.
R. RHAMNIFOT,IUS Who & N. Radyr, etc., J.R., 401, 1909.
R. RATnm.1 (F. A. Lees). Peterston, on the moor, J.B., 93,1906.
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It. NElIIORALIS P. J. Muell.' Pontardawe, most probably this. W.M.R.

R.

R.
R.
R.

R.
R.

R.

R.
R.
R.

R.
R.
R.
R.
R.
R.

R.

R.
R.
R.
R.
R.
R.

in J.B., 93, 1906.
b. SILURUM Ley. Aberdare, etc., J.B., 93, 1906.
DUMNONIENSIS Bab. Clyne Common, etc., J.B., 93, 1906.
PULCHERRIMUS Neum. Clyne Common, etc., J.B., 93, 1906.
MERCICUS "Bagnall, b. BRACTEATUS BagnalL Aberdare, etc., J.B., 93,
1906.
"VILLICAULIS Koehl. Glais, a small form, J.B., 93, 1906.
SELMERI ;Lindeb. Whitchurch, etc., J.B., 401, 1909.
GRATUS Focke. Ystalyfera, J.B. Supp., 24, 1907.
GODRONI Lee. & Lam. Langland Bay, etc., J.B., 94, 1906.
b. ROBUSTUS (P. J. Muell.). Yskadowen, etc., J.B., 94, 1906.
C. FOMOLATUS Rogers & Ley. Hill sides near Neath, etc., J.B., 58,
1906.
RUSTICANUS Merc. Common plant of mountain limestone and Iias,
LIandaff, etc., J.B., 94, 1906.
PUBESCENS Weihe. Neath, etc., J.B., 94, 1906.
lI1ACROPHYLI,US Wh.& N. Radyr, etc., J.B., 401, 1909.
b. Scm,EcHTENDALII (Weihe). Pontardawe, etc., J.B., 94, 1906.
C. MACROPHYLLOIDES (Genev.). Aberdare, etc., J.B., 94, 1906.
d. AlI1PMFICATUS (Lees). Pontyclun, J.B., 401, 1909.
SALTERI Bab. Taffs WeU, etc., J.B., 94, 1906.
HYPOLEUCUS Lefv. & Muel!. Very common in Llandaff district,
J.B., 401, 1909.
HIRTIFOLIUS MueU. & Wirtg. Welsh St Donats, J.B., 95, 1906.
b. DANICUS (Focke). PenyrheoI, etc., J.B. Supp., 25, 1907.
c. MOLLISSIMUS Rogers. Lisvane, etc., J.B., 95, 1906.
IRICUS Rogers. Peterswn Moor, etc., J.B., 95, 1906.
PYRAMIDALIS Kalt. Caswell Bay, etc., J.B., 95, 1906.
LEUCOSTACHYS Sm. Graig Llanishen, etc., in quantity, J.B., 95,
1906.
b. GYlI1NOSTACHYS (Genev.). Aberdare, etc., J.B., 95, 1906.
C. LEUCANTHElI1US P. J. Muell.? Ystalyfera, J.B. S1bPP., 25, 1907.
LASIOCLADOS Focke, b.ANGUSTIFOLIUS Rogers. Langland Bay, etc.,
J.B., 95, 1906.
c. LONGUS Rogers & Ley. Neath Valley, etc., J.B., 58, 1907.
CRINIGE~ Linton. Llanishen, J.B., 401, 1909.
.
ADENANTHUS Boul. & Gill. Aberdare, J.B. Supp., 25, 1907.
CTh"'EROSUS Rogers. Near Aberdare, J.B., 95, 1906.
lI1UCRONATOIDES Ley, f. Pontyclun, J.B., 401, 1909.
GELERTII Frider. Aberdare, etc., J.R. SuPP., 25, 1907.
ANGLOSAXONICUS Gelert., h. VESTITIFORlI1IS Rogers. YstaIyfera, .T.B.
S'Upp., 25, 1907.
c. CDRVIDENS Ley. Pant Wbalby, etc., .f.B. S1bPP., 25, 1907.
a. RAUill,OIDE"S Rogers. Glamorgan. Supp. Recorns Br. Rubi • •T.B.,
340, 1909. "
0. RKTTTT,ORU,~ Rogf'rs.
Resolven, p.tc .• l.R.., 95, 1906.
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R. MELANOXYLON Mnell. & Wirtg. Taffs Well, J.B., 95, 1906.
R. INFESTUS Weihe. Near Neath, J.B., 96, 1906.
R. BORRERI Bell-Salt. Peterston Maor, etc., J.B., 96, 1906.
h. DENTATIFOLIUS Briggs. Neath, etc., J.B., 96, 1906.
R. DREJERI G. Jens~n. Taffs Well, etc., ,T.B., 96, 1906.
b. LEYANUS Ragers. Glyu Neath, etc., .T.B., 96, 1906.
R. ECHINATUS Lindl., f. Swansea, J.B., 157, etc., 1890.
R OIGOCLADUS Muell. & Lefv. Hadyr, ,T.B., 401, 1909.
b. NEWBOULDII R,agers. Ystradowen, etc., J.B., 96, 1909.
c. BLOXAMIANUS Colem. Ystradowen, ,T.B., 96, 1906.
R PODOPHYLLUS P. J. Muell. Abm'dare, J.B., 96, 1906.
R. lIIELANODERlIfIS 1!'ocke. Caerphilly, but rare, J.B., 96, etc., 1906.
R LEJEUNEI Who & N. Duffryn Clydach, J.B., 96, 1906.
R. ERICETORUM Lefv. Radyr, J.B., 401, 1909.
h. CUNEATUS Ragers & Ley. Llandaff, etc., J.B., 401, etc., 1909.
R. MUTABILIS Genev. Aherc1are, J.B., 96, 1906.
R. FUSCUS Who &; N. Aherdare, J.B., 97, 1906.
b. NUTANS Rogers. Near Aberdare,etc., J·.B. S~Lpp., 25, etc., 1907.
R. PALLIDUS Who & N. Aberdare, etc., .I.B., 97, 1906.
R. SCABER Who & N. Llantrisant, etc., J.B., 97, 1906.
R.THYRSIGER Bab. Pantyclun, B.E.C., 837, etc., 1922 .
. R. ]'OLIOSUS Who & N. Aberdare, J.B., 97, 1906.
R. ROSACEUS Who & N. Caerphilly, J.B., 402, etc., 1909.
b. HYSTRIX Who & N. Rudry, etc., J.B., 97, 1906.
C. I:NFECUNDUS Ragers.
Raglan, etc., J.B., 97, 1906.
R. HORRIDICAULIS (P. J. Muell.). Caerphilly, etc., J.B., 60,1906.
R. KOEHLERI \Vh. & N. Radyr, .J.B., 402, etc., 1909.
b. COGNATUS (N. E. Brawn). Aberdare, etc., J.B., 97, 1906.
R. DASYPHYLLUS Rogers. Glyn Neath, etc., J.B., 97, 1906.
R. MARSIifAI>I,I Foc¥:e & Rogers. Aherdare, J.B., 97, etc., 1906.
h. SEMIGI>ABER Rogers. Aberdare,. etc., 97, etc.,' 1906.
R. SERPENS Weihe. Glyn Neath, J.B. Snpp., 26, 1907.
R. HIRTUS Waldst .. ·& Kit.
Lisvane (apparently. form of this), J.B.,
.97, 1906.
b. ROTUNDIFOJ,ruS' Bab. Neddfechan Glen, J.B., 98, 1906.
C. KHTENBACHII (Metsch.).
Resolven,.J.B., 98, 1906.
R. ACUTIFRONS Ley. Glyn Neath, .J.B., 98, 1906.
R. TERETICAULIS (P. J.Muell.). Near Abm'dare, J.B. Supp., 26, 1907.
[R. VELATUS Lefv. Glamorgan, Supp. Records af .Br. Rubi, J.B., 345,
1909.J
R. DUMETORUM Who & N. Neath, etc., J.B .. 98,1906.
b. FERoxWeihe. Llantrisant Station, etc., J.B., 98, 1906.
C. BRITANNICUS (Rogers).Pontneddfechan, J.B., 402, 1909.
d. DIVERSIFOLIUS (Lindl.). Draethen, etc., .J.B., 98,1906.
e. RADULIFoRMIsLey.
In quantity, .Coed Caesau Whips, .T.13.
StLpp., 98, etc., 1906.
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.Lt. COIWLIFOLIUS Sm.

Gowertoll, etc., J.ll. i:3upp., 26, etc., 1907.
b. SUBLUSTRIS ".Lees). Llanishen, etc., J .B., 98, 1906.
c. CYOLOPHYLLUS Lindeb. Bonvilstone, J.B .. , 402, 1909.
R. BALFOURiANUS Blox. Draethen, etc., J.B., 98, 1906.
R. CAESIUS L. Sylvestral, etc. Common ~
R. SAXATILIS L. Rupestral. Rare. Morlais Castle, etc.!
Two additional records to above:R. PERARM.ATUS \V.· Watson as SU,TERI Bab. Caerphilly, B.E.C., 260,
1930.
R. VULNERIFICUS Lefv. as ROBUSTUS P. J. MueIl.
Aberdare, lJ.E.O.,
261, 1930.
GEUM URBANUM L. Viatical, etc. Common!
G. RIVALE L. Sylvestral, local. Morlais Castle, etc.!
*FRAGARIA MOSCHATA Duchesne. Established. Near Bridgend, B.E.O.,
651, 1919.
F. VESCA L. Sylvestral. Common!
b. ALBESCENS Dr. Near Bridgend, B.E.G., 114, 1929.
""j)'. CHILOENSIS Duchesne.
Established.
R,ailway banks, Radyr, etc. !
(pOTENTILLA FRUTIGOSA L.
Castell Coch Woods, Fl. J.S., 33. Error).
P. ANSERINA L. Viatical. Common!
<·P. ARGENTEA L. Viatical. Rare. Cadoxton 1, etc.
P. VERNA L. Hupestral. Glareal. Rare. Gower!
P. REP~'ANS L. Viatical. COlllll10n!
P. PROCUIVIBENS Sibth. Septal, etc. Locally common!
P. ERECTA (L.) Hampe. Ericetal. ComIllon!
P. STERlLIS (L.) Garcke. Syl'vestral, etc. Common!
*P. NORVEGIOA L. Viatical. Scarce. Near Cardiff, etc.!
*P. IN~'ERMEDIA L. Adventive. Canton, B.E.C., 569, 1924.
P. PALUSTRIS (L.) Scop. Uliginal. Scarce. Mynydd-y-glew, etc.!
ALCHEMILLA PRATENSIS Schmidt. Pratal. Scarce. Morlais Castle!
A. MINOR Huds. Pratal. Common!
A. ALPESTRlS Schmidt. Rupestr,al. Scarce. Morlais Castle!
A. ARVENSIS (L.) Scop. Agrestal. Common I
AGRIMONIA EUPATORLA L. Pascual. Common!
A. ODORATA (Gonan) Mill. Septal, etc. Kenfig!
POTERIUM SANGUISORBA L. Glareal. Common I
*P. POLYGAMUM vV. & K. Agrestal, etc. Aberthaw, etc., lPL Gla'ln., 6l.
P. OFFIOINALE (L.) A. Gray. Pratal. Scarce. Near Neath, etc.!
The following list of Roses is according to " A Revision of the British
Roses" by Col. \V.olley-Dod, who has seen specimens from v.-c. 41 of all
the species ,and varieties named with the exception of those marked
with a t.
ROSA ARVENSIS Huds. Septal. Common!
VaI'. VULGARIS SeI'. Common. Near Nash, etc.!
f. MAJOR Coste. pengweI'n Common, etc., J.B. Supp.,.28, 1907.
tVar. OVATA(Lej.) Desv. Llanbliddian, J.B. Supp., 28, 1907.
Var. BISERRATA Crep.
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It. STYLOSA Desv., var. 'SYSTYLA (Bast.) Baker. Septal. Locally COlllIt.
R.

R.

R.

R.

R.

R.

R.

mono Leckwith, etc.!
f. LANOEOLATA Lindl.
SPINOSISSIMA L., var. TYPWA W.-Dod. Littoral. COllllllon!
f. PIMPINEI,LIFor,IA W:-Dod.
OANINA L., agg. Septal. Common!
"
Vai. LUTETIANA (Lem.) Baker. Swanbridge, etc.!
Var. SPHAERICA (Gren.) Dum. Cwrt-yr-ala, Swanbridge!
Var. SPURIA (Pug.) W.-Dod. ? Sully!
Var. GLOBULARIS (Franch.) Dum.
Var. RAMOSISSIMA Rau. Owrt-yr-ala!
Var. DUMALIS (Bechst.) Dum. Dinas POWiH!
f. CL.~DOLEIA (Rip.).
Var. lI!fEDIOXlMA (Desegl.) Rouy. Swanbridge!
Var. BISERRATA (Mer.) Baker.
f. ERIOSTYLA (Rip.) W.-Dod. ? Dinas Powis!
Var. ANDEGAVE.1'<SIS (Bast.) Desp.
f. AGRARIA (Rip.) W.-Dod. Leckwith!
f. SURCULOSA (Woods) Hook. Penclawdd, J.B. Supp., 28, 1907.
DUMETORUM Thuill., agg. Septal. Common!
f. URBWA (Lem.) W.-Dod. Glyn Neath, etc., J.B., 403, 1909.
f. SElllUGLABRA (Rip.) W.-Dod. Swanbridge!
(Var. PLATYPHYLLA (Rau) W.-Dod).
Var. SPHAEROOARPA (Pug.) vV.-Dod.
Var. HEMITRIOHA (Rip.) W.-Dod.
Var. INOERTA (Desegl.) W.-Dod. Dinas Pow is !
AFZELIANA Fr., agg. Septal. Rare. Oxwich, etc., J.B., 403, 1909.
Var. REUTERI (God.) Cott.
Var. GLAUOOPHYLLA (Winch) W.-Dod. Oxwich, etc., J.B. Supp.,
28, 1907.
OBTUSIFOLIA Desv., agg. Septal. Rare. Glyn Neath, ·etc., J.B.
Su,pp., 28, 1907.
Var. TOMENTELLA (Lem.) Baker.
VILLOSA L., agg. Septal. Rare.
Y ar. MOLLIS Sm.
f. OAERULEA ·Woods.
SHERARDI Daviels, agg. Septal. Locally common!
Var. TYPIOA W.-Dod. Swanbridge, Merthyr, etc. !
f. SUBMOLLIS (Ley) W.-Dod. Hirwaun, etc., J.B. Supp., 402,
1907.
Var. OMISSA Desegl., f. RESINOSOIDES (Crep.), comb. novo
Var. SUBEREOTA (IJey), comb. novo
TOMENTOSA Sm., agg. Septal. Locally common. Llanl1ladoc, etc.
J.B. Supp., 27,1907.
Var. PSEUDO-ODSPIDATA (Crep.) Rouy.
Apparently this hetween
Taffs Well and Caerphilly, J.B., 402,1909.
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Var. S.CABRIUSCULA i:lm. Aberdare, J.B. SuPp., 27, 11:107.
f. FOETID A (Bast.) Ser.
R. RUBIGINOSA L., var.TYPICA vV.-Dod. Septal. Very rare. Margam
Woods, J.B., 402, 1909.
R. MIORANTHA Sm., var. TYl'ICA ChI'. Pascual. Rare. Flat Holm t
t(R. SEPIUM Thuill. No recent records).
PYRUS MALus .L. Septal, Sylvestral. Common 1
*b. PARADISIAOA L. Common. Dinas Powis 1
*P. OOMMUNIS L. Septal. Scarce. Llanishen, etc.!
b. AOHRAS (Gaertn.). Singleton Burrows 1, B.E.C., 371:1, etc., 1918.
P. AUOUl'ARIA (L.) Ehrh. Rupestral, Sylvestral. Common 1
P. PORRIGENS (Hedl.). Rupestral. Rare. Castell Cooh 1, teste A. J.
WiImott.
P. RUl'ICOLA (Hedl.). Rupestral. Rare. Craig-y-llyn, etc., PI. ala-In.,
63.
P. ARIA (L.) Ehrh. Rupestral. Very rare. Nicholston Wood!
P. TORMINALIS (L.) Ehrh. Sylvestral. Very rare. Near Penrice!
*P. GERMANICA Hook. "Planted "P, Fl. J.S., 34.
CRATAEGUS MONOOYNA Jacq. Septal. Common!
b. FISSA Poiret. Blackpill, B.E.C., 379, 1918.
c. OUNEATA Dr. Rhigos, B.E.C., 92, 1911.
d. QUEROIFOLIA (Loud.). Owm Nash, B.E.C., 455, 1927,
C. OCYAOANTHOIDES Thuill. Pyle, etc., B.E.G., 653, 1919.
*C. CRUS-GALLI l,. Established. Taibach, etc., B.E.C., 379, 1918.
"COTONEASTER MIOROPHYLLUS Wallich.
Established.
Locally common.
Gower, etc.!
*C. SIMONSII Baker.
Established.
Scarce.
Blackpill, B.E.C., 379,
1918.
(SAXIFRAGA AIZOIDES L. Maesteg, Hb. Motley, probable introduction.
Extinct F).
S. HYPNOIDES L. Rupestral. Scarce. Morlais Castle!, etc.
S. GRA1'."1JLATA L.
Pascual.
Rare.
River banks near Cardiff, etc.!
S. TRIDAOTYLITES L. Rupestral. Common!
*S. UMBROSA IJ. Estahlished. Hengoed, C.N.S. PTOCS., 1891-2, etc.
CHRYSOSPLENIUM AI,TERNU'OLIUll{ L. Uliginal. Rare. Draethen, etc.!
C. OPPOSITIFOLIUM L. Uliginal. Common!
PARNASSIA PALUSTRIS L. Paludal. Rhondda Valley, In. Rhondda.
*RIBES UVA-CRISPA L., h. GROSSULARIA (L.). Septal. Common!
*R. NIGRUM L. Paludal. Scarce. Banks of River Taff, etc.!
IL RUBRUM L.
Sylvestral.
Scarce.
Banks of 'River Taff, etc. 1,
woods, appearing native.
(R. ALPINUM L. Records doubtful.).
*R,. SANGUINEUM Pursh. Penrice, B.E.C., 654, 1919.
COTYLEDON UMBILICUS-VENERIS L. RllpestraJ. Common!
SEDUM PURPUREUM Link. Septal, Rupestral. Scarce. Ilston, etc.!
*S. REFLEXUM I~. Rupes'tral. Scarce. Sant-y-nil, etc.'!
b. ALBESCEJS"S (How.). Ystalyfera, J.B. Supp., 80, 1907.
*S. RUPESTItE L. Rupestral. St Mary Church, C.N.S. Procs., 1882.
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S, FORSTERIANUM Sm.
Itupestral.
Very rare.
Craig-y-llyn, 1"1.
Glam., 66.
*S. SEXANGULARE .L. Hupestral. Rare. 'llston 1, etc.
S. AORE L., b. DRUOEI (Graebn.).
Rupestral, Glareal.
Common.
B.E.U., 162, 1912.
"'S. ALBUM L. Rupestral. Gower, etc. 1
*S. MICRANTHUM East.' Limestone rocks, UW.lll Alum, Plo Glam., 66.
*S. DASYPHYLLUM L. Adventive, Go-wet, J.B: Supp., 80, 1907.
.
S. ANGLIOUM Huds. Rupestral. Scarce.. Brmnbil, M. Thomas, etc.
(S. VILLOSUM L. Doubtful record.).
S. ROSEUM (L.). Rupestral. Rare. Uraig-y-llyn, B.E.O., 874, 1925.
*SEMPERVIVUM TEOTORUM' L. RupestraL Scarce. Gowbl'idge, etc. 1
DRosERA ANGLIOA Huds. Uliginal. Crumlin Bog 1, B.O. Extinct?
,D. LONGIFOLIA L. Uligillal. Local. Mynyud-y-glew, etc. '1
D. ROTUNDIFOLIA L. Uliginal. Locally common. Mynydd-y-glew, etc. 1
HIPPURIS VULGARIS L. Lacustral. Local. Ogmore, etc. 1
MYRIOPHYLLUM SPIOATUM L. Lacustral. Locally common. Oxwich,
etc. 1
M. ALTERNIFLORUM DC. Lacustral.Locally common. Kenfig, etc. 1
(M. VERTIOILLATUM L. Orumlin Bog, Sw. Sc. Soc. P?"ocs., 1891-2.).
CALLITRIOHE STAGNALIS Scap. Lacustral. Common 1
b. SERPYLLIFOLIA (Kuetz.l) Lonnl". '. Oxwich, etc., J.B. Supp., 30.,
190.7.
C. OBTUSANGULA Le Gall. Lu,custral. Local. Cwrt-yr-ala, etc. 1
C. PALUSTRIS L. Fairwater, J.B., 113, 1920..
C. INTERMEDIA G.' F. Hoffm. Lacustral. Common!
b. PEDUNOULATA (DC.) Dr. Leckwith Common!
(C. AUTUMNALIS L. Several records all doubtless referring to -intermedia. See B.E.C., 124, 1920..).
PEPLlS PORTULA L. Uliginal. Locally common. Mynydd-y~glew, etc. 1
LYTHRUM SALIOARIA L. Paludal. Common 1
*L. HYSSOPIFOLIA L. Casual. Ballast. Fl., J .S., 36.
EPILOBIUM ANGUSTIFOLIUM L. Sylvestral, etc. Common 1
E. HIRSUTUM L. Paludal. Common!
E. PARVIFLORUM. Schreb. Paludal. . Common!
E. TETRAGONUM L. Paludal.
.Locally common.
Nl'. Cardiff, etc. 1,
teste· G. M. Ash.
E. OBSOURUM Schreber. Septal, etc. Scu,rce. Oaerphilly, teste G. M.
Ash.
E. ROSEUM Sohreber. Viatical, &c. Locally common. CardIff, etc. 1
l<J. LANCEOLATUM Seb. & Maul'. Viatiral. Local. Cogan, etc. 1
E. ~IONTANUM L. Sylvestr,al, Viatical, etc. (0111):11011.
E. PALUSTRE L. Paludal. Scarce. Sal1t-y-nil, etc. 1
"OENOT'HERA BIENNIS L. Viatical. 00n1111On!
.
b. PARVIFLORA (L.) Dr. Aberdare!, B.E.C., 655, etc., 1919.
'"0. ODORAT>' Jacq. Established. GlYl1 Neath, B.E.C., 572, etc., 1924.
CIReAEA LUTETIANA L. Sylvestral, etc. Comlllon 1
BRYONIA DIOIOA Jacq. Septal. Rare. Llandaff!
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EDULIS (L.) "Barry, B.E.V., 1013, 1925.
IhDROCOTYLE vULGARIS L. -Uliginal. Common!
*ERYNGIUM CAMPESTRE L.
Adventive.
Established. " . Barry Docks!,
B.E.V., 354, 1930.
E.MARITIMUM: L. Littoral. Locally common. The Leys!
SAl'<IOULA EUROPAEA L. Sylvestral. Common!
CONIUM MACULATUM L. Septal, etc. Common!
"
*SMYRNIUM OLUSATRUll'I L. Viatical. Locally commoi,. Llandough, etc. !
"BupLEURUM lWTUNDIFOLIUM L. CasuaL Abm'dare, etc., J.B. Supp, 80,
1907.
B. TENUISSIMUM L. Paludal. Rare: Aberthaw, etc.!, h'L Glam., 72.
ApIU:M:GRAVEOLENS L. Littoral, local. Abertli:iw, etc. 1
A. NODU'LORUM (L.) 'H. G. Reidib. Paludal. Common!
b. PSEUDOREPENS (H. C. Wats.) Dr. Cly:iJ.e Common, J.B., 188, 190'6.
" A.. INUNDATtilll (L.) H. G. Reichb. Lacustral,local. Kenfig, etc. 1
(CICUTA VIROSA L. Sw. Sc. Soc. Procs., 1891~2).
* AMlIlI MAJUS L. Viatical. Cardiff, etC.
-"CARUM CARVI L. Adventive. Porthcawl, Lloyd, etc.
C. VEETICILLATUM Koch. Pratal: Rare. Hirwaun, etc. !
*C. PETROSELINUM (L.) B. & H. Viatical. Rare. Swanbridge, etc. !",
, Fl. Gla-m., 7 3 . ·
.
C. SEGETUM B. & H. Septal. Hare. Dinas Powis, etc.!
SISON AMOMUM L. Septal. Locally common. Cogan, etc.!
*FALCARIA VULGARIS Bernh. Adventive. Barry Docks 1, etc., B.E.C.,
354, 1930.
(SlUM LATIFOLIUll'I L. Swansea, L.W.D. Mat., 41, etc. Doubtful records).
S. EltECTUM Huds. Paludal.' Locally common 1
*AEGOPODIUM PODAGRARIA L. Viatical. Common 1
(PIMPINELLA MAJOR Huds. Recotd doubtful).
J;>. SAXIFRAGA L. Pascual. Common!
CONOPODIUM MAJUS (Gouan) LOl'et & Barr. Sylvestral, Pratal. COlllmon!
*MYRRHIS ODORATA (L.) Scop. Viatical. Very rare. Near Cardiff!, etc.
CHAEROPHYLLUM TElIIULENTUM L. Septal. Common!
SCANDIX PECTEN-VENE:Ens L.
Agrestal.
Locally common.
Dinas
Powis, etc. 1
CHAEREFOLIUM SYLVE-8TRE (L.) Schinz & Thell. Septal. Common!
. C. ANTHRISCUS (L.) Schinz & TheIl.Viatical. Scarce. Gower, etc. 1
FOENICULUM VULGARE Mill. Rupestral, etc. Locally common. Sully,
etc. !
CRITHMUM MARITIMUM L. Littoral. Locally common. Barry Island,
etc. !
OENANTHE CROCATA L. Paludal. Common 1
(0. PIMPINELLOIDES L. Error P).
O. LACHENALII C. Gmel. Paludal. Locally common. Near coast!
O. FISTULOSA L. Paludal. Locally common. Kenfig, etc.!
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Al!lTHUSA UYNAl'IO.M. L. Agre;;tal. UOllllnoll 1
8lLAUM SILAUS (L.) SchillZ & Thell. Pratal.
J;>enarth, etc. 1 •

Locally COllllllOll.

Near

ANGELICA SYLVESTRIS L. Paludal, etc. Oommon 1
PEUOEDANUM SATIVUM (L.) B. & H. Viatical, etc. Locally COllllllon 1
*HERACLEUM MAN'TEGAZZIANUM S. & L. Adventive. Skewen, B.E.U.,
186, 1923.
H. SPHOND,YLIUM L. Septal. Oommon 1
b. ANGUS,TIFOLIUM Huds. Oardiff, etc. 1
*CORlANDRUM SATIVUM L. Oasual. Waste ground 1
DAucus OAROTA L. Pascual. Oommon 1
D. GUMllHFER All. Littoral. Rare. Nash Point, J.JJ., 404, HlOH.
*OAUCALIS DAUCOIDES L. Oasual. Barry Docks, etc.!
O. ANTHRISCUS Huds. Septal. Oommon!
O. ARVENSIS Huds. Agrestal. Rare. Aberdare, J.B. SuPP., 33, 1H07.
O. NODOSA Scop. Glareal. Locally common. Gower, etc.!
*0. LATIFOLIA L. Oasual. Barry Docks!
HEDl!lRA HELIX L. Sylvestral. Common 1
b. SARNIENSIS Dr. Owm Nash 1, B.E.C., 398, 1927.
OORNUS SANGUnmA L. Septal. Oommon.
ADOXA MOSCHATELLINA L. Sylvestral. Locally' comlllon. Draethen,
etc. !
SAMBUCUS NIGRA L. Sylvestral. Oommon 1
b. OVALI-FRUCTU Dr. Garth Wood, R.E.C., 23, 1929.
*S. EBULUS L. Viatical, local. Oogan, etc. 1
VIBURNUJl1 OPULUS L. Sylvestral. Oommon 1
V. LANTANA L. Septal. Locally common. Leckwith, etc. !
*LONICERA OAPRlFOLIUM L. Newton, Lloyd.
L. PERI-OLYMENUM L. Sylvestral. Common!
*L. XYLOSTEUl\l L. Established. Loughor, B.E.O., 657, 1919.
*LEYCESTERIA FOR~IOSA Wallich.
Adventive.
Resolven, B.E.C., 187,
1923.
*SYMPHORICARPOS RACEMOSUS Michx. Ystradowen, etc., J.B. Supp., 81,
1907.
RUBIA PEREGRINA L. Sylvestral. Oommon on bushy sea cliffs 1
GALIUM BOREALE L. Rupestral. Oraig-y-llyn, J.B. S~Lpp., 34, 1907.
G. MOLLUGO L. Septal. Common 1
G. ERECTUM Huds. Viatical. Rare. Llanishen!
G. HERCYNICUM ·Weig. Ericetal. Oommon. Southerndown, etc.!
G. PUMILUM Murra;r. Rupestral. Rare. Limestone, Morlais Castle!
G. ULIGINOSU!.I L. Locally common. Ystradowen!
G. PALUSTRE L. Paludal. Common. Mynydd-y-glew, etc.!
b. ELONGATUM (Presl). Near Ely, J.B., 404, 1909.
c. WITHERINGTI (Sm.). Swansea, Flower & Lees, Phyt., 1843.
G. VERUM L. Pascual.Common!
b. MARITIMUM DC. Kenfig Burrows!
G. TRICORNE Stokes. Agrestal. Rare. Gileston!
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U. APARINE L. Septal. Common.
*8:. SPURIUM L., b. VAILANTIIDC.Casual. Splott 1
G. CRUCIATA'SCOp. Septal. Common 1
ASPERULA ODORATA L. Sylvestral. Locally comlllon. cwrt-yr-ala, etc. 1
A. OYNANOHICA L. Glareal. Locally common, especially near coast 1·
*A.' ARVENSIS L. Port Talbot Dock, J.B. Snpp., 81, 1907.
SHERARDIA ARVENSIS L. Glareal, Agrestal. Common 1
VALERIANA OFFICINALIS L. Sylvestral. Glyn Neath, J.B. Supp., 35,
1907.
V. SAMBUCIFOLIA Mikan. Paludal. Common 1, l'hyt., 879, 1848.
V. DIOICA L. Paludal. Common 1
*KENTRANTHUS RUBER (L.). Rupestral. Established. Locally common!
VALERIANELLA OLITORIA Poll. Glareal, Agrestal. Locally common. Sutton, etc. 1
*V. ERIOCARPA Desv. Splott, B.E.O., 118, 1929.
V. DENTATA (L.) Poll. Agrestal. Rare. Kenfig, Rb. 'Motley, etc.
b. MIXTA (L.). Cornfield at Nash 1
V. CARINATA Loisel. Rupestral, Agrestal. Local. Ely, etc. 1
V. RIMOSA Bast. Agrestal. 1;'orthkerry 1, etc.
DIPSAOUS SYLVESTRIS Ruds. Septal. Common 1
D. PIlOSUS L. Sylvestral.' Rare. Near Llandough Castle!
SOABIOSA COLUMBARlA L. Pascual. Scarce. Gower 1, etc.
S. SUCCISA L. Pascual. Common 1
S. ARVENSIS L. Agrestal, etc. Common!
EUPATORIUM CANNABINUM L. Paludal, etc. Common 1
SOLIDAGO VIRGAUREA L. Ericetal, etc. Common!
b. CAMBRICA Ruds. Neath Valley, Gutch, Phyt., 120, 1842.
*S. LA)[CEOLATA L. Adventive. Cardiff, B.E.O., 1014, 1925.
BELLIS PERENNIS L. Pascual. Common!
*ASTER SALIGNUS Willd. Established. Near Aberdare, etc., J.B. Supp.,
81, 1907.
* A. PANICULATUS Lam. Established. Merthyr Mawr, J.B. Supp., 81,
1907.
*A. NOVI-BELGII L:, b. FLORIBUNDUS. Established occasionally, B.E.O.,
715, 1931.
A. TRIPOLIUM'L. Littoral. Locally common. Salt marshes, etc. 1
b. DISCOIDEUS Reichb. Near Cardiff, etc.!
(A. LINOSYRIS (L.). Records doubtful).
ERIGERON ACER L. Glareal. Rare. Kenfig Dunes, etc.!
*E. CANADENSis L. Viatical, Glareal. Scarce. Kenfig Dunes, etc. 1
FILAGO GERMANICA (L.) Ruds. Glareal. Locally common. Kenfig
Dunes, etc.!
F. MINIMA Pers. Glareal. Rare. Kenfig Dunes, etc. 1
ANTENNARIA DIOICA (L.) Gaertn. Ericeta1. Rare. Mumbles Head 1, etc.
*ANAPHALIS MARGARITACEA C. B. Clarke, b. SUBALPINA A, Gray. Viatica1.
Locally common!
*GNAPHALIUM LUTEO-ALBUM L. Casual. Barry Docks 1, B.E:O., 399, 1927.
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G. ULIGINOSUM L. Inundatal. Comlllon 1
G. SYLVATlCUM L. Ericetal. Yery :r;are._ Skerl
*INuLA HELENIUM L. Septal, etc. Scarce .. Llandough, etc. 1
1. SQUAi.tROS,A. (L.) S. & T. Septal, Glareal, etc. Locally eOl1lmon 1
1. GRlTHMOIDES L. Littoral, local. Gower, etc. 1
*1. VISOOSA Ait. Adventive. Established. Barry Docks, etc. 1, B.B.C.,
188, 1923.
PULIUARIA DYSENTERlCA Bernh. Pascual, l;>aludal. Common 1
*P. VULGARIS Gaertn. Adventive. Penarth, R.E.C., 188, 1923.
*AMBROSIA ARTEMISIFOLIA L. Adventive. Barry, etc. 1, B.E.U., 189, 1923.
*XANTHIUM STRUMARIUM L. Casual. vVaste ground 1
*;X. SPINOSUM L. Casual.vVaste ground 1
*QUIZo,TJ;,I. ABYSSINlCA Cass. Casual. Llandaff, etc. 1, B.E.C., 730, 1922.
BIDENs OERNUA L. Paludal. Scarce. Gower, etc. 1
B. TRIPARTITA L. Paludal, Viatical. Locally common. Cardiff, etc. 1
*GALINSOGA PARVIFLORA Cav. Casual. Waste ground 1
*ANACYCLUS CLAVATUS Pers. Casual. Splott, etc.!
* A. RADIATUS Lois. Casual. Splott, etc. 1
ACHILLEA MILLEFOLIUM L. l;>ascual. Common 1
A. PTARMlCA L. Pratal. Locally common. Penylan, etc. 1
(DIOTIS MARITIl\IA Cfrss. Crumlin Burrows, Sw. Sc. Soc. l'rocs., 1921
error ?) .
• ANTHElI1Is TINCTORIA L. Adventive. Rare. Cadoxton, etc. 1
h. DISCOIDEA (Willd.) .. Cadoxton 1
A. NOBILIS L. Pascual. Locally common. Abm·thin Green, etc.!
* A. ARVENSIS L. Viatical? Scar::;e. Barry Island, etc. 1
A. COTULA L. Agrestal. Locally common. Sully, etc. 1
CHRYSANTHEMUM SEGETUM L. Agrestal, etc. Locally common!
C. LEUCANTHEMUM L. Pascual. Common!
'-C. PARTHENIUM (L.) Bernh. Viatical. Scarce. NI'. Merthyr!, etc.
MATRICARIA INODORA L. Agrestal, etc. Common 1
h. SALINA Bab. The Leys, etc., J.B. Supp., 37, 1907.
M. CHAMOMILLA L. Agrestal, etc. Locally COUlmon. Sully, etc.!
*M; flUAVEOLENS (Pursb,) Buch. Viatica!. Oommon 1
TANACETUJl,I VULGARE L. Viatical. Common 1
ARTElI1ISIA ABSINTHIUM. L. Viatical. Local. Monknash, etc. 1
*A. CAMPESTRIS L. Casual. Cardiff Docks, ]'1. J.S., 54.
A. VULGARIS L. Viatical, etc. Co=on1
b. COARCTATA ],ors. Llandaff, etc., J.B., 404, 1909.
A. ~LARITiMA L. Littoral. Locally common. Aberthaw, etc. 1
b. GALLICA (Willd.). Aberthaw 1
* A. BIENNIS Willd. Adventive. Radyr, J.B., 491, etc., 1916.
'·A. LUDOVlCIANA Nutt., b. ONAPHALODES (Nutt.). Adventive. Established. Radyr, etc., R.E.C., 1016, 1925.
'fUBSILAGO ]'ARFARA L. Agrestal, etc. i Common!
PETASITES OVATUS Hill. Pratal, Paludal. Locally comlllon by rIvers,
etc.!
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*P. FRAGRANS Presl. Viatical. Locally common. Llandough, &c. !
*DoRoNIOuM PARDALIANCHES L. Established. Bridgend,Fl. J.S., 53.
*D. PLAN,TAGINEUM L. Established in a few places!
SENECIO AQUATICUS Hill. Inundatal. Common!
S. ERP.ATICUS Bert. Near Swansea,1836, T .. B. Flower.
S. JACOBAEA L. Glareal, Pascual, etc. Common!
b. DISCOIDEUS L. Splott 1
S. ERUCIFOLIUS L. Septal, Pascual, etc. Locally common. Cogan, etc.!
*S. SQUAI.IDUS L. Viatica!. Locally common 1
S. SYLVATICUS L. Glareal. Scarce. Rhiwbina 1, etc.
S. VISCOSUS L. Viatical. Kenfig, etc. !
S. VULGARIS L. Agrestal. Common.
b. PRAECOX (Trow). Locally commpn. Penarth, etc., Fl. Glam" 91.
c. ERECTUS (Trow). Common. Fl. Glam., 91.
d. MULTICAULIS (Trow). Rare. Swanbridge, etc.!, Fl. Glam., 9,1.
*S. CINERARIA DC. Established. Horton cliff, B.E.C., 731, 1922.
(S. P,\LUSTRIS Hook. Aberafan, Ray, Third Itinwra7'Y. Error ?).
*CALENDULA ARVENSIS L. Casual. Splott!
CARLINA VUI,GARIS L. Glareal. Locally common 1
ARCTIUM LAPPA.L. Sylvestral, Viatical. Scarce. Monknash Cwm, etc. !
A. NEMOROSUM Lej. Viatical. Rare. Cardiff 1, teste··A. H. Evans.
A. MINUS (Hill) Bernh. Sylvestral, etc. Common 1, teste A.H. Evans.
CARDUUS NUTANS L. Glarea!. Common 1
C. ACANTHOIDES L. Septal, etc. Locally common·. Near Coga.n, etc. 1
b. CRISPUS. Parkmill,etc., J.B. Sup·p., 38, 1907.
C. PYCNOCEPHHUS 1,., b. TENUIFI,ORUS (Curt.). ViaticaL Common near
coast!
CIRSIUM- ERIOPHORUM (L.) Scop., b. BRITAl\'l',"ICUM (Petrak)... Pascual,
local. Chiefly on lias. Nash, etc. 1
C. LANCEOLATUM Scop. Pascual. Common!
(C. HETEROPHYLLUM (1,.) Hill. Between Llandaff and Cowbridge.,RG.,
P error).
C. ACAULE CL.) Weber. Glareal. IJocally common. Cefn On, eta!
b. CAULESCENS, (pers.). Local. Reol-y-mynydd!
C. PRATENSE (Ruds;) DC. Uliginal. Common!
C. TUBEROSUM (L.) Alf. (as Woodwardi, T.B.). PascuaL·Rare. About
Nash,Point!, Phyt.,i; J.R, 1906.
C. ARVENilE (L.) Scop. Agresta!. Common!
b. MITE Koch. Locally common!
c. SETOSUlIf C. A. Mey. Crumlin, B.E.C., 663, etc., 1919.
C. PALUSTRE (L.) Scop. Pratal, etc. Common!
b. FEROX Dr. Southerndown, B.E.C., 455, 1927.
*ONOPORDON ACANTHIUM L. Viatica!. Rare. Aberthaw!, etc.
b. V~RIDE Michet. Canton, J.B., 412, 1909.
*SILYBUM MARHNUM Gaertn. ·Viatica!. Rare.· Newton!, etc.
SERRATULA TINCTORH L. Sylvestral, etc." Common.
b. AI,PINA Gren. & Godr. Near Maesteg,. B.-E.C., 578, 1924..
*CllNTAURRA JACRA L. Adventive. Port Talbot, J.R., 384, 1918.
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C. OBSCURA Jord. J;>uscual. Common. Cardiff, te8te C. E. Britton.
C. NEMORALIS Jord. Pa8cual. Common. Penylan, etc.!, te8te C. E.
Britton.
*C. CYANUS L. Casual. Locally common!
C. SCABIOSA L. Septal, etc. Loc·ally common. Thornhill, etc.!
b. SUCCISIFOLIA E. S. M. Gower cliffs, J.B. Supp., 39, 1907.
*C. OALCITRAPA L. Adventive. Barry, B.E.C., 732, etc., 1922.
*C. ASPERA Willd. Adventive. E8tablished. Barry Docks!
*C. SOLSTITIALIS L. Adventive. Newton!, etc.
b. ADAMI (\villd.). Abm'dare, J.B. Supp., 82, 1907.
C. MEL1TENSIS L. Adventive. Splott!, etc.
*CARTHAMUS TINCTORIUS L. Adventive. Dina8 Powi8!, etc.
CICHORIUM INTYBUS L. Viatical, etc. Locally common!
IJAPsANA COMMUMIS L. Septal, Viatical. Common!
PICRIS ECHIOIDES IJ. Viatical, etc. Locally common. On lias near
coast!
P. HIERACIOIDES L. Septal, etc. Locally common. Gower, etc.!
b. UMBELLATA Schultz. Port Talbot, J.B. Supp., 39, 1907.
CREPIS PALUDOSA (L.) Moench. Palud€Ll, etc. Rare. Glyn Neath!
*C. B!£ENNIS L. Viatical. Rare. Lhmdough!, etc.
C. OAPILLARIS (L.) Wallr. Agre8tal, etc. Oardiff Docks!, B.E.C., 403,
1927.
b. AGRRSTIS (Willd.) Dr. Ca.doxton, etc., J.B. Stl.pp., 40, 1907.
c. ANGLICA Dr. & Thell. Splott, B.E.G., 403, 1927.
C. TARAXACIFOLIA Thuill. Agrestal, etc. Oommon!
*C. SETOSA Haller f. Casual. Splott!
HIERACIUM J;>ILOSELLA L. Glareal. Common!
b. CONCINNATUM H. Lisvane, etc., J.B., 405, 1909.
*H. COLLINIFORME N. P. Established. Cardiff!, teste Bennett, extinct.
Rh. Vachell.
H. BRUNNEO-CROCEUM Pugsley. (J.B., 296, 1892, and B.E.C., 881, 1925).
[H. MELANOCEPHALUM. Aberdare, J.B., 118, .1904J.
H. SCH~IIDTII Tausch. Craig-y-llyn, J.B. StLPP., 40, 1907.
H. EUSTOMON Lint. Padell-y-Bwlch, J.B., 405, 1909.
H. r,ASIOPHYLLUM Koch, b. EURYODON H. Craig-y-llyn, etc., J.B. Supp.,
40, 1907.
H. ARGENTEmr Fr. Craig-y-llyn, etc., iB. S~pp.·,46, 1907.
H. NITIDUM B., b. SII,URIENSE H. Oraig-y-llyn, J.B. SlLPP., 40, 1907.
H. HYPOCHAEROIDES Gibs., b .. SAXO.RUM H. Craig-y-llyn, J.R: FIt/pp.,
40, 1907.
H. CAMBRICUM H. Graig Fawr, etc., J.B. Supp., 40, 1907'.
H. PELLUCIDUM Laest. Aberdare, J.B .. , 312, 1902.
H. SUBLEPISTOIDES (Z.). Near Llanishen!, B.E.C., 568, 1921.
H. CRASSICEPS Dahlst. Lisvane, etc., J.B., 405, 1909.
H. GRANDIDENS Dahlst. Llanedarne!, teste A. E. Wade.
H. CINDERELLA IJey. Glyn Neath, etc., J.B. Stl.pp., 40, 1907.
H. r.uCmur,uM IJey. Glyn Neath, etc., .T.B. Snpp.) 40, 1907.
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H. SUBULATIDENS D. Cwrt Colman, Bridgend, B.E.C., 234, 1920.
b. CUNEIFRONS Ley. Craig-y-llyn Fach, J.B., 15, 1909.
H. I,EYANUM Z. Darren Bwllfa, etc., J.B. Supp., 40, 1907.
H. DIAPHANOIDES I.,indeb. Hendrefoilan, B.E.C., 385, 1918.
H. VcLGATUM Fr. Gowerton, etc., R.E.C .. 385, 1918.
H. LACHENAUI Gmel. Glyn Neath, J.B., 197, etc., 1893.
H. ~IUTABILE Ley. Llwydcoed, J.B., 312, 1902.
H. SCANIOUM D.? Cefn On, B.E.C., 568, 1921.
H. JACCARDII Z. Near Radyr, sp. H.J.R., N,ational Museum of vValeR.
H. SUBAMPLIFOLIU~{ Z~ Abm'dare, etc., J.B., 312, 1902.
H. IRRIGUUM Fr. Hirwaun, J.B. 8ttpp., 40, 1907.
H. SUBGLAUCOVIRENS Z. Abm'dare, .J.B., 312, 1902.
[H. PULCHRIUS Ley. (W.R.L.)? Radyr, H.J.R.J
H. CACUMINATUM D. Aberdare, etc., J.B., 50, 1909.
H. BARBARIIFOLIUM Lonnr. Rady]', etc., J.B., 405, 1909.
H. ACROLEUCUM Stenstr., h. DAEDALOLEPIUM D.
Swansea, J.B." 312.
1902.
H. CAESIUM Fr. Craig-y-llyn, J.B. Supp., 40, 1907.
[H. ORARIUM Lindeb. Glamorgan, .J.B., 296, 1892.J
H. AMPHIBOLOIDES Z. Glyn Neath, etc., J.B. Supp., 40, 1907.
H. BOREOPHILUM Z. Hills behind Port. Talbot, J.B., 405, 1909.
H. TRIDENTATUM Fr. Fforest Newydd, B.E.C., 385, 1918.
H. STIOTOPHYLLUM D. Craig-y-llyn, J,.B. Supp., 41, 1907.
b. SERPENTINUM (H.). Aberdare, very rare, J.B., 312, 1902,
H. SUBSTRIGOSUM Z. Rhondda Valley, J.R S'IlPP., 41, 1907.
H. TRIOHOCAULON D.
Treorchy, sp. H.J.R., National Museum of
Wales.
H. CALCARICOLUM (H.) Z. Near, Aberdare, very rare, J.B. Supp., 41,
1907.
H. OBATRESCENS D. Aberdare, very rare, J.B. Supp., 41, 1907.
[H.SCABRESCENS D. Llwydcoed, ,T.B., 3]2, 1902.J
H. RIGIDUM Hartm. Clyne Valley, etc., RE.C., 385, 1918.
H. FRIESII Hartm. Treorchy, etc., J.B. S1tPP., 41, 1907.
H. SCABRISETUM ,Z. Craig-y-llY~l" etc" J.B. S'IlPP., 41, 1907.
H. CANTIANUM H. 1:n quantity about Aber,dare, etc., J.B., 312, 1902.
H. CORYMBOSUM Fr. ,Aberdare, etc." j.B. Supp., 41, 1907.
H. OPSIANTHUM D. "Probably: this," Aberdare, .J.B., 312, 1902.
H. ,UlI{BELLA'fUM: L. .L]ansannor, etc.!
b. CORONOPIFOLIUM Bernh.
"Approaching this variety," PetNston, J.B., 405, 1909.
H. OBLIQUUM Jord. PO.rt Talbot, .T.B., 405, 1909.
HYPOCHAERIS RADICATA L. Pascual. Common!
H. GLABRA L. Glareal. Rare. Kenfig Burrows, etc.!
LEONTODON HISPIDUS L. Pascual. Commonl
L. AUTUMNAUA L. Pascual.' Pratal. Common!
L. NUDICAULIS (1,.) Banks. "pascnal. Common t
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TARAXACUM.
Sect. ERYTHROSPERMA.·
T. BRACHYGLOS8UM D. The Leys!, B.E.C., 104, 19~2.
'1'. DECIPIENS Haunk. Penard, R.E.C., 403, 1927.
T. FUI,VIFORME D. Newton Dunes!
'1'. FULVUM Raunk. Leckwith, R.E.e., 404, 1927.
T. LACISTOPHYLLUM D. Cardiff, etc 1, RE. C., 404, 1927.
T. I,IMBATUM D. Kenfig, etc., R.E.C., 31, 1926.
Sect. SPECTABILIA.
T. CROCEIFLORUM D. (m). Cardiff, R.E.C., 404, 1927.
T. MACULIGER:rrM Lindb. f. Lavernockl, R.E.C., 105, 1932.
T. NAEVOSUM D. Barry, RE.C., 122, 1926.
T. NORDSTEDTII D. Bridgend, R.E.C., 736, etc., 1922.
Sect. VULGARIA D.
T. ALIENUM D. (m). Swansea Bay, R.E.C., 30, 1926.
T. ANCISTROLOBUM D. (m). Cardiff, R.E.C., 404, 1927.
T. ANGLICIFORME D. (m). Taff Fechan Gorge I, R.E.C., 26, 1932.
T. CYANOLEPIS D. Swansea, R.E.C., 404, 1927.
T. DUPLIDENTIFORME Dahlst. (m). Radyr, R.E.C., 308, 1927.
T. EXPALLIDIFORME D. (f). Caerphilly, R.E.C., 495, 1927.
T. HAMATUM Raunk. Caerphilly, R.E.C., 405, 1927.
T. INTRICATUM Lindb. f. Radyr, B.E.C., 405, 1927.
T. KOEHLERI Dahlst. (m). Cardiff, R.E.C., 309, 1927.'
T. PALLESCENS D. (a). Leckwith, R.E.C., 405, 1927.
T. PERLACINIATUM D. Penarth, RE.C., 309, 1927.
T. POLYODON D. (m). Radyr, R.E.C., 405, etc.; 1927.
T. PRERADIANS D.Radyr, R.E.C., 309, 1927.
T. PRTVUM D. (var.). Caerphilly, etc., R.E.C., 405, 1927.
T. SINUATUM D. Cardiff, R.E.C., 309, 1927.
T. SUBLACINIOSUM D. Swansea, B.E.C., 122, 1926.
T. SUBDILATATUM D. Barry, R.E.C., 309, 1927.
*LACTUCA VIROSA L. Viatical.· Rare. Porthc~wl, .T.B.;~317, etc:, 1902.
*L. SERRIOLA. L. ,Viatical. I;Dcally CDmmDn. Cardiff," etc. I, B.E.C.,
196, 1923.
.
b. INTEGRATA (G. & G.) Dr. Card~ff? RE.C., 406, 1927.
*L. SALIGNA,L. Viatical. LlandDugh 1
L. MURADis Fres. 8ept;tl, RupestraL CDmniDn!
SONCHUS ARVENSIS,L. AgreRtal, etc. 'Common!'
.".
b. LAEVIS (G. G. w.).' PDrt TalbDt DDCks, ,T.B. Supi/; 42,1907.
,c. ANGU,STIFDI,IUS Meyer. PDrthcawl, etc., J.R. StLpp., 42, 1907.
S. ASPER Hill. Agrestal, etc. CDmmon:!
b. INTEGRIFOLIUS Lej.Cardiff, RE.G., 133, 1920.
C. PUNGENS Bisch.· Nash, B..E.C., 455, 1927.
S. OLERACEUS L. Agrestal; "etc: CDmmDn 1
b. GLANDULOSUS (CDSS.) Dr. Cardiff DDCkS, J.B. Supp., 42, 1907.
C. CIUATUS (Lam.) Dr. Barry, B;E.C., 883,1925.
*TRAGOPOGON PORRIFOl1IUS L. 'Adventive. Barry DDCks 1, etc.
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T. PR,\TENSIS I". Pratal. Scarce. Penarth, etc., Fl. Glam., 102.
b. MINOR (Mill.). Cardiff, etc. !
IjOBELIA DORTMANNA L. Lacustral. Very rare. Llynfach, etc., B,G.,
etc.
JASIONE MONTANA L. Glareal. Common!
b. LITTORALIS Fries. Sker, etc., J.B. S1LPp., 42, 1907.
""VAHLENBERGH HEDERAOEA Reichb. Uliginal. Locally common. Caerphilly, etc.!
(PHYTEUMA ORBIOULARE L. Cowbridge, Fl. J.S., 43).
CAMPANULA GLOMERATA L. Pascual. Rare. St Donats to Dunraven!
C. LATIFOLIA Ij. Sylvestral. Rare. Hendrefoilan, etc.!, B.E.C., 388,
1921.
C. TRAOHELIUM L. Sylvestral. Scarce. Near St Hilary, etc.!
*(C. RAPuNcuLoIDEs L. Sylvestral. Merthyr Mawr, J.B., 317, 1902).
C. ROTUNDIFOT.IA L. Glareal. Common. In hilly districts!
(C. PATULA L. Vale of Glamorgan?, L.W.D. Mat., 29).
I"EGOUSIA HYBRIDA (IJ.) Del. Near Porthcawl, Lloyd, etc.
VACCINIUM MYRTILI.US L. Ericetal. Locally common!
V. VI-TIS-IDAEA L. Ericetal. Rare. Craig-y-llyn!
OXYCOCCUS QUADRIPETALA Gilib. Uliginal. Rare. Mynydd-y-glew, etc. !
ANDROMEDA POLIFOLIA L. Uliginal. Crumlin Bog, Hb. Brit. Mus.
CALLUNA VULGARIS (L.). Ericetal. Common!
ERICA CINEREA L. Ericetal. Locally common. Mynydd-y-glew, etc. !
E. TETRALIX L. EricetaI. Locally common. Mynydd-y-glew, etc.!
(E. OlT,IARIS L. Llantwit Fardre, J.B. S1tPP'., 4:3, 1907).
(E. VAGANS L. Near Newton, etc., B.G.).
(E. MEDITERRANEA L., b. HIBERNICA Hook. & Arn. Pontardulais, B.G.).
*RHoDoDENDRoN PONTICUM L. Established. I"angland, seeding freely,
B.E.C., 134, 1920.
PYROLA MINOR L.
Sylvestral.
Ysgwd Eynon Gam, above the Fall,
L.W.D. Mat., 38. (Glamorgan ?).
P. SEOUNDA L. Ericetal. Craig-y-llyn, two localities, Pl .. Glalfl1., 105.
MONOTROPA HYPOPITYS L., b. GLABRA Roth. Sylvestral, Uliginal. Rare.
Kenfig Dunes, etc.!, B.E.C., 407, 1927.
STATIOE LIMONIUM L. emend. Littoral. Locally common. Penarth
Ferry, etc.!
b. PYRAMIDALE (Dr.). Port Eynon, Rh. A. Bennett, J.B., 13, 1965.
S. BINERVOSA G. E. Srn. Littoral. Locally common. Dunraven!
S. PUBESCENS (Srn.). Littoral, Rupestral. Locally common!
PRIMULA VULGARIS Huds. Sylvestral. Common!
b. CAULESCENS (Koch). Scarce!
P. VARHBILIS Goupil. Pratal. Scarce. Dinas Powis, etc.!
P. VERIS L. Pratal. Locally common!
*CYOLAMEN HEDERIFOLIUM Ait. Coedryglan," no doubt planted," Fl.
J.S., 69, etc.
LYSIMAOHIA VULGARIS L. paludal. Locally common. Kenfig, etc. !
*L. PUNCTATA L. Paluda1. Established. Cwrt-yr-ala!, B.E.C., 126,
1929.
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L. NUMMULARIA L. Pratal. Locally common. Cwrt-yr-ala, etc.!
L. NEMORUM L. Sylvestral. Common!
GLAUX MARITIMA L. Littoral." Locally common. Salt marshes, etc.!
ANAGALLIS TENELLA Murr. Uliginal. Locally common. Kenfig Burrows, etc.!
A. ARVENSIS L. Glareal, Ag~estal. Common!
b. CARNEA Schr.ank. Ogmore Castle, E.S.M., J.B. Supp., 44, 1907.
c. PALLID A Rook. f. Penylan!
d. VERTICILLATA Diard. Splott!
A. FOEMINA Mill. Agrestal, Viatical. Lavernock, etc.!
CENTUNCULUS MINIMUS L. Ericetal. Rare. Sker, etc.!
SAMOLUS VALERANDI L. Paludal, etc. Loc.ally common. Sker, etc.!
FRAXINUS EXCELSIOR L. Sylvestral, etc.. Common!
LIGUSTRU1>f VULGARE L. Sylvestral, etc.. Common!
*VINCA MAJOR L. Established. Swanbridge, etc.!
*V. MINOR L. Sylvestral. Established: Lisvane, etc.!
BLACKSTONIA PERFOJ,IATA Ruds. Pascual. Locally common. Dunes,
etc. !
ERYTHRAEA CENTAURIUM Pers. Glareal. Common!
b. CAPITATA Koc.h. Kenfig Pool, J.B., 248, 1902.
c.. ELLIPTICUM Dr. Kenfig, B.E.C., 569, 1919 (as Centauriurn).
d. CONFERTA Who & S. Kenfig Dunes!, sp. Rb. Vachell, t-este C. E.
Salmon.
e. SUBLITORALIS vVh. & S. Kenfig Dunes!
CENTAURIUM VULGARE Rafn. Many records: all, including T.B. and
B.E.C., 1923, doubtless refer to var. s'Ublitoralis Wh. & S.
C. PUI,CHEI,LUM (Sw.) Dr. Glareal. Locally common. Kenfig Dunes,
etc. !
b. SIMPLICISSIlIfUM (Schmidt). Kenfig Dunes!, teste J. S. L. Gilmour.
C. CAPITATUM (WiUd.) Dr. Glareal. Rare. Gower, B.E.C., 361, etc.,
1930.
(GENTIANA PNEUMONAN,THE L. Oystermouth to Newton, J.B. Supp., 45,
1907).
G. AMARELLA L. Glareal. Dinas Powis, etc.!
G. SEPTENTRIONALIS Dr.? Glareal. Scarce. Kenfig Dunes, R.E.C.,
311, 1927.
G. OAMPESTRIS L. Pascual. Rare. Pendoylan!, etc.
h. BALTICA (Murb.). Sker Dunes!
MENYANTHES TRIFOLIATA L. Paludal, local. Gower, etc.!
*NYMPHOIDEs PELTATUM Rend. & Br. Introduced. Clyne Ponds, R.E.C.,
885, 1925.
*POLEMONIUM CAERULEUM L.
Adventive.
Aberdare, ,T.B. Supp., 83,
etc., 1907.
*RELIOTROPIUM EUROPAEUM L. Casual. Splott!
CYNOGLOSSUM OFFICINALE L. Viatical, etc. Locally common. Dunes,
etc. !
h. AURGMRRUM Merat. Kenfig, etc., JJ/. 81J.pp., 45, 1907.
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*C. GERMANICUM Jacq. Casual. Near Cardiff, Fl. J.S., 113.
*LAPPULA ECHINATA Gilib. Casual. Llandaff Mill, etc.!
*ASPERUGO PROCUMBENS L. Casual. Splott!, etc.
SYMPHYTUM OFFICINALE L. Paludal. Common. Dinas J;'owis, etc.!
(b. PATENS Sibth. Port Talbot, .J.B. Supp., 45, 1907).
*S. PEREGRINUM Ledeb. Pencisely, etc., teste A. E. Wade.
*BORAGO OFFICINALIS L. Adventive. Marcross, etc.!
*ANCHUSA SEMPERVIRENS L. Viatica!. Locally common! Dunes, native?
"A. OFFICINALIS L. Aberavon, B.E.C., 388, etc., 1918.
LYCOPSIS ARVENSIS L. Agrestal, etc. Locally common. Dunes, etc.!
*PULMONARIA OFFICINALIS L. Established. Penllergaer, B.E.C., 388,
etc., 1918.
*P. LOKGIFOLIA Bor. Near Swansea, Sw. Sc. Soc. Frocs., 1891-2.
l\I Y080TIS PALUSTRIS Hill.
Paludal.
Locally common.
Sant-y-nil,
etc. !
b. STRIGULOSA (Reichb.). Near Aberdare, J.B. Stlpp., 45, 1907.
M. REPENS G. & D. Don. Uliginal. Scarce. Penard!, etc.
M. C.-IESPITOSA K. F". Schultz. Paludal. Sant--y-nil, etc.!
*M. ALPESTRIS Schmidt.
Introduced in an orchard, Mayals, B.E.C.,
584, 1924.
M. SYI"VATICA (Ehrh.) Hoffm. Sylvestral. P endoyl an, native?! Established. Locally common.
M. ARVENSIS (JJ.) Hill. Agrestal, Glareal, etc. Common!
b. SYLVESTRIS (Schlecht.). Sully Island, J.B. Supp., 45, 1907.
M. COLHNAHoffm. Glareal. Locally common. Near coast, etc.!
b. MITTENII Baker. Penard Dunes, etc., J.B. Supp., 46, 1907.
lVI. VERSICOLOR Sm. GlareaJ. Locally com.mon. Southerndown, etc.!
LITHOSPERMUM OFFICINALE L. SylvestraJ. Scarce. Gower, etc.!
L. PURPUREO-CAERULEUM L. Local.
Copses, etc., near coast.
Dunraven, etc.!
*1". ARVENSE L. Casual. Near Docks!
ECHIUM VULGARE L. Littoral. Locally common. Dunes, etc.!
b. PUSTULATUM S. & S. Barry Docks!, B.E.C., 276, 1930.
*(E. PLANTAGlNEUM L.
Casual.
Barry, B.E.C., 201, 1923.
Error?)
CALYSTEGlA SEPIUM Br. Septal. Common!
C. SOLDANEJ"LA Br. Glareal, loeal. Dunes along coast!
CONVOLVULUS ARVENSIS L. Agrestal, etc. Common!
CUSCUTA EUROPAEA L. Septal. Newton Isands, non-flowering! r, J.B.
StlPP., 46, 1907.
C. EPITHYMUM (L.) M urray. Ericetal. Rare. Dunraven !, etc.
*C. TRlFOLII Bab. Agrestal. Pontcanna. On Trifoliu'/l~ praiense, etc.,
Fl. Glam., l15.
*LYCOPERSICON LYCOPERSICUM (L.). Outcast. Locally common. Waste
ground!
SOLANUM DULCAMARA L. Septal, etc. Common!
h. MARINUM Bab. Oxwich, etc., ,T.B. Sv,pp., 46, 1907.
R. NIGHUM L. Agl'estal. Viatica!. Locally common!
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*LYCIUM CHINENSE Mill. Established, chieHy near coast. Swan bridge,
etc. :
ATROPA BELLADONNA L. Sylvestral, etc. R,are. Boverton 1, etc.
",DATURA STRAMONIUM· L. Casual. Waste ground and dunes!
HYOSCYAMUS NIGER L.
Viatica!.
Locally common.
Southerndown,
etc. !
"H. AI,BUS L. Near Shrimphouse; Barry, B.E.C., 201, 1923.
VERBASCUM THAPSUS L. Viatical, etc. Locally common. Gower, etc.!
*V. VIRGATUM Stokes. Established. Railway, Oardiff to Penarth J
*V. BLATTARIA L. Adventive. Rare. Splott 1, etc.
*V. PULVERULENTUM ViII. Adventive. Barry, RE.C., 201, 1923.
*V. T,YCHNITIS L. Casual. "Ballast," Cardiff, Fl. ,LS., 6l.
V. J).'IGRUlYI 1,. Viatical. Rare. Near Cardiff 1, etc.
LINARIA VUJ,QARIS Mill. Septal. Glareal. Common 1
b. PELORIA. Penarth Ferry, 1893, Ft. Glam., 118.
*L. PURPUREA Mill. Adventive. Swansea, Gutch, etc.
*},. REPENS (1..) Mill. Viatical. Scarce. Hailway banks, etc.!
*L. PELISSERIANA Mill. Casual. Swansea Dock, B.E.C., 669, 1919.
·'L. SUPINA Dest'. Cl),sual. "Ballast," Cardiff, Fl. J.S., 60.
T,. MINOR (L.) Desf. Agrestal. Viatir.al. Locally common. Railway
lines, etc.!
h. PRAETERMISSA (Delast.). Cardiff, B.E.C., 312, 1927.
L. SPURIA (L.) Mill. Agrestal. Scarce. St Hilary, etc. 1
L. ELATINE (lJ.) Mill. Agrestal, etc. Scarce. Southerndown, etc.!
L. CYMBALARIA (L.) Mill. Rupestral, Littoral. Common, ,apparently
native on pebble ridges 1
* ANTIRRHINUM MAJUS I,. Adventive on walls. Cogan 1, etc.
A. ORONTIUlYI L. AgrelStal. Rare. Horton 1; Casual. Waste ground 1
b. CALYCINUM (Lam.). Casual. Splott 1
SCROPHULARIA AQUATICA L. Paludal. Common!
b. CINEREA (Dum.). Gowerton, etc.,.T.B. Supp., 47, 1907.
S. NODOSA L. Sylvestral. Oommon!
b. BOBARTII Pryor. Sully llsland 1, B.E.C., 496, 1916.
c. BRACTEATA Dr. Cardiff, J.B., 406, 1909.
S. SCORODONH L.
Septal.
Rare.
Porthcawl sandhills, .1.1$., 317,
1902.
*S. CANINA L. Established. Cardiff Docks. RE.C., 202, 1923.
h. PTh"'NATIFIDA (Brot.). Established. Cardiff Docks, B.E.C., 1020,
1925.
*MIMULUS GUTTATUS DC.
Lacustral.
Locally common.
Established
recently in many places!
·'M . MOSCHATUS Dougl. Uliginal. Established. Caerphilly mountain I,
etc.
LnrosELLA AQUATICA L. Lacustral. Very rare. Kenfig 1
h. TENUIFOLIA Lej. Rare. Kenfig Burrows!
SIBTHORPIA EUROPAEA L.
Uliginal.
Very rare.
Garth mountain at
800 ft.!
DIGLTALIS PUl\.PUREA L. Septal, etc, Common!
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" Sides of moun(VERONIOA HYBRIDA L., as spicata (?), T.B., 287.
tains," L.vV.D. Mat., etc.).
V. OFFICINALIS L. Ericetal, etc. Common!
V. CHAMAEDRYS L. Sylvestral. Common!
V. MONTANA L. Sylvestral. Locally common. Sallt-y-nil, etc. 1
V. SOUTEiLLATA L. Uliginal. Locally common. Gower, etc. 1
b. VILLOSA Schum. Blackpill, B.E.O., 390, 1918.
V. BEOOABUNGA L. J?aludal. Common 1
V. ANAGALLIS L. Paludal. Scarce. Kenfig 1, teste N. Y. Sandwith.
V. AQUATICA Beng. Paludal. Locally common. Oxwich 1, etc., teste
N. Y. Sandwith.
V. SERPYLLIFOLIA L. Agrestal, etc. Common 1
V. ARVENSIS L. Glareal, etc. Common 1
*V. TOURNEFORTII Gmel. Agrestal. Common 1
b. KOOHIANA Godr. Llandaff 1, teste E. Drabble.
c. ASOHERSONIANA (Lehm.). Near Cardiff 1, teste E. Drabble.
V. AGRESTIS L. Agrestal. COIllmon r
V. DIDYlIfA Ten. Agrestal. Common 1
V. HEDERIFOLIA L. Agrestal. Common 1; Sylvestral. Rare. Cwrt-yrala!
b. TRILOBA (Opiz) Beck. Dinas Powis, B.E.G., 519, 1930.
Euphrasias, according to "A Revision of the British Euphrasias "
by Mr H. 'V. Pugsley, who gives the following list which cancels all
former erroneous records for Glamorgan:EUPHRASIA BOREALIS Wettst. Ericetal. Llwydcoed, H.J.R., teste H.
W. Pugsley.
E. BREVIPILA BUl'nat '& Gremli. Ericetul. Pontneddvaughan, H.J.IL,
teste H. W. Pugsley.
E. NEMOROSA J?ers. Ericetal. Dinas Powis!, etc., teste H. W. Pugsley.
E. CUHTA (lfr.) Wettst., f. I,IT'l'ORALIS. Ericetal. Welsh St Donats,
J.B. Supp., 48, 1907.
E. OOOIDENTALIS Wettst., Ericetal.
Porthcawll, etc., teste H. W.
Pugsley.
}<::. ANGLICA Pugsl. Ericetal. St Donats.
BARTSIA VISOOSA L. Paludal. Hare. Cower, etc. 1
B. ODONTITES Huds. Pascual, etc. Agg., common 1
b. VEHNA (Reichb.). Rhossili, etc., J.JJ. gupp., 48, 1IJ07.
C. SEROTINA (Bedol.).
Southerlldown 1
PEDIOULARIS PALUSTRIS L. Paludal. Locally common. Kenfig, etc.!
P. SYLVATICA L. Ericetal. Common!
RHINANTHUS CRISTA-GALLI L. Pratal. Common 1
MELAMPYRUM PRATENSE L. Sylvestral. Common 1
b. MONTANUM (Johnston). Rhigos, etc., J.B. S'upp., 4IJ, 1907.
c. HIANS (Dr.). Aberdare, etc., J.B. Supp., 49, 1907.
OROBANCHE RAPUM-GENISTAE Thuill. Parasitic on broom, etc. Scarce.
Radyr 1, etc.
(0. VULGARIS Poir. Gower, Lloyd).
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(0. ALBA Steph. No locality given, Gutch).
O. MAJOR L. Agrestal. Very rare. Port Talbot, J.B. St,Pp., 49, etc.,
1907.
O. HEDERAE Duby. Sylvestral. Locally common. Parasitic on Ivy.
Cardiff, etc.!
O. MINOR Sm. Agrestal. Par,asitic on clover. Near Cottrel, etc. !
b. CONCOLOR Duby. (as flaveseens ? Reut.) on Vo~vtdus sepi'u'Il1.
Port Eynon, B.E.C., 392, 1921.
(0 PURPUREA Jacg. (as caerulea). "Hilly pastures," Swansea Guide).
LATHRAEA SQUAMARIA L. Sylvestral. Saprophytic on elms, etc. Locally
common. Cardiff, etc.!
UTRICULARIA VULGARIS L. Lacustral. Neath, etc., Flower and Lees.
U. MAJOR Schmidel. Lacu.stral. Rare. Oxwich Marsh!, B.E.C., 365,
1930.
U. MINOR L. Lacustral. Very rare. penclun Marsh!, B.E.C., 392,
1918.
PINGUICULA VULGARIS L. Uliginal. Locally common. Margam Burrows!, etc.
(P. LUSITANICA L. Llangynwyd, Fl. J.S., 68).
VERBENA OFFICINALIS L. Viatical. Locally common. About old villages!
MENTHA ROTUNDH'OLIA (L.) Huds. Pratal. Locally common. Whitchurch, etc.!
b. BAUHINI (Tenore). Parkmill, J.B., 407, 1909.
M. ALOPECUROIDES Hull. Llanmadoc, etc., Sw. Se. Soc. ProGs., 63,
1929.
}1. LONGIFOLIA (L.) Huds. Paludal. Scarce. Glyn Neath, J.B., 297,
1892.
b. NEMOROSA (Willd.). Peterstone-super-Ely, sp. Hb. Vachell, teste
J. Fraser.
c. MOLLISSIMA (Borckh.). Peterstone-super-Ely, teste J. Fraser.
d. NICHOLSONIANA (Strail) Dr. Canton, B.E.C., 741, 1922.
e. VILLOSA (Huds.). Peterstone-'Super-Ely, H.J.R., teste J. Fraser.
*M. SPICATA Huds. Viatical. Scarce. Aberthin, etc.!
*M. CRISPA (L.). Llwydcoed, H.J.R., teste J. Fraser.
-x'XPIPERITA L. Paludal. Scarce. Dinas Powis, B.E.C., 443, 1932.
b. VULGARIS Sole. Oxwich, etc., J.B. S'upp., 50, 1907.
C. SUBOORDATA Fraser.
Caerphilly!, teste J. Fraser.
M. AQUATICA L. Paludal. Common!
b. SUBGLABRA(Haker). Aberthin!, B.E.C., 412, 1927.
C. MAJOR Sole. Abm·thin!, B.E.C., 128, 1926.
XVEltTICILLATA (L.), b. PALUDOSA (80le) Dr. Paludal. Locally COlllmono Gower, etc.!
C. PARVIFI,ORA (H. Braun).
Gower!, teste J. Fraser.
d. OVALIFOLIA (Opiz) Brig. Aberthin, etc.!, B.E.C., 412, 1927.
e. ADULTERINA Brig. Aberthin, B.E.C., 128, 1926,
f. AOUTIFOI.IA 8m. Aberthin!, B.E.C., 128, 1926,
g. RIVALIS Brig. Near Hirwaun!, teste J. Fraser.
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XGENTILIS L. Paludal. Blackhill:;, Gower, B.E.()., 678, 1919.
b. PAULIANA (Schultz). Penard Castle, 1894, E. F. Linton.
XRUBRA Huds.
Paludal, etc.
Rare.
Hirwaun, J.B. Supp., 50,
1907.
h. RARIPILA Briq. Glam., J. R.. Shepherd, 1911.
M. ARVENSIS L. Agrestal, etc. Common!
h. OBTUSIFOLIA Lej. & Court. Aberthin!, teste J. Fraser.
c. AGRESTIS (Sole) Sm. Abm'dare, ,T.B. Supp., 50, 1907.
d. AUSTRIACA (Jacq.) Briq. Barry, B.E.C., 128, 1926.
e. PARIETARIIFOLIA Beck. Llwydcoed, H.J.R., teste J. Fraser.
f. DENSIFOLIOLATA Briq. Gower!
M. PULEGIUM L. Inundatal. Local. Aberthin!
·~M. REQUIENI Benth. Adventive. Penllergaer, J.B. Supp., 84, 1907.
Lycopus EUROPAEUS L. Paludal, ek. Common!
ORIGANUM VULGARE L.
Pascual.
Locally common.
Dry calcar~us
banks, etc. !
h. ALBIFLORUM Lej. Gower, B.E.C., 393, 1921.
THYMUS PULEGIOIDES L. (as CHAMAEDRYS Fr.). Glyn Neath, B.E.C.,
510, 1927. Cum. Fl.
T. SERPYLLUM L. Pascual. Common. Barry, etc.! B.E.C., 512, 1927.
T. PYCNOTRICHUS (Uechtr.) Ronn.
Pascual.
Barry Island, B.E.C.,
513, 1927.
T. ZETLANDICUS Ronn. &; Dr. Pascual. Cold Knap, B.E.C., 514, 1927.
T. NEGLECTUS Ronn. Pascual. Barry, B.E.C., 51G, 1927.
'f. BRITANNICUS Ronn. Pascual. Caerphilly, B.E.C., 516, 1927.
SATUREIA ASCENDENS (Jord.) Dr. Glareal, etc. Locally common. St
Fagans!
h. BRIGGSII (Syme). St Andrews!
*S. NEPETA (L.) Scheele. Adventive. Cardiff Docks, B.E.C., 742, 1922.
S. ACINOS (L.) Scheele. Rupestral, etc. Local. Gower, ek.!
CLINOPODlUlIf VULGARE L. Septal, etc. Locally common. Cwrt-yr-ala.
*MELISSA OFFICINALIS L. Outcast. Newton, etc. !, B.E.O., 498, 1916.
*SALVIA PRATENSIS L.
Adventive.
Merthyr Mawr, J.B. Supp., 85,
1907.
S. VRRBENACA L. Pascual. Common. Go,weT,etc.!
*S. VERTICILLATA L. (as PRATENSIS, Swansea Guide). Adventive. Port
Eynon, etc.!
NEPETA CATARIA L. Septal. Rare. Kenfig, etc. !
N. HEDERACEA (L.) 'l'rev. Sylvestral. Common!
h. PARVIPWRA (Benth.). Morlais Castle, J.B. Supp., 51, 1907.
SCUTELLARIA GALERICULATA L.
Paludal.
Locally common.
Gower,
etc. !
h. LITTORALIS Dr. Kenfig Dunes, etc., B.E.C., 315, 1927.
S. lIUNOR Huds. Uliginal. Locally common. Kenfig, etc.!
PRUNELLA VULGARIS L. Pascual. Common!'
h. DUNENSIS Dr. vVhitford Point, B.E.C., 48, 1917.
*l\IELITTIS MELISSOPHYLLUM L.
Adventive.
About Swansea, Dillwyn,
etc.
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MARRUBIUM VULGARE L. Viatical, Uliginal. Scarce. Near coast,
Skel', etc. 1
STAOHYS SYLVATICA L. Sylvestral. Oommon!
XAMBIGUA Sm. Septal. Hare. Aberthin 1, etc.
S. PALUSTRIS L.· Paludal, etc. 1
S. ARVENSIS L. Agrestal. Locally cOl11l11on. St Donats!
*S. A,."NUA L. Advelltive. Oardiff, etc 1, B.E.C., 207, 1923.
*S. REOTA L. Established. Barry Doeks 1, B.E.C., 207, 1~23.
S. OFFICINALIS (L.) 'frevis. Sylvestra!. Locally common. Llansannor,
etc. 1
b. HIRTA (Leyss.) Itouy. Monlmash Ow.ml, B.E.C., 315, 1927.
GALEOPSIS SPECIOSA Mil!. Agrestal. Rare. Gowerton to Penclawdd,
J.B., 316, 1892.
G .. TETRAHIT L. Sylvestral, Agrestal. Oommon 1
b. BIFIDA (Boenn.) Lej. & Oourt. Radyr, etc., J.B., 407, 1909.
C. NIGltESOENS Breb.
,\Venvoe, B.E.O., 207, 1923.
G. LADANUM L., b. Al"GUSTIFOLIA Pers. Scarce. Agrestal, and pebble
beaches 1
c. OANESOENS Schultz? Barry 1, B.E,O., 132, 1929.
'LEONUltUS CARDIAOA L. Viatical. Rare. Abm·thin, etc. 1
LAlIUUM ALBUM L. Viatical. Common 1
*L. MAOULATUlIi l~. Outcast. Scarce. Pentyrch, etc.! (B.E.O., 207,
1923.)
L. PURPUREU1I1 L. Agrestal, etc. 00l11lll0n !
L. HYBRIDUM Vill.
Viatica!.
Scarce.
Kenfig, etc 1, B.E.C., 413,
1927.
b. DEOIPIENS 8011d. Gower, J.B., 297, 1892.
,L. MOLUOOELLIFOLIUM Fr. Llandaff, etc., Fl. J .S., G4. }Drror).
L. AMPLEXIOAULE L. Agrestal. Scarce. Kenfig, etc. 1
L. GALBOBDOLON (L.) Orantz. Sylvestral. Oommon 1
BAI,LOTA NIGRA L. Viatica!. Locnlly common. Dinas Powis, etc. 1
h. MOLLISSIMA Dr. Kenfig 1, H.JiJ.C., 414, 1927.
TEUOltIUM SCORODONIA L. SylYcstral. 00mmon1
h. DENTATUM Bab. Kill;ty, B.E.C., 395, 1918.
"'1'. OHAMAEDRYS L. Hupestral. Rare. Penrheolgerrig, Owrdi.ff Nat.
Soc. Procs., 1891-2.
AJUGA ltEPTANS L. Sylvestml. Oommon 1
*PLANTAGO INDIOA L. Advelltive. Established? Cardiff 1, B.B.O., 743,
1922.
P. OORONOPUtl 1,. Glarea!. '\Venvoe. l,ittoral, along coast 1
b. OERATOPHYLLON Hapin. Grangetown, etc. 1
C. MARLTIMA Gren. & GodI'. Blackpill, B.E.O., 395, 1918.
cl. PYGMAEA Lange. Merthyr Mawr Dunes, B.R.G., 393, etc., 1921.
e. TENUIFOLIA Wirtg. Oardiff, R.E.G., 207, 1923.
P. MARITIMA L. LittoraL Locally common along coast 1
b. SCORZONERIFOLIA (Lam.). Grangetowll 1, etc.
P. LANCEOLATA L. Pascual, etc. Oommon 1
*b. TIMBALI (Jord.). Port Talbot, J.B., 408, 1909.
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c. ALTISSIMA (L.). Barry, B.E.G., 129, 1926.
d. SPHAEROSTACRYA Roche. Ewenny Down, etc., J.B. Supp., 52,
1907.
P. MEDIA L. Pascual. Locally common. On lias near coast!
P. MAJOR L. Pascual, etc. Common!
b. INTERMEDIA (Gilib.) Syme. Kenfig, etc., J.B. Supp., 52, 1907.
*J;>. PSYLLIUM L. Casual. Cardiff, Fl. J .S. (notes).
*P. LAGOPUS L. Adventive. Splott!
LITTORELLA UNll'LORA (L.) Asch. Lacustr.al. Locally common!
*HERNIARIA GLABRA L. Casual. Cardiff, Fl. J.S., 36.
·~H. CILIATA Bab. Established. Barry, B.E.G., 1021, 1925.
*H. HIRSUTA L. Casual. Cardiff, B.E.C., 1021, 1925.
*CORRIGIOLA LITTORALIS L. Casual. Barry Docks!, B.E.C., 414, 1927.
*SCLERANTHUS PERENNIS L. Casual. Cardiff Docks, Fl. J.S., 74.
S. ANNUUS L. Agrestal. Scarce. Near Cardiff!
*AJl-IARANTUS CHLOROSTACHYS (Willd.) '1'he11.
Adventive.
Appearing
yearly, Cardiff, etc.!
*A. RETROFLEXUS L. Adventive. Barry, appearing yearly!
b. DELlLEI Thell. Cardiff, B.E.C., 591, 1924.
*A. ALBUS L. Adventive. Cardiff, appearing yearly!, B.l!J.C., 129, 1926.
* A. BLITUM L. Penarth, etc., Fl. J.S., 70, etc.
OHENOPODIUM RUBRUM L. Viatical. Common!
b. BLITOIDES Wallr. Oardiff, B.E.C., 891, 1925.
c. PSEUDO-BOTRYOIDES Wats. Pond sides, etc. Kenfig J3urrow~!
*0. BONUS-HENRICUS L. Viatical. Locally common. Rhiwbina, etc.!
*C. HYBRIDUM L. Adventive. Splott!
*0. URBlCUM L. Viatical. Aberthaw, B.E.C., 367, 1930.
b. lNTERMEDIUJl-I (M. & K.) Mog. Aberthaw!, B.E.C., 208, 192:3.
*0. MURALE L. Viatical, local. Cardiff, etc. !
*0. OPULll'OLIUM Schrad. Adventive. Cardiff!, B.E.C., 754, lD28.
b. MUORQNULATUM G. Beck. Harry, 'B.E.G., 1:30, 1926.
O. ALBUM L. Agrestal, etc. Common!
b. VIRIDE (L.). Aberdare, J.B. Supp., 53, 1907.
c. GWMERULOSUM (lWichb.). Leckwith, B.E.G., 744, etc., HJ22.
d. PAUCIDENS (Murr) Dr. Radyr, B.E.C., 394, etc., U)2l.
e. VlRIDESOENS St Amans. Oardiff, R.E.G., 143, etc., 1920.
f. l'SEUDO-BoRBAsn (Murr) Dr. Grangetown, R.E.G., 744, 1922.
g. PSEUDOSTRIATUlIl (Zsehacke). Barry, R.E.C., 130, 1926.
h. SUB STRIATUM (Murr). Oardiff Dock, R.E.C., 593, 1924.
*0. I,EPTOPHYI"LUM (Nutt.) Britt. & Br.
Adventive.
Splott, etc.!,
, B.E.C., 395, 1921.
*0. FlCIFOLIUM Sm. Adventive. Cardiff, Fl. J.S., 72.
*C. GLAUCUM L. Viatical, local. Near Llandough, etc.!
*0. VULVARIA L. Adventive. Splott!, etc.
C. POLYSPERMUM L. Agrestal, Viatical, etc. St Nicholas, etc.!
b. OBTUSIFOLIUM Gaud. Oardiff, J.B., 412, 1909.
*ROUBIEVA lI!ULTIFIDA Mog.
Adventive.
Established.
Barry!, etc.
(B.E.C., 1022, 1925).
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BETA lIIAltITIMA L. Littoral. Locally common. Sully, etc.!
ATRIPLEX LLTTORALIS L. Littoral. Locally common. Penarth Ferry,
etc. !
b. SERRATA Gray. Port Talbot, J.B. Supp., 53, etc., 1907.
A. PATULA L. Agrestal, Via"tical. Common!
b. ERECTA Lange. Llandaff, etc., J.B., 408, 1909.
c. BRACTEATA Westerlund. Cardiff, B.E.C., 145, 1920.
d. ELONGATA Dr. Cardiff, B.E.C., 873, 1928.
A. HASTATA L. Agrestal, Viatical. Common!
A. DELTOID EA Bab. Viatical. Locally common. Penarth Ferry, etc.!
b. PRO STRATA Bab. l;'enarth Ferry 1
A. GLABRIUSCUI,A Edmondst., b. BABINGTONII (\Voods) Dr.
Littoral.
Locally common!
A. MARITIMA Rallier.
Littoral.
Rare.
Jersey Marine, etc., J.B.
Supp., 53, 1907.
* A. TATARICA L. Adventive. Cardiff!, etc., B.E.C., 745, 1922.
A. PORTULACOIDES L. Littoral. Locally common. Aberthaw, etc. 1
* A. PEDUNCULATA L. Casual. Aberafan, Rb. Motley.
Salicornias arranged according to the revision by C. E. Moss and
E. J. Salisbury, D.Sc., F.L.S., in the Cambridge British Flora.
(SALICORNIA PERENNIS, a. RADIANS Moss & Salisb.
Swansea, B.G.,
Cambridge Br. Flo'fa).
(b. LIGNOSA Moss. Near Cardiff!, B.E.C., 396, 1921. Error, A. J.
Wilmott).
S. DOLICHOSTACHYA Moss. Grangetown!, B.E.C., 368, 1930, teste Dr
Salisbury.
S. HERBACEA, a. STRICTA Moss. & Salisb. Grangetowll.!, teste Dr Salisbury.
b. PATULA Moss. & Salisb .. Oxwich, Rb. Watson.
S. RAMOSISSIMA Woods. The Leys!, teste Dr Salisbury.
S. PRO STRATA, a. SMITHIANA Moss. & Salisb. The Leys!, teste A. J.
Wihnott.
S. DISARTICULATA Moss. The Leys 1, teste Dr Salisbury, B.E.C., 368,
1930.
SUAEDA FRUCTICOSA Forsk.
Littoral.
Very rare.
Penarth Ferry,
B.E.C., 368, 1930.
S. MARITIMA Dum. Littoral. Locally common. Cogan, etc. 1
b. PROCUMBENS Syme. Gower, J.B. S'upp., 54, 1907.
ElALSOLA KALI L. Littoral. Locally common. Sands 1
b. TENUIFOLIA Tausch. Cardiff, B.E.C., 892, 1925.
~PHYTOLACCA AMERICANA L. Adventive. Cardiff Docks!
POLYGONUM DUMETORUM L. "Garden weed." Sully, Fl. Glam., 136.
P. CONVOLVULUS L. Agrestal.· Common!
b. SUBALATUM Lej. & Court. Swambridge, Fl. Glam., 136.
P. BISTORTA L. Pratal. Scarce. Schwyl!, etc.
P. AMPHIBIUM L. Lacustral, etc. Kenfig, etc. !
b. TERRESTRE Leers. Lavernock!
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P. SOABltUM :Nloench. .A.grelStal, ew. Gommoll. Caruiff, etc. 1
h. INOANUM (Lej. & Court.). Near Gorseinon, J.B. !::5upp., 55, ID07.
P. PERSIOARIA L. .A.grestal, etc. Common 1
b. ELATUM Gren. & Godr. Fairwater, etc. 1
c. AGRESTE Meisn. Near Cardiff 1
*P. PETEOTIOALE (Stokes) Dr. Agrestal, etc. Comlllon. Taff River, etc. 1
P. HYDROPIPER L. Paludal. Common 1
(P. MITE Schrank. Swansea, Gutch, etc.).
P. MINUS Huds. lnundatal. Swansea, Phyt., 144, etc., 1842.
(P. :M:ARITIMUM L. Littoral. Cardiff, etc., Fl. J.S., (3).
P. RAil Bab. Littoral. Locally common. .A.berthaw, etc. 1
P. AVICULARE L. .A.grestaJ, etc. Common 1
b. AGRESTINUM (Jord.). Porthcawl, etc., J.B. S-upp., 54, 1907.
C. BREVIFOLIUM S. F. Gray.
Oxwich, etc., J.B. Supp., 54, 1907.
d. ANGUSTIFOLIUM S. F. Gray. Cardiff, etc., J.B. Supp., 54, 1907.
e. MARmUM S. F. Gray. Port Talbot, etc., J.B. Supp., 54, 1907.
f. DEPRESSUM Meisn. Port Talbot, B.E.G., 30, 1911.
P. EQUALE Lind. .A.grestal. Scarce. Cardiff 1
*P. PATULUM M. Bieb. (BELLARDI auct.). Casual. Splott, etc., B.E.G.,
594, 1924.
*P. OUSPIDATUM Sieb. & Zucc. Outcast, often established 1, B.E.G., 594,
1924.
*FAGOPYRUM SAGITTATUM Gilib. Casual. About Cardiff 1
RUMEX RYDROLAPATHUll-I Ruds. Paludal. Locally common. Rensol,
etc. 1
R. ORISPUS L. Agrestal, etc. Common 1
b. TRIGRANULATUS Syme. Cadoxton Moors, etc. 1
R. OBTUSIFOLIUS L. Pratal, etc. Common 1
*R. SANGUmEUS L. Viatical. Swansea Valley, B.E.G., 397, 1918.
R. VIRIDIS (Sibth.). Sylvestral. Common 1
R. OONGLOMERATUS Murr. Viatical. Common 1
R. RUPESTRIS Le Gall. Littoral. Rare. Kenfig Dunes!, J.B., 16, 1933.
R. PULOHER L. Viatical. Newton, etc. 1
R. MARITIMUS L. Swansea foreshore, B.E.G., 416, 1927.
R . .A.OETOSA L. Pratal. Common 1
R . .A.OETOSELLA L. Ericetal. Common 1
b. M'LEANII Dr. Near Taffs Well, B.E.G., 60, 1923.
*R. SOUTA.TUS L. Adventive. Cornely, Gutch.
·'R. SALICIFOLIUS Weinm. Adventive. Splott, etc. 1
*(.A.SARUM EUROPAEUM L. Cardiff Castle gardens, Fl. J.S., 109).
DAPHNE LAUREOLA L. Sylvestral. Locally comm011. Cwrt-yr-ala, etc. 1
D. MEzEREuM L. Sylvestral. Draethen, J.B., 408, etc., 1909.
"RIPPOPHAE RHAMNOIDES L. Established. Sand dunes in several places,
B.E.O., 746, 1922.
VISOUM ALBUM L. Sylvestral. Very rare. On Robinia Pseudacacia,
Singleton, B.E.G., 894, 1925.
¥.·THESIUM HUMIFUSUM DC. Estahlished. BaIT:\, Docks 1, etc., B.E.C.,
368, 1930.
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EUPHORBIA PLATYPHYLLOS L. Agrestal. Very rare. Llandough,etc.,
Ij'l. G/,a,In., 140.
(E. STRICTA L. Penarth, Fl. J.S., 75).
E. HELIOSCOPIA L. Agrestal. Common!
E. AMYGDALOIDES L. Sylvestral. Comlllon!
*E. YIRGATA ""V. & K. Adventive. Established. Barry Doeks!, etc.
*E. ESULA L., var. PINIFOLIA (Lam.) Dr. Adventive. Cardiff Docks (as
type, J.B. Supp., 86, 1907).
*E. CYPARISSIAS L. Adventive. Abm'avon, B.E.C., 398, etc., 1918.
E. PARALIAS L. Littoral. Locally comlllon. Kenfig, etc.
E. PORTLANDICA L. Littoral. Locally common. Kenfig, etc.
E. PEPLUS L. Agrestal. Common!
E. EXIGUA L. Agrestal. Common. Also on cliffs!
E. LATHYRIS L. Sylvestral. Nicholaston Woods!, RE.C., 127, 1917.
E. PEPLIS L. Littoral. Porthcawl, etc., extinct ?, L.W.D. Mat., 32,
etc.
*Buxus SEMPERYIRENS L. Sylvestral. Frequent. Not native!
MERCURIALIS PERENNIS L. Sylvestral. Common!
*M. ANNUA L. Agrestal. Locally common. Cardiff, etc.!
b. AMBIGUA (L.). Port Talbot Docks, J.B. Supp., 86, 1907.
ULMUS MONTANA Stokes. Sylvestral. Common. Native in uplands!
U. PLOTII Dr. Septal. Very rare. Sketty, B.E.C., 746, 1922.
*U. SATIYA Mill. Septal. Probably ,always planted!
*U. MINOR Mill. Planted. Self sown seedlings .occur!
HUMULUS LUPULUS L. Septal. Locally common. Llalldaff, etc. !
*CANNA;BIS SATIVA L. Casual. ""Vaste places!
*FICUS CARICA L. Established on cliffs at Mumbles, etc.!, B.E.O., 417,
1927.
URTICA DIOIOA L. Viatical. Locally conllllOll. Sand burrows, etc. I
b. ANGUSTIFOLIA "VillllU. & Grab. Lalestoll, J.B. Su,pp., 56, 1907.
U. URENS L. Viatical. Common!
·*U. PILULIFERA L. Cwsual. Cardiff, Penarth, Fl. J.S., 76.
P ARIETARIA RAlIlIFLORA 1\foench. l-tupestral. C0111mon !
b. SIMPLEX (Bach.). Cardiff, etc., J.B. Supp., 56, 1907.
MYRICA GALE L. Uliginal. Cefn Bryn, Fl. Gla,m., 142, etc.
BETULA ALBA L. Sylvestral. Common!
b. PENDUJ,A Ait. Often planted!
B. l'UBESCENS Ehrh. Sylvestral. Locally comUlOll, ill upland,;!
ALNUS ROTUNDIFOLIA Mill. Sylvestral. COllllllon. River· and strealll
sides, etc.!
CARPINUS BETULUS L. Sylveshal. Scarce. Possibly native in limestone woods!
CORYLUS A VEI,LANA L. Sylvestral. Common!
QcERCUS ROBUR L. Sylvestral. Locally common!
Q. SESSILIFLORA Salisb. Sylvestral. Locally common. Oxwich, etc.,
J.B. Supp., 57, 1907.
~'Q. CERRIS L. Sylvestral. Aberdulais, Gutch, etc.!
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Naturalised. Seedlings C!n Caswell cliffs 1, H.E.a., 397,
etc., 1921.
*CASTANEA SATIVA Mill. Naturalised banks of River Taff, etc. 1
*JUGLANS REGIA L. Limestone cliff, Widegate, H.E.a., 895, 1925.
FAG US SYLVATICA L. Sylvestral, native. Scarce. Near Rudry, etc.l
*SALIX PENTANDRA L. Aberdare, etc., native?, J.H. Supp., 86, 1907.
S. FRAGILIS L. Septal, etc. Locally common. River Taff, etc. !, teste
J. Fraser .
. b. DECIPIENS (Hoffm.). Aberdare, J.B. SuPP., 56, 1907.
(c. BRITANNICA F. B. ·White. "Frequent," J.B. Supp., 57, 1907).
S. ALBA L. Septal, etc. Locally common. Pontcanna, etc. 1, teste
J. Fraser.
b. VITELLINA (L.). Swansea, Gutch, etc.
c. STENOPHYLI,A Fmser.
Banks of ltiver Taff, Cardiff, teste J.
Fraser.
XFRAGILIS = VIRIDIS Fr., Scarce.
River 'raft', Cardiff 1, teste .T.
Fraser.
S. TRIANJ)RA L. Near Pyle, J.B., 250, 1902.
b. HO]'FMANNIANA (Sm.). Kenfig Pool, Hb. Motley, etc.
c. AMYGDALINA (L.) Bab.
Near Rumney at J~lwynygrant, A. A.
Pettigrew.
S. PURPUREA L., var. HELIX Sm. Rare. 'Penylan Brook!, etc., teste
J. Fraser.
XVIJIUNALIS = RUBRA Huds. Leckwith 'Wood, etc., J.B., 57, H)07.
S. VIMINALIS L. River sides, etc. Common 1
[x] STIPULARIS (Sm.). Crumlin Burrows, J.B., 376, 1886.
b. LINEARIFOLIA Wimm. & Gr. Cardiff 1, teste J. Fraser.
XSMITHIANA Willd. Cowbridge, etc., J.B. Sl~pp., 57, 1907.
S. OAPREA L. Septal, Sylvestral. Common 1 Several forms, teste J.
Fraser.
S. AURITA L. Scarce in Vale of Glamorgan, less so in hilly districts 1
S. ATROOINEREA Brot. Septal. Common 1
S. REPENS L. Ericetal, etc. Common 1
b. ARGENTEA (Sm.). Kenfig Burrows 1
c. ASCENDENS (Srn.). Crumlin Burrows, Dillwyn, L.W.D. Mat.
d.' FUSOA (L.). Scarce. Swansea, W. R. Linton, H.E.C., 133, 1926.
e. INOUBAOEA (L.). Aberdare, J.B. Supp., 57, 1907.
f. PARVIFLORA (Srn.). Swansea .• B.E.C., 1892.
g. PRO STRATA (Sm.). Swansea, B.E.C., 1886.
*S. ANDERSONIANA Sm. Aberdare, planted?, J.B. S1~PP., 86, etc., 1907.
*POPULUS CANESOENS Sm. Frequently planted 1
P. TREMULA L. Sylvestral. Scarce. Sant-Y-lliI, etc.!
*P. NIGRA L. Occasionally planted.
*P. DELTOIDES Marsh. x :!\"'IGRA = SEROTINA (Hartig). Often planted!
*P. TACAMAHAOOA Mill. Self-sown? on Kenfig Dunes t
*P. ALBA. Occasionally planted!
El\fPETRUM NIGRUl\1 L. Ericeta1. Hills between Aberdare & Merthyr,
J.B. Supp., 57, etc., 1907.
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CERATOPHYLLUM DEMERSUM L. Lacustral. Hensol!, R.E.C., 133, 1926.
Accidentally introduced?
HYDROOHARIS MORsus-RANAE L. Margam Marshes, J.R., 299, etc., 1903.
*ELODEA OANADENSIS Michx. Lacustral. Locally' common!
LrPARIs LOESELII Rich., b. OVATA Riddels.
Uliginal.
Rare.
Kenfig!, etc., R.E.C., 418, 1927.
NEOTTIA NIDUS-AVIS (L.) Rich. Sylvestral. Rare. Cwrt-yr-ala, etc.!
LrsTERA OVATA (L.) Br. Sylvestral. Locally common. Cwrt-yr-ala, etc. !
SPIl!ANTHES SPIRALIS (L.) C. Koch. Pascual. Locally common. The
Leys, etc.!
HELLEBORINE PALUSTRIS (Mill.) Schrank. Uliginal. Locally common.
Ystradowen!, etc.
f. FLORIBIS ALBIS. Kenfig, R.E.C., 418, 1927.
b. BRICETORUM (A. & G.). Whitford Point, R.E.C., 128, 1917.
H. LATIFOLIA Dr. Sylvestr,al. Locally common. Cwrt-yr-ala, etc.!
(H. ATROPURPUREA (Rafn.). Near Cardiff, R.E.C., 669, 1931. Error).
OROHIS MORIO L. J;'ascual. Locally common. Pwll-y-pant, etc. !
O. INOARNATA L. Paludal. Scarce. Cog Rises, Fl. Glam., 149.
b. DUNENSIS Dr. Kenfig!, B.E.C., 419, 1927.
O. PRAETERMISSA Dr. Paludal. Locally common. Kenfig, etc. !
O. PURPURELLA Steph. Llangennith, R.E.C., 399, 1921, P.
O. MAOULATA L. Ericetal. Locally common. 'Rhiwbina, etc.!, R.E.C.,
669, 1931.
b. MAOROGLOSSA Dr. Cardiff!, R.E.C., 669, 1931.
O. FUOHSII Dr. Sylvestral. Locally common. Dunraven, etc.!, sp.
Hb. Vachell, teste Dr Druce.
O. MASOULA L. Sylvestral, etc. Common!
O. PYRAMIDALIS L. Pascual. Scarce. 1\1:onknash, etc. !
OPHRYS APIFERA Huds. Pascual. Scarce. Llansannor, etc.!
O. MUSOIFERA Huds. Sylvestral. St Nicholas, 1883 ?, Fl. J.S., 82.
(HERMINIUM MONOROHIS (L.) Br. Beaupre, C.N.S. ProGs., 1882).
HABENARIA GYlI<INADENIA Dr. Glareal, Uliginal. Scarce. Kenfig, etc.!
*H. ALBIDA (L.) Br. Pascual. Cwmdu Fall, Swansea Valley, R.E.C.,
749, etc.!, 1922.
H. VIRIDIS (L.) Br. Pratal, Uliginal. Rare. St Brides Major!, etc.
b. VAILLANTII (Ten.) Fern. Rhossili, J.B. Snpp., 59, 1907.
PLATANTHERA VIRESOENS (Zollik) Dr. Sylvestral. Scarce. Rhiwbina!,
teste P. M. Hall.
P. BIFOLIA (L.) Br. Sylvestral. Gower, etc., J.B., 312, 1904.
IRIS PSEUDAOORUS L. Paludal. Common!
b. AOORIFORMIS (Bor.) Baker. Oxwich M,arsh!, teste Dr Druce.
c. PALLIDIFLAVA Sims. J;'arkmill, R.E.C., 681, 1919.
1. FOETIDISSIMA L. Sylvestral. Locally common. Shrubby pJaces near
coast!
*OROOUS VERNUS (L.). Established. Fairy Hill, etc!, R.E.C., 598, 1924.
*0. BIFLORUS Mill. Penrice Green, R.E.C., 216, 1923.
*SISYRINOHIUM ANGUSTIFOLIUM Mill. Pratal. Whitchurch, introduced
with crops!
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*TRITONIA CROCOSMIFLORA Nich. Blackpill, B.E.C., 400, 1921.
NARCISSUS PSEUDO-NARCISSUS L. Sylvestral, etc. Locally common.
Pencoed, etc. 1
*N. MAJOR Curtis. Scarce. Established. Penylan, etc. 1 (B.E.C., 216,
1923).
*N. BIFLORUS Curtis. Pratal. Established. Kenfig 1, B.E.C., 420, etc.,
1927.
*N. POETICUS L. In a wood near PWllypant t, etc.
*N. INCOMPARABILIS Mill. Elstablished by River Taff, pontcanna 1
GALANTHUS NIVALIS L. Sylvestral. Scarce. Stream sides, Draethen,
etc. 1
*LEUOOJUM VERNUM L. Established. Caswell, B.E.C., 898, 1925.
*L. AESTIVUM L. Paludal. Kenfig, Rh. Motley, etc.
TAMus OOMMUNIS L. Septal. Common 1
Rusous AOULEATUS L. Native ,and locally common. In woods and on
cliffs, Gower, etc. 1
ASPARAGUS MARITIMUS Mill. Littoral. Rare. Gower 1, etc.
* A. OFFICINALIS L. Established. Oxwich Bay, etc.
POLYGONATUM 1I1ULTIFLORUM (L.) All. Sylvestral. Rare. Castell Coch,
etc. 1
CONVALLARIA MA.JALIS L. Sylvestra1. Very rare. Little Garth, 1910.
Extinct ?, etc.
*YUOCA GLORIOSA L. Am. Glamorgan, British Plant List, Edition 2.
*ALLIUM AMPELOPRASUM L., b .. Hor.MENSE Mill. Flat. Rolm, Rb. Brit.
Mus.
A. VINEALE L. Pascnal. Locally common 1
b. BULBIFERUM Syme. Porthcawl, etc., J.B. Supp., 60, 1907.
c. OOMPAOTUM (Thuill.). Cogan 1, etc.
A. URSINUM L. Sylvestral. Common 1
A. OLERAOEUM L. Pr,atal. Llanishen t, etc.
*A. SOHOENOPRASUM L. Adventive? Aberdare, etc. 1
* A. ROSEUM L. Adventive. Marcross, sp. Rh. Vachell!
SOILLA VERNA Ruds. pascual, local. Porthcawl, etc.!
S. AUTUMNALIS L. (Glareal. Marcross, Fl. Glam., 154, etc.). Adventive? Barry, B.E.C., 217, 1923.
S. NON-SORIPTA CL.) R. & L. Sylvestral. Common!
*B. HISPANICA Mill. Oxwich :punes, B.E.C., 898, 1925.
*(ORNITHOGALUM PYRENAIOUM L. Porthkerry Woods, Fl. J.B., 83).
O. UMBELLATUM L. Pascual. Merthyr Mawr!, etc.
(GAGEA LUTEA (L.) Ker-Gawler. Castell Ooch Woods, 1843, extinct,
Fl. J.B., 83).
COLCHIOUM AUTUMNALE L. Pratal. Rare. Newton!, J.B., 317, etc.,
1902.
NARTHECIUM OSSIFRAGUlII (L.) Ruds. Uliginal. Locally common. Ystradowen, etc. 1
PARIS QUADRIFOLIA L. Bylvestral. Locally common. Cwrt-yr-ala, etc. 1
JUNOUS SPINOSUS Forsk. Littoral. Locally common. The Leys, etc. 1
J. ACUTUS 1,. Littoral, local. Kenfig Burrows, etc. 1
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J. CONGLOMERATUS L. Paludal. Common. Sant-y-nil, etc. 1
J. EFFUSUS L. Paludal. Common. Sant-y-nil, etc. 1
b. COMPACTUS Lej. & Court.

Pengam Moors 1

J. INFLEXUS L. Paludal. Common. Sully Moors, etc. 1
J. SUBNODULOSUS Schrank. Paludal. Locally common. Kenfig Burrows, etc. 1

J. ACUTIFLORUS Ehrh.

Sylvestral, Paludal. Common 1
b. MULTIFLORUS (Weihe) Dr. Craig-y-llyn, J.B. Supp., 61, 1907.
J. ARTICULATUS L. Paludal. Locally common. Hirwaun 1, etc.
(J. ALPINUS Villars. Glamorgan, T.B. S11,pp., Sp. Rb. A. Bennett.
Error).
J. BULBOSUS L. Paludal. Common 1
b. ROCHII (F. Schultz) Dr. Fairwood Common, J.B., 61, 1886.
J. SQUARROSUS L. Ericetal. Common. On heathy moorlands 1
(J. COMPRESSUS Jacq. Glamorgan, T.B. S1{,pp. 11. Error?, record
probably erroneous).
J. GERARDI Lois. Littoral. Common along coast 1
*J. TENUIS Willd. Adventive. Taffs Well, etc., J.B. Supp., 87, 1907.
J. BUFONIUS L. Paludal. Common 1
b. FASCICULARIll Koch. Porthcawl, etc., .T.B. S11·PP., 60, 1907.
I,uzuLA SYLVATICA (Huds.) Gaud.
Sylvestral.
I,ocally common.
Penllergaer, etc. 1
L. PIWSA (L.) Willd. Sylvestral. Locally common. Draethen, etc. 1
b. [? x] BORRERI (Bromf.). Li~v.ano, fide A. Bennett?, J.B. S11·PP.,
61, 1907.
[L. FORSTERI (Srn.) DC. Several references, including Oomital Flora,
all doubtful].
L. MULTIFLORA (Retz.) DC. Ericetal. Locally common. 1;'endoylan,
etc. 1
b. CONGESTA (DC.). Aberdare, etc., J.B. Supp., 61, 1907.
L. CAMPESTRIS (I~.) DC. Pascual. Common 1
*PlIOENIX DACTYLIFERA L.
(Seedlings).
Frequently introduced with
town refuse 1
TYPlIA LATIFOLIA L. Paludal. Locally common J
T. ANGUSTIFOLIA L. Paludal. Rare. Oxwich Marsh, .etc. 1
SPARGANIUM NEGLECTUM Beeby. Paludal. Locally common. Ci1doxton
Moors, etc. 1
S. RAJI'IOSUM Huds. Paludal. Common. Cadoxton Moors, etc. J
b. MICRJ'CARPUJI'I (Neum.). Flemingstone Moor, J.B., 409, 1909.
S. SIMPLEX Huds. Lacustral. Locally common 1
b. LONGISSIMUM Fr. Crumlin Bog, J.B. SlI.PP., 62, 1907.
S. ANGUSTIFOLIUM Michx. Lacustral. Rare. Llyn Fach, etc. J
S. MINIMmr Fries. Lacustral. Singleton Marsh, Gutch, etc. (?).
ARUM MACULATUM L. Septal. Common!
*ACORUS CALAJl1US L. Briton Ferry, Flower, etc.
LEMNA MINOR L. Lacustral. Common. Sker, etc. !
L. POLYRRlIIZA L. Lacustral. Rare. Sker, etc. 1
L. TRISUI,CA L. Lacustral. Locally common. Pengam, etc.!
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L. GIBBA L. I"acllstral. Scarce. Aberdare Valley, J.B. Supp., 62, etc.,
1907.
WOLFFIA ARRHIZA (L.) Wimm.
Lacustral.
Rare.
1;'onds, Penarth
Road, Cardiff (Fl. Glam, 160, 1899).
ALISMA PLANTAGO-AQUATICA L. Paludal. Common!
ECHINODORUS RANUNCULOIDES (L.) Engelm. Paludal. Locally common.
Kenfig, etc.!
ELISMA NATANS (L.) Buch. Crumlin Bog; Singleton, Gutch, Phyt., 180,
1842.
SAGITTARIA SAGITTIFOLIA L. Lacustral. Rare. Near Cardiff, e~c.!
BUTOMUS UMBEU,ATUS L. Paludal. Locally common. Gower, etc.!
TRIGLOCHIN MARITIMA L. Littoral. Locally common. In salt marshes!
T. PALUSTRIS L. P,aludal. Locally common. Llanishen, etc.!
POTAMOGETON NATANS L. Lacustral. Common. Llansannor, etc.!
P. OBLONGUS Vivo Lacustral. Common. Caerphilly, etc. !
(P. COLORATUS Hornen,I. East Moors, etc., Fl. J.S., 86).
(P. ALPINUS Balb. Cardiff, etc., Fl. J.S., 86).
P. GRAMINEUS L. Lacustral. Rare. Kenfig Burrows!, etc., teste W.
H. Pearsall.
P. VARIANS Fryer. Lacustral. Glamorgan, T.B. S1Vpp., sp. Armit,age.
P. LUCENS L. Lacustral. Rare. Kenfig Pool!, teste W. H. 1;'earsall.
(P. PRAELONGUS Wulfen. River Ely near St George's, etc., Fl. J.S., 86).
P. PERFOLIATUS L. Lacustral. Scarce. Kenfig Pool, etc.!, teste A.
Bennett.
b. OBLONGIFOLIUS M. & K. Canal at Cardiff I, teste A. Bennett.
P. CRISPUS L. Lacustral. Locally common. Roath Lake, etc. !
P. OBTUSIFOLIUS M. & K. Lacustral. Rare. Mynydd-y-glew!, B.E.C.,
506, 1916.
P. FRIESII Rupr. Rare. Canal near Cardiff!, teste W. H. Pearsal1.
P. PUSILLUS L.
Lacustral.
Locally common.
Canal near Cardiff,
etc.!, teste W. H. Pearsall.
b. TENUISSIMUS M. & K. Kenfig Pool!, teste W. H. Pearsall.
P. PECTINATUS L. Lacustral. Locally common. Kenfig 1;'001, etc.!,
teste W. H. Pearsall ..
h. DIFFUSUS (Hagstr.). Near Merthyr!, teste W. H. Pearsall.
f. LONGIPEDUNCULATUS Tisel. Kenfig Pool!, teste W. H. PearsaIl.
P. INTERRUPTUS Kit. Lacustral. Canal, Neath, B.E.C., 900, etc., 1925.
h. SOOPARIUS Fryer. Oxwich, etc., J.B. Supp., 63, 1907.
P. DENSUS L. Lacustr,al. Locally common. Dunraven, etc. !
RUPPIA MARITIMA L. Swansea, Rh. Geldart, fide H.J.R., J.B. Supp.,
63, 1907.
R. ROSTELLATA Koch. Littoral. Scarce. The Leys!, etc.
ZANNICHELLIA PALUSTRIS L. Lac,ustral. Scarce. Near Aberdare, etc.!
Z. MARITIMA Nolte.
Littoral, LacUlstral.
Locally common.
Salt
marshes!
Z. GIBBllMSA Reichb. Welsh St Donats, J.B., 113, 192Q."
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ZOSTER4- MARINA L. Littoral. Locally common. Oxwich Bay!, etc.
b. ANGUSTIFOLIA Hornem. Oxwich Bay, l'rof. McLean.
Z. NANA Roth. Littoral. Llanmorlais mud fiats, B.E.C., 404, 1918.
*CYPERUS LONGUS L. Margam Lake, probably planted, B.E.C., 900,
etc., 1925.
ELEOCHARIS PAI,USTRIS (L.) Br. Paludal. Common!
E. UNIGLUMIS Schultes. Paludal. Rare. Llanmadoc, sp. Hb. Vachell.
C. 1. and N. Y. Sandwith, 1933.
E. MULTICAULIS Sm. Paludal. Locally common. Mynydd-y-glew, etc. !
(E. ACICULARIS (L.) Br. Graigafan, Hb. Motley, etc.).
SCIRPUS SYLVATICUS L. Paludal. Scarce. St Fagans, etc. !
S. MARITIMUS L. Littoral. Locally common!
b. COMPACTUS Hoffm. Gileston!
c. MONOSTACHYS Meyer. Oxwich, etc., B.B.C., 375, 1930.
S. LACUSTRIS L. Lacustral. Locally common. Aberthaw, etc. !
S. TABERNAEMONTA1'.'l Gmel.
Lacustral.
Locally common.
Oxwich,

etc. !
S. CAESPITOSUS L. Ericetal. Locally common. Talygarn, etc.!
S. PAUCIFLORUS Lightf. Locally common. Bogs and moorlands!
S. HOLOSCHOENUS L. Littoral. Rare. East Moors, extinct; Barry!,
B.E.C., 375, 1930.
S. SETACEUS 1,. P.aludal. Common. Gower, etc.!
S. FILIFORMIS Savi. Paludal. Locally common, mostly if not entirely
the following variety.
b. MONOSTACHYS Clarke & Marshall. Penard, etc.!, teste A. Bennett.
S. FLUITANS L. Lacustral. Locally common. Gower, etc.!
S. RUFUS (Huds.) Schrad. Littoral. Very rare. Llanmadoc!, sp. Hb.
Vachell, teste A. Bennett.
ERIOPHORUM PANICULATUM (Lam.) Dr. Uliginal. Rare. Cefn Bryn,
etc., Fl. Glam., 166.
E. ANGUSTIFOLIUM Roth. Uliginal. Common!
h. LONGIFOLIUM Roth. Fairwood Common, J.B. S1~pp., 64, 1907.
E. VAGINATUM L. Uliginal. Locally common!
RYNCHOSPoRA FUSCA (L.) Ait. Uliginal. Crumlin Bog, J.B., 296, 1913.
R. ALBA (L.) Vah1. Uliginal. Rare. Cefn Bryn!
SOHOENUS NIGRICANS L. Uliginal. Crumlin Bog, Phyt., 780, 1844.
CLADIUM MARISCUS (Br.). Paludal. Crumlin Bog, Moggridge sp., T.B.
CAREX PSEUDO-CYPERUS L. Paludal. Rare. Sant-y-nil, etc. !
C. RIPARIA Curtis. Paludal. Common. Sant-y-nil, etc.!
C. AOUTIFORMIS Ehrh. Paludal. Locally common. Lavernock, etc. !
b. SPADIOEA (Roth). Sant-y-nil!, etc., B.E.C., 591, 1916.
C. VESIOARIA 1~. l'aludal. Locally common. Mynydd-y-glew!, etc.,
B.E.C., 421, 1927.
C. INFJ,ATA Huds. Paludal. Locally common. Mynydd-y-glew, etc.!
h. INVOLUTA (Bab.). Mynydd-y-glew, B.E.C., 421, 1927.
C. l\ORUSTA (Sond.) Dr.
Llancaiach, J. B., 410, 1909.
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HIRTA L. l;>aludal. Common!
b. HIRTIFORMIS Pers. Sant-y-nil, etc.!
PENDULA Huds. Sylvestral. Locally common. Leckwith, etc.!
SYLVATICA Huds. Sylvestritl. Common!
STRIGOSA Huds. Sylvestral. Rare. Cwrt-yr-ala!, etc.
HELODES Link. Paludal.' Locally common. Mynydd-y-glew!, etc.
BINERVIS Sm. Ericetal. Common on upland moors t
DISTANS L. Littoral, etc. Locally common. Near Cogan, etc. !
FULVA Host. PaludaL" Scarce. Mynydd-y-glew, etc. !
FI.AVA L. Paludal. Common!
b. OEDOCARPA And. Ystradowen!, etc.
LEPIDOCARPA Tausch. Paludal. Rare. Ystradowen!
OEDERI Retz. Paludal. Locally common. Kenfig Burrows, etc. t
b. CYPEROIDES Marss. Oxwich, J.B., 410, 1909.
c. ELATIOR Anderson. Whitchurch, J.B., 410, 1909.
EXTENSA Good. Littoral. Locally common. Gower!, etc., R.E.C.,
421, 1927.
CARYOPHYLLEA Latour. Pascual. Common t
MONTANA L. Ericetal. Rare. On limestone, Ewenny Downs, etc.!
PILULIFERA L. Ericetal. Locally common. Mynydd-y-glew, etc.!
DIVERSICOLOR Crantz. Pascual. Common t
PALLESCENS L. Sylvestral. Scarce. Mynydd-y-glew!, etc.
PANICEA L. Uliginal. Common. Mynydd-y-glew, etc.!
LIMOSA L. Uliginal. Rare. Crumlin Bog, Hb. Brit. Mus., etc.
ELATA All. Paludal. Rare. Kenfig Pool, L.W.D. Mat., 29, etc.
GRACILIS Curt. Paludal. Scarce. Near Ely, J.B., 410, 1909.
b. GRACILESCENS Almq. Ewenny River!
c. PROLIXA Fr.? Fairwater, B.E.C., 592, 1916.
GOODENOWII Gay. Paludal. Common!
b. CHLOROSTACHYA (Reichb.) Asch. Blackpill, R.E.C., 406, 1918.
c. JUNCEA (Fr.) Asch. Merthyr Tydfil t, sp. Rh. Vachell,' teste A.
Bennett.
d. MELAENA Wimm. Merthyr Tydfil!, sp. Rh. V,achell, teste A.
Bennett.
e. REOTA (Fleisch.) A. & G. Port Talbot, B.E.C., 28, 1903.
I,EPORINA L. Ericetal. Common. Ystradowen, etc.!
STELI,ULATA Good. Uliginal. Common. Mynydd-y-glew, etc.!
RElI10TA L. Sylvestral. Common~ Cwrt-yr-ala, etc. !
XVULPINA = AXILLARIS Good. Rare. Swanbridge t, sp. Hb. Vachell,
teste A. Bennett.
CANESCENS L. Uliginal. Rare. Mynydd-y-g;lew!, etc., B.E.C., 422,
1927.
VULPINA L. l;>aludal. Common!
MURICATA L. Septal, etc. Locally common. Sant-y-nil, etc.!
PAIRAEI F. Schultz. Septal. Scarce. Llandaff!, etc.
h. LEERSII (F. Schultz). Flat Holm!, teste A,. .T. Wilmott, etc.
DIVUT,SA Stokes. Septal. Locally common. Pendoylan, etc.
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C. PANICULATA L. Uliginal. Locally common. Ystradowen Bog, etc. !
XREMOTA = BOENNINGHAUSENIANA Weihe. Rare. Moors near Cwmparc, Fl. Glam.., p. 168.
C. DIANDRA Bchrank. Uliginal. Bketty Bog, Eb. Brit. Mus.
C. DISTICHA Euds. Paludal. Bcarce. Ystradowen 1, etc.
C. ARENARIA L. Littoral. Locally common. Band hills along coast!
C. PULICARIS L. Ericetal. Common. Pendoylan, etc. 1
C. DIOICA L. Uliginal. Rare. Near Aberdulais W,aterfall, L.W.D.
Mat., 29, etc.
*PANICUM MILIACEUM L. Casual. Bplott !, etc.
"P. CRUS-GALLI L. Viatical. About Cardiff, etc.!
b. LONGISETUM Doll. Cardiff 1
"P. SANGUINALE L. Viatical. Persisting, Cardiff 1
"P. IscHAEMuM Bchreb. Casual. Cardiff, etc., Fl. J .B., 93.
Locally common.
"BETARIA VIRIDIS (L.) Beauv.
Viatical.
Waste
ground, Cardiff, etc.!
*B. GLAUCA Beauv. Casual. Bplott, etc. 1
.oB. VERTICILLATA (L.) Beauv., b. BREVISETUM Godr. Casual. Splott,
etc. 1
"BPARTINA TOWNSENDII E. & J. Groves. Introduced, 1921. Mouth,
River Kenfig!
*PHALARIS MINOR Retz. Casual.. Bplott, etc. 1, B.E.a., 220, 1923.
"P. OANARIENSIS L. Viatical. Waste ground ,about Cardiff, etc.!
"P. PARADOXA L. Casual. Bplott 1, etc.
P. ARUNDINACEA L. Paludal. Locally common. Llandaff, etc. 1
ANTHOXANTHUM ODORATUM L. l'ratal, etc. Common 1
b. VILLOSUM Lois. Mynydd-y-glew!
"A. PUELII Lec. & Lam. Casual. Barry 1, B.E.O., 422, 1927.
ALOPECURUS PRATENSIS L. Pratal.· Common 1
A. MYOSUROIDES Euds. Agrestal. About Cardiff, etc. 1
A. BULBOSUS Gouan. Littoral. Locally common. Porthkerry, etc. 1
A. GENICULATUS L. Paludal. Common 1
(A. AEQUALIS Bobol. Paludal. Grangetown, etc., Fl. J.B., 94).
"PIPTATHERUM MULTIFLORUM (Desf.) Beauv.
Casual.
Barry Dock 1,
B.E.O., 457, 1924.
MILIUM EFFUSUM L. Bylvestral. Locally common. Margam, etc. 1
PHLEUM PRATENSE L. l'ratal, etc.
b. STOLONIFERUM Bab. Port Eynon, J.B., 410, 1909.
c. NODOSUM L. Port Eynon, J.B. Supp., 66, 1907.
d. PRAEOOX (Jord.). Penylan 1
"[P. PHLEOIDES (L.) Bimonk. "Ballast, Cardiff," Fl. J.B., 94J.
P. ARENARlUlIl: L. Littoral, Glareal. Locally common. Band dunes!
:." AGROSTIS VERTICILLATA Vill. Adventive. Barry Dock!, B.E.G., 602,
1924.
A. ALBA L. PIatal, etc. Common 1
b. MA.JOR Gand. Port Talbot, J.B. Supp., 67, 1907.
C. MARITIMA Meyer. Oxwich, etc., .T.B. StLPp., 67, 1907.
d. S'1'OT,ONIFERA (L.). Barry Island I
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e. SYLVATIUA (Ho~t) nOIl Poll. Port 'ralbot, J.B. SnJ!]!., 67, 1\J07.
f. CONm}NSATA Hack. Oxwich Bay, etc., J.B. Supp., 67, 1907.

A. CAPILLARIS L. Glareal, etc. Common 1
b. PUMILA (L.) Dr. Frequent. J.B. Su.pp., 67, 1907.
c. NIGRA (With.). Splott 1
A. SETACEA Curt. Ericetal, local. ¥ynydd-y-glew, etc. 1
A. CANINA L. Ericetal, etc. Scarce. Mynydd-y-glew 1, etc.
b. MUTICA Gaud. Llandough-juxta-Cowbridge, J.B. Supp., 67, 1907.
*POLYPOGON MONSPELlENSIS (L.) Desf. Littoral. Cardiff 1, n.E.C., 602,
1924.
P. LUTOSUS (Poiret) Hitchcock. Littoral. Cardiff 1, B.E.C., 602, 1924.
CALAMAGROSTIS EPIGEIOS (L.) Roth.
Sylvestral. Locally common.
Penylan, etc. 1
(C. CALAMAGROSTIS (L.) Dr. Swansea, Gutch. Probably error).
GASTRIDIUM VENTRICOSUlII (Gouan) S. & T. Native on limestone cliffs;
rare, Cwm Nash, etc. 1, B.E.C., 765, 1928, and B.E.C., 602, 1924.
* APERA SPICA-VENTI (L.) Beauv. Casual. Grangetown 1, etc.
*A. INTERRUPTA (L.) Reichb. Casual. Cardiff Docks, etc., Fl. J.S., 96,
etc.
AMMOPHILA ARENARIA (L.) Link.
Littoral.
Locally common.
Sand
dunes!
*LAGURUS OVATUS L. Casual. Splott, etc. 1
AIRA CARYOl'HYLLEA L. Glareal. Locally common. Marcross, etc. 1
A. PRAECOX L. Glareal. Garth Mountain, etc. !
""VEINGAERTNERIA CANESCENS (L.) Bernh. Littoral. Port Talbot, J.B.
Supp., 67, 1907.
DESOHAlIIPSIA CAESPITOSA (L.) Beauv. Pratal. Common 1
b. BREVIFOLIA (Parn.) Dr. Ystalyfera, etc., J.B. S1LPP., 67, 1907.
c. PARVIFLORA (Thuill.) DUlll. Llandough!
D. FLEXUOSA (L.) Trin. Ericetal. Common. On heaths 1
HOLCUS MOLLIS L. Sylvestral. Locally common. Pwllypant, etc. !
H. LANATUS L. Pratal. Common 1
TRISETUM FLAVESCENS (L.) Beauv. Pascual. Common 1
*AVENA FATUA L. Agrestal, Viatical. Scarce. Barry Docks 1, etc.
b. PlLOSA Syme, Cardiff 1, B.E.C., 221, 1923.
c. GLABRATA (peterm.). Cardiff, B.R.C., 602, 1924.
d. PILOSISSIMA S. F. Gray. Graigafan, Rh. Motley.
A. PUBESOENS Huds. Pascual. Locally common. Barry Island, etc. 1
A. PRATENSIS L. Pascual. Rare. Porthkerry, etc., J.B. Supp., 67,
1907.
* A. STRIGOSA Schreb., h. ORCADENSIS (Marq.). Casual. Cardiff 1
*A. SATIVA L. Casual. Cardiff !,.B.R.G., 221, 1923.
ARRHENATHERUM ELATIUS CL.) Mert. & Koch. Septal. Common 1
A. TUBEROSUM (Gilib.) Dr. Agrestal. Pendoylan 1, B.E.G., 423, etc.,
1927.
*CYNODON DACTYLON (L.) Pers. Glareal. Established. Banks of River
Taff, etc. !
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8mGLINGIA DECUMBEJNS (L.) Bernh. pascual. Locally 'common. Moors,
etc.
PHRAGMITES COMMUNIS Trill. Paludal. Common 1
*CYNOSURUS ECHINATUS L. Viatical. Scarce. About Cardiff, etc. 1
C. CRISTATUS L. Pascual. Common 1
KOELERIA GRACILIS PeTS. Pascual. Scarce. Gileston, etc. 1 (B.E.G.,
689, 1919).
K. BRITANNICA (Domin). Porthkerry 1, sp. Hb. Vachell, teste W. O.
Howarth (B.E.G., 40, 1932).
MOLINIA CAERULEA (L.) Moench. Ericetal. Locally common. Moors
and marshes 1
(CATABROSA AQUATIOA (L.) Beauv. Pengam Moors, etc., extinct, In.
J.8., 98).
MELICA NUTANS L. 8ylvestral. Very rare. Morlais Castle 1, B.E.O.,
115, 1932.
M. UNIFLORA Retz. Sylvestral. I.Jocally common. Cwrt-yr-ala, etc. 1
DACTYLIS GLOMERATA L. Pascual, etc. Common 1
b. ABBREVIATA Drej. Oxwich, etc., J.B. Supp., 68, 1907.
DESMAZERIA LOLIACEA (Huds.) Nym.
Littoral.
Locally common.
Penard, etc. 1
BRIZA l\.fEDIA L. Prabal. Common 1
*B. MINOR L. Casual. Splott, B.E.G., 182, 1926.
*:8. MAXIMA L. Oasual. Radyr, etc., B.E.C., 1026, 1925.
*POA OHAIXII Vill. Oasual. Aberdare, J.B. Supp., 88, 1907.
P. PRATENSIS L. Pascual. Common 1
b. ANGUSTIFOLIA (L.). Rirwaun, etc., J.B., 410, 1909.
P. SUBCAERULEA 8m. Glareal, etc. Locally common. Monlmash, etc. 1
*P. PALUSTRIS L. Casual. 8plott 1, etc., B.E.C., 905, 1925.
P. TRIVIALIS L. Pratal, etc. Common 1
b. GLABRA Doll. Whitford Burrows, J.B., 410, 1909.
C. PARVIFLORA Parn.
Abm'dare, J.B. Supp., 68, 1907.
P.NEMORALIS L. 8ylvestral. Locally common. Llandaff, etc. 1
b. COAROTATA Gaud. Penarth, Fl. Glarn., 179.
P. COMPRESSA L. Rupestral. Scarce. Barry, etc. 1
b. POLYNODA (Parn.). Oxwich, etc., J.B. Supp., 68, 1907.
P. BULBOSA L., b. VIVIPARA. Littoral. Very rare. Cold Knap 1
P. ANNUA L. Agrestal, etc. Oommon 1
b. REPTANS Raussk. Cold Knap., B.E.G., 185, 1912.
GLYCERIA AQUATICA (L.) Wahl. Paludal. Locally common. East Aberthaw, etc.
G. FLUITANS (L.) Br.
Paludal.
Locally common.
Leckwith Moors,
etc. 1
b. TRITICEA (Fr.) M. T. Lange. Reynoldstone, J.B., 411, 1909.
G. PLICATA Fr. Paludal. Locally common. vVhitchurch, etc.!
b. DECLINATA (Breb.). Rhigos Mountain 1, Sp. Rb. Vachell, teste
Dr Druce.
G. DISTANS (1,.) Wahl. Littoral. Locally common. Pengam Marsh,
etc. !
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U. lIIAJU'l'lMA (h) Mert. &: Koch.
Littoral. Locally [;OIllIllOll.
Ea!lt
Aberthaw, etc. I
G. BORRERI Bab. Littoral. Cardiff Dock, B.E.C., 378, 1930.
G. PROCUMBENS Dum. Littoral. Locally oommon. Pengam Marshes,
etc. I
b. EHEOTA Dr. Cardiff Docks, B.JiJ.C., 322, 1927.
1<'E~TLOA IUGIDA (L.) Kunth. Gla,real. Locally common. Penard, etc. I
F. GIGANTEA (L.) Vill. Sylvestral. Locally COlllmon. St Nicholas, etc.!
1!'. ARUNDINAOEA Schreb. Pratal, etc. Locally common. Lias cliffs,
etc. I, sp. Rh. Vachell, teste W. O. Howarth.
:IT. ELATIOR L., sub-sp., :1. PRATENSIS Huds. Pratal. Common.
h. PSEUDO-WLIAOEA (Hack.). Aberdare, etc., J.B., 70, 1906.
1<'. SYLVATICA ViII.
Sylvestral.
Rare.
Eynon Gam and Gwladys
Falls, B.71).(7., 905, 1925.
1<'. HUBHA L. Pratal, etc. Common I (.Tu·unto L-in1h. Soc., 317, 1924.)
b. COlVfMUTATA Gaud. Taffs \VelJ, etc.!, sp. Hb. Vachell, testa W. O.
Howarth.
c. BARBATA (Hack.). Swansea, etc., H.J.R., teste W. O. Howarth.
d. lVIEGASTAOHYA Gaud.
Cliffs near Penarth! (J OUTn. Linn. Soc.,
317, 1924.)
8. PRUINOSA (Hack).
Sully Island, B.E.C., 906, 1925.
f. AHEKARIA (Osb.):ITr. Llantwit Major, B.E.C., 905, 1925.
g. TENUIFOLIA Hmvarth. Tidal mud by River Ely 1, sp. Hb. Vachell,
teste W. O. Howarth.
:IT. OVINA L., var. GENUIANA. Pascual. Common 1 (Jour-n. Linn. Soc.,
. 32, 1925.)
b. HISPIDULA Hack. Llyn Fawr, R.E.O., 906, 1925.
:IT. OAPII.LATA Lam. Penardl, sp. Hb. Vachell, teste vV. O. Howarth.
(J oum. Liwn. Soc., 30, 1925.)
:IT. Jl1EMBHANAOEA (L.) Dr. Littoral. Locally common. Sand dunes,
Kenfig, etc. 1
*:IT. DANTHONII A. & G., b. AMBIGUA (Le GalL). Casual. Cardiff, B.E.O.,
603, 1924.
F. BROMOIDES L. Glareal. Locally common. Leckwith, etc. 1
F. MYUHUS L. Glal'eal. Scarce. Leckwith, etc. !
*BROMUS RIGENS L. Casual. Barry, etc., B.E.O.,. 1027, 1925.
*B. HlGIDUS Roth. Casual. Cardiff, etc., J.R. Supp., 87, 1907.
B. STERILIS L. Glareal. Gommon I
*B. TEOTORUlIf L. Casual. Cardiff, etc., J.B. Supp., 87, 1907.
B. MADRITEKSIS L. Adventive, Splott j native r 011 red mad, Penarth,

Fl. Glam., 182.
B. RAMOSUS Huds. Sylvestral. Locally common. Cwrt-yr-ala, etc. 1
B. EREOTUS Huds. Pascual. Glarea!. Locally common. St Nicholas,
etc. 1
*B. UNIOLOIDES H.B.K. Viatical. Waste ground 1, B.E.C., 116, 1932.
*B. SEOALINUS L. Agrestal, etc. Cadoxton I, etc.
b. VELUTIKUS (Sehrad.) Koch. Penard Castle, Bot. Gaz., V'ol. l.
c. SUBMUTIOUS (Reichb.). Splott, B.E.O., 767, 1928.
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B. PRATENl:lIl:l Ehrh.
Pratul.
Locally C0Il11ll011.
Pcngalll i\1arl:lhe::;,
etc., J.B. H'upp., 69, 19()7.
b. PUBESCENS (Wats.). Penylan 1, teste W. O. Howarth.
B. RACElIfQSUS L. Pratal, etc. Rare. Caerau, J.B., 411, 1909.
B. HORDACEUS L. Pratul, ,etc. Common. Aberthaw, etc., teste W. O.
Howarth.
b. GLABRATUS (Doll) Dr. Porthkerry 1, teste W. O. Howarth.
c. LEPTOSTACHYS (Pers.) Beck. Barry 1, 'beste W. O. Howa'l"th.
d. NANUS (Weig.). Coast burrows, B.B.C., 691, 1919.
B. l'HOMINII (Breb.). Abm'dare, J.B. Supp., 69, 1907.
B. TJEPIDUS A. It. Holmberg. Cardiff, B.B.C., 679, etc., 1931.
B. MOLLIFORMIS Lloyd. Near Penard, etc., J.B. Supp., 69, 1907.
"B. ARVENSIS L. Casual. Splott 1
BRACHYPODIUM SYLVATICUM (Huds.) R. & S.
Septal, 'Sylvestral.
Common 1
b. GLABRESCENS Coss. & Germ. Pyle, Hb. Motley.
B. PINNATUM (L.) Beauv., f. LOLIACEUM Asch. & Graeb. Pascual. Rare.
Nash Cwm, etcI, teste W. O. Howarth.
b. PUBESCENS S. F. Gray. Tresillian BayI, teste W. O. Howarth.
LOLIUM PERENNE L. Pascual, etc. 1
b. SPHAEROSTACHYUM Masters. Pengam Marshes, etc., J.B. Supp.,
70, 1907.
C. CRISTATUM Doll.
Cardiff 1, teste W. O. Howarth.
d. ARISTATUM Schum. Aberdare, etc., J.B. Supp., 69, 1907.
e. ORGY ALE Doll. Splott, B.E.C., 767, 1928.
*L. TEMULENTUM L. Casual. Splott, etc. 1
b. ARVENSE (With.). Splott, etc. 1
*L. M1.'LTIFLORUM Lam.
Adventive.
Barry Docks 1, teste \V. O.
Howarth.
AGROPYRON JUNCEUM (L.) Beauv. Littoral. Locally, common. The
Leys, etc.!
b. MEGASTACHYUM (Fr.) Dr. Crumlin Burrows, J.B. Supp., 70, 1907.
A. PUNGENS R. & S. Littoral. Locally common. Ely estuary, etc. 1
A. REPENS L. Agrestal. Common 1
A. CANINUM Beauv. Sylvestrul. Locally common. Banks of River
Taff, etc. 1
LEPTURUS FILIFORMIS Trin. Littoral. Locally common. Aberthaw,
etc. 1
*L. INCURVUS (L.) Dr. Splott, B.B.C., 116, 1932.
NARDus STRICTA L. Ericetal. Comlllon. On moors 1
HORDEUlH NODOSUM L. Pratal. Locally common. Cogan Moors ~
H. MURINUM L. Glareal. Locally common. ~J\.bout Cardiff 1
H. MARINUlIl L. Littoral. Rare. The Leys 1
*H. JUBATUM L.
Adventive.
Appearing yearly, waste ground and
marshes near Splott 1
ELYMUS ARENARIUS 1,. Littoral. Swansea, Moggridge, etc.
JUNIPERUS COMMUNIS L. Ericetal, local. Sea cliffs, etc, Gower!
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IlAOCATA L. Sylvestral. Locally CUllllllUll. Lillle~tulle at Cwrtyr-ala, etc.!
PINUS SYLVESTRIS L. Ericetal. Native un hills near Aberdare, J.B.
S'lLpp., 58, 1907; perhaps Cwrt-yr-ala!
"P. l'INA~TER Ait. Planted, Blackpill, etc., J.B. S'uPP., 86, 1907.
*LARIX DEOIDUA Mill. Planted in wood near Merthyr Mawr!, J.B. Supp.,
86, 1907.
EQUISETUM MAXIlIWM Lam. Uliginal, etc. Locally cummun. Llandough'!, etc.
b. SEROTINUM Braun. Llandough!, B.E.C., 755, 1922.
E. ARVENSE L. Agrestal, etc. Common!
b. NEMOROSUM Braun. Parkmill, etc., J.B. Supp., 72, 1907.
E. SYLVATIOUM L. Sylvestral. Scarce. Pendoylan, etc.!
b. OAPILLARE Roffm. Cefn On, Fl. Glam., 192.
E. LIMOSUM L. Paludal. Locally common. Sant-y-nil, etc.!
b. FLUVIA,TILE (L.). "Thinly scattered throughout county," J.B.
Supp., 72, 1907.
E. PALUSTRE L. Paludal. Common. Kenfig Dunes, etc.!
b. POLYSTAOHYUM Weig. Crumlin Burrows, J.B. Supp., 72, 1907.
C. NUDUM Duby. Crumlin Burrows, J.B. Supp., 72, 1907.
E. HYEMALE L. Rare. Railway bank, Llanishen!, B.E.C., 425,1927.
E. VARIEGATUM (Schleich.) Weber. Paludal, local. Crumlin Burrows,
etc. !
CRYPTOGRAMMA ORISPA Br. Rupestral. Rare. Mynydd Mayo!, etc.
EUPTERIS AQUILINA (L.) Newm. Ericetal. Common!
ADIANTUM CAPILLUS-VENERIS L. Rare. Damp !ias cliffs by the sea!
BLEoHNuM SPIOANT (L.) With. Ericetal, etc. Common!
PHYLLITIS SOOLOPENDRIUM (L.) Newm. Rupestral, Sylvestral. Common!
ASPLENIUM MARINUM L. Maritime rocks, Gower, etc.!
A. TRIOHOMANES L. Rupestral. Common!
A. VIRIDE Ruds. Rupestral. Rare. Morlais Castle, etc.!
A. LANOEOLATUM Ruds. Rupestral. Rare. Near l'ontypridd, Rb.
U.C., Fl. (}lam., 187, etc.
A. ADIANTUlVI-NIGRUM L. Rupestral. Locally common. Caerphilly,
etc. !
A. R,UTA-MURARIA L. Rupestral. Common!
ATHYRIUM FILIX-FOEMINA (L.) Roth. Sylvestral. Common!
b. EREOTUM Syme. Crumlin Bog, etc., J.B. Supp., 71, 1907.
C. INOISUM Newm.
Aberpergwm, J.B. Supp., 71, 1907.
POLYSTIOHUM SETIFERUM (Forsk.) Woynar. Sylvestr,al. Locally common. Thornhill!, etc.
P. LOBATUM (Ruds.) Woynar. Sylvestral. Locally common. Castell
Coch, etc.!
b. OAMBRIOUM (S. F. Gray). Vale of Neath, etc.!
(P. LONOHITIS (L.) Roth. Records, T.B., etc., doubtless refer to b.
cambricum).
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DRYOl'TERIS .b'ILIX-lIfAS (L.) Sehott. Sylvestral. COlllmou 1
b. AFFINIS Newm. Garth "Wood, etc., J.B. Supp., 71, l!:J07.
c. PALEAOEA (Don) Dr. Morlais Castle 1, etc.
D. SPINULOSA Kuntze. Sylvestral. Rare. Ystradoweu, etc. 1
b. DEOIPIENS (Syme) Dr. Radyr, J.B., 411, 1909.
D. ARISTATA (Vill.) Dr. Sylvestral. Common 1
b. TANAOETIFOLIA (Lam. & DC.) Dr. Radyr, J.B., 411, lUOU.
C. ALPINA (Moore) Dr.
Mountain above Nantymoel I, teste Abton.
D. AEMULA Kuntze. Sylvestral. Dimbath Valley 1
D. OREOPTERIS (Ehrh.) Maxon. Ericetal. Locally common. Mynyddy-glew, etc. 1
D. THELYPTERIS (L.) A. Gray. Uliginal. Hare. Singleton Bog I, ek.
D. PHEGOPTERIS (L.) Christ. Hupestral, local. Draethen, etc. 1
D. ROBERTIANA (Hoffm.) Christ.
Limestone rocks, rare.
Morlai~
Castle 1, etc.
PHEGOPTERIS DRYOPTERIS Fee.
Sylvestral, local.
Craig-y-Llyn, Fl.
Glarn., 190.
CYSTOPTERIS FILIX-FRAGILIS (L.) Bernh. Rupestral, local. Morlais
Castle, etc. !
b. DENTATA (Hook.). Kilvey Hill, Gutch, etc.
POLYPODIUM VULGARE L. Rupestral. Common 1
b. SERRATUM Milde. Leckwith wood, etc. 1
c. OAMBRIOUM Lightf. Near Dinas Powis 1
CETERA OH OFFIOINARUM DC., em. vVilld. Rupestral. Common 1
b. ORENATUM Milde. Aberdare, etc., J.B. Supp., 71, 1907.
HYMENOPHYLLUM TUNBRIGENSE (L.) Sm. Rupestral. Rare. Dimbath
Valley 1, etc.
H. PELTATUM Desv. Hupestral. Scarce. Dimbath Valley 1, etc.
OSlIfUNDA REGALIS L. Paludal, local. Gower, etc. 1
BOTRYOHIUM LUNARIA (L.) Sw. EricetaI. Scarce. Newton Burrows,
etc. 1
Pratal.
Locally common.
OPHIOGLOSSUM VULGATUM L.
Southerndown, etc.!
b. POLYPHYLLUM Braun. \Vhiiford Burrows, fide E. F. Linton.
PILULARH GLOBULIFERA L. Uliginal. Rare. Mynydd-y-glew 1
IsoETEs LAOUSTRIS L. Lacustral. Rare. Llynfach, etc., Plo Glam.,
193, etc.
I. EOHINOSPORA Durieu. LaclLstral. Rare. Llynfawr 1
(LYOOPODIUlII ALPINU1I1 L.
Near Swansea, Moggridge, etc., Glam. P)
L. OLAVATUM L. Ericetal. NeM Swansea, Dillwyn.
L. SELAGO I~. Ericetal. Rare. Hills above Nantymoell, etc.
(SELAGINELLA SELAGINOIDES (L.) Link. Mountains near Glyn Corrwg,
etc., Fl. J.8., 103).
NITELLA OPAOA Ag. I~acustral. Rare. Clyne Common, .T.B., 377, etc.,
1886.
I~acustra.l.
Rare.
N. FLEXILIS Ag.
MYllydc1-y-glew 1, R.E.G., 144,
1926.
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'l'ULYl'ELLA GLOMERATA Lconll. Lacustral. Hare. Crullllill 13urrow~,
J.B., 377, 1886.
Cogan marshes,
Locally co.nuilOn.
Lacustral.
'CHARA VULGARIS I,.
etc. 1
b. I,ONGIBRAOTEATA Kuetz. Porthcawl sands, J.B. S~Lpp., 73, 1907.
c. PAPILLATA VVallr. Porthcawl sands, J.B. Supp., 73, 1907.
(C. HISPIDA L. Lacustral. CrUllllin Bog, 13.0.).
C. OONTRARIA Kuetz. Lacustral. Oxwich, H. & J. Groves, etc.
C. ASPERA vVilld. Lacustra1. Locally common. Kenfig 1'0011, etc.,
teste VV. H. Fearsall.
h. LACUSTRIS H. & J. Ch. Kenfig Pool 1, teste W. H. Pearsall.
C. ]'R,\GlLIS DesiT. LacustraJ. Locally COllllllOll. Oxwich, etc. ~
C. DELICATULA Ag. Lacustral. Rare. vVclsh St Donats, etc., J.B.
Supp., 73, 1907.
HYBRIDS.
RANUNCULUS LENORMANDI F. Schultz x LUTARIusr Rhossili, J.B. S'upp.,
5, 1907.
VIOLA SILVESTRIS Lam. x RIVINLWA = INTERMEDIA Reiehb. Taffs Well,
etc., J.B. SuPP., 13, 1907.
V. OANINA L., b. ERICETORUM Reichb. X LAOTEA = PUMILIFORMIS R. & '\f.
Gower 1, teste Mrs Gregory.
V. OANINA L. X RIVINIAJ.'<A. Llanharry!, teste p. M. Hall.
V. EPIPSILA Ledeb. x PALUSTRIS. Caerphilly 1, teste Mrs Gregory.
LYCHNIS ALBA Mill. X DIOICA = INTERMEDIA (Schur). Grangetown 1,
teste Dr Druce, B.E.C., 567, 1927.
L. DIOICA L. x PRESLll = TROWERIAE Dr. Natural hybrid in g,arden at
Ely Garden City.
RUBUS OAESIUS L. X RUSTIOANUS. Probably frequent. Whitford Burrows, etc., J.B., 94, 1906.
R. VESTITUS W. & N. X RUSTIOANUS. Langland Bay, etc., J.B., 94, 1906.
POTENTILLA PROOUMBENS X REPTANS = MIX TA Nolte. Penarth, Pl. Clam.,
60.
P. EREOTA (L.) Hampe x PROOUMBENS = SUBEREOTA Zimm. Llanharry,
Pl. Clam., 60.
P'. EREOTA (L.) Hampe x REPTANS = ITALICA Lehm. Caerphilly Moun·
tainl
GEUM RrVALE L. x URBANUM = INTERMEDIUM Ehrh. Near Coedryglan,
etc., Pl. Clam, 59.
EPILOBIUM HIRSUTUl\£ L. X MONTANUM = ANGLICUM E. S. :Marshall.
Cathays, Cardiff 1, teste Dr Druce.
E. HIRSUTUM L. X PARVIFLORUM = INTERMEDIUM Reichb. Cardiff 1, FI.
Clam., 69.
E. PARVIFLORUM Schreb. x ROSEUM = GORZII Rubn. Aberdare, J.B.
Supp., 31, 1907.
E. OBSOURUM Schreb. x PALUSTRE = SOHMIDTIANUM Rostk. Probably
this, Oxwich, J.B. Supp, 31, 1907.
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Bchreb. X TETRAGONUM = THUmNGIA0U~I Hau~~k. Aberdare, J.B. Hupp., 31, 1907.
E. MONTANUM L. X OBSCURUM = AGGREGATUM' Celak. Swansea, J.B.,

E.

OBS()URU~i

297, 1892.
E. MONTANUM L. X PARVU'LORUM = LIMOSUM Schur.
teste G. M. Ash.
E. MONTANUM L. X ltOSEUM = HETEROCAUJ,E Borbas.

Near Oardiff 1,
Swansea, J.B.,

297, 1892.
SENECIO SQUALIDUS L. X VULGARIS, C. ERECTUS.

Oathays Park, Cardiff,
Fl. Glam., 93.
OARDUUS ACANTHOIDES L., b. CRISPUS (L.)XNUTANS=NEWBOULDII (Wats.).
Llantwit Major, J.B. Hupp., 39, 1907.
CIRSIUM ACAULE (L.) Weber x PRATENSE = WOODWARDIl (Wats.). Cardiff Docks, J.B. S1Lpp., 39, 1907.
C. ARVENSE (L.) Scop. x PALUSTRE. Penylan 1, B.E.C., ll8, 1926.
C. TUBEROSUM (L.) All. x PALUSTRE. Nash, J.B., 16, 1933.
LINARIA VULGARIS Mill. X REPENS = SEPIUM (Allm.). Grangetown, persisting.
THYMUS PULEGIOIDES L. X PYCNOTRICHUS = HENRYI Ronn. Glyn Neath,
B.E.C., 510, 1927.
CHENOPODIUM ALBUM L. X OPULIFOLIUM = PREISMANNI Murr. Barry,
B.E.C., 415, 1927.
SALICORNIA HERBACEA x RAMOSISSIMA Moss & Salisb. Llanmadoc, J.B.
Supp., 54, 1907.
(S. HERBACEA x PUSILLA Moss & Salisb. = INTERMEDIA.
Apparently
this, Wood, Llanmadoc, J.B. Supp., 54, 1907).
RUMEX CRISPUS L. X OBTUSIFOLIUS = ACUTUS L. Llandough, Fl. Glam.,
138.
EUPHORBIA PARALIAS L. X PORTLANDICA.
Apparently this, Margam
Moors, J.B. Supp, 56, 1907.
SALIX TRIANDRA L. x VIlIHNALIS = HIPPOPHAEll'OLIA Thuill. Near Pyle,
J.B., 250, 1902.
S. TRIANDRA L. X VIMINAUS, b. TREVIRANI (Sprengel). Ely Bridge 1,
teste J. Praser.
S. CAPREA L. X ATROCINEREA = REICHARDTII A. Kern. Aberdare, J.B.
Supp., 57, 1907.
S. CAPREA L. X REPENS = LASCHIANA Reisl. & Brand. Whitford Burrows, l!'l. Glam., 144.
S. AURITA L. X CAPREA = CAPREOLA J. Kern. Whitchurch, J.B., 408,
1909.
S. ATROCTh"'EREA Brat. x AURITA = LUTESCENS A. Kern. ~enylan 1, teste
J. Fraser.
S. AURITA L. X REPENS = AMBIGUA (Ehrh.).
Cwmbach, Aberdare,
B.E.O., 124, 1911.
S. AURLTA L. X VIMINALIS = FRUTICOSA Doll. Aberdare, B.E.C., 124,
19l1.
S. ATROCINEREA Brat. x PURPUREA = SORDIDA Kern. Taffs Well, J.B.
Supp., 57, 1907.
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S. ANDERSONIANA Sm. X ATROOINEREA = STREPIDA Forbes.
Aberdare,
J.B. Supp., 57, 1907.
JUNOUS EFFUSUS L. X INFLEXUS = DIFFUSUS Hoppe. Orumlin Bog, J.B.,

297, 1892.
OAREX ACUTIFORMIS Ehrh. X RIPARIA. Fairwater, J.B., 410, 1909.
O. FLAVA L. X FULVA = XANTHOCARPA Degl. Ystradowen!, teste A. Bennett.
O. EI,ATA All. X GOODENOWII.
Flemingstone Moors, J.B. Supp., 65,

1907.
O. ELATA All. X GRACII,IS. Flemingstone Moors, J.B. Supp., 65, 1907.
O. GOODENOWII Gay x GRACILIS. Orumlin Bog, J.B. Supp., 65, 1907.
GLYCERIA FLUITANS x PLIOATA = PEDIOILLATA. Whitchurch!, teste Dr
Butcher.
TRITIOUJlf JUNCEUM Beauv. x REPENS = HACKELLII Dr. Margam Moors!,
teste Dr Druce.
LOLIUM TEMULENTUM L. X 'PERENNE. Oardiff, teste ~. O. Howarth.

;
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p. 89.
p. 13l.
p. 208.
p. 400.

55/1.. Fresh should be French.
600/12. For dolicophyUum read dolichopll'yllmn.
Bottmll. Miss E. M. Harding should be Harting.
GUERNSEY. Correct figures as follow: -Five Maps, Flowering
Plants 828, Ferns and allies 29, Mosses 156,
Hepatical 41, Fungi 624, Lichens 334, Algal 64l.
SUPPLEMENT to above, M. A. McCrae, 1923, published in Transactions of the Guernsey Society.
LESSER CHANNEL ISLES.
Delete lines 2 and 3 (Alderney.
Brechou, etc.).
These
are included in the above Supplement, 1923.
p. 40l. DEVONSHIRE.
Amend first line; "No recent Flora. One is contemplated
by The Devonshire Association."
Line 17 from bottom of page.
Amend," Rep. Devon
Ass., 1917 et seq."
From 1926-1932 edited by Mr
G. T. Harris.
Add to list-The Botany chapter in the Victoria History of
Devon, vol. i, pp. 55-130, 1906.
Devon Botany-Presidential Address by' Mr W. P. Hiern,
Trams. Devon Association, 1917.
ANew List of the flowering plants and ferns growing wild
in the county of Devon by T. F. Ravenshaw, 1860,
and seconded. with suppl., 1872.'
Handbook of the Torquay Flora, Robert Stewart, 1860.
Manual of the Flora of Torquay, Miss C. E. Larter, 1900.
Flora Sidostiensis, Cullen, 1849.
Braunton, Dr F. R. Elliston Wright, revised edition, 1932.
p. 415. NORTHUMBERLAND.
(Add) Notes on plants ,found in the district worked by the
Berwickshire Naturalists' Club.
By A. H. Evans,
M.A. Vol. xxiii, 217-235. Neill & Co., Edinburgh,
1917. (See BerlVickshire, p. 418, line cL)

p.

5.

MEMBERS' NAMES OR ADDRESSES.
G. Goode, M.A.
Should have been under CORRESPONDING
MEMBERS.
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n.
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W. Butcher, H.S,;., Ph.D., F.L.S., 12 St Ja,mes' Terrace,
\Vinchester.
7. H. N. Chamberlaine-Brothers, Batchcote Hall, Leebotwood,
Shropshire.
8. A. E. Ellis, lVLA., F.L.S., Epsom College, Surrey.
11. E. Milne-Redhead, M.A., The Herbarium, Kew.
lB. G. R. A. Short, 36 Parkside Drive, Edgware, Middlesex.
14. National Museum of 'Wales, Cardiff (H. A. Hyde, M.A., F.L.S.,
Keeper of the Department of Botany).

